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csILLA DoBos*

ERGÄNZUNGEN UND ANGABEN IN DER VALENZTHEORIE

1. Das Phänomen der Valenz

Die Wörter einer Sprache kommen im konkreten Redeakt nie isoliert vor, sondern

sie verbinden sich mit bestimmten Partnern. Die Verbindungsmöglichkeiten der

Wörter sind nicht beliebig, sie unterliegen bestimmten Gesetzmässigkeiten,mit

deren Untersuchung sich die germanistische Linguistik in den letzten Jahrzehnten

in vielfältiger Weise beschäftigt hat. Heute fasst man die grundlegenden

Gesetzmässigkeitender Verbindbarkeit bzw. Kombinierbarkeit sprachlicher
Einheiten unter dem Begri" der Valenz zusammen.‘ Kennzeichnend lr die

Valenztheorie ist das Durchlaufen verschiedener Entvsdcldungsphasen, was sich

daraus erklärt, dass im Zuge ihrer Fomiierung unterschiedliche Aspekte in das

Blickfeld rückten. Die schrittweise Erarbeitung der Basis ir die Valenzanalyse
erfolgte in den verschiedenen Grammatiktheorien auf unterschiedlichen Wegen.
Das Interesse wandte sich zunächst aus leicht verständlichen Gründen dem Verb

als satzstnikturierende Dominante zu. Gleichzeitig wurde aber betont, dass die

Valenz nicht ausschliesslich dem Verb zuzuerkennen sei, sondern auch anderen

Wortarten und anderen Elementen des Sprachsystems. So wird der von Lucien

Tesniöre geprägte Tenninus „Valenz”, der ursprünglich die Benennung einer

strukturell-syntaktischen Eigenschaft des Verbs war, heute unterschiedlich

verstanden. Der Begriff der Valenz wird als Bezeichnung ir die unten

angedeuteten Phänomene verwendet:

a) die Kombinationsfahigkeit aller gleichartigen sprachlichen Elemente auf allen

Ebenen des Sprachsystems;
b) die Fähigkeit des Zeichens, obligatorische Beziehungen auf verschiedenen

Ebenen des Sprachsystems zu realisieren, was sich in der Unterscheidung von

syntaktischen semantischer und pragmatischer Valenz niederschlägt;
c) die Kombinationsfahigkeitbestimmter Klassen von Wortzeichen, wobei die

Funktion der Satzkonstituierung der Verbvalenz vorbehalten wird;
d) die Kombinationsfahigkeitder Wortklassen;
e) die Kombinationsfahigkeitein und derselben Wortklassen in verschiedenen

natürlichen Sprachen;
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f) die Kombinationsfaliigkeit, die nur dem Verb zukommt;
g) die Ergänzungsbedürigkeit des Verbs.

Die unterschiedlichen Interpretationen des Valenzbegriifes haben eine grosse

Auswirkung auf die möglichenWege der Lösung der Grundprobleme der Valenz,
unter anderem auf die notwendige Grundentscheidung jeder Valenztheorie. Diese

Grundentscheidung bezieht sich auf die Differenzierung zwischen Ergänzungen
und Angaben. Wenn wir von den tenninologischen Unterschieden in den

verschiedenen Valenzdenitionen absehen, lässt sich konstatieren, dass dem

Phänomen der Valenz Universalität (Eigenschaft einer Systemkategorie)
zugesprochen wird. „In der Linguistik steht der Ausdruck ’Valenz’ nicht ir eine

natürliche Eigenschaft, sondern ir eine konzeptuelle Eigenschaft des Zeichens -

ganz im Unterschied zum Ausdruck ’Valenz’, wie er in den Naturwissenschaften

Verwendung ndet, wo er sich auf Eigenschaften von Naturelementen bezieht”?

Folglich karm unter Verzicht auf die Analyse konkreten Beispiehnaterials a priori
festgestellt werden, dass bei der Lösung der Grundprobleme der Valenztheorie

mehrere Faktoren der Systemebene in Betracht gezogen werden müssen. Da von

den verschiedenen Gruppen von Linguisten immer andere Faktoren als Prämissen

in den Vordergrund der Untersuchung gerückt werden, nden wir in den

modernen Grammatiktheorien unterschiedliche, manchmal sehr voneinander

abweichende Lösungender Grundprobleme der Valenztheorie.

2. Einige Grundbegriffe der Valenztheorie

Im folgenden werden Überlegungenzu einigen Grundproblemen und

Grundbegriffen der Valenztheorie im Hinblick auf die Problematik der

Abgrenzung von Ergänzungenund Angaben dargestellt.
Bei der Ermittlung der distinktiven Merkmale der Ergänzungenund Angaben

tauchen immer wieder die Begriffe „obligatorisch” und „fakultativ” auf, die aber

in den verschiedenen Grammatiken nicht immer eindeutig deniert sind. Die

InterpretationsSchwierigkeiten der genannten Begriffe ergeben sich in erster Linie

daraus, dass sie im Zusammenhang mit solcher Erscheinungen wie

Grammatikalität und Akzeptabilität bestimmt werden. Die Begriffe der

Grammatikalität und Akzeptabilität wurden in die generative Grammatik

eingeihrt um die Grade und Arten der Regelabweichungen und

Regelveränderungenzu beschreiben. Die generative Grammatik hat es nicht mit

Gesetzen, sondern mit solchen Regeln zu tun, die entweder lntersubjektiv

(gemeinsam, nach dem Bewusstsein mehrerer Personen) Oder subjektiv

2
Logaceva, E.P.: „Grundfragen der Valenztheoric". in Dew-‘ch als F""md’p'ach‘ (2x Leipzig 1990,
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kontrollierbare Normen darstellen. Folglich liegen — nach dieser Auassung — die

Entscheidungen über Normhaigkeit und teilweise auch/über Gramrnatikalität im

Bereich der Kompetenz. Es ist aber in vielen Fällen sehr schwer zu sagen, ob es

um die Kompetenz des „ideal speaker” im Sinne der Chomskyschen

Kompetenzauffassung, um eine Summe aus unterschiedlichen

Individualkompetenzen oder um die Individualkompetenz irgendeines Sprechers
der betreffenden Sprache handelt.

Die Frage nach der Unterscheidung von Ergänzungenund Angaben kann auf

keinen Fall auf der Ebene der Individualkompetenz beantwortet werden. Die

Begriffe „Ergänzung” und „Angabe” stellen Tennini einer linguistischen Theorie,

nämlich der Valenztheorie dar und als solche müssen sie auf der Basis

linguistischer Fakten deniert werden. Auf der Ebene der Individualkompetenz
können nur Entscheidungen getroffen werden, die sich auf das Ergebnis der

operationellen Verfahren zur Unterscheidung von Ergänzungen und Angaben
beziehen. Das sind aber Akzeptabilitätsurteileund nicht Grammatikalitätsurteile.

Eines können wir also festhalten: wenn wir darüber entscheiden wollen, ob ein

Satz grammatisch oder nicht grammatisch ist, muss der Terrninus

Grammatikalität (Grammatizität) denitorisch festgelegt werden. Um eine

Denition der Grammatikalität festlegen zu können, müssen vorher die folgenden
Fragen beantwortet werden:

a) Kann man auf der Basis seiner Sprachkompetenz über

Grammatikalitätsfragenentscheiden?

b) Kann man aufgrundseiner Kentnisse der Grammatik darüber Entscheidungen
treffen, ob ein Satz grammatisch oder nicht grammatisch ist?

c) Soll eine Person individuell oder sollen mehrere Personen gemeinsam
Grarnmatikalitätsurteile fallen?

d) Kann jeder einzelne Sprecher intuitiv die Frage nach der Grammatikalität

eines Satzes beantworten oder es müssen Linguisten und Grammatiker sein,
die auf wissenschaftlicher Basis eine Antwort geben können?

Ohne die Antworten auf diese Probleme können die Begriffe „obligatorisch” und

„fakultativ” nicht eindeutig festgelegt werden, da ihre Denitionen in den meisten

Valenzkonzeptenvon der Interpretation des Grammatikalitätsbegriffes abhängig
sind. Das kann man an folgenden Definitionen beobachten:

a) Ulrich Engel: „Wird ein Element als fakultativ gekennzeichnet, so bedeutet

das lediglich, dass seine Aktualisierung (sein Vorhandensein) irrelevant ir

die Grammatizität des Satzes ist. Entsprechend ist die Aktualisierung eines

obligatorischen Elements Voraussetzung für die Grammatizität des Satzes.”

3
„Zur Beschreibung der Struktur deutscher Sätze", in Engel. Ulrich — Grebc, Paul (Hg): Neue Beträge

zur deutschen Grammatik. Mannheim l969‚ S. 45.
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b) Ulrich Engel — Helmut Schumacher: „Elemente, die auf Grund

gramrnatischer Regeln unabdingbar sind, nennen wir obligatorisch; ihre

Elimination ergibt grammatisch unkorrekte (wenngleich eventuell

kommunikativ brauchbare) Sätze. [...] Elemente, die auf Grund

grarnrnatischer Regeln nicht aktualisiert zu werden brauchen, deren Fehler

also die Grammatizität des Satzes nicht berührt, nennen wir fakultativ.“

c) Gerhard Helbig — Wolfgang Schenkel: „Ein Glied ist ein obligatorischer
Mitspieler, wenn es in der Obenächenstruktur nicht eliminiert werden

kann, ohne dass der Satz ungrammatisch wird.”
Bei der Analyse des Erklärungswertsder einzelnen Tests zur Unterscheidung von

Ergänzungenund Angaben werden die Begriffe „obligatorisch” und „fakultativ”
ebenfalls mit Hilfe des Grammatikalitätsbegrieserläutert. Das sehen vdr am

Beispiel der Weglassprobe und des Eliminierungstests: „Wir eliminieren ein

Satzglied und beobachten,ob der verbleibende Satzrest noch grammatisch oder

bereits ungrammatisch ist. Ist er noch grammatisch, dann ist das eliminierte

Satzglied syntaktisch nicht obligatorisch; ist er aber ungrarnrnatisch, dann ist das

eliminierte Satzglied syntaktisch ir den Bestand des Satzes obligatorisch?‘
Von dem Begriffspaar „obligatorisch/fakultativ” wird in vielen

Valenztheorien das Begriffspaar „notwendig/weglassbar” abgeleitet. Die

Differenzierung zwischen den beiden Merkmalpaaren liegt in einer intuitiven

Unterscheidung zwischen syntaktischer und inhaltlicher Vollständigkeit des

Satzes. Folglich beziehen sich die Termini „obligatorisch/fakultativ” auf

Syntaktisches bzw. Morphosyntaktisches, und die Terrnini

„notwendig/weglassbar” auf Semantosyntaktisches bzw. Kommunikatives. So

entstanden die in den verschiedenen Valenztheorien gebräuchlichenTerrnini wie

„grammatisch obligatorisch” und „kommunikativ notwendig” einerseits und

„grammatisch fakultativ” und „kommunikativ weglassbar” andererseits. Aber

eine Unterscheidung zwischen „grammatisch-vollständigen”und „kommunikativ-

vollständigen”Sätzen ist nicht durchführbar, da der Begriff der „kommunikativen

Vollständigkeit” den Begriff der „grammatischen Vollständigkeit” nicht

ausschliesst und umgekehrt. Das spricht ir die Annahme, dass jedes Merkmal

des ersten Merkmalpaares mit jedem beliebigem Merkmal des zweiten

Merkmalpaares kombiniert werden kann.

4
Engel Ulrich — Schumacher Helmut: Kleines Valenzlexikan deutscher Verben, Gunler Narr Verlag
Tübingen 1978. S. 28-29.

d D
V
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Helbig Gerhard — Schenkel, Wolfgang: Wörterbuch zur Valenz un istnbunon deutscher Verben.

\’EB Eibliographisches Institut, Leipzig l980‚ 5- 37»

Öl-lelbigGerhard — Schenkel, Wolfgang l98°- 5- 33‘
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Die Kombinationsmöglichkeitensind die folgenden (die Beispiele stammen

aus der Arbeit von Angelika Ballweg-Schranini7):

a) Obligatorisch-notwendig:
.

Thomas beansprucht Aunerksamkeit.

b) Obligatorisch-weglassbar:
E; hat. (Im Anschluss an den Satz „Hat der Boss was von dem Kraut?”)

c) Fakultativ-notwendig:
Pinkus pfeift ihn. (Im Anschluss an den Satz „Ich habe vergessen, wie der

Kaiserwalzer geht”)

d) Fakultativ-weglassbar:
Er isst. (Im Anschluss an den Satz „Isst der Boss was von dem Kraut?”)

Wenn wir die oben dargestellten Kombinationsmöglichkeiten der Begriffe

„obligatorisch/fakultativ”und „notwendig/weglassbar” ir richtig halten, dann

scheint es äusserst problematisch zu sein, sie bei der Unterscheidung von

Ergänzungenund Angaben zu benutzen.

Die Tauglichkeit der Begriffe „obligatorisch/fakultativ” und

„notwendig/weglassbar”bei der Charakterisierung von Ergänzungen und

Angaben hängt natürlich von der Denition dieser Begritfpaare ab. In den meisten

Valenztheorien heisst es: Ergänzungen sind obligatorisch oder fakultativ,

Angaben immer fakultativ. Aufgrund dieser Denition kann aber keine Grenze

zwischen den fakultativen Ergänzungen einerseits und Angaben andererseits

gezogen werden. Hier kommt das andere Begriffspaar ins Spiel und besagt, dass

die fakultativen Ergänzungennotwendige Glieder, die Angaben hingegen nicht

notwendige Glieder sind. Auf der Basis der Logik können wir festhalten, dass

zwei distinktive Merkmale (fakultativ = minus obligatorisch, weglassbar = minus

notwendig) zur Unterscheidung von drei Kategorien genügen müssen:

ErgänzungenI. ErgänzungenII. Angaben
H-obligatorisch + - -

+/-notwendig + + —

Zur Unterscheidung von vier Klassen von Elementen (Ergänzungen I. II„
Angaben I. II.) reichen die genannten zwei Kriterien offensichtlich nicht. Deshalb

vertreten viele Linguisten die Aufassung‚ dass die Unterscheidung zwischen

Ergänzungen und Angaben nicht durch die Merkmalpaare
„obligatorisch/fakultativ” und „notwendig/weglassbar” begründet werden kann.

Demnach sind die Merkmale „obligatorisch/fakultativ” ir Ergänzungen und

7
.

Bellweg-Schramm,Angelika: „Noch einmal: Grundbegriffe der Valenztheorie, Bemerkungen zu einem

Papier von S. Papa“, in Schumacher, Helmut (Hg) Untersuchungen :ur Verbvalen; TBL Verlag
Gunler Narr, Tübingen 1976. S 57.
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Ergänzungen Angaben
nehmen an der Handlung teil bestimmen die Umstände der

Handlung

notwendig nicht notwendig

obligatorisch oder fakultativ fakultativ

konstitutiv frei hinzuigbar

valenzgebunden (valenzbedingt) nicht valenzgebunden (nicht

valenzbedingt)
besetzen Leerstellen besetzen keine Leerstellen

sind im Stellenplan des Verbs sind im Stellenplan des Verbs nicht

enthalten enthalten

verbspezisch nicht verbspezisch

begründenSatzbaupläne begründenkeine Satzbaupläne
subklassenspezisch nicht subklassenspezisch
(subkategorisieren die Valenzträger) (subkategorisieren die Valenzträger

nicht)
vom Verb regiert nicht vom Verb regiert
morphosyntaktisch vom Verb morphosyntaktisch vom Verb nicht

abhängig abhängig
determinierte nichtverbale Elemente determinierende nichtverbale

Elemente

beruhen auf einem Paradigma beruhen nicht auf einem Paradigma
lexikalisch-syntaktisch realisierte nicht Spezizierungen von

Argumente Argumenten
können auf selbständigeSätze nicht können auf selbständige Sätze

zurückgeihrtwerden zurückgeführtwerden

können aus dem Satz nicht können aus dem Satz herausgelöst
herausgelöst werden, ihre werden, ihre Eliminierung verursacht

Eliminierung verursacht keine Ungrammatikalität
Ungrammatikalität

Keinesfalls kann das Faktum bezweifelt werden, dass die oben angedeuteten
Merkmale ir die Charakterisierung der Ergänzungenund Angaben eine gute

Grundlage bieten. Folglich können die Ergänzungen und Angaben als Bündel

dieserMerkmale angesehen werden. Es muss aber hinzugefügt werden, dass die

einzelnen Merkmale eine unterschiedliche Rolle bei der Bestimmung der

Ergänzungenund Angaben spielen und das kann wahrscheinlich die Ursache
dair sein, dass in den verschiedenen Valenztheorien einige Merkmale besonders

9



hervorgehoben sind, während die anderen nicht einmal berücksichtigt werden. In

den letzten Jahren nehmen bei der Charakterisienmg der Ergänzungen und

Angaben die Merkmale „Notwendigkeifl „Subkategorisierung” bzw.

„Subklassenspezik” und „Determiniertheit” einen breiten Raum ein. Auf der

Basis der Merkmale werden die Kriterien zur Unterscheidung von Ergänzungen
und Angaben ermittelt. In Abhängigkeit davon, welche Merkmale in den

verschiedenen Valenztheorien als wichtigste anerkannt sind, werden die Kriterien

zur Abgrenzung von Ergänzungenund Angaben festgelegt. Die Verfasser älterer

Valenzkonzepten gehen aus den Kriterien der „Notwendigkeif und

„Obligatorität” aus, wobei die Tennini „notwendig: „weglassbar
„obligatorisch” und „fakultativ” auf unterschiedliche Weise und auf

verschiedenen Ebenen des Sprachsystems interpretiert sind. In den neueren

Valenztheorien treten diese Kriterien in den Hintergrund oder sie werden

überhauptnicht mehr berücksichtigt. Es wurde sogar erwogen, die Kriterien der

„Obligatorität” und „Fakultativität” bei der Unterscheidung von Ergänzungenund

Angaben ganz fallen zu lassen, weil sie stets zu unerwünschten Widersprüchen
fuhren. Obwohl die Differenzierung unter einer kommunikativen, semantischen

und morpho-syntaktischen Unabdingbarkeit einen Ausweg aus der Situation

bietet, bevorzugen die modernen Valenztheorien andere Kriterien, nämlich die

Unterscheidungskriterien der Subkategorisierung und Detenniniertheit:

Ergänzungen Angaben
subklassenspezisch + -

determiniert + -

Es wurde schon darauf hingewiesen, dass in den meisten Valenztheorien ein

Bündel von Merkmalen bzw. Kriterien zur Unterscheidung von Ergänzungenund

Angaben verwendet wird. Aus diesem Grunde scheinen die Fälle, wo die

Ergänzungen durch wechselnde entgegengesetzte Merkmale ermittelt werden,
äusserst interessant zu sein. Sehen wir uns dazu die folgenden Beispiele an (die

Beispiele stammen von Klaus M. Welke, der aufgrund von drei Kriterien, nämlich

Sinnotwendigkeit, Subklassenspezikund Detenniniertheit den Status der

Ergänzungenzu bestimmen versuchtg):
l) Er benimmt sich gut.
2) Er isst Äpfel.

Im ersten Satz hat das Element „gut” die Merkmale „+sinnotwendig”,
„-subklassenspezisch”und „-determiniert”, und im zweiten Satz hat das Element

„Äpfe die Merkmale „emnotwendjg Jsubklassenspezisch” und

9
Welke, M. Klaus: Einführung in die Valznz- und Kasusrhearie. Bibliografisches Institut, Leipzig

1988.
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‚+determiniert”. Der Status als Ergänzung wird einmal wegen der

Sinnotwendigkeit, das andere Mal wegen der Subklassenspezik und der

Determiniertheit ermittelt. 1°

„gut” „Äpfel”
sinnotwendig ‘r -

subklassenspezifisc - +

h

determiniert - +

Man kann natürlich darüber diskutieren, ob die obige Tabelle der Wirklichkeit

entspricht oder nicht. Wer oder was entscheidet beispielsweise über die

Sinnotwendigkeit der beiden Elemente? Ist z.B. „gut” in dem ersten Satz

tatsächlich sinnotwendig oder kann der Satz „Er benimmt sich.” in bestimmten

kommunikativen Situationen auch als grammatisch richtig angesehen werden?

Wenn wir davon ausgehen, dass die Tabelle richtig ausgeillt ist, kann „gut”
als obligatorische Ergänzung,und „Äpfel” als fakultative Ergänzung klassifiziert

werden, Wenn wir aber von fakultativen Ergänzungen sprechen, muss

logischerweise auch der Bergriif der obligatorischen Angaben in die

Valenzanalyse eingeihrt werden. Wie können in diesem Falle die emiittelten

Merkmale als Grundlage für die Charakterisierung und Unterscheidung von

Ergänzungen und Angaben dienen? Muss man die ermittelten Merkmale und

Kriterien hierarchisch anordnen und ein oberstes distinktives Merkmal bzw.

Kriterium voraussetzen, wonach die Ergänzungen und Angaben eindeutig
voneinander abgegrenzt werden können?

In der linguistischen Forschung am Ende der 80-er und Anfang der 90-er

Jahre gibt es mehrere Versuche die Genesis dieser Fragen aufzuzeigen und

verschiedene Lösungsmöglichkeiten vorzuschlagen. Eine dieser

Lösungsmöglichkeitenist das Konzept der dynamischen Valenz. Die Vertreter des

Konzepts der dynamischer Valenz gehen davon aus, dass die Angaben nicht

ausserhalbder Valenzbeziehungen stehen und deshalb in das Valenzkonzept
integriert werden sollten. Es gibt nämlich .,iessende Übergänge”zwischen

Ergänzungenund Angaben, weil einerseits Angaben in bestimmten Kontexten

obligatorisch werden, und damit als Ergänzungen angesehen werden müssen,
andererseits auch Ergänzungen zu Angaben werden können, wie z.B. der

Subjektnominativ bei der Verwandlung ins Passiv.“ Die Theorie der dynamischen

10
‚ ‚ . . . .Welkh Mlxlaus: „Kontroverses in der Valenztheorie. Eine Erwiderung auf Gerhard Helbig". in

Deutsch als Fremdsprache, (3) 27.Jahrga1g, 1990, S.153.
‘

n . .
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Sadzrnskr, Roman: Statische und dynamische Valenz. Probleme einer konlrarlwen Valemgranmzutrk
Deutsch-Polnisch, Helmut Buske Verlag, Hamburg 1989, S.143.
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Valenz basiert auf der Prämisse, dass Ergänzungen und Angaben ineinander

verwachsen bzw. überwechseln können und folglich nicht diametral verschieden

sind. Es handelt sich also im Falle von Ergänzungenund Angaben nicht nur um

die Pole oder Endpunkte einer Skala, sondern auch um eine dynamische
Bewegimg zwischen den Polen oder Endpunkten. Das Konzept der dynamischen
Valenz enthält verschiedene interessante und aufschlussreiche Ansätze ir die

Lösung des Problems der Ergänzungenund Angaben, aber es hat auch seine

schwachen Punkte. Es fragt sich, ob die Angaben, nur weil sie in bestimmten

Fällen kommunikativ notwendig oder obligatorisch sind, zu Ergänzungenwerden

und dadurch ihren syntaktisch-semantischen Status verändern? Kann man ein

sowohl morphosyntaktisch als auch semantisch determiniertes Phänomen des

Sprachsystems wie die Valenz durch ausschliesslich kommunikative Faktoren

bestimmen? Wie wir sehen, die Probleme lassen sich schwerpunktmässigje nach

Gesichtspunkt anders formulieren; lösen lassen sie sich aber nicht immer. „Keine

syntaktische Kategorie oder Relation kann eindeutig von jeder anderen abgegrenzt
werden. Möglich ist eine scharfe Abgrenzung überhaupt nur dort, wo die

Grammatik nicht eine gegebene Sprache beschreibt, sondern wo sie selbst eine

Sprache ’deniert’‚ wie das formale Grammatiken tun?“

Warum wird dann in allen Valenztheorien auf die Abgrenzungsfragen, u.a.

auf die Abgrenzung von Ergänzungenund Angaben insistiert? Eine der möglichen
Antworten verbirgt sich in der Natur der Menschen, in der Natur der

Wissenschaft. Die Menschen und insbesondere die Wissenschaftler streben aus

sehr verständlichen Gründen danach, dass alles eindeutig klassiziert und

deniert wird. Die Sprache lässt sich aber nicht immer den Bestrebungen der

Menschen unterwerfen. Die Frage karm selbsverständlich auch anders beantwortet

werden: die Unterscheidung zwischen Ergänzungenund Angaben ist ir den DaF-

Unterricht äusserst wichtig, in bestimmten Fällen sogar unentbehrlich. Auf jeden
Fall kann man festhalten, dass die kontrastiven Untersuchungen der verschiedenen

Auffassungen in bezug auf die Charakterisierung und Differenzierung zwischen

Ergänzungenund Angaben zur Entwicklung der Valenztheorie im wesentlichen

beitragen, weil gerade durch diese Untersuchungen die verschiedenen Aspekte des

Phänomens viel genauer wahrgenommen werden.

l2
Eisenberg, Peter. 1989, S. 392-

l2



KRISZTINA SZÖKE’

GENDER-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES

Introduction

Sociolinguistics is concemed with investigating the relationships between

language and society. Society is any group of people who are drown together for

certain purposes, language is what the members of a particular society speak,
however language in ahnost every society can take many different fomis. Society
and language are dependent on each other. There are varieties of language

according to age, region, social background and sex.

The research of gender-specicdifferences became more intensive in the last

decade. In many countries it is the focus of investigations, in Hungary this

problem due to a different social structure has been neglected, no investigations
have been done in this topic. This paper analyzes the language differences

between the genders in different languages, the possible explanations of them and

the tendency of changes.

1. Language Differences

1.1. Extreme Examples from Primitive Societies

The most famous example of linguistic differentation between the sexes is found

in the Lesser Antilles of the West Indies among the Carib Indians. Male and

female Caribs speak different languages as a result of a long-ago conquest in wich

a group of invading Carib-speaking men killed the local Arawak-speaking men

and mated with the Arawak women. Arawak is unrelated t0 Carib. The

descendants have „different languages”for men and women, these languages are

actually not completely „separate” ‚ but rather one language with sex-based

characteristics (Hudson 1993: 121, Wardhaugh 1995: 283-386).
The Dyrbal people of North Queensland, Australia have a special language

which is sex-differentiated. The normal everyday language, Guwal‚ is used by
both sexes, but if a man speaks and his mother-in-law is present, or a woman

Speaks and her father-in-law is present, they use Dyalnuy, a „mother-in-law”
'
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variety. This variety has the same phonology and almost the same grammar as

Guwal‚ but its vocabulary is entirely dierent. However, both sexes have access

to both varieties (Wardhaugh 1995: 283-286).
The Yana language of Califomia contains special forms for use in speech

either by or to women.

In a Siberian language, Chukchi, men, but not women, oen drop [n] and [t]
when these consonants occur between vowels e.g.‚ female nirvaqenar and male

nitvaqaat.
In Gros Ventre, an Amerindian language of the northeast United States,

women have palatalized velar stops where men have palatalized dental stops, e.g.‚
female kjatsa (bread) and male djatsa. When a female speaker of this tribe quotes
a male, she attributes female pronunciations to him, and when a male quotes a

female, he attributes male pronunciation to her.

In Koasati, an Amerindian language spoken in southwestem Louisiana men

often pronounced an [s] at the end of verbs but women did not, e.g.‚ male lakäwvs

and female lakäw. Women teach their sons to use the male fomis and men

narrating stories in which women speak employ female forms in reporting their

words.

In a northeast Asian language, Yukaghir, both women and children have [ts]
and [dz] where men have [tj] and[dj].

In Bengali men oen Substitute [1] for initial [n], women, children
‚

and the

uneducated do not do this (Wardhaugh 1995: 284).
Taboo can cause the diffemt varieties for men and women, one variety may be

forbidden to one sex, but that sex is apparently nearly always the female sex. The

taboos oen have to do with certain kinship relationships or with hunting or with

some religious practice and result the avoidance of certain words or even sounds

in words. They derive from the social Organisation of the group, from the fact that

women were oen treated in an inegalitarian way.

1.2. The Language-Use of Modern Societies

There are differences between the speech of women and men and these differences

include a' wicle variety of linguistic behaviour, from intonation to conversation

topics.
In most descriptions of sex-based differences women’s speech is viewed as

deviant or marginal, with men’s speech regarded as the norm. The reason for this

probably lies in our culture and society, as sex is one of the bases of social

differentiation.

Many languages have gender Systems, eg: the he-shelif„nafural” gender

System of English or the Ie-la or der-die-das „granmatlcal gender Systems of
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French and German. The possible connections between gender systems

(masculine, feminine, neuter) and sex differences (male, female, neither) are

various and often create problems in nding the right pronoun. The he-she

distinctions can often be avoided, but sometimes only clumsily. The languages
with gender distinctions are not „sexist”, it is the people who use languages who

are or who are not sexist.

Phonological dzfferences between the speech of men and women have been

noted in a variety of languages. Deep voice for men and high pitch for women are

the features which show the greatest difference (Kiss 1995:lO2-103, Postl 1991:

39-45, Preston -Shuy 19792283-287).
In American speech women’s speech is associated with a greater intonational

range than men’s. This is said to reect the female’s more excitable, emotional

nature.

Women use more questioning, polite and exclamatory intonations, because

our culture socializes males against displays of emotion (Preston-Shuy 1979: 288,
Wardhaugh 1995: 286).

In Montreal many more men than women do not pronounce the [1] in the

pronouns and articles il, elle, la and les. Schoolgirls in Scotland apparently
pronounce the [t] in words like water and got more often than schoolboys, who

prefer the glottal stop (Wardhaugh 1995: 184).
There are also big differences in the vocabulary. Japanese women show they

are women when they speak by the sentence-nal particle ne. In Japanese a male

speaker refers to himself as wasz’ or ore whereas a female uses xmrasi or atasi

(Wardhaugh 1995: 286).
Adjectives like divine, adorable, charming, Iovely and sweet are commonly

used by women but only rarely by men. Color words like mauve, beige,
aquamarine, lavender and magnetta charactexize the female vocabulary. Women
have their own vocabulary for emphasizing certain effects on them, words and

expressions such as so good, such m, exquisite, precious, darling andfantasric
(Coates 1993:l56‚ Preston-Shuy 19792294, Wardhaugh l995:284).

Differences in lexical domain may be expected to reect the typical
experiences of men and women in our society, so that we will not be surprised to

nd {hat women use the terminology of sewing and cooking and men that of

Sports and automechanics. Men talk to each other about money, business, politics,
Sports, amusements and other men, while women prefer such topics as clothing,
fiecoration,and other women. Women adjust their conversational topics to the

mterestof their male companions. Females use signicantly more words implying
feelmg,emotion, motivation and make more references to their own life, while
men use more words implying time, space and quantity (Kiss 1995: 103-104,
Preston — Shuy 1979: 294-295, Wardhaugh 1995: 283).

Kramer examined Cartoons in 13 issues of The New Yorker in 1973. His
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analysis showed that, when both sexes were represented in the Cartoon, men spoke
twice as much as women. Men and woman spoke on dibrent topics, men were

speaking about business‚ politics, legal matters, taxes, and sports, women about

social life, books, food and drink, life’s troubles and life-style. Women spoke less

forcefully than man. There was also some evidence that the use of words like nice

and preny was sex-linked (Wardhaugh 1995: 288). These Cartoons are not actual

records of what happens in speech, however, they must be based on what people
think happens if they are to be effective. This Statement does not seem to be far

from reality.
Aceording to Coates and Preston-Shuy most people believe that women talk

more than men and interrupt more. However, in conversations involving members

of both sexes most researchers agree that men speak more than women do. When

men talked to men, the content categories of such talks focused on competition
and teasing, Sports, aggression and doing things. When women talked to women,

they used the equivalent categories, the self, the feelings, the home and the family.
When the two sexes interacted‚ the man spoke less of aggression and competition,
and the women reduced their amount of talk about family and home. Men tended

to explain things to women, whereas women tended to apologize to men. In cross-

sex conversations men frequently interrupt women. Researches found that in

conversational interchange between men and women 96% of the interruptions
were made by men interrupting women (Coates 1995: 19-25, Preston — Shuy
1979: 295). Interruption is used as a strategy of powerful participants in

discourse to control the topic of conversation. Speakers who interrupt others

infrigne others’ right to speak and in effect demonstrate their power. Men

challenge, dispute, and ignore more, try to control the topics, and tend to make

categorical Statements. There is also some evidence that women ask more

questions than men, encourage others to speak, use more Signals to encourage
others to continue speaking, use more often you and we, and do not protest as

much as men do when they are interrupted. In conversations that involve both men

and women, men are dominant and women are subservient, they exhibit the

normal „power” relationship that exist in societjv.
When the two sexes try to communicate with each other, the result may be

miscommunication. The mhmm a woman uses quite frequently means only „I am

listening”; whereas the mhmm a man uses, but much less frequently, tends to

mean „I agree.” Men often believe that women always agree with them, whereas

women get upset with men who never seem to be listening. Women and men

observe dicrent rules in conversing. They have different views of what

questioning is all about, women view questions as part of conversationa]

maintenance and men as a request for information. They have cllierentviews of

what is „aggressive” linguistic behaviour, women regard_anyslgn of aggrgssion
as personally directed, and men as just one way of orgamzmg a conversation. The
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two sexes have different views of topic ow, topic shi and prob1em—sharing.
Women tend to discuss, share, and seek reassurance, and men tend to look for

solutions, and give advice to their audiences (Coates 1995:13-31, Kiss1995:109-

111, Wardhaugh 1995: 288-289).
Women and men have different paralinguistic Systems and move and gesture

differently. Women lean forward, look at the other person in the face, men on the

contrary, lean slightly back. These forms of behavior oen require Women to

appear to be submissive to men (Kiss 1995:109-110, Wardhaugh 19952287).

One sex-twed area of vocabulary is the use of obscenities. According to

Kramer’ s cartoon research men swore much more than women. Obscenities are a

kind of taboo for women.(See:1.1) One study asked to rate obscene words

according to their „strength”, men and women agreed in their rankings. In another

study researchers recorded all the obscenities they heard over a period of three

weeks. Men used a signicantly greather number of obsceneties (men: 64,8%,
Women: 35,2%). People were more likely to swear in single sex groups, but this

was a stronger tendency for the men than for the women (Coates 1993: 127, Kiss

1995: 104-105, Preston — Shuy 1979: 294-295, Wardhaugh 1995: 286-287).

Among the stereotypes „polite speech” is attributed to females. In polite
conversation a female speaker of Thai refers to herself as dichan whereas a man

uses phom. In Thai, too, Women emphasize a repeated action by repeating the

verb, whereas men place a descriptive Verb, mak, aer the Verb instead (Kiss
1995: 106, Wardhaugh 1995286) (See: 1.1).

Women are oen named, titled, and addressed differently from men. Women

are more oen addressed by their rst names or by such terms as lady. nass. o1-

dear. and even babe or baby (Kiss 1995: 105, Postl 1991: 101, Wardhaugh 1995:

287).
Women are more conservative in their linguistic behaviour, women are judged

more oen on appearence and what they say, in contrast with men, who are

judged by what they do. For exemple as the pronunciation of _.,-ing”shows a

conservative tendency for Women, they try to be closer to the norms in

pronunciation and grammar, and they use higher prestige forrns. Men have more

Power and may be more assertive, women tend to be kept „in their place”. Women

thereforeappear to be more conscious of uses of language which they associate
wrth the „betters” in society. They therefore direct their speech in some cases even

toward hypercorrection (Kiss 1995: 110-112, Wardhaugh 1995: 142-146, 290-

292) (See 2.2).
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2. T he Explanaons ofDifferences

2.1. Biological Explanation

Throughout history, women had fewer rights and lower social status than man.

This Situation was oen justied as being the natural result of biological
differences between the sexes. The sex of a person is biologically detemtined.

In many societies people believed women to be naturally more emotional and

less decisive‚ less intelligent, less creative than men.

Various medical theories suggest that the female personality was detemiined

by anatomy and women’s reproductive functions. Woman dier physically from

men, for example, in being, on average, smaller and less powerfully muscled.

According to modern brain researchers, men’s and women’s brains are

anatomically different. A part of the corpus callosum, the ber bundle connecting
the two hemispheres ‚of the brain is larger in women than in men. This would

allow a fuller eommunication between the left and right brains. In human male

fetuses the right cortex is thicker than the left, whereas in the female fetus, the

two sides are of equal thickness.

Men and women may generate speech and hand movements from different

parts of the brain.

Sex differences in brain are not only due to the structure of the brain but also

the hormonal inuences such as the androgenes and testosterone.

These biological dierences can be one of the factors of the language
differnces.

2.2. Sociological Explanation

Sociologists distinguish between sex and gender, they often treat the latter as an

expression of the former, thereby giving biology a detennining signicance.The

gender of a person is culturally and socially constructed, based on a biologically
given sex.

2.2.1. The Role of Social Status

According to funcionalists gender differenes are useful for most societies

especially in the eld ofjobs. It was recorded in the past that men were stronger,
so they went hunting, while women were only capable of feeding and taking care

of children . Reproduetion forced women to spend most of their time with their

children and their housework. In modern families we still need an adult with an

„mstrumental”‚ material role and another with an „expressive”,emotional role
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(Andorka 1997: 306).

Although women constitute the majority of the population in many countries,

they are oen treated like a minority group, assigned a denitive „place” in social

order, denied access to careers and power in the public arena, and viewed as

dependent, weak and submissive by „nature” (Chafe 1990: 258-270). On the

other hand, unlike minority groups, women do not live together in a ghetto, are

distributed through every region, class, and social group, and oen share greater

proximityand intimacy with their „opressors” than with each other.

In Westem countries women have been ghting for sexual equality with men

for much of the last and this century. The rst women’s movements arose largely
in the industrial society. The industrial age brought about great economic and

politicalchanges. The rst wave of women's movements concentrated on gaining

voting rights for women. Maehinery and limitation of family size gave women

more opporttmity to work and for longer periods, but women continued to face

barriers in enteiing many occupations.
The second wave of women’s movements emerged during the 1960s, and

concentrated on greater equality for women in the family, in the workplace, and in

political life. Their achievements have been considerable, on the one hand, sex

discrimination is against the law, on the other hand, people still expect a large
number of differences in everyday behaviour and domestic roles.

Even in progressive countries as Sweden, there is a big difference between

men and women in job opportunities and in earnings. The majority of women's

work opportunities still fell within a narrow range of occupations, such as

teaching, nursing, and secretary work. Moreover, women are proportionally
under-represented in higher-status occupations and in senior jobs within the

feminized occupational order.

Britain was one of the rst European countries to have a woman Prime

Minister, however, in the nineties women formed only a tiny fraction of the total

number of MPs (about 5%), only one out of five lawyers in Britain was a woman,
less than one in ten accountants was a woman and there was only one female

consultant brain surgeon in the country. In the US most professions were still

controlled totally by men, professional women received only 73% of the salaries

Paid to professionell men.

_

When women have a family they sometimes choose not to work or choose

‘flmeoff work while their children are young. Their attitudes to work are

lnuenced by family roles. At work employers stereotype all women as being
more likely than men to be absent from work or to interrupt their careers because
Of their family commitments. Tliey became members of the secondary labour

market‚ it provides low pay, unstable jobs and little career progression.
Fonner socialist countries granted women equal rights long before such rights

wcre obtained by women in Western countries. Women had matemity leave,
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govemment-funded child care, equal education, equal payment, and the right to

hold any political ofce. There were no Westem-style women movements. The

„dubble burden” of employment and household responsibilities still falls heavily
on women in these countries. Women’s employment appears to have less eect on

men’s roles than in Western societies. Husbands rarely help with shopping,
cooking, and other household tasks. In addition, labour-saving conveniences are

scarcer in Eastem Europe. Sexism continues to exist in these countries as well.

2.2.2. The Role of Socialisation

Socialisation is the process whereby children are tumed into fully competent
members of their society. Speech is an impoxtant factor in socialisation, a good
deal of culture is transmitted verbally (Hudson 1993: 99-103).

People appear to differ in the ways in which they use speech in socialisation.

There is some evidence that parents make dierent uses of speech in socialising
their children.

Children do not read the book of etiquette, but it seems that their parents and

teachers have denite notions of how little boys and girls should talk (Kiss 1995:

86-90).
Most families still bring the boys up with more freedom and more rights than

the girls. Girls are oen encouraged to participate with mothers in non-

competitive domestic activities in which language is very important, on the other

hand, boys may be expected to be more competitive, to play outside more, and to

be engaged in physical rather than social activity. They may also have less

contact with their fathers than their sisters have with their mothers. They get
different presents, for example boys get cars and toy-guns, while dolls are given
as present to girls (Andorka 1997: 305, Kiss 1995: 106-107, Wardhaugh 1995:

293).
Researchers found in Reading, England, that lower-class boys use more

nonstandard syntax than lower-class girls. The „tougher” the boy, the more

nonstandard is his use of the -s ending of verbs in the present tense. Boys who

were not regarded as tough produced a lesser incidence of such nonstandard use

(Wardhaugh 1995: 179).
Education system reproduces gender differences and inequalities. Schools

develop and reinforce sex segregations and stereotypes by socializing children into

traditional male and female roles. School books depict girls helping mothers with

domestic chores and boys helping fathers repair cars. Schools reinforce the

expectations of the society with the hidden curriculum. Teachers believe that boys
are more suited to technical and scientic subjects and girls to humanities,and

instil these ideas in their pupils.
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Teachers tend to give more time and attention to boys and the boys
themselves tend to monopolize the physical and verbal space. Girls are self-

disciplined, the teachers have to constantly try to keep boys’ interest up so that

they remain quiet. Not only they have to patiently tolerate the overall domination

of boys in school, but more signicantly, they leam from this that boys are more

important since their interests are given piority.
Girls do better than boys until adolescence, but they do less well at advanced

level and are less likely t0 attend university. The differences have often been

explained by the sexual division of labour outside school. In a society where

women’s work is inferior to men’s and takes second place to domestic

commitments, girls are socialized with different expectations from boys. Teachers

treat boys and girls dierentely, acting on the stereoqpe that girls should be

submissive and passive (Swarm — Graddol 1995: 135-149, Altani 1995: 149-

160).
Girls and boys already occupy different positions in the social formation, to

wich different activities and goals, and consequently, different interactional

pattems are relevant.

One is never nished becoming a woman or a man. Each individual subject
must constantly negotiate the nonns, behaviours, discourses, that dene

masculinity and femininity for a particular community at a particular point in

history.

2.2.3. Sex-Role Stereotypes

Stereotypesare one-sided and prejudical views of a group, and usually associated

with racism and sexism.

People use the speedh of others as a clue t0 non-linguistic information about

ihem,such as their social background, personality and intelligence. People use

Information in stereotypes, „if characteristics A and B are tipically associated with
each other, we assume the presence of B whenever we observe the presence of A,
or vice versa” (Hudson 1993: 202).

Sex-role Standards exert real pressure on individuals to behave in prescribed
‘Vays and this is true of linguistic behaviour as well.
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masculine

Very aggressive
Very independent
Not at all emotional

Almost always hides emotions

Very objective
Not at all easy inuenced

Very dominant

Likes math and science Very much

Not at all excitable in a minor crisis

Very active

Very competitve
Very logical
Very worldly
Very skilled in business

Very direct

Knows the way of the world

Feelings not easily hurt

Very adventurous

Can make decisions easily
Never cries

Almost always acts a leader

Very self-condent
Not at all uncomfortable about being
aggressive
Very ambitious

Easily able to separate feelings from

ideas

Not at all indipendent
Never conceited about appearance

Thinks men are always superior to

women

Talks freely about sex with men

Uses harsh language
Not at all talktive

Very blunt

Very rough
Not at all aware of feelings of others

Not at all religious
Not at all interested in own appearence



Very neat in habits
'

Very sloppy in habits

Very quiet Very loud

Very strong need for security Very little need for security

Enjoys art and literature Does not enjoy art and literature at all

Easily expresses tender feelings Does not express tender feelings at all

easily

(Postl 1991: 31)

2.2.4. Language and Career

According to Coates gender-differentiated language plays a signicant role in the

marginalizationof women in the professions, partycularly in career-progress and

developement (Coates 1995: 13).
Parents raise their sons to be combative and girls t0 be nice, that means power

is a difcult concept for women. Male speakers are socialized into a competitive
style of discourse, while women are socialized into a more cooperative style of

speech. The feminine orientation is focusing on the relationship, the masculine

orientation is focusing on the sclf (Coates 1995: 16-43).
Male speakers are the dominant group in public life, they have established the

norms. Till the 20th century women were rmly placed in the private world of

home and family. As women start to enter the professions in greater numbers they
adopt the linguistic norm of the pulic domain. Women are linguistically at a

double disadvantage: they are less skilfull at using the adversial, information-

focused style, and their more cooperative discourse styles are relatively valued in

public life. Women are urged to adopt more assertive, more masculine style of

discourse in the public sphere.
Women attempting to pursue careers in the public domain will continue to

ancounterproblems. If they adopt a more adversial, more male-like style. they are

In danger of being labelled „unfeminin”. If they attempt to retain a more

cooperative style of interaction, they risk being viewed as ineffectual.

2.2.5. The Role ofthe Media

The media‘is an instrument of cultural reproduction. In every society the

fiommumcativechannels are under the control of a dominant group. Newspapers
m gencral are basically oriented to male auäences.

Accorfiingt0 Caldas-Coulthard men are represented speaking in their public
0T professional roles, while women, when they speak, are identied with the
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private sphere(Ca1das-Coulthard 1995: 226-239). Women are represented mostly
speaking in their personal roles, they are the mothers, the daughters, the vdves,
and the widows (see Table 1). Male speakers are glossed by their professional
designations or positions, for example Mr Bartell, the broker, Mr Paul Davie,
economist. Women, on the other hand, are described dierently: Hillary, President

Clinton’s wife, Richard’s cousin, Anne. Women are characterised in tenns of

marital or family relations, especially in their relationship with a man. The

private/public distinction is a very important feature of social Organisation.
Newspapers handle men and women in terms of different stereotypes. In the

media, women are not only dierent, but unequal. Women are less heard than

men, in the news women are in statistical terms underrepresented linguistically
(see Table 2). Newspapers legitimate assumptions about their linguistic behaviour

and social asymetries.
Most of the media is based not on women readers, it makes women magazines

very popular among women. Women magazines are written especially for women

and about women. They are targeted at a wide woman audience, their articles are

addressed to a gender-marked population. Their topics repeat the stereotypes used

about women (see: gures about the Cosmopolitan ). Magazines for men were

not popular in Hungary, for example, the Hungarian issues of the Playboy were

not successal and its publication stopped in a short time.

I examined the rst 6 issues of Cosmopolitan (Hungarian edition 1997-1998)
and compared them with the Hungarian Kiskegyed. Cosmopolitan is a new

monthly quality paper for younger women, Kiskegjzed is a popular weekly
magazine since 1992.

My hypotheses were mostly based on the following stereotypes: women are

very interested in their appearance, curious‚ gossipy, emotional and home

oriented. This is the reason why magazines have so many horoscopes, gossipg
beauty- and fashjon-eolumns. Most articles were written by woman writers

(Kiskegyed 36%, Cosmopolitan 61%), but the anonimous articles (Kiskegyed
55%, Cosmopolitan 28%) according to their style probably were written also by
women. Man writers prefer more neutral, not so typically woman topics Iike

environment, celebrities, health, sex, and travelling. Most of the articles were

about the celebrities (see Table 3, Table 4) (Kiskegyed 17%, Cosmopolitan
17%). On the second place were the articles about health (Kiskegyed 11%,
Cosmopolitan 12,5%). On the third place we nd beauty in Cosmopolitan (12%),
but private life and men in Kiskegyed (10%), beauty was the fourth popular in

Kiskegyed (8%).
Most advertisements were based on women’s vanity (see Tale 5, Table 6)_

Most advertisements were cosmetics (Kiskegyed 20%, Cosmopolitai? 36%). On

the second place were telephone horoscopes in Kiskegyed (14%) _andlms in

Cosmopolitan (9%). On the third place were housing equipments m KiSkegJ/ed
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(8%), and fashion in Cosmopolitan (7%).
The style of the language was Sentimental and trustful. The writers used the

familiar second person Singular forms. The magazines tried to inuence emotions.

The secret of their succes is the popular topics for women, the colloquial language

and the easy to read style.

3. Changes

3.1. Language change

When traditions change in society, women begin to take a more assertive role in

what goes on, young women oen get in the forefront of the changes.
The inhabitants of Oberwart (Felsöör), part of Austria since 1921, are

shiing from a pattern of stable bilingualism in German and Hungarian to the use

of only German. In the last thirty to forty years Oberwart, about 100 km south of

Vienna, grew from a village of 600 to a town of over 5000 inhabitants, the

bilingual population has decreased as a fraction to about a quarter of the total,
and many of these are peasants. German has become the language of social

opportunity and social status. The young women from the bilingual community
have shown their willingness to participate in the social change. Hungarian is the

symbol of peasant status, and most young people d0 not want to be peasants.

Hungarian-speakingyoung peasant women prefer not to marry peasant men. They
prefer non-peasant, German-speaking workers as spouses. The effect of this is to

force the bilingual peasant men to marry German-speaking peasant women from

the neighboring villages. The children of these mixed marriages do not leam to

speak Hungarian, the offsprings of both kinds of marriage are Gennan-speaking

‚children.They reject to use Hungarian, for it is a clear indicator of peasant status

In the community. It is the young women’s desire to participate in the social

change that is occuring in Oberwart and seek the higher status. Their use of

German alone leads the traditionally bilingual population to a monolingual
community (Kiss 1995: l1l‚Wardhaughl995: 180-181, 291).

3.2. Articial Changes

If languagetends to reect social structure and social structure is changing,
professions are just as likely to be held by women as man, changes might be

necessary in the language.
Manand mankind are used as terms to descnbe the human race. Women

hddmg certain positions are sometimes described in terms of men, e.g.,1ady
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doctor, zmale judge‚ and madam chairman. There are professions with sex-

based distinctions, e.g., actor-actress, waiter-waitress. Other pairs of words

which reect similar differentation are boy-girl, man-woman, gentleman-laciy.
bachelor-spinster, widower-widow and master-mistress. You can say „She is

Tom’s widow”, but you cannot say „He is Mar_v’swidower”. Whereas Mary can

be described as Tom’s mistress, Tom cannot be described as Mary’s master.

"fhere is a difference between „He is a professional” and „She is a professional”
(She is a prostimte). Cenain words, essentially pejorative, have no male

equivalents, e.g.‚ ejeminate, hempecked. and even certain objects of an

unpleasant kind are referred to as being feminine: black widow» spider, Black

Maria, iron maiden, Venus y rrap (lat. Dionea).
Textbook publishers have adopted guidelines to eleminate language that uses

male forms to represent everyone. Many changes can be made quite easilyr: early
humans from early man, salesperson from salesman, ordinary people from

common men, police ofcer from policeman, re ghter from reman.
astronaut from spaceman, ight attendant from Stewardess, and women from the

fair sex. Neutral words can be used in describing occupations e.g.‚ chairperson,
letter carrier‚ salesclerk, actor (She is an actor). Many of the suggestions for

avoiding sexist language are admirable, but some are absurd e.g.‚ changing
history t0 herstory. He is used as the unmarked, general third person Singular
pronoun. He can be oen avoided e.g., T hose coming late from He who comes

late (Kiss 1995: 112, Wardhaugh 19952282-287).

Conclusion

There are quantitative differences between male and female speakers in all

languages.
The dierences may be not only biological, but the results of different

socialization practices. Men and women are usually brought up differently and in

this way they have different roles in society. Man and women know this and react

in dierent ways. We might expect changes in their language-use vsith the

changes of society (feminism, equal rights, political correctness). It may also be

possible that by means of language engineering sexisms can be avoided.

All these facts are very important for applied linguistics. This branch of

linguistics can give usell information for the manpower management, for the

professons mostly dominated by one sex. It helps mostly in cross-sex

communication (from family life to board-meatings).
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Table 1: Frequency count of signicant lexical terms

The Times BBC World Service

she 5417 11103

he 27255 97389

woman 1523 2115

man 1949 7555

wife 634 1218

husband 337 581

widow 89 250

widower 1 3

Table 2 : Frequency count of some reference items

The Times BBC World Service

Miss 1078 2271

Mrs 2462 8505

Ms 165 207

Mr 15586 94951

spokeswoman 60 477

spokesperson 6 20

spokesman 643 7747

chairwoman 6 23

chairperson 2 5

chairman 1317 32 '5
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Table 3: T opics according t0 sex-relatedness in the magazine Kiskegyea’

men women anonimous total

celebrities 2 9 12 23

health 1 7 7 15

private life 1 3 9 13

men - 3 l 0 13

beauty - 3 8 1 1

fashion - 7 3 1O

sex - 4 6 10

gossips - - 8 8

food - 5 2 7

environment 4 - — 4

birth
8

— 3 - 6

total: 1 l 47 7 1 129

Table 4: Topics according t0 sex-relatedness in the magazine Cosnzopolitan

men women anonimous total

celebrities l0 24 1 1 45

beauty — 3 30 33

health 2 25 6 33

carrier - 27 4 3 1

private life l 20 5 26

sex 4 1 1 - 15

men 4 7 1 12

travelling 3 8 — 1 1

saving - 10 1 1 1

cooking - 6 3 9

fashion — 1 7 8

sports - 6 2 8

horoscope - 5 1 6

mixed '

— 5 - 5

enviromnent - - 4 4

birth/ - 3 - 3

pregnancy

marriage 1 - — 1

total 25 161 75 261
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Table 5: Advertisements in the magazine Kiskegyed

-5

U)l\)v--

\lO‘\UI

10

cosmetics

telephone horoscope
housekeeping
selfadvertisement

beauty salons

food

medical treatments

fortune-telling
things for children

underwear

thread

language courses

travelling
breast enlargening
diet

computers

sport equipments
wedding dress lending
fashion products

total: '_'

>—av—ar--Ix.)

U:

r—-v—->->-—-[\)I\)(.;)b)bJ.J>.,bO'\oo\o\o$®a\I\_)
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Table 6: Adversenrents in the magazine Cosmopolitan

OOQONUI-läklxlv-
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

30

cosmetics

lms

fashion products
records

books

cigarettes
selfadvertisement

telephones
cars

housing equipments
cooking
bank cards

drinks

travelling
sport equipments
sanitary pads
underwear

Vitamins

coffee

other women magazines
lmiture

beddings
bathrooms

glasses/contacts
diet

jewelry
birth controll

festival

total D S

p-ap-np-ar-IBJNDRJMUJUJ-Xä-JÄJÄUI
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ZITA KARAI‘

THE BASICS

‘We communicate -

not by what we are

but by what listeners understand

We communicate —

not by what we intend t0 say

but by what Iisteners see. hear, and are

willing t0 accept

We communicate -

not by what we say,

but what listeners hear’

Waldo W. Braden (1971): ‘Beyond the Campus Gate’

Introduction

Language is the most precious gift to human beings; the most subtle way of

expressing our ideas and thoughts. Human language is culturally transmitted and

is the result of a long acquisition process. We owe it to our brain, more exactly
the speech areas in the brain, that we are able to communicate and interact with

other pe_oplein our surroundings.
Unfortunatelythere are a number of brain damaged people who, despite the

ebrts from specialists, as well as the persons themselves, will never acquire nor

leam their mother tongue perfectly. Aphasia is a disorder of one or more

Components of speech production and comprehension and 1s causcd by a

brealfdownin the two-way process mediating between thought and language.
Spemcally,it is due to local lesions of the hemispheres and damage to already
‘Eevelopedand perfectly used speech, which is a system of signs (O. Sagi 1986:

,3)Accpfdingto statistics, the number of people subring from aphasia has been

mcreasmg, not only in Hungary but also in the rest of the world. In quite a

'

ZITA um
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number of cases the factors leading to aphasia are of cerebrovascular origin. As a

result of these cerebrovascular diseases, the mortality rate was 8 percent in 1941

and has recently increased to 30-40 percent in Hungaxy (Magyar Statisztikai

Evkönyv1980: 76; 1995: 53). There is a large number of people temporarily or

permanently disabled who need to be rehabilitated. The cases of patiems with

aphasia need a complex medical, psychological supply with speech and

physiotherapy.
As a junior I attended lectures in Applied Linguistics relating to

Psycholinguistics and Neural Linguistics, which aroused my interest in speech
production and comprehension, especially in the limitation of these. This paper is

based on my own investigation and neural linguistic studies. The object of the

present study is:
— to give a betten’ insight into aphasia, which is a partial or total

loss of ability to speak or understand spoken language, caused by
damage to the brain,

- to describe where the speech areas are and their functions,
- to introduce the theoretical aspects of aphasia,
- to point out the main characteristics of aphasia based on my own

practical experiments.

1. The Parts of the Brain and Their Associated Language Functions

It is not the purpose of the study to describe the brain in cletail. The study is

going to concentrate on that part of the brain that is involved in speech control.

‘The human brain weighs about one and a half kilograms, it is mostly water

and its consistency and colour resembles to vanilla custard.’(Purves‚ Orians and

Heller 1992: 815) The brain is a part of the nervous System that receives

information from sensors, such as eyes and ears‚ and communicates information

to effectors, such as muscles and glands.
Some of the body actions are controlled by the brain consciously or

voluntarily. Others, such as the functions of heart, lungs, etc.‚ are controlled

automatically. Both of these actions are going on simultaneously.
The Brain and the spinal cord make up the central nervous system. Our

nervous system processes and integrates information about events in the body and

in the extemal environment. It controls organ Systems and muscles of the body,
orchestrates behaviour, and gives us the ability to leam and remember. ‘Nerve

impulses are the language of the nervous system. These electrical Signals are

gcnerated and conducted throughout the body by the membranes of neurons. Ion

pumps and ion chaxmels in the membranes give neurons their electrical properties.
Neurons are organized in complex, interconnected networks and circuits. They
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communicate with one another and with other cells mostly by means of

neurotransmitters.(Purves, Orians and Heller 1992: 815)’
The medulla oblongata is continuous with the spinal cord, the pons Varolii is

above it. These two Organs control a number of basic physiological functions,

such as breathing and circulation. The cerebellum and the cerebrum sit above the

ons Varolii and the former orchestrates and renes behaviour pattems. These

Parts of the brain forrn an integrated whole by means of connective tissues

(Purves, Orians and Heller 1992: 815, 820).

Language, logical and analytical operations, and higher mathematics are

generallylocated in the left hemisphere, while, recognizing faces and emotions,
and taking in the structures globally without analysis occur in the right
hemisphere. This division of function and structure is called lateralization

(Damasio and Damasio 1992: 63).
The correx is concemed with the repetition and recognition of another’s speech, as

well as the formulation, initiation‚ and control of one’s own.

Subcortical structures are concemed vvith the organization and relay of

sensory and motor impulses travelling t0 and from the cortex.

Cortical lobes are important in language processes.

Basal ganglia are involved in the control of the muscles of the face, largmx,
tongue, and pharynx. They receive input from Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, then

output them through the thalamus. In conjuction with the thalamus, it holds up the

formulated inforrnation for monitoring and aer it releases it. Darnage to them

may lead to lack of co-ordination in articulation, gesture and facial expression.
The thalamus organizes and relays sensory data on the way to the cortex. Its

pathways perfonn semantic monitoring.
The midbrain contains relay stations concemed with sight and hearing.
The medulla oblongata contains motor nuclei for controlling basic body

fxmctions such as breathing.
The cerebellum is the control center for continuous muscular movements and

co-ordination. Damage to it results in jerky, unco-ordinated speech.
Broca ’s area has two seperate Systems: a language formulator and a motor

PTOgIammer, in which phonological formulation and articulation respectively take

place.
Wernicke ’s area is involved in the selection of appropriate words coded

according to leamed semantic and grammatical rules.
The arcuate fasciculus connects Broca’s and Wemicke’s areas, and is

ilngglvedin phonological monjtoring (see Figure 1.) (Bradshaw and Mattingley
5: 43).



Broca’s area

Wernicke’s area

Broca's area

Wenxicktfs area

Cerebral _' .'

hemisphere

‘U-xalamus
'

Figure 1. Parts of the Brain

(Biology 1992: 820)

2. Speech Control

Language is predominantly a le-herrüspherephenomenon, although right-
hemisphere contribution is evident. There are six aspects to language, which are

laterized to the two sides of the brain.

Phonology emphasizes the relationship between the positions adopted by the

articulators and the resulting speech sound; the le-herrxisphereis largely
involved.

Morphology deals with the smallest individual meaningful units (words or

word fragments) combined by rules from phonemes; largely under le-henmisphere
control.

Syntax deals with morphemes which are combined into meaningful
propositions according to grammatical rules; again largely under left—hemisphere
control.

Semantics deals with the formal meaning of a string of morphemes, to which

the left-hemisphere may contribute denotative meaning, while, the right-
hemisphere may contribute connocative meaning or associations.

Prosodic aspects involve pitch, rhythm, Stress, intonation, posture, and

expression largely under right-hemisphere control.

Pragmatics deals with language used to express real intentions in particular
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situations, to which the right-hemisphere contributes largely (Bradshaw and

Mattingley 1995: 25-26).

2.1. Activies Supporting Speech Control

[n order to talk, the speaker goes through a series of activities on at least four

levels. Firstly, he must generate the concepts or thoughts about what he wishes to

say, This process is called ideation. Damage to the activity at this level leads to

mental-verbal dysfunction, which is characterized by itellectual impainnent, or

confusion. Secondly, according to the linguistic mles of the speakefs language
the suitable words which convey the intended message are selected. This is called

symbolization.Damage to this process leads to aphasia. The third step, which is

called translation, involves the conversion of these linguistic units into

neuromotor commands that initiate the orderly and sequental mnervation of the

motor nerves. Damage to this step Ieads to apraxia, when a speaker is not able to

sequence or recall motor movements, however‚ he has intact verbal skills. Then,
execution takes place at the founh level. Damage to this step leads to impairments
in actual motor pathways which innervate specicmuscles of speech mechanism,
such as tongue, lips, etc. As a result, the patienfs speech sounds are slurred. This

problem is called dysarthria (Meitus and Weinberg 1983: 225-230).
F ormulated language travels from Broca’s language fonnulator to Wemicke’s

area for semantic monitoring through the thalamus. If it is correct, the Basal

ganglia and the thalamus release it back to the motor programmer in Broca’s area

for programming. If the formulated language is not correct, it is reformulated.

After phonological formulation in Broca’s motor programmer, the information

travels via the arcuate fasciculus to Wernicke’s area for phonological monitoring.
If it is correct, it is released back through the Basal ganglia and the thalamus to

Broca’s area for articulation. During these processes, all these systems must work

Simulfaneouslyfor smoothly owing Speech (see Figure 2.) (Bradshaw and

Matnngley1995: 43).
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Figure 2. Interconnections in Speech Control

(Clinical Neuropsychology 1995: 43)

3. The Role of the Right Hemisphere in Language

There is a dierence between reduced verbal expression and preserved intonation

which can help aphasics helplessness or can underlie the automatic production of

Songs and prayers. Speechless patients may utter yes or n0 or both indifferent

tones. It is not a proposition but an interjection of a mere vehicle for Variation of

voice expressive of feeling.
It was also descxibed that in many cases of motor aphasia, the faculty of

singing words was eonserved in spite of eomplete inability to speak a single word.

In such cases, the patient probably sang by means of the right hemisphere. The

right hernisphere has a role in prosodic comprehension and production. It is able

to interpret words as Symbols for verbal communication only to a limited extent,

aer the brain reaches maturity in its development. Prosody of emotional

expressions, rhythm, melody and inections that add emotion to speech are
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interpreted and modulated by the parasylvian zone of the right hemisphere.
Damage to the right parasylvian zone or its suboortical connections results in

peroeptualdisorder of prosodic decading independently of its linguistic or

emotional function, and impairment in investing one’s speech with emotional

coloring.
In analogy with aphasia, one whose speech lacks emotional inections has

expressive aprosody. One who carmot differentiate the emotional inections of

language spoken by others has recepve aprosody, or may have global aprosody.
When attempting to detect expressive aprosody, the examiner listens for at

emotionless speech and asks the patient to say a test phrase while investing it with

emotional inections. Flat, expressionless speech can also occur with various

neuropsychiatric disorders, such as depression, or diseases of the thalamus, such

as Broca’s aphasia.
When attempting to detect receptive aprosody, the examiner says a test phrase

with dierent emotional inections and asks the patient to interpret the emotion

conveyed (DeMeyer 1993: 404; Plum 1986: 229-241).

4. Classication of Aphasia

Aphasia is a disorder of one or more components of speech production and

comprehension and is caused by a damage to the two-way process mediating
between thought and language. Specically, it is due to local lesions of the

hemispheres and damage to already developed and perfectly used speech, which is

a system of signs. Language and speech depend on many brain regions, for there

is a dynamic interplay between extended neural networks involving various

cortical and subcortical regions.

The followingare not qualied as aphasia:
- speech disorders due to a psychological or social condition,
- speech disorders due to lesions of articulatory and auditory Organs or

lesions of their controlling mechanisms,
-

speech disorders due to mental disorders (e.g. autism),
-

speech disorders due to gradual, extensive destruction of the cerebral

cortex.

Mental disorders as a result of lesions of the cerebral cortex are conned not

0m)’10 speech as an isolated fonn of behaviour, but also aifect the patienfs entire

Personality. As a result, aphasia is a disorder of communication with all its

intrapsychicand social consequences. Symptoms of aphasias are varied and.

lnfiividual.Besides speech disorders, other kinds of symptoms can also associate
Wlth aphasia (e.g. disordes in writing, reading and motion). One type of aphasia
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can transfer into another type caused by therapy or spontaneous improvement.
Regions of lesions of the brain which cause aphasias represent an ample system
of oonnections. Consequently, the border-lines between the aphasias are oen

blurred, and the occurance of a plain or clear type of aphasia is rare.

The question of Systems or areas involved in speaking has been a matter of

describing speech disorders in individual cases of brain damage. The Centers of

speech production and peroeption are located in some specic sites in the

hernispheres. Not only did Broca and Wernicke reveal these Centers, but also they
described the pathological symptoms of aphasia the earliest of which were due to

brain damage. The Syndrome approach in aphasia has maintained existing
typologies (see Figure 3.) (see Table 1.) (O. Sägi 1986: 5).

SUPPLEMENTARY

PREMOTOR wovon AREA CENTRAL

AREA (MESIAL) SULCUS

INFERIOR

PARIETAL LOBULE

(SEPARATED FROM

SUPERIOR PARIETAL

LOBULE BY THE

INTRAPARIETAL SULCUS)

‘rtkhscotncnx.
sEHsom

PREFRONTAL
REGIONS

ORBITAL _ __...-— L
conrax x wann,Tggpo’

svwun
“"‘

nssuae

9ms
4

rmmcuLAnxs
PARS
OPERCULARIS

_

Figure 3. Regions Involved in Aphasiogenic Lesions

(Clinical Neuropsychology 1995: 35, 40)
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Fluency Comprehension Repetition

Broca
- + '

Wernicke + — -

Conduction + + -

Transcortical
Motor - + +

Transcoitical
Sensory + - +

Anomic + + +

Global - - -

Table 1. Major Types of Aphasia

4.1. Broca ’sAphasia

Dax and Broca established in their early work that damage to parts of the left

frontal lobe resulted in the limitation of speech production, however,

comprehension of speech remained unimpaired. This type of aphasia ranges from

complete muteness to slowed, deliberate speech constructed from very simple
grammatical forms. Ii is nonuent, telegraphic, effortful, dysarthric and

agrammatic with abnonnal prosody. It is characterized by reduced uency,
meaningful but shortened speech, whieh also occurs in writing, and impainnent of

repeating and initiating speech. Word order is aberrant, while articles,
prepositions, grammatical inections and other so called function words are oen

lacking; this is called agrammatism. In a way, the speech is similar to that of

children at the telegraphic stage of speech production; it consists of few words or

Segments and is full of articulatory slips. The spontaneous verbal output is

disordered, however, emotional and automatic speech and comprehension are

retained to some degree. It has been discovered recently that speech
comprehension of a patient with Broca’s aphasia can also be affected. Broca’s

ephasiaresults not simply in a failure in muscle control of speech but also

mvolves control and intention (O. Sagi 1986: 9-10, 15-17; Kimura 1993: 42-43,
53-65; Crawford, Parker and McKinlay 1992: 183; DeMeyer 1993: 401-402;
Iaccino 1993: 52-53; Plum 1986: 199-201, 208-211; Bradshaw and

Matting1ey1995:37-38; Mosby’s 1994).
In many cases of motor aphasia the patienfs faculty of singing is conserved,

While he is completely unable to utter a single word. In these cases the patient
Drobablysings by means ofthe right hemisphere (Kimura 1992: 135).
qThere may be difculties especially with Syntax: ‘The apple that the boy is
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eating is red.’ A patient with Broca’s aphasia could understand the sentence

expecially with regard to who is doing the eating. However the Same patient could
not gure out who was doing the looking when presented the Sentence: ‘The girl
that the boy is looking at is tall.

’

In the rst case one can guess the meaning from

knowing the vocabulary items ‘apple ‘boy’ and ‘eat’ and from knowing what

happens in reality (boys eat apples). But in the second case guessing the meaning
of the sentence from vocabulary is not so simple since boys look at girls and girls
look at boys. Here‚ one must be able to analyse the syntactic relations (Hugdahl
1995: 45). Therefore‚ these patients with Broca’s aphasia have an impainnent of

syntactic knowledge in both speech production and comprehension. Other

examples are the reversible passives. ‘The pie was eaten by the girl‘ is

problametic. But ‘The girl was eaten by the pie’ is an unlikely Statement. Even

more problametic is the Statement ‘The boy was kissed by the girl ’‚ since either

person could be the agent or the object, and it is the Syntax that disambiguates it

(Bradshaw and Mattingley 1995: 37).

Damage is located in the Broca-area (Broca 44-45.), which is located in the

posterior-inferior region of the frontal lobe of the le hemisphere, its periphery
and areas Supplied by arteria cerebri media and arteria corotic intema. Broca’s

area occupies the articulatory syntactic elds of the language network and

releases the utterance through the thalamus (O. Sagi 1986: 10).

4. 2. Wernicke ’s Aphasia

At the end of the last century Wernicke reported that posterior temporal lobe

damage resulted in ‘preserved’ production of speech but clear comprehension
difculties. Consequently, the anatomical Separation of production and

comprehension Seemed to be conrming.This type of aphasia is characterized by
a comprehension decit, without any loss of ability to conceptualize. Aiticulation

is clear, speech is uent and it oen resembles empty, nonsense speech; it sounds

right but is meaningless. The Sentences are grammatically correct, however, these

are full of semantic paraphasias (e.g. binoculars — spectacles), literal paraphasias
(e.g. loiphant — elephant), sematic exchanges (e.g. table — Stool), lexical

paraphasias (e‚g. cat — hat) and Substitution of a word at a more general
taxonomic level for the target word (e.g. people for women). These word nding
problems are called anornia, and can occur during both confrontation and

conversation. Paragrammatism is also another characteristic of Wemiche’s

aphasia. It means that a person does not use the appropriate grammatical item or

morpheme. There are only a few accompanying defects, eg. at visual eld_

Reading and writing are also impaired, although the letters may be well formed_

Social conventions, Such as awaiting one’s turn to Speak or nodding the head at
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the right moment are usually preserved (O. Sagi 1986: 10-11, 18-19; Kimura

1993: 42-43, 63-65; Crawford, Parker and McKin1ay 1992: 183; DeMeyer 1993:

402; Iaccino 1993: 53; Plum 1986: 203-211; Bradshaw and Mattingley 1993: 34-

37; Mosby’s 1994).
It results from damage to Wernicke-area, whjch is the auditory association

area in the le temporal lobe, its periphery, gyrus temporalis superior caudalis.

Wemicke-area processes speech sounds so as to map conceptual meanings onto

words and vice versa. Comprehension occurs later as a consequence of the

operation of the entire system. Wernicke’s area monitors phonology. Then

Broca’s area will release the utterance through the thalamus (O.Sa'.gi1986: l1).

4.3. Conduction Aphasia

lt is a failure of connection between anterior and posterior Systems. Speech is

uent in spite of the phonemic mistakes, frequent word searching, and phonemic
paraphasia (e.g. cat-hat). Patients with conduction aphasia have a poor ability to

repeat despite their relatively good comprehension; readjng and conversation.

Colloquialisms; stock phrases and automatisms may be preserved.
Conduction aphasia is a result of damage to the fasciculus arcuatus

connecting Broca’s and Werniche’s areas (O.Sagi 1986: 19-20, 62-63; Kimura

1993: 63-64; Crawfod, Parker and McKinley 1992: 183; Iaccino 1993: 54;
Bradshaw and Mattingley 1995: 38-39; Mosby’s 1994).

4. 4. T ranscortical Motor Aphasia

Speech is better than in Broca’s aphasia, and it is a milder form of Broca’s. It is

characterised by nonuent speech and repetition of wrongly articulated syllables
and words. Verbal Output is effortful, shon, dysprosodic vsdth the loss of

grammatical function words. Spontaneous speech is hindered by impainnent of

initiatingspeech; which is not really an articulatory problem. These patients also

“Y t0 ght against it by ‘cueing in’. There is an impairment in naming, however,
repetition and comprehension are relatively unimpaired. Moreover, patients with

transcortical motor aphasia, or dynamic aphasia, are able to correct

gfammatically incorrect sentences. Their speech comprehension is suitable for

eVCrydaycommunication.

Damage is located in the frontal region of Broca’s area, and in the anterior-

fronto-medialis region of arteria cerebri (O.Sagi 1986: 20-21; Kimura 1993: 63-

64; Bradshaw and Mattingley 1995: 4o; Mosby’s 1994).
-
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4. 5. T ranscortical Sensory Aphasia

The patienfs spontaneous speech is uent and oen contains paraphasias and

empty verbalisms. Their impaired speech comprehension is usually concealed by
their abilities to repeat words perfectly, even though the meaning is not

understood. Naming, reading and writing are also impaired. These patients also

have a tendency to use semantic substitutions. Automatisms are retained while

naming is impaired. These patients are only able to say a few empty sentences

irrelevant to the objects.
This type of aphasia results from damage to the parietotemporal junction.

Thus, Wernicke’s area is diconnected from the rest of the parietal association area

(O.Sagi 1986: 21-21; Kimura 1993: 63-64; Bradshaw and Mattingley 1995: 39-

40; Mosby’s 1994).

4. 6. Anomic Aphasia

It is characterised by the decit of word nding‚ the use of parapharses, and

semantic paraphasia. Language comprehension and repetition are relatively good,
however naming is impaired which may also be a category-specicdecit (eg.
when the patient is unable to name items belonging to particular categories, such

as fumiture, vegetables or small animals). «

It results from damage to the parietotemporal-zone (O.Sagi 1986: 8; 22;

Crawford, parker and McKinley 1992: 184; Bradshaw and Mattingley 1995: 41).

4. 7. Global Aphasia

All aspects of language — comprehension, repetition, narrllng, output — are

severely affected. Such patients are only able to produce a few nonsense syllables
or speech sounds, however they demonstrate a little comprehension. There may
also be preservation of nondeliberate automatisms, greetings, stereotypes and

serial utterances (e.g. counting of days of the week) with normal prosody and

inections.

Global aphasia is presumably due to massive damage of numerous sites in the

peri-Sylvian region, cortex, white matter and thalamus (O.Sagi 1986: 23;
Crawford, Parker and Mc Kinlay 1995: 184; DeMeyer 1993: 403; Mosby’s
1994).
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4.8. Amnesie Aphasia

It is characterized by the inability to remember spoken words or to use words for

names of objects, or characteristics (O.Sägi 1986: 22; Mosby’s 1994).

4.9. Fluent Aphasia

In this fonn of aphasia the patient is able to say words easily although the words

may be unintelligible or not be related to a particular stimulus. The impaimuents
are found in the process of coordinating several units into connected speech rather

than at articulatory single-syllable level. Patients with uent aphasia have no

problem with imitatmg single oral movements but they are impaired in copying
multiple ones. They may use occassional pauses when specicwords cannot be

recalled, and they may use Substitution or circumlocution. They may also

frequently use general nondescriptive words like ‘thing’; ‘stu’, ‘it’.
Fluent aphasia includes Wernicke’s‚ conduction, transcortical sensory

aphasias‚and is due to posterior lesions (Kimura 1993: 64, 78; DeMeyer 1993:

401; Mosby’s 1994).

4.1 0. NonuentAphasia

Patients with nonuent aphasia have difculty reproducing both single and

multiple oral movements. Their verbal Output is decreased; it is usually fewer than

10 words per minute, with obvious effon, and altered prosody. Grimacing and

articulatory struggle are likely to be visible. Nonuent aphasia includes Broca’s‚
transcortical motor and global aphasias (Kimura 1993: 64-64, 78; DeMeyer
1993: 401; Mosby’s 1994).

4.1]. Jargon Aphasia

In this fom1 several words are combined into a single word in a jumbled manner.

Incorrect accents or neologisms are used, and this speech is incomprehensible.
However, it may be meaningful when it is analysed by a psychotherapist
(Mosby’s1994).



4.12. Nominal Aphasia

Patients with this type of speech defect use incorrect names when identifying
objects. It is also called amnestic aphasia (Mosby’s 1884).

4.1 3. Syntactic Aphasia

Patients are unable to arrange words in a logical sequence resulting in

incomprehensible speech (Mosby’s 1994).

4.14. Visual aphasia

In this case, patients are not able to understand written language caused by a

lesion in the le visual cortex and in connections between the right visual cortex

and the le hemisphere (Mosby’s 1994).

4.15. ChildhoodAphasia

This results in the inability to process language due to a brain dysfunction during
chi1dhood(Mosby’s1994).

5. Linguistic Impairments

5.1. Impaired Comprehension

Patients with disturbance in the comprehension of speech hear the speaker but

have difculty understanding what is being said. As the length or complexity is

increased, the level of comprehension is reduced. The ability to comprehend
spoken language may depend on the general familiarity with the words used, in

addition ‘to the length, the complexity, the informational content, and the

intellectual demands of the spoken message (O.Sägi 1986: 7, 70-72; Meitus,

Weinberg 1983: 237).
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5.2. Impaired Fluency

Traditionally, patients are identied as being either uent or nonuent. In 1979,
Benson gave a more complete description of these forms of aphasic language use.

In this forrn of aphasia, the patient is able to say words easily although the words

may be unintelligible or not be related to a particular stimulus. The impairements
are in coordinating several units into connected speech rather than speech errors

at an articulatory single-syllable level. Patients with uent aphasia have no

problem with imitating single oral movements but they are impaired in copying
multiple ones. They may use occassional pauses when specic words cannot be

recalled, in addition to Substitution or circumlocution. They may also frequently
use general nondescriptive words like ‘thing’, ‘stuff, ‘it Fluent aphasia includes

Wemicke’s and conduction aphasias, and is due to posterior lesions (Kimura
1993: 64-64, 78; O.Sägi 1986: 7, 84).

Patients with nonuent aphasia have diüculty in reproducing both single and

multiple oral movements, they produce decreased verbal output, usually fewer

than 10 words per minute with obvious effort, and they have altered prosody.
Grimacing and articulatory struggle are likely to be visible (Meitus, Weinberg
1983: 239).

5.3. Preservation

Many patients may continue a paiticular response long after it is appropriate or

have difculty shifting the response. In 1973, Eisenson observed that preservation
tended to increase with any of the following conditions:

- the patient is confronted with difcult, or new cotext,
- the patient is fatigued,
- the situations change rapidly,
- the patient is amdous (Meitus, Weinberg 1983: 239).

5. 4. Paraphasias

According to Eisenson, paraphasia is an error of commission modifying the

individual word, or a word Substitution.

Phonemic or literal paraphasia is characterized by producing inconsistent

errors of some sounds of words. Patients might say ‘lipe
’

for ‘life ’, while certain

Phonemic features, for example, vowels or the number of syllables of the target
Word are preserved, but it results in unintelligible words to the listener.

Verbal or semantic paraphasia is characterized by the Substitution of a real
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word for the intended one. However‚ these words are somehow semantically
related to each otlmer, for example, ‘knife’ for fork’. These unintentional,
unconscious errers cannot be reealled by the speaker.

Phonemic paraphasia is due to lesions in the planning period of sound fonns

of words. It reveals itself in many forms. Some patients perceive that they are

only able to produce the target word aer several tries while they get closer and

closer to it. The following factors increase the possibility of making mistakes:
- nature of sounds,
— connection of sounds (accumulation of consonants),
- ability to be syllabied,
- which wordclass the word belongs to.

Aphasics oen change or add sounds and syllables, while healthy people rarely
make these mistakes. According to certain researchers, healthy people make

mistakes only after the period of sound formation, while “am aphasics, the lesion

can be found at the level of sound formation or even before, at the planning stage

(Meitus, Weinberg 1983: 237; Plum 1986: 199-201; O. Sägi 1986: 55).

5.5. Anomia

It refers to word-nding difcultiy, that is, when a patient is not able t0 evoke,
retneve, or recall a particular word. Some patients, who are not able to evoke a

word, Substitute another word, or phrase, or might even use circumlocutions and

gestures. The usual way of testing word nding diiculties is the naming test‚

during which the patient is instructed to name a series of pictures (Meitus,

Weinberg 1983: 237).

5.5.1. Anomia of Word Production

There are two types of amonia of word production:
a. Disorder of articulatory initiation: selecting the phonological form is intact,

however, aniculatory execution is damaged. Patients are not able to name

pictures älone, only with phonetic or contemual he1p‚ for example, open-ended
sentences. It is characteristic of Broca’s and transcortial motor aphasia.

b. Paraphasieic anornia: initiation is easy but the use of phonetic paraphasia is

frequent. The number of syllables and inections may remain. It is characteristic

ofWernicke’s aphasia (O.Sägi 1986: 63-64).
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5.5.2. Disorders of Word Choice

Speech comprehension and motoric execution remain, however, naming is

disordered and paraphasias are used. Usually the pronounced word belongs to the

target word’s semantic group but they are not closely connected to each other

(O.Sägi 1986: 64).

5.5.3. Semantic Anomia

Naming is impaired and the patients are not able to choose the objects according
to their names. It is characteristic of transcortical sensory and Wemickefs

aphasias (O.Sagi 1986: 64).

5 .5 .4. Disconnective Anornias

When it involves either the optic or the tactic sphere, it is modalitjz oriented.

When it involves ccnain categories, for example, colours, it is category Oriented.

If the patient cannot see the object which he is holding in his le hand and is also

not able t0 name it, it is called corpus callosum anomia.

Patients with intact semantic processes are able to answer correctly with

regard to pictures. When a patient is able to name pictures but cannot respond
correctly to questions and repeats words similar to the target word, there is a

disturbance in the phonological and lexical levels.

Usually, there are two procedures used in the exploration process of naming:
- phonological prompng: involving the rst sound or syllable of the

target word,
- semantical prompting: deningthe target word.

Both phonological and semantical prompting may help naming tasks. If the

phonological prompting was unsuccessful, the patient must lack access to the

phonologicalrepresentation of the word. However, if he is able to name the word

knowing the rst syllable, the disorder is in the activating process of the

phonological form. Semantical prompting may be useful if the patient lacks

adequate information in connection with the meaning of the target word. It may
also result in the correct response, if the disorder is in the activating process of

phonologicalor lexical representations (O.Sägi 1986: 64).
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5. 6. Agrammatism and Paragrammasm

These are two dierent forms of impairment in the use of grammar or Syntax,
which are established rules of the language.
Agrammatism is characterized by the omission of some function words during
speech, such as prcpositions, aiticles, pronouns, and conjunctions. Therefore the

patient is telegrammatic, where only the key words are used.

Paragrammatism is characterized by the occassional use of inappropriate
pronouns, inections‚ conditional clauses, or prepositional clauses (Meitus,
Weinberg 1983: 238; O.Sägi 1986: 58-59).

6. Filled and Silent Pauses and Aphasia

Several studies have documented a complex link between anxiety and pauses,
such as ums, ers and uhs. People assume that anxious speakers will litter their

speech with pauses. However, it is also reported that some people will have no

dierence, while others will actually decrease the number of ums with an increase

in the level of anxiety.
In 1968, Goldman and Eisler pointed out that these pauses are symptoms of

the breakdown of the speech production apparatus. Specically,when the next

word or idea is especially hard to select, more time is needed and a lled or silent

pause will occur. Thus, they concluded that manipulations that change the

demands of the speaking task should change the rate of pauses.
In 1956, Mahl showed that anxiety interferes with all complicated ongoing

behaviour. Talking is simply harder when one is anxious than when one is calm,
and harder talking involves more pauses. He also suggested that anxiety increases

almost every imaginable disuency, except for the number of ums used. Thus,
ums may not be the sign of breakdown and anxiety does something other than

distract the speaker.
Levelt suggested that lled or silent pauses are symptoms of repairing

processes. Detecting an error can make a speaker think about what he is saying.
However, there are also other phenomena that can effect speech in the same way.

Anything ‘that increases deliberate control over speech production, manipulated
evaluation apprehension, or manipulated self-counsciousness can dramatically
increase the number of pauses.

People suffering from le hemisphere damage can display a variety of

language decits and these do overlap each other. Broca’s aphasia is

characterised by greatly sirnplied speech composed of, for example, innjtive

forms of verbs, and Singular nouns with few adjectives or adverbs. Speech is slow

and deliberate in spite of being reduced. Speakers are aware of their trouble
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articulating their meaning and they make conscious efforts to form their speech.
Broca’s aphasics are more like sober individuals. Their speech is better at

conveying information, however, they produce lots of lled and silent pauses
because they deliberate over it. They have to work on every word they utter and

they are not able to let their speech production apparatus run automatically.
The speech of Wernicke’s aphasics involves a great variety of words and

fomls but will make li-ttle sense and is often meaningless. lt is neither slow nor

deliberate. They do not realize that they are not communicating well and

effectively and they do not or cannot control their ow of speech. They fall into

the group of intoxicated individuals, who may not produce speech well but are

also not concemed about it and therefore use few silent or lled pauses.

In conclusion, it is suggested that anxiety does not cause pauses itself, it is

something accompanied by increased attention to the content of speech and this

self-consciousness will lead to the use of more pauses. Alcohol, which makes

speaking harder but also makes speakers care less about what they say, reduces

pauses. Broca’s aphasics, who produce simple speech but must deliberate over

every word, produce lot of pauses. Meanwhile, Wernicke’s aphasics may not talk

very well, but they also do not mind and manage with few pauses. Pauses may

provide information about moments when speech is not being produced
automatically. They may indicate when the speaker changes mode and gives a

deliberate attention to cenain aspects of speech. Pauses are also found in tracking
the developement of automatic speech in children and nonnative speakers
(Christenfeld 1995: 171-186).

7. Case Study

In my experiment I would like to point out some main characteristics of aphasia
by investigating the spontaneous speech and the results of the Boston Naming
Test of three middle-aged aphasic patients with different kinds of aphasia. All of

them eamed a degree in higher education.

During my investigation I oen met with difculties: looking for an

appropriate patient involves a lot of organizational problems. I had to get

permissions from the patients themselves and from the treating institution. Then

we had to get acquainted, and I had to make them work cooperatively and

successfully, so that my patients did not feel embarrassed having a conversation

with me and I could make a prole on their language. These results were due t0 a

One-year-long common work‚ since disorders of the cerebral cortex are conned

not only t0 speech as an isolated form of behaviour, but also affect the patienfs
entire personality, and this results in a disorder of communication with all its

intrapsychic and social consequences.
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7.1. The Boston Naming Test

It was pioneered by Goodglass and E. Kaplan in 1972. Since some of the pictures
are culture specic O. Sägimodied and adopted it to the Hungarian population.
This test belongs to the group of practical tests since it examines only one aspect

of speech, that is‚ naming. It consists of sixty heterogenious pictures, and pictures
of scarce words appear followed by the thirtieth. The Boston Naming Test is an

active procedure since the task is to name pictures.
In the task, the patient is simply instructed to name a series of pictures. If

there is no correct response, there are two procedures used to help the patient:
-semantical prompting, when the examiner denes the target word, eg. scissors-

these are used to cut.

-phonological prompting, when the examiner helps by saying the rst sound or

syllable of the target word, e. g. ower- o.

F our dierent codes are used in the evaluation of the naming test:

3 - correct response without any help,
2 — correct response with semantic help,
l - correct response with phonemic help,
0 — non-valuable response.

7. 2. Subjects

Data from three dierent aphasics are analyzed in this study. These patients
produced several impainnents in spontaneous speech, naming and repetition.

Patient 1(H.A.) is a SO-year-old, right-handed, college-educated, retired

architect who in 1997, at the age of 49, suffered a cerebrovascular lesion. He was

initially diagnosed as a Broca patient who showed severe expressive difculties
characterised by agrammatic speech and anomia.

Patient 2(K.L.) is a 54-year-old, right-handed, college-educated automobile

engenieer who in 1997, at the age of 53, suered a cerebrovascular accident. His

language impairement is best characterised as Wemicke’s aphasia. He showed

severe impairments of speech production and comprehension as a result of the

loss of sensory control, which is a severe form of Wernicke’s and global aphasia.
Patient 3(K.M.) is a 57-year-o1d‚ right-handed, college-educated, retired

teacher who in 1997, at the age of 56, suered a cerebrovascular accident. She

was diagnosed as a mixed type senso-motoric aphasic patient.



7. 3. Results

Table 2.: Results of the Boston Naming Test based on the scale from 0 to 3:

List of words

Agy
Fa

Ceruza

Häz

Sip
Ollo

Fe'sü

Viräg
Füresz

Fogkefe
Helikopter
Seprü
Kagylö
Gomba

F üggöny
Tolöszek

Teve

Maszk/Ällarc
Perec

Pad

Ütö
C siga
Tüzhanyo
Tengericsiko/Csiköhal
Hinta

Kajak
Földgömb
Koszorü

Höd

Szajharmönika
Orrszarvü
Makk

Bästya
Gölyaläb
Domino

Patient 1
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Patient 2
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Patient 3
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Kaktusz

Mozgölepcsö
Härfa

Függöagy
Kopogtatö/Reexkalapäcs
Pelikan

Sztetoszköp
Piramis

Szajkosar
Särkany
Tölcser

Hannönika

Hordö

Ananasz

Körzö

Retesz/Zar

Ällvany/Älläs
J ogar

Cukorfogö/Cukorcsipesz
Sznx

Järom

Lugas
Paletta

Szögmerö
Akvarium u—->——-b.)>—-p—-U)®t-—LA)U)>——>—IU)K\JQu—-QUJI\JUJUJ>—UJI—I!—ICDCDGGGCCCCCGF‘>-‘>-‘>-‘l\J®<3©©C'-'UJ®'-‘wwowugl-«ozpuaouawp-uawu-otnos-«ootuow

7.3.1. General Aspects of Patient 1’s Language

This patient, whose speech production is limited, is suering from Brocas

aphasia. However, his comprehension of speech remained unimpaired. This type
of aphasia ranges from complete mutedness to slowed, deliberate speech
constructed from simple grammatical forms. These stages have also been

obsereved in his second acquisition of his mother tongue. Now, the patient’s talk

is moderate, he uses short sentences or phrases to describe fairly simple functions,

actions‚ or relationships. He is also able to take part in some conversation and use

cliches, e.g. mindegy, but his usage is characterised by some difculty in

expressing long or complex ideas. There are frequent occurances of word nding
errors and jargon, scattered with instances of unintelligible words or phrascs. It is

nonuent, in a way his speech is very similar to that of children at the

telegrammatic stage, consisting of a few words or Segments with articulatory
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slips, e.g. „Szereti a sok havat, amikor minden feher? El...elmegy‚ nem, nem.

kicsi hö Word order is aberrant, while, articles, prepositions, inections are

oen missing. This is called agrammatism. The spontaneous verbal output is

impaired, however‚ emotional and automatic speech and comprehension are

retained, e.g. „Hany eves? Ötven lesz. Hol volt epiteszmemök? Ungrobauban,
Ongrobauban.

There is also an impairment in repeating and initiating speech. The typical
errors he made were that he repeated words without suffixes and another

characteristic was that aer giving phonemic help he produced only the rest of the

word for the rst time, then added syllables one by one backworth, e.g.

„Függ. . Göny,äggöny
Other errors found in his speech were almost all those of inectional omission

and phonemic paraphasias rather than lexical ones. These errors were not

category specic, but were equal in all categories. The patient changed or added

sounds and syllables in lots of cases — he used phonemic, e.g. kombra instead of

„gomba”‚ or lexical paraphasias, e.g. ityül instead of „sip”.
Many times he was not able to evoke words and to name pictures alone‚ only

with the help of phonetic prompting, e.g. „Függ...Göny,jüggöny”. In his case‚

selecting the phonological form is intact, however, articulatory execution is

damaged. There was almost no need for semantic help since his disorder is not of

semantic origin but of articulatory, e.g. before executing the name of an

instrument he showed how to use that. This "is called anomia (see Table 2.).
The patient was aware of his trouble and he made conscious effort to fonn his

speech. He had to work on every word he uttered and was not able to let his

speech production apparatus run automatically. I-Iis speech was better at

conveying information than that of patients with Wernicke’s aphasia‚however, he

produced lots of lled and silent pauses because he deliberated over it, e.g. „Most
mit szokott csinahii? Olv...Olvasni? Nem, nem, nem. (ljsäg, tornäzok,
tornäzok. . öö. . . lo. . . logopädidus

This result was obtained due to the patients motivation, intensive learning and

the farnily’s and acquaintances’interest in his recovery.

7.3.2. General Aspects of Patient 2’s Language

This patient is suffering from a severe foim of Wemicke’s aphasia and showed

impairments in both speech production and comprehension as a result of the loss

of sensory control. I-Iis speech is characterised as profound, his message is limited

mostly to gcstures, unintelligible attempts to speak, however, he was able to

express needs and wishes in a defective manner, produce few simple, meaningful,
everyday words to indicate something, e.g. sü’, or to ask for assistance, or to
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name desired objects, e.g. „Nem kapott enni? Nem Szereti a telet? „Szere.
szeretem.

”

His verbal output was sometimes uent but consisted of empty,

meaningless, nonsense speech.
Naming was also severely affected, and in the naming task there were lots of

responses that could not be evaluated. These defects were not category specic,
but were equal in all categories. Mostly phonetic prompting helped the patient,
eg. „Oll...Lö. Ollö. Ollo’. Kak...Ktusz‚ kaktusz”. In one case, on hearing biro’ the

patient associated with vezetö’ (see Table 2.).
His comprehension is also severely impaired, however, he understood simple,

direct instructions, eg. „Kerem maradjon ülve e's vegye fel a szemüveget!He

remained sitting and put on his glasses.”
Unfortunately, this patient is very uncooperative due to the family’s lack of

interest in his rehabilitation.

7.3.3. General Aspects of Patient 3’s Language

This patient is suffering from a rnixed type of senso-motoric aphasia.
Characteristics of both Broca’s and Wemicke’s aphasias can be found in her

language.
This patient’s speech can be best characterized as fluent and moderate. She

conversed on many topics easily with word nding errors and diiculty in

expressing her ideas, eg. „Es melyik targyat kedvelte a legjobban tanitani?

Öö...mit...mit...tudom...znert vagyok tani e's tanär. E mi ezt csinältam ez e's

csinältam me'g mint tanitö e's csinältam tanär matemakät.
”

She used

grammatical structures, such as possessives and prepositions correctly. Social

conventions, such as nodding one’s head at the right moment were preserved.
Emotional and automatic speech was retained, e.g. „Mi a foglalkozasa? Tanito’.

Szereti a gyerekeket? Szeretem.” The patient ‘s comprehension of spoken
language was remarkable in several respects. When she was engaged in normal

social conversation Wlth the examiner, there was no sign of difficulty in

comprehension.
Her naming defect was not category specic,but was equal in all categories.

There was more need for phonetic help than for semantic one in the naming task,
eg. „Kagy...Kagylo’”‚ however, there were some non—evaluable responses, such

as papaletitatalinda instead of hinta. There were impairments in articulatory
execution and she used lexical paraphasias, e.g. bäscsa instead of „bastya”‚
domitö instead of „dominö”, etc. In a case, when she could not articulate the

target word she wrote it down correctly. The patient rarely used semantic

paraphasias, e.g. xrulya instead of„szajham1onika”(see Table 2.).
The patient was able to repeat all categories of verbal material well, e_g_
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tolökocsi, however, in some cases it was problametic,e.g. helikopter.
The patient was aware of her problem in speech, she 056d man)’ ned 13311535,

but she has been working hard to acquire her mother tongue again. In a case, she

also called the examinefs attention to it:

Patient: -Bäscsa.

Examiner: -Bäsrya.
Patient: -Hät azt mondtam. Nem azt mondtam? Jö hät jo’ här nem tudtam

semmit. Hät semmit nem rudtam. Azt sem tudtam, hogy hogy hivnak.

8. Conclusion

In this overview the main aspects of aphasia are pointed out, however, the

borderlines between the aphasias and other speech disorders, such as aparaxia
and dysarthria, and also between the dierent types of aphasias are oen blurred.

These temporarily or pennanently disabled people need to be rehabilitated, they
need a complex medical and psychological supply with speech and physiotherapy.

Based on the results of my investigations on aphasics, I believe that

motivation and repetition, but not empty repetition, are of the utmost importance
in leaming a language, either mother tongue for the second time aer a brain

damage or a second language. Children, students of a second language, and

patients suffering from aphasia sometimes imitate speech what they hear. This

may be a way to transfer an unanalyzed pattem to memory for some kind of

future analysis, or may be a communication strategy where a response is leamed

which can later be applied to a similar context. Imitation may also give them a

sense of participation in a conversation, however, we do not know to what extent

imitated speech is analyzed by them.

These patients showed decit in both speech production and comprehension,
which was sensitive to message lenght, syntactic complexity, semantic anomaly
and time. In general, the greater the number of syllables of an item, the higher the

mean percentage of errors; and more errors were made on the naming task than in

repeating. These characteristics can also be observed in the case of leamers of a

second language.
I would like to emphasize two aspects relating to mother tongue acquisition

for the second time and second language acquisition: social factors and duration

of classes which inuence one’s attention to a great extent. During my experiment
on aphasics concentration and attention were of a high degree for approximately
een minutes, then‚ they becarne more and more tired and made more and more

mistakes. The same process can be observed in the cases of language leamers
independently of age. Social factors help to shape patients’ and leamers’ attitude

which inuence leaming outcomes. There are some specic social factors which
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inuence the attitude to language learning, such as age and social background.
Younger people as language learners are usually subject to social pressure from

their peer group, while rniddle-aged people have less cohesive social values and

are more inuenced by the mainstream of societal values. In the case of older

people, social preassure diminishes and these social networks also become

narrow. People with greater knowledge and that of related to heuristics can learn

single and string items quicker and put them into storage before they have time to

analyze them structurally and semantically. Social class and social background
also determine the level of choices, education and rehabilitation. In the case of one

of my aphasic patients the lack of the family’s interest in his rehabilitation hinders

the patient’s recovery, and as a result of this the patient is uncooperative. While,
in other cases, suprising results may be obtained due to intesive learning and the

family’s and acquaintances.’interest.

For trainees and teachers of a language speech and its disorders, namely,
aphasia is worth studying because it provides a useful and deeper insight into the

nature of speech, a better understanding of speech mechanisms, which help us to

understand how people learn a second language and what kind of processes take

place in one’s brain during learning a second language and when concepts and

thoughts are put into words. This way, it may be easier for us to help our students

in their learning problems.



Appendix 1.

The followingexamination was made on the 11th of February, 1998 in Miskolc.
Patient l’s sponteneous speech:

Examiner: -Mir reggelizett ma?

Patient: -06... rd...6c')‘...szalci...m1't.

Examiner: -Szalcimit?

Patient: -Szalcimit.

Examiner: -Mivel?

Patient: -Kenyér. tart. . tyart. ..

Examiner: -Kenyérrel?
Patient: -Sajrtal.
Examiner: -Mi t ivott hozzci?

Patient: -00. ..

Examiner: -Tedt, kcivét?

Patient: -Kdvét...

Examiner: -Kcivét vagy kakao't?

Patient: -Kakaét, kakao't.

Examiner: -Kakaé volt?

Patient: -Kakaé.

Examiner: -Szereti a telet?

Patient: -Szeret.

Examiner: -A hideget, a havat?

Patient: -A/ndegy,mindegy.
Examiner: -Szereti a sok havat, amikor mindenfehér?
Patient: —Hm...elmegy...nem...nem...kicsiho...

Examiner: -Ha kis hé van azt szereti?

Patient: -Hm...

Examiner: -H01 lakik? Kertes hcizban?

Patient: -06. . . kertes. ..

Examiner: -Kertes ha'zban?

Patient: -Kertes hciz.

Examiner: -Hova szok0ttja'rm' sétcilni?
Patient: -Hciz. . . 0'0‘. . .hdz. ..

Examiner: -Hdz kérl? Az utczin, a kdrnyéken?
Patient: -Cdn. . . ca’n. . . 66. . . kender.

Examiner: -Kenderféldbn?Ilyenkor télen is?

Patient: -Télen, mindig.
Examiner: -Szeret sétcilni?

Patient: -Jo’ az szeret.
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Examiner: -Van hobbyja?
Patient: -(non—interpretable)Olajozok. ..

Examiner: -Rajzol?
Patient: -Epit.
Examiner: —Rajzolrrägebben?Most mit szokotr csinälni?

Patient: -Olv...

Examiner: -Olvasni?

Patient: -Nem. nem. nem, nenz. Üjsäg,rornäzok. öö...lo...gopide'dus...
Examiner: iogopädushozjär?
Patient: -Utcän.

Examiner: —Levego"zik‚sätäl?
Patient: -Igen.
Examiner: Jt/Iit szokott näzm’?

Patient: -Este... 1/... V... VT-r.

Examiner: —TV—t?

Patient: -TV-t.TV-rne’z.

Examiner: -Hc'myäves?
Patient: -Ölven Iesz.

Examiner: -Mi volt a foglalkozäsa?
Patient: -Ungrobau. . . öö. ..

Examiner: -Hol volt äpitäszmärnök?
Patient: -Ungrobauban. . . Ongrobauban.
Examiner: —Köszönön2 szepen.

Boston Naming Test:

Examiner: —Akövetkezö reszben käpeketfogok mutatni es kärenz nevezze meg,

hagy mit la't a käpen/
Patient: -Aha.

Examiner: -Ha nem megy, akkor segitek.
Patient: -Ägy‚fa„.
Examiner: -Nagyon jö.
Patient: -Cere. . . ceruza.

Examinef: -Nagyon jo’.
Patient: -Häz.

Examiner: -Igen.
Patient: —T
Examiner: -Mivel2zyülnek?
Patient: -Sz’ppal.Lo...ollö. fe’sz’4’.
Examiner: -Nagyonjö.
Patient: -Öö. . räsz. . . öö. . . viräg. ..
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Examiner: -Viräg‚ nagyonjg’,
Patient: -Mogosz. . . öö. . .

Examiner: -Ezzel mossuk a fogunkat.
Patient: -Öö. . .

Examiner: —Fog...
Patient: -Fogkefe. Öö. . . erbe. . . herbikopter.
Examiner: -Helikopter.
Patient: -Helikopter.
Examiner: —Nagvonjo’, ez egy hosszü szö.

Patient: -Öö. ..

Examiner: -Ezzel takaritanak.

Patient: -Lo...

Examiner: -Sep...
Patient: -Rü, seprü.Öö. ..

Examiner: -Tengerekben‚tavakban, folyökban e’lo"älöläny.
Patient: -Csillag. . . öö. ..

Examiner: —Kag_'y...
Patient: -Kagylö‚ kombra, gomba.
Examiner: -G0mba‚ ez az. Ha vilägos van elhüzzuk az ablakon.

Patient: -Aha. . .

Examiner: -Függ...
Patient: -Göny‚függöny.
Examiner: —Függöny‚nagyon jo’.
Patient: -Lop. . . kolo. . . csilo. . . kocsz’.

Examiner: -Tolösze'k‚ tolökocsi.

Patient: -Tolo’kocsi‚ teve, älarc, perec.

Examiner: -Nagyon jo’.
Patient: -Fa‚ pad.
Examiner: -Nagyon jö.
Patient: -Teniszütö‚ csiga.
Examiner: -Nagyon jö.
Patient: -Hää. . . öö. . . csz’. . . lö. ..

Examiner: -Csiköhal vagy tengericsiko’.
Patient: -Aha.

Examiner: -Melyz'kregondolt?
Patient: -Csiko’hal. Hinta, evez...

Examiner: -De milyen csönak ez? Ebben ke't oldalra evezünk. Ka...

Patient: -Kajak‚ kajak, ...öö..föld...gömb‚ földgömb, „ää...
Examiner: J/irägokbölfonjäk.
Patient: -Hm...

Examiner: -Koszo...
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Patient: -Rü‚ koszorü, . . . öö. ..

Examiner: -Vz'zparton e'lö emlös. Värat e'pz't.
Patient: -Aha.

Examiner: — ”h ”-val kezdödik.

Patient: -Höd.

Examiner: -Höd‚ nagvonjö. A2 az, jo’! mutatja. Szäj...
Patient: Szäjharmönika.
Examiner: -Szc'zjharmo'nz'ka.nagyon jö.
Patient: -Etna. ..

Examiner: -Mi az?

Patient: -Jaj.
Examiner: -Tüz. ..

Patient: -Hänyo',rüzhänyo’,öö...«
Examiner: -Hosszü az orra, a szarva.

Patient: -Orrszarvz2. makk, vär.

Examiner: -E'sez?

Patient: -Vär...öö...

Examiner: -Bäs. . .

Patient: -Tyäp.. . bäspa.. ‚zäsva. . .

Examiner: -Bästya.
Patient: -Bästya.
Examiner: -Az ember rääll äs magasabb lesz.

Patient: -Ha...aha...öö...

Examiner: —Segz’tsek?G0’. ..

Patient: -Go’lya‚„ää...
Examiner: -Me'gegyszer./
Patient: -G0’Iyaläb.Hm. . .

Examiner: Jililyen jätäk ez?

Patient: -Jäte’k.

Examiner: Jgen. D0...

Patient: —Bomino'‚dominö, szür. szür...
Examiner: -Ez szür. Kak...

Patient: -Kaktusz, läpcsö.
Examiner: -Mz’lyenläpcsö’?
Patient: -Hm.

Examiner: —Moz.. .

Patient: -Mozgo’le'pcsö.
Examiner: -Mozgo’le’pscso”‚nagyonjo’.
Patient: -Öö...härfa‚hintäzik.
Examiner: -Ez nem hinta. Ezen pihenni szoktunk. Függ...
Patient: -Göny.Függöägv.
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Examiner: -az az, iggddgy.
Patient: -Fz'4‘ggé’dgy,hm...

Examiner: -A2 orvosok ezzel vizsgdljdk a reexet.
Patient: -Aha. . . 06. . . kalapdcs.
Examiner: -Reexkalapcics.
Patient: -Pelikdn, orvos...

Examiner: -Orvosok haszndljdk ezt is. Szte...

Patient: -Fonedoszkép,piramis.
Examiner: -E2 rzehéz. Képzeljenel egy kutyci
Patient: -Haa...

Examiner: -Szdj, szcijko...
Patient: -Kosdr, szdjkosdr.
Examiner: -Igen. T01...

Patient: -Csér, tdlcsér, l1arm0'm"ka, c')‘(J'...h0rd<5...0‘0...

Examiner: -Gymblcs,déligyzimélcs.A...

Patient: -Anandsz, rajz.
Examiner: -Igen rajzolnak vele.

Patient: -Igen, igen.
Examiner: -Kbr...

Patient: -K()'rz0", ha’! 6()‘...zdr.

Examiner: —Nagyonjé.
Patient: -Alllds.
Examiner: -Mégegysze
Patient: -A'Zlds.
Examiner: -J0’, atto'l2gg,hogy k7‘ho] n0"ttf01.Egy kircilynak van korondja...
Patient: -Alma.

Examiner: -Almdja is van.

Patient: -0'0. . . na. ..

Examiner: -Jo...

Patient: -Jogar.
Examiner: -Jogar, nagyon jo'.
Patient: -Na. ..

Examiner: -Ezzel teszik a cukrot a kdvéba.

Patient: -Aha.

Examiner: -Cukorfo...
Patient: -Go’,fogé.
Examiner: -Cuko2;fogo'.
Patient: -Piramis, szinx, sznx.
Examiner: -Mégegyszer!
Patient: -Sznx,60‘...
Examiner: -Ebbe fog/‘dk be a teheneket.
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Patient: -Aha.

Examiner: ~Jd...

Patient: -A'rom,jdrom. O,jaj!
Examiner: -Lu...

Patient: -Lugas, lugas.
Examiner: -Lugas, nagyonjd.
Patient: -00. . .paletta, 66. ..

Examiner: -Szégmé...
Patient: -Ro",méro", szégmérci
Examiner: -Ak...

Patient: —Akvdrium.

Examiner: -Akva'rium, nagyon jé. Sdr...

Patient: -Kdny. . . drsdr. . .sdr. . . sdrkdny.
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Appendix 2.

The followingexamination was made on the llth. of February, 1998 in Miskolc.
Patient 2’s spontaneous speech:

Examiner: 4m: reggelizett ma?

Patient: -Mi t reggelik. ..

Examiner: -Tesse’k?

Patient: -Mi reggelizünk hm...

Examiner: -Es mit ivott? Mit kapott reggelire inni?

Patient: -Enni hät nem...

Examiner: -Nem kapott enni?

Patient: -Nem.

Examiner: -1\/Iz'e’rtnem?

Patient: —Hät mert nem.

Examiner: -E’sivott valamit? Teär?

Patient: -Nem.

Examiner: -Semmz't?

Patient: -Semmz't.

Examiner: -H0lnap megy haza. Värja mär hogy otthon legyen?
Patient: -H m. . . azt nem tudom. .. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Mennyi idöt volt itt a körhäzban?

Patient: -Heten.

Examiner: —Mennyit?
Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: -S otthon värja afelesäge?
Patient: -(non—interpretable)

Boston Naming Test:

Examiner: -Köszönöm. Kärem meg maracijon ülve, e's vegye fel a Szemüvegät!
(He remained sitting and put on his glasses.) A következo" feladatban ke’rem

nevezze meg a käpeket!M! la't a käpen?
Patient: -Rajta. .. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: Jvn alszik?

Patient: -Öö. ..

Examiner: -Ägy.Ägyon alszik.

Patient: -Ägy.
Examiner: -Ägy.
Patient: -Ägy.
Examjner; .Ke’rem mandja egy picit hangosabban‚jö! A41’! lät ezen a käpen?
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Patient: -Egy täba.
Examiner: -.Mics0da?

Patient: -Nem.

Examiner: JVII’ van sok az erdöben?

Patient: —Erdö,erdo".

Examiner: —Fa.

Patient: -Fa.

Examiner: -Ez egyfa.
Patient: -Fa.

Examiner: -Ez e gy fa.
Patient: -Fa. . . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -1VIz'tlät ezen a käpen?
Patient: -(non-interpretable) ß

Examiner: Jwivel irunk?

Patient: -I’r.. . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Ce...

Patient: -Uza, ceruza.

Examiner: -Mz' van ezen a käpen?
Patient: -(non—interpretable)
Examiner: -Hol lakunk?

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Hä...

Patient: -Hä...

Examiner: -Häz.

Patient: -Häz. Hol van egy häzan?

Examiner: -1\/Iz't lät itt?

Patient: —(non—interpretable)
Examiner: -Mit hasznäl a biro’ a nzärközäseken?

Patient: J/ezero"...

Examiner: -A jätäkvezeto”mit hasznäl?

Patient: -Hm. . .

Examiner: -]\/I1'beütyül?
Patient: -Fütyül...
Examiner’: -Sz'pba.
Patient: -Sz'pot.
Examiner: -Sz'pothasznäl, igen.
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Mivel vägunk?
Patient: -Hm...

Examiner: -Oll...

Patient: —Lo'...
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Examiner: -Ollo’.
Patient: -Ollö.

Examiner: -Nagyonjö. ollöval vägunk.
Patient: -Fe'sü, egv...
Examiner: -Ezt hasznäüäk a favcigök.
Patient: -Fa. . favägo’, favägo’.
Examiner: -Fü...

Patient: —Füre's2.

Examiner: 4m: lät m?

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: Jvfi van a kertben sok, ha ziltetnek?

Patient: -Hm. ..

Examiner: -Vi...

Patient: J/iräg.
Examiner: -Es ez?

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Mivel mossuk a fogunkat?
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -F0g...
Patient: —Afogkre'm.
Examiner: -Fogkre'mmel äsfogke...
Patient: -F0gkefe. Öö...
Examiner: -Ez egy hell‘...

Patient: -Heli. . . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Helikop...
Patient: -Koplolek.
Examiner: -Mondja utänam: helikopter.
Patient: -Helikomer.

Exarniner: -Helz'kopter.
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ezzel takaritunk. M1" ez?

Patient: —Hm. . .

Examiner: -Ez egy sep...
Patient: -Rü’‚ seprü.
Examiner: 4m ez?

Patient: -H m. . .

Examiner: -Ez egy tengerekben, folyökban, tavakban älö älöläny.
Patient: -Hm...

Examiner: -Kagy...
Patient: -Kagylö. Hm...

Examjner: -Ez egz növäny, amit enni is szokrunlc
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Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Gom. . .

Patient: -Gomba. Hm...

Examiner: -Ezzel ärnyäkolunk, ha besüt a nap az ablakon.

Patient: -Hm. ..

Examiner: -Függ...
Patient: -Függöny.. . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Micsoda?

Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ebben toljäk a betegeket.
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Tolö. ..

Patient: -T010’. ..

.

Examiner: —Tolo'sze’k.Van kärpüpja is. Egy püp. ke't püp. Milyen dllat ez?

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Te..‚

Patient: -Ve.

Examiner: —Teve.

Patient: -Teve‚ pük.
Examiner: Jklit lät ezen a käpen?
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Szz’ne'szek szoktäkfelvenni.
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Maszk.

Patient: -Maszk. T izenhärom. (He was looking at the 13. picture.)
Examiner: -Mi ez? Finom, sös. Pe...

Patient: -Peröt.

Examiner: -Perec.

Patient: -Perec.

Examiner: -Ezen ülünk kint a parkban.
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez egy pad.
Patient: -Pad. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ezzel ütjük a labdät.

Patient: -Buz.

Examiner: -Ez egy ütö.

Patient: -Üto”. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Milyen ällat ez? Nagyon Iassü. C51},

Patient: -Csik1'ga.
Examiner: -Csz'ga.
Patient: -Csiga. (non-interpretable)
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Examiner: -Ez is egy ällat, tengerben e'l. Csiko’...

Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Csiköhal.

Patient: -Csiko’hal. Öö...
Examiner: -A gyerekek szeretnek ezen jätszani. Hin...

Patient: -Öö...

Examiner: -Ez egy hinta.

Patient: -Hinta. Hät. . . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Milyencsönak ez? Ka...

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Kajak.
Patient: -Igen. Öö...
Examiner: 4W ez a gömbölyü?
Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Föld...

Patient: -Földgo...
Examiner: -Földgömb.
Patient: —Földgömb.Öö. ..

Examiner: J/irägokböl szoktäkfonni.
Patient: -(non—interpretable)
Examiner: —Koszo...

Patient: -Koszorz2. .

Examiner: -Ez egy emlös ällar, ami vizparton e’l.

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Es värat e’pz’t.
Patient: -Ke’t7'. . . eszettüte. ..

Examiner: -Ez egy höa’.

Patient: -Höd. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez egy hangszer äsijni szoktäk.
Patient: -Hangszer, hangsze, hangsze...
Examiner: -Szäjhar...
Patient: -Hangszer.
Examiner: -De milyen hangszer? E2 egy szäjharmönika.
Patient: -Harmo. . .harmo. ..

Examiner: -Es mit lät ezen a käpen?
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Tüzhä...

Patient: -Fekete.
_

Examiner: -Fekete rüzhänyö.
Patient: Jüzhänyo’.
Examiner: -Mit lät itt?
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Patient: -Fü.

Examiner: —Sok4'e’: egy ällat.

Patent: -Az na mi...

Examiner: -Hosszz2 a szarva. Orr...

Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Orrszarvü.

Patient: -Orrszarvü. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez kettö’ darab termäs. a tölgy termäse,
Patient: —M..1V[i ez?

Examiner: -Makk.

Patient: -Makk. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: 4W talälhatö a värfalnäl?
Patient: -Hen. .. tele. . . kert.

Examiner: -Bästya.
Patient: —Bästya.
Examiner: -Erre ällnakföl a2 emberek, hogy magasabbak Iegyenek.M2’ ez?

Patient: -(non—interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez egy gölya...
Patient: -Go'lya.
Examiner: -Go'lyaläb.
Patient: -Gölyaläb.
Examiner: -Milyen jätäk ez?

Patient: —(non-inte1pretable)
Examiner: -Domino’.

Patient: -Dominö.

Examiner: -Ez egv növäny e's szür.

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Kak...

Patient: —Ktusz. Kakrusz.

Examiner: -Ez szällitja le az embereket a metröba.

Patient: -Metro’.

Examiner: -Ez egy mozgo'le’pcso".
Patient: —Le'pcsc’>’.
Examiner: —Mona’ja:mozgöläpcso".
Patient: -Mozgo’.
Examiner: —Le'pcso”.
Patient: -Mazgöle'pü.
Examiner: Jtlilyen hangszer?
Patient: -Härfa.
Examiner: J-Iärfa, nagyon ja’. Ni ez?

Patient: -Härva.
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Examiner: -Kätfa közöttigg e's jöt lehet rajta pihenni. Ez egyäggö...
Patient: -Ägy.Függöägy.
Examiner: -Ezzel ne’zik‚ hogyjök-e a reexei.
Patient: —Areke. . . (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez egy reexkalapäcs.
Patient: -Refrex.
Examiner: -Kalapa'cs.
Patient: -Kalapäcs.
Examiner: -Milyen madär ez?

Patient: -Madär. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: Jellegzetes a csöre. sok halat eszik.

Patient: -Hemprö...
Examiner: -Pelika'n.

Patient: —Pelikän.

Examiner: -Az orvosok ezzel vizsgäljäk meg a tüdejät. Sztetoszköp.
Patient: -Sztetoszköp.
Examiner: fgiptomifäraök e'pz'tette’k.Pi...

Patient: -Pirz'...

Examiner: -Piramis.

Patient: -Piramis. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Mit rakunk a kutya szäjära, hogv ne harapjon?
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Szäjko...
Patient: -Szäjkodort.
Examiner: —Szäjkosär.
Patient: Szäjkosär. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Üvegbeezen keresztül töltünk. T ö.‚.

Patient: -Tölcse’r.

Examiner: -Ez egy mesebeligura.
Patient: -Särkäny.(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Mz'lyenhangszer?
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Harmö. ..

Patient: -Nika. Harmönika. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: Jlliben täroljäk a bort a pincäben?
Patient: -Sör.

Examiner: -Hor. ..

Patient: -Hordö. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ez egy de'Ii gyümölcs.Ana. ..

Patient: -Räsz.

Examiner: -Ananäsz.



Patient: -Ananäsz. .. (non-interpretable). . .kör. . . köräsz.

Examiner: -Körzö.

Patient: -Körzö’.

Examiner: -EzzeI zärjuk az ajtöt.
Patient: -Nyit.
Examiner: -Zär.

Patient: -Zär.

Examiner: -Erre ällnak a festök
Patient:(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Ällväny.
Patient: -Ällväny.
Examiner: -Kira'lyoknak van koronäja äs. ..

Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Jogar.
Patient: Jogar.
Examiner: -Jö‚ jo'I mutatja. Cukorcsipesz
Patient: -Csipesz. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Szf..
Patient: -(non—inteipretable)
Examiner: -Sznx.
Patient: —Sznx.
Examiner: -Ebbefogjäk be a teheneket. Jä...

Patient: Jätek.

Examiner: -Nem jätäk, järom.
Patient: Järom.

Examiner: -Ives e’s szölöböl, virägokbo’!käszül. Lu...

Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Lugas.
Patient: -Lugas. (non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Re'gena festök ezt hasznältäk, erre rette’k a festäket.
Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Paletta.

Patient: -Paletta.

Examiner: -Szögetme’mek vele.

Patient: {non-interpretable)
Examiner: —Szögme'...
Patient: -(non-interpretable)
Examiner: -Szögme'rö.
Patient: -Szögmärö.
Exarniner: -Üvegbö'lvan, halak üszkälnak benne. Akvä...

Patient: -Akva'.‚.
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Examiner: -Akvérium.

Patient: -Akvdrium.

Examiner: -Készbném szépen.
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Appendix 3.

The following examination was made on the 11th of February, 1998 in Miskolc.

Patient 3’s spontaneous speech:

Examiner: -Mi a foglalkozäsa?
Patient: -Tanz'tö.

Examiner: -Szeret1' a gyerekeket?
Patient: —Nagyon.
Examiner: -Es melyik tärgvat kedvelte a legjobban ranitani?

Patient: -Öö...mit...m1t...tudom...mert vagyok tanz’ e's Ianär. E17m1 ezt csindltanv

ez e's csinältam me'g is mintvtanitö e's csinältam tanär matemakät.

Examiner: -Matemat7'kät?

Patient: -Igen.
Examiner: 4.513a gyerekeknek melyik volt a kedvenc tärgyuk?
Patient: -Hät nyil...
Examiner: -Az ön osztälyäbanszerettäk a matemarikät?

Patient: -Ah igen. Szerettäk a gyerekek. Igen. n7ert...öö...most...öö...alsökkel
voltam mär most. A/Iikor tizenhat e've...öö...hm...tanitok‚ igen, harmincat.

Öömjölmondtam? Harminchat, e's az elso” a voltam tanä..., nem tanitö, es

mostanäban, hä...de mä a ve'ge'nmäsfele’voltam tanär.

Examiner: -Es akkor matematika...

Patient: -Igen‚ igen, de ha azt mondta iskola...öö...gazg...n7ostneked kell a

gve...a...ar...na m1’. a kicsik also’, akkor az. most kell nekem oda. akkor än

csinältam, igen. Nem hanem rendesen. Igen, persze, vagv ez, vagv az. De

szeretem az, hogy öttöl, nem hatto’l a...öö...nzennyi az rizig. Öket nagyon
szeretem.

Examiner: Es itt Aliskolcon tanitott?

Patient: -Is. En miskolci vagyok...öö...de amikor öö...hm...öö...hn1 honnan

hm. . . eljöttem tehät amikor a föikolä. . . mentem. . . öö. . „falura, e's

voltam..hm...öö...m1' voltam? Mi voltam? M1’ voltam? Mondjad man, mi voltam?

Hm...mi voltam? Nem tudjcik, hogy...dehog_tzneme'n tudom m1 volr, ikola...nem‚
m1’ voltam? Hät a iskol...mi voltam?

Examiner: -Iskolai?

Patient: -Es igy...hm...hät olyasmz’,nem voltam igazgö...ö...k1'sebb.Es hozzäm

jött a...a...a...o'voda‚ nekem van...van osztäly.
Examiner: -Az övodäsok?
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Patient: -Itt is, igen, mert e'n voltam a...na mond män mi voltam! Igen ez voltam.
ez voltam.

Examiner: -Együtt volt a2 övoda es...

Patient: -Ez voltam, utän haza jöttem Aliskolcra, itt voltak az anyukäim
a...a... barätaim. vissza jöttem Miskolcra.

Examiner: -Es mit reggelizerr ma? Ez most egy mäsik ke'rde’s.

Patient: -Ettem...öö...mz't is? Azt moncija, hogv tea, mert e'n szoktam

szokta...a...fösö..fö...1\/t?Mindenfälet. Ki...ki...car...sutottam‚ nem, el nem,

ilyet, ilyet, ilyet, ilyet tenyleg. E2 az, mikor? Igen, e’s most öö...akkor volt lättad,
nem ezt az egäszermdja, pedig ort volt, merz‘ lättad, hanem na mi volt? Cserika?

Csikoa? Csika? Csokolciwagvpedig
Examiner: —Kakao's csiga? _

Patient: -Igen, az volt. Igen. ez volt. Ezt szoktam megcsinälni.

Boston Naming Test:

Examiner: -M0st mutarok pär darab käpet. Kärem, hogy nzondja meg, hogv m1"

van a käpen/J0’?
Patient: -Jö. Ägy,öö...erdo" vagv fa, öö...cemza‚ ez egy, hät ez, ez nem tudom,
ha'z, minden, öö...sz’p,ollö, tü...öö..sü‚ ez ezpedig azr mondja hogv...
Examiner: -Fät vägnakvele, darabokra.

Patient: -Az tudom, de ha tudnäm. ‚akkor...

Examiner: - 'F'-el kezdödik.

Patient: -Fa..4're'sz,azt tudom, ez viräg, särgs viräg, ez öö...ez_fogkefe‚hm...ez

pedig, ez, juj, nem ez nem repülö, nem olyan kop, na...

Examiner: -A ve'ge az. He...

Patient: -Ha..., hä nemjut eszembe

Examiner: -Heli...

Patient: —He...li...ko... per.
Examiner: -Helikopter.
Patient: —Igen.Hät az az. Jö, seprü, ez jö, hät ez m1’ Iehet, ez a zöd? M1" ez a2 a

zöd?

Examiner: —Tavakban‚tengerekben, folyökban älo" älöläny.
Patient: -Ja, igen. Cs...csiga‚vagy igy...
Examiner: -Puhatestü.

Patient: -Hanem akkor van rajta‚ a rajta van rajta, igy levesszük, hm...sok van

otthon mennyi van, hoztaa’, kaptad, te hoztad.

Examiner: -Ka...

Patient: -Kagylö. Csak azt hoztäl. Ez l...ide teszem nzondam...



Examiner: —Gom...

Patient: -Nem, Ie... mondtam.

Examiner: -Lez'rta: gomba.
Patient: Jgen, lätod irni is, mondani is...(non-interpretable).
Examiner: -Gomba.

Patient: -Ez egy ablaln.

Examiner: -Ablakon van.

Patient: -Igen‚ äggöny.Je'zus, Üristen,mi ez? Jaj, tudom. akz’ nem mer. fdj a

keze, ö...kocsi, akinekfäj a läba. Deha’! mit csinälnak azok?

Examiner: -Toljäk. Milyen kocsi ez?

Patient: -Hogy me’r viszik ezr.

Examiner: -T o...

Patient: -Hm...

Examiner: -Tolökocsi.

Patient: -Tolökocsi, ez, hät ezt mondtam, hogvfäj a läba. Aze'r. Pupu, ket pupu.

igen.
Examiner: —Micsoda?

Patient: —Teve...(nondnterpretable)..ketpupu...‚ez most lesz nem sokära az

hm...a mit ez...

Examiner: -Igen‚ eztfarsangon hasznäljäk.
Patient: -Ügymondjälc hogy...häteszembejut, hät nem jut a eszembe öö...

nem jut a eszembe, nem Iudom... v

Examiner: -Äl. . .

Patient: —Lar. . . älarc. . .

Examiner: -Älarc‚ igen, vagy maszk.

Patient: -Igen‚ ez perrr...perec, eszembe jut, ez pedig ö...paa’, ez öö..hät atto’!

ägg, hogy mit csinäl, hogy lehet mondani kettöt is, hät lehet, de nem jur
eszembe most‚ öö... la...na... r...

Examiner: -Ping—pong...
Patient: -Az is lehet vagy akkor igen na hät eszembe jut...
Examiner:

Patient: -Üt‚ nem tudom, ütö’.

Examiner: -Az az, ütö’.

Patient: -Üto". Hät a ük azok szoktäk csinälni. Csiga, ez pedig egJ/„Ez mz’
lehet? Ez van a ibe van ig van...

Examiner: -Tengeri e'löle'ny.Egy ällat, egy tengeri ällar.

Patient: -Ällat. En tudom me'g m" [eher ez, hojhoj...eszembejut eszembe...

Examiner: -Csikö. . .

Patient: -Nem tudom.

Examiner: -Csiko’hal.
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Patient: -Nem tudom. Biztos, hogy van. E2 mz’ lehet? Jezus, Isten, m2‘ ez. mi lehet

ez? Mi lehet ez? De mi lehet ez?

Examiner: Jdöközönkent kitör.

Patient: -VuI...

Examiner: —Vulkän.

Patient: -Tud0m. L...na. nezd ma’! LapcLnem ne'zem e rä irsz rd, na,

papaletitatalinda, pedz’g tudtam, ez pedig csönak.
Examiner: -Milyen cso'nak‚ amin ket oldalra eveznek?

Patient: -Hogy mit csinäl?

Examiner: -Ke't oldalon eveznek.

Patient: -Ke. . ke. ..

Examiner: -Az az egyoldali. Ka...

Patient: -Kajak. Ezföld..gömb. Ez m1’?Mi lehet? Jezus, Isten, mz’ lehet? M1’ lehet

ez?

Examiner: J/irdgokbölfonjäk.
Patient: -A virägböl csinäljäk? De kicsoda?

Examiner: —Bärki‚kislänyok, mamäk...
Patient: -Hät e’n e’n a az ilyen olyan mint egy ko...kor...‚ de här ez nem egeszen,
merr az mäs oft, m1" nem tetszik.

Examiner: —Koszorü.

Patient: -Nem tetszik. Nem. Ez öö Jezus Üristen,nagyon csünya. E2 mikor e]?

Alikor? -w

Examiner: -Ez egy vizpart mellett elö’ emläs ällat. Vdrat epir.
Patient: —Hm...a viz, vizhez van...Ho’d? Mondtam. Hät ez micsoda? Ezt se tudom

mi ez.

Examiner: -Hangszer.
Patient: -Szdj. . .2j. . ‚trulya.
Examiner: Szäjharmönika.
Patient: —Hät e’n igy tudom. [in ügy tudom. Ugyan az. Ez pedig mz’ lehet? M1’ ez

lehet? Hol lehet ez?

Examiner: -Ez egy hatalmas emlo"s ällat.

Patient: -Öö m1’ ez? A/Iilyevolt ennek ez? Ilyen nagi/„ilyen nagy, tessek?

Examiner: —Orr...

Patient: -Orr...orrszaj...e"n tudom orrfaj...nem jut ezsembe. Orr...örr...Nem‚ nem,

nemjut eszembe‚ e’n tudom, de nem jut eszembe.

Examiner: -Orrszarvü.

Patient: Jgen. A2 tudom, de nem tudom mondam’. E2 makk, ez pedz‘g vär.
Examiner: -E's ez itt?

Patient: -Bäscsa.
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Examiner: -Bästya.
Patient: -Hät azt mondtam. Nem azt mondtam? Jö hät jö hät nem tudtam

semmit. Hät semmit nem tudtam. Azt sem rudtam. hogv hogy hivnak. Ez ezt nem

tudom mit csina’! peldäul.
Examiner: —Erre ällnak rä, hogy magasabbak legyenek.
Patient: -K1' veszifel, akifäzik?
Examiner: -Gölya...
Patient: -Öö...ja 22g)»hogy hosszü lesz a läba. e's akkor felveszi rä ez

öö...lä...golyä...läb,ez pedig, na, hät ezt sem tudom, domitö.

Examiner: -Dom1'no'.

Patient: —Jo’,hät igy tudtam mondani. J0’. Ez pedig azt mondja, hogy a2 egy
kacus.

Examiner: -Kaktusz.

Patient: -Ez pedig, azt mondja, hogy felmegye/c, ez pedig egy lepcsö, nem ez

ilyen...
Examiner: -Es m1 vezet a metröba 1e, milyen lepcsö?
Patient: -Här ezt e'n lätom, lätom, de hogyis moncijuk? M..na‚ mozlö...mol‚

mozog‚ mozog...

Examiner: -Mozgo'.
Patient: —Jö,hät akkonlgen, ez mit csinäl? Na ez m1? A häzföl, igen tudom. E2

amikor ketföl rä tudtakfeküdni a mit csinälnak öö...nem tudom m1’ ez.

Examiner: -Függöäg1.r.
'

Patient: -Hät igen, ez epp az, igen, tudom. Häijfa. Ez micsoda? Hüha/ Igen. M1

lehet ez?

Examiner: —Orvosok ezzel vizsgäljäk a reexet.
Patient: -Hät e'n ilyekkel e'n tudjam, hogy mit csinäl a az irren az nagyon tudja.
igy ni. Ezek hogv milyen, hogy mennyi van neki’. T udom Es az, hogy milyen? Az

kell megnezni, azt, hogy mennyi a reek
Examiner: —Reex.
Patient: -Igen.
Examiner: —Kalapäcs.
Patient: -Hät az nem erdekel. E2 pedig ez häp-häp,de milyen? De milyen?
Examiner: -Pel...

Patient: -Pel1'kän. Ez megint azt csinälja, meg a hallani, hogy mi van itt meg ide.

de nem tudom m1"megmondam’.
Examiner: -Szte...

Patient: -Nem is fogom megmondani. Nem szeretem. Ismerem. Ez a az pedig
öö...k1dom, piramis, a het egyik, jaj, hm...‚ na nem tudom, ez...

Examiner: -Kulya't kepzeljen el!
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Patient ‘Z8917,ez nem szeret, ilyet nem szerer. Nem kell. Legyen ott kint, de neki

nem kell ez a räteszi, e's azt mondjäk a jelvenni a kötel...

Examiner: -Szäj...
Patient: -Szäj...szäjk...öö....rätesz, hät alyan van neki’.

Examiner: -Szäjko...
Patient: -Sär. De nem kell. nem szabad. H12. ez micsoda? A2 pedig az m1" lehet?

Examiner: —Ez egy mesebelifigura.
Patient: —Je"zusÜrisren,en mi voltam? E2 nagyon söter, nagvon sze'p‚nem, nem.

nemjo’ nekezn, nemjo’.
Examiner: -Sär...

Patient: -Sär...‚ azt monaa,hogy särkängz.Nem szeretem. Csünya.Ez pedig ez

öö..., beletesszük, szörjuk, ide beleresszük, tölcser, harmönika, öö.... t0... nem,

nem, b, ebbe bor e's ebbe van az, hogy... Hd mennyi van nekünk, nyolc nekünk,
ott vannak, pincebe van, a bor. bor, az ami benne van.

Examiner: —Hor...

Patient: -Do', hordö. Igen, ez, öö..‚ ezt kettevägfuke's megisszuk‚hm...

Examiner: —Ezegy deli gyümölcs.
Patient: -Azt lätom. Es igy meg tudtuk mm’ e's megisz...
Examiner: -Ezt nem isszäk. Ezt eszik. Ana...

Patient: -Ata...anandsz. Körzö. Ez mi csoda? T01, mi lehet? T010’. Hogy mi

lehet?

Examiner: Jgen, azt toljuk, hogybezärjuk a2 ajtöt.
Patient: -Oö. . . riglizznz’.
Examiner: -Riglz'vagyzär.
Patient: —Ez az amikor csinälnak a...a...a egy ällväny. Igen, ez m2" ez? H12, hät

megint ez‚ m1" lehet ez? Mibe [eher teve? Valami, Öö...jogar. Hät ez meg, ez meg

mi, mi Iehet?

Examiner: Cukrotfogjuk meg vele‚ e's belerakjuk a käveba.

Patient: -Jaj‚ 124510272,hogy az a beletenni, igy, össze, igy e's akkor kivesszük.

Ismerem.

Examiner: -Cukorfogö.
Patient: -Hü‚ hät megint ez, öö...‚ na most mandtam az elöbb, a piramis, e's ügy
hivjäk, hogy Ramszesznek, igen. Hm...hogy hivjäk ezt?

Examiner: —Sz...
Patient: -Sznx‚ igen. Amikor csinäljäk tudom, tudom, lätom, nem, ez pedig in

be ez a tehen, ez a a iga. De igen, ez iga. Ez biztos az. E2 itt a...

Examiner: Järom.

Patient: -Igen, vagy ä...‚ de ez vitte toväbb. Az emberek. En tudom. Ez m1" lehet?

Ez m1’?

Examiner; -Szölo"bo”l‚virägböl,fölfitttarjäk, ilyen ives alakban.

Patient: -E'n nem tudom.
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Examiner: -Lu...

Patient: -A/I1" lehet az? Neknk ilyen van. Igaz. igaz, de mi; csjmil az? Nem

rudom.

Examiner: -Lu...

Patient: -Lugas. Na ezt tudtam, csak nem juror! a eszembe. Ezt festik, vagv azt is

mondjdk, hogy pl..., hdt ezfesti, palté..., nem jut eszembe.

Examiner: -Pa. . .

Patient: -Pa...lz'..., nem tudom mondani.

Examiner: -Paletta.

Patient: -Paletta. Igen. ez t.... ez a, a2 a2. na, harminchat...Mennyi is van? Szbg.
ez ez...

Examiner: -Szégmé...
Patient: -SzégmérciDe nem tudom mondani, csak ermyit. Ez pedig mi lehet? Ez

pedig benne van ak...vd...rz'...um.

Examiner: -Akvdrium. Készéném szépen.
Patient: -En is k6sz0‘n6m.
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SAROLTA SlMIGNE-FENYÖ‘

CONCRETIZATION 0F THE LEXICAL MEÄNINGOF THE

VERB „TO GO” IN TRANSLATION FROM ENGLISH INTO

HUNGARIAN

Introduction

Concretization or differentiation of the lexical meaning of verbs is one of the

techniques translators use in order to satisfy the expectations of the target
language reader. Concretization with its corollary „generalization” means

hyponymic/ hypemymic shis in translation. The term was introduced into

translation studies by Retsker and denotes one of the seven translation techniques
used by translators when „there is no one-to-one equivalence and no readily
denable contextual correspondence in the form of a collocation”(Retsker
1974139, Fawcet 1997129). In the case of concretization the translator departs
from the wording of the Original, and from among the dictionary offerings chooses

a term narrower and more specic in meaning than the Original. An all-exhaustive

overview and a systematic study of the phenomenon was given by Klaudy, who,
on the basis of Russian and Hungarian parallel texts investigated the translational

possibilities of Russian reporting verbs when the target language was Hungarian
(Klaudy 1986: 214-222).

The objective of the present study is to testify that it is not only the meaning
of the verbs of saying that are narrowed in translation. Hyponymic shifcs can be

observed in the case of the Hungarian translation of the Verb „to go”.
Concretization is only one of the strategies applied by translators.

1. Hyponymic Relations

Linguistic observation proves that verbs oen come in a double layer. „The
lower-level Verb carries out the action of the superordinate in a particular way, to

limp or amble is t0 walk in a particular way, to munch or chew is t0 eat in a

certain way” (Aitchison 1994: 104). This kind of stratication can be observed
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both in English and in Hungarian. As a rule‚ this phenomenon is drawn on when

we translate from English into Hungarian or the other way round.

It is a well-lmowrn fact that verbs can be classied on the basis of the

semantic eld they refer to. Some of them are central to a given eld, while others

are peripheral. English texts generally contain verbs occupying positions in the

semantic centres thus being used in a Very general sense. As a rule, translators

often strive to nd correspondents in the TL which are distant from the semantic

centre. Such TL verbs have a more concrete sense and a more concrete meaning.
In cases like this we can observe the relation of hyponymy between the original
and the translated sentence, which reects the way the translator interprets the

oiiginal. Before analysing some examples taken from an Original tem and its

authentic translation, let us introduce some basic considerations about the most

frequent motion verbs.

2. The Role of Motion Verbs in Language

The verbs „to come” and „to go” focus on motion, a phenomenon playing an

extremely important role in the way we conceptualize reality through the use of

language. When perceiving an entity in motion we nd that it has a Starting point,
a given trajectory and an end-point. Every language leamer knows that the Verb

„to come” indicates movement towards the speaker, while the Verb „to go”
indicates movement away from the speaker, that is, both motion verbs incorporate
the semantic feature of directionality. In addition linguists state that „come”

inherently proles the goal and „go” proles the source of a given movement.

Radden quotes Lakoff and Johnson stating that „our understanding of motion is

based on an abstract image scheme which includes Source, Path, Goal and

Direction as its structural element” (Radden 1994268). The example sentences we

are going to analyse show that „The mention of the Goal is essential but the

mention of the Source is optional”, an idea discussed by Ikegami, who emphasizes
that the Goal is the dominant and the more natura] element, while the Source is

uncertain (lkegami, 1987: 135).

3. Equivalents of the Verb „to go” in Translation

The semantic content of both verbs described above is very complex. Due to the

Various paradigmatic semes constituting the intemal "structure of the Verb „to go”
it has an e-‚xtremelywide semantic- range. It can express movement and position cf

a person or a thing, -activity‚ state, and when combined with prepositions or

adverbs it acquires a number of different meanings. Concretization Of the lexical
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meaning is due to this complexity and to the fact that the conjugated forms of the
Verb „t0 go” are used in English much more frequently than their Hungarian
cognates. The example sentences that follow were taken from a paragraph of
Stevenson’s novel entitled „Will o’ the Mill”.

(la) One eVening he asked the miller where the river went.

(2a) „lt goes down the valley,” answered he,
(321)„And then it goes out into the lowlands,
(4a) And it goes under bridges,
(Sa) And then it goes on and on, (Stevenson 10)

(lb) Egyik este megkerdezte a molnärtöl, hoVä megy a folyö.
(2b) - Vegigfolyik a völgyön — felelte a molnar,
(3b) Aztän kilep az alföldre,
(4b) Aztän hidak alä büjik
(5b) Es aztän hömpölyög toväbb, toväbb (Udvarhelyi — Borbas 11)

This part of the noVel describes the movement of the river from an unnamed

location. In the source language it is made explicit by the frequent repetition of

the same Verb. The source of the motion is implied, while the end-point is

unknown. Repeating the same dictionary equivalent of the English Verb ve times

would have sounded too unusual and monotonous in Hungarian and it would not

have satised the expectations of the Hungarian readers either. This fact must

have been the reason why the translator created Ve different items corresponding
to the English Verb „to go” in this particular contem.

In the case of (la) and (lb) the event is shown as followed with attention by
the boy, who observes the movement of the river as becoming more and more

distant. The translational equivalent of the Verb went is megy, which cannot be

treated as an example of concretization. Since it is the rst place in the passage
where the Verb „t0 go” occurs, the translator used a metaphrase. The past tense

form of the English Verb which is the result of a grarmnatical compulsion creates

a distance for the reader in space and time. It has to be emphasized that the

present tense fomr of the Hungarian Verb brings the whole scene nearer the reader

than the Original.
In (Za) go is followed by the adVerbial down, and besides expressing a change

of place and indicating direction, the verbal structure go down describes the

movement of the river as being in further progress and thus puts the emphasis on

the action taking place along the given traj ectory. Exactly the same characteristics

of the movement of the river are described by the Hungarian prexed Verb

vegigfolyik. Both nouns valley and völgy refer to the spatial path of the process.
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Although the direction of the river is not mentioned, we guess that it is determined

by the geographical position ofthe valley,
In the context of it goes out into the lowland the verb refers to the Path of

the movement, while through reaching a Goal, denoted by the noun alföld the

Hungarian translation seems to make the nal stage of the movement explicit.
In (4a) and (4b) the Verb goes followed by under bridges proles the Path of

the movement again and so does the Hungarian translation. But we nd {hat the

translator uses a so-called goal-oriented static Verb which creates the impression
as if the movement has reached its end-point. When goes is equatsd with

hömpölyög (Sa) and (5b)‚ both verbs emphasize the constant movement of the

river again.
Latex on the miller continues to describe the dver like this:

(6a) Ay, it has a long trot before it as it goes singing over our weir,
(Stevenson l2)

(6b) Bizony‚ hosszü üt all elötte, amikor dalolva ätläpi gatunkat. (Udvarhelyi
— Borbas 13)

In this case the source language Verb together with the preposition over as well as

the target language equivalent ätläpi prole the end-point, that is, the Goal of the

movement.

All the examples analysed show that the Hungarian translator narrowed the

meaning of the Verb „t0 go” in the sense that she chose target language
equivalents whjch describe only a certain phase of the movement. Ihe Hungarian
sentences with the verbal predicates vägigfolyik, kiläp, büjik, hömpölyög‚ ätlöpi
sound natural enough for the reader to believe that the novel he is reading is an

Original, and not a translation. Thus what the translator did was to satisfy the

Hungarian readers’ expectations. At the same time we can accuse the translator of

distorting the Original, since we can hardly imagine the miller, a kind but

uneducated man using such sophisticated style.
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Conclusions

We have to admit that six examples are not enough to draw any conclusions about

the nature of the translation process. For more details concerning concretization

we refer the intended reader to Klaudy — Simigné-Fenyo (1996) and

K1audy(l994). The examples demonstrated above suggest that although English is

rich in synonyms, both native speakers and writers favour verbs with very general
meaning. Hungarian translators of English texts, in contrast, strive to recreate the

original by means of nding more specic, that is, more concrete equivalents in

Hungarian. This strategy contributes to satisfying the needs of the readers, but

has to be applied with caution so that it should not distort the meaning and sense

of the original.
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AGNES SALÄNKI‘

DIE ARTEN DER WERBUNG

DEUTSCHE UND UNGARISCHE BEISPIELE AUS

LINGUISTISCHER BZW. SEMIOTISCHER SICHT

Die einzelnen Autoren klassizieren die Werbung nach verschiedenen Kriterien.
Bei Tietz und Zentes hat jede Werbung „vier Hauptaufgaben, die im konkreten
Falle mit unterschiedlichen Schwerpunkten realisiert sind:

- die Infonnation,
- die Überzeugung,
- die Veranlassung,
— die Unterhaltung”.

(Tietz—Zentes1980: 22)

Redlich (1935: 3) unterscheidet 3 Typen der Reklame:

„- mündliche (Reklamevortrag, Reklamerede, Ausruf)
- graphische (durch Schri, Bild, Urnrahmung)
- gegenständliche(die Ware selbst: Ausstellungen, Schaufenster,
Modevorihrung)”.

Die meisten Wissenschaftler unterscheiden aber zwischen „infonnativer” und

„emotionale? Werbung (Suggestivwerbung). Wie Röper schreibt, hat „die

Werbung [...] zwei Gesichter, die ganz unterschiedlich zu beurteilen sind: ein

„gutes” Gesicht in Gestalt der „informativen” Werbung und ein „böses” Gesicht,
das sich in der „suggestiven”Werbung zeigt” (Röper 1989: 46).

Die Anwendung des einen oder des anderen Typs hängt auch von dem

beworbenen Produkt ab. Bei Konsumgütern langer Lebenszeit wird mehr

Infomiation geleistet, bei kurzlebigen Verbrauchsgütementfällt das Bedürfnis zur

Kundeninfonnation fast völlig. Die Menge der vermittelten Information hängt
auch davon ab, wo die Anzeige erscheint. Am ausihrlichsten wird über Produkte

in den Fachzeitschrien berichtet (Hantsch 1972).
Echte Werbewirksamkeit kann aber erst erwartet werden, wenn informative

und suggestive Elemente miteinander kombiniert werden.

'
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Universität Miskolc
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1. Die informative Werbung

Informative Werbung beschränkt sich darauf, zahlreiche Informationen über

Qualität, Angebotsbedingungen, Preis usw. zu vermitteln. Sie knüpft sich an die

sachlichen und funktionalen Eigenschaften des beworbenen Produktes an. Sie hat

einen positiven Einuss auf die kognitiven Wirkungsprozesse.
Die informative Werbung verschafft einen besseren Überblick über die

Marktsituation und dient dadurch dem Verbraucher. Je stärker die Rechte der

Konsumenten an den Entscheidungsprozessen sind, je grösser die Warenauswahl

ist, desto mehr ist eine Gesellscha auf Werbung angewiesen, desto intensiver

muss der Verbraucher informiert werden. Die infonnative Werbung zeigt ihm die

Alternativen, und sie macht Qualitätsunterschiededeutlich. Informative Werbung
verschär auch den Preiswettbewerb (Chamberlin 1933 zit. nach Röper 1989,

vgl. Edler 1966, Tietz-Zentes 1980, Schürmann 1993).
Es ist die informative Werbung, die von den Wissenschaftlern als wertvoller

bezeichnet wird. Sie enthält genaue, wahre Daten über das Produkt, um den

Kaufentschluss zu fordern. Als informative Werbung können die folgenden
Anzeigen betrachtet werden:

„ Brennessel-Kapsel gegen Arthrose

Als Durchbruch in der Arthrose-Therapie bezeichnen Experten die

Entdeckung des neuen panzlichen EntzündungsherrersKOS. Dieser

Bennessel-Wirksto in dem Medikament Rheuma-Hek lindert

Gelenkschmerzen auf natürliche Weise.

Der KOS-Faktor in Rheuma-Hek blockiert die körpereigenenBotenstoffe.
die Schmerzen in den Gelenken auslösen. So lindert Rheuma;hek die

Arthrose und /verbessert die Beweglichkeit.
Das gut verträgliche Rheuma-Mittel ist auch für die Dauertherapie
geeignet. Neue Hojzung also für die 6 Millionen Arthrose-

Patienten in Deutschland! Gegen ihre schmerzhaen
Gelenkbeschwerden kann jetzt Rheuma-Hek (Apotheke) helfen

Der Gelenkschutz

Rheuma-‚Hek”

Die folgende ungarische informative Werbung erläutert die Vorteile einer

Zahnbürste ausführlich:

„REACH ACCESS. A professziondlisfogäpoläs.
A leghätsöfogakhoz is könnyenhozzäfer.
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A Reach Access fogkefe tudomänyos kutaräsok eredmänyekänt született. A

fogkez vägän lävö’ hosszabb sörräk a leraködott lepedäket mäg a

bölcsessegfogakrölis könnyedän eltävoliäk. A többszintü’ sörterendszer a

fog e's az iny talälkozäsänäl is rendkivül hatäkonyan tisztit. Ugyanakkor a

Zekerekitett sörtevägek kinrälik a foginyt e's a fogzomäncot. Az egyedülällo’
Reach Access fogkefe väkony, hajlitott nyakänak is köszönhetöen könnyen
hozzäfär a nehezen nzegközelithetö,hätsöfogakhoz is. Fogmosäsközben, a2

ergonömiailag tervezetr, gumirozott nye’!elsö e's hätso’ oldalän a hüvelykujj‘
e's a mutatöujj szämära speciälisan kialakitott helyjeszi me'g känyelmesebbe"
afogäst.
REACH. HOGYA FOG VALÖBANJÖVÖ IDÖ LEGYEN.

”

Die Aufgaben der informativen Werbung, die Audärung und die Belehrung
kommen in den obigen Beispielen gut zum Vorschein. Das wichtigste Ziel ist hier,
vom konkreten Produkt eine feste, korrekte Assoziation zu schaffen. Die Texte

bedienen sich rationaler Apelle, Schlüsselwörter der Werbung wie „neu „ gut”,
„natürlich „tudomänyos „egyedülällö „könnyedän” „känyelmes usw.

dienen hier der Überzeugungdes Konsumenten, indem reale Tatsachen und

logische Gründe aufgezähltwerden, um seine richtige Wahl zu begründen.Der

geihlsmässigwirkende Slogan im ungarischen Beispiel mit dem Wortspiel, das

auf dem Grund der Homonymie beruht („fog” als das Substantiv „Zahn
”

und als

I-Iilfsverb des Futurs) fördert das bessere Einprägen und enthält indirektes

Versprechen.

2. Die emotionale Werbung

Immer häuger ist in der Werbung das Zurücktreten der Information zu

beobachten. Die emotionale Werbung vermittelt relativ unabhängig von

funktionalen und sachlichen Produkteigenschaften emotionale Erlebnisse, die mit

dem beworbenen Produkt verknüpft werden. Insbesondere auf gesättigten
Märkten gewinnt die Vermittlung emotionaler Konsumerlebnisse an Relevanz.

Dadurch kann nämlich eine Differenzierung von anderen Produkten erreicht

werden. Die emotionale Werbung basiert vorwiegend auf Bildem‚ weil diese im

allgemeinen über ein höheres Aktivierungspotential als Texte verigen. Die

Verwendung von speziellen Bildelementen (eine attraktive, verführerisch wirkende

junge Frau oder das Foto des Produktes bei der Werbung von Genussmitteln) und

Farben bringen eine deutliche Steigerung der Erinnerungsleistung (Edler 1966,

Schenk-Donnerstag-Höich1990, Schürmann 1993).
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Die Suggestivwerbung erstreckt sich im wesentlichen auf die Methoden der

Einussnahme. Die Warenästhetisierung scheint dabei eine bedeutende Rolle zu

spielen. Das Produkt wird auf diese Weise aus dem rational Fassbaren

herausgehoben. Diese Art der Werbung verschat dem Werbenden ein Meinungs-
oder Image-Monopol und wirkt so im Prinzip wettbewerbsverzerrend. Dadurch

ihrt sie zu einer Verringenmg der Wettbewerbsintensität‚ indem sie den Käufer

bei seiner Kaufentscheidung behindert oder ihn sogar bezüglich der

konkurrierenden Produkte täuscht. Die suggestive Werbung teilt dem Käufer kein

neues Wissen mit, sondern manipuliert ihn (Charnberlin 1933, zit. nach Röper
1989, vgl. Röper 1972, Hantsch 1972).

Wie die zitierten Meinungen beweisen, schätzen die Forscher die

Suggestivwerbung nicht zu hoch, sie betrachten sie sogar „täuschend” und

„wettbewerbsverzerrend”. Die meisten Beispiele zu meiner semiotisch-linguistisch
gerichteten Untersuchung nehme ich doch von der Suggestivwerbung, weil sie

meinen Forschungsabsichten mehr entsprechen. Suggestive Werbeelemente sind

nämlich - nach den Eigenschaften der einzelnen Werbemedien — bestimmte

„Blickfänger” wie Bildmotive, farbliche oder graphische Hervorhebung von

Textstellen, unkonventionelle Textanordnung‚die Plazierung, die Stimmlage oder

die Sprechdynamik bei Hörfunkspots,Hintergrimdmusik.
Unter den meist verwendeten emotionalen Konsumerlebnissen sind sowohl in

der deutschen als auch in der ungarischen Werbung die Vermittlung von Frische,
Freiheit, Genuss, Humor, Erfolg, Naturverbundenheit, Gesundheit, Exklusivität,
Erotik, u.ä. zu nden, nicht selten kommen in der Suggestivwerbung auch Motive

„Angst” und „Furcht” vor (Röper 1989, Meffert 1989, Esch 1994, vgl. Räkosi

1996, Trunkö 1996).

Das sollten die folgenden Bespiele beweisen:

- Beispiele ir Genuss:

„Der Moment, der Genuss, der Kaee. Montana. Für den besonderen

Moment.”

„AST OR

es elmennyevälik a pillanat”

In diesen Beispielen wird über die Produkte nichts Rationales mitgeteilt, es

werden Eigenschaften der Waren betont, die den Lebensgenuss steigern können.
„Der Moment” ist am wichtigsten, den man ergreifen und geniessen soll. Es vsrirkt
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verihrerisch, dass das mit dem Erwerb eines käuichen Produktes so einfach

verwirklicht werden kann.

- Beispiel ir Erfolg:

„Iroda 2000

Legyen irodäja az Ön sikerenek ritka...

Diese Anzeige eines Möbelkauiauses, die die schöne, geschmackvolle
Einrichtung Ihres Büros verspricht, weist gleichzeitig mit verbalen Mitteln auch

darauf hin, dass Ihr beruicher Erfolg auch von der Beurteilung Ihrer Klienten

oder Geschäftspartnerabhängt.Dabei kann Ihnen das Möbelkauiaus behilich

sein und Ihre Karriere fördern.

Der Phantasiename der Büroeinrichtung unterstreicht die Modernität, indem

er sich schon höchstwahrscheinlich auf die Jahrhundertwende bezieht.

— Beispiele für Freiheit:

J

„Helikon. A magam üätjärom.
’

„Menjen vilciggä itthon!
”

T ourinform
Kiränduljon, üdüljön Magyarorszägonl Itthon otthon van!”

Vorwiegend in der Werbung ir Genussmittel sind verbale Ausdrücke, die die

Freiheit des Einzelnen betonen, zu beobachten. Das kommt aber natürlich auch

solchen Dienstleistungen zugute wie Reisebüros sind. Die Sätze wie „A magam

üzjät järom.
”

und „Jl/Ienjen viläggä itthon!” befriedigen nach den

psychologisierenden Analysen der Werbewirkung aufgrund der Motivforschung
und der Tiefenpsychologie das Eskapismusverlangen des Menschen (Henatsch
1972).

Die idiomatischen Ausdrücke der Werbesprüche („a maga ütjät järja”,
„viläggä megy”) bzw. der Satz „Itthon otthon van./

”

mit dem ir die ungarische
Werbung so sehr charakteristischen Wortspiel betont, dass man sich am besten im

eigenen Land erholen karm, weil man sich hier zu Hause ihlt.

- Beispiele ir Naturverbundenheit:

„Ein zarter Ton für natürlichen Teint. NIVEA VYSAGE. Natüriich schön

bleiben.”
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„Orzame —— T ermeszetes kozmetikumok Svedorszägböl.Önbizalmat ad a

sikerhez.
”

„Aquaresh Whitening. Nincs szebb fehe’rse'g‚mint amit a termeszet adott.

In jeder zitierten Anzeige ist ein auf explizite Weise ausgedrücktersprachlicher
Hinweis auf die Natur, auf die Natürlichkeit zu nden. „Natur und „natürlich

”

sind Schlüsselwörter der Werbung und entsprechen dem idealen Lebensstil des

Menschen unserer Zeit.

- Beispiele ir Gesundheit:

„Vitamine in grossen Dosen.

An der frischen Luft hauen Vitamine ab. Darum gehören sie eingesperrt.

Luft-und lichtdicht in einer Dose. So kriegen Sie Ihre Dosis Vitamine z.B.

mit einem saftigen Prsich anstatt mit einer bitteren Pille.

Weissblech. Voll gut. Leer gut.
”

„PANTENE PRO-V

FENYES e’s ERÖS mert EGESZSEGES
A haj vizesen a legserülekenyebb.A Pantene B5 provitaminja behatol a

hajgjzökerekbe,e’s täplaüa a hajat; igv az egeszsegesen fenylo’ es ero"s lesz.

Mert a feny es az erö az egeszsegben gyökerezik.
PANTENE PRO-V

AZ EGESZSEGES HAJ TERMESZETES FENYE ”

„Gesund” und „Gesundheit” sind jene mystischen Wörter, die in unseren Tagen
immer Werbewirksamkeit versprechen. Im Stress der Alltage wünscht sich ein

jeder, seine Gesundheit bewahren zu können, egal ob es um die Gesundheit des

Irmeren oder um die des Aussehens geht. Wenn das leicht und angenehmzu

erreichen ist, grei der Konsument mit grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit zur Ware.

— Beispieleir Erotik und Exklusivität:
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„UNWIDERSTEHLICH SINNLICH: MOSCHUS PERFUME OIL

Erleben Sie den verführerischenDuftzauber von Parzm in seiner reinsten

Form: PeizmeOil. Ein paar Tropfen genügen, und Moschus Peijume Oil

umhüllt Sie mit seiner geheimnisvollen Aura — angenehm intensiv und

langanhaltend.
”



„BLflCKVELVET
A BARSONYOS i2 CSÄBITÄSA
Hüvös elegancia es csäbitö tirokzatossdg. A bärsonyosansimogato’ izben e

ke’! e'rze’s egyszerre ölt testet. Egy pillanatra csulzja be a szeme’! e's engedjen
az aranylo’ nedü’ csäbitäsänak!
Elvezze a pillanat varäzsät...

”

Bei diesen Beispielen ist anzumerken, dass es unter ihnen relativ wenige gibt, die

erotische Reize mit sprachlichen Mitteln ausdrücken. Die meisten lösen durch die

Fotos (meist grosse Farbfotos mit dunklem Hintergrund und Pastellfarben ohne

Worte nur mit dem Markennamen als Aufschrift) einen erotischen Eekt aus. In

den zitierten Beispielen ist die Werbewirkung auch verbalen Mitteln,
hauptsächlichSubstantiven und Adjektiven zu verdanken.

- Beispiele ir die graphische Hervorhebung von Textstellen:

„ schrelßMaschinen
”

Diese Anzeige ist extrem reduziert, besteht aus einem einzigen Wort. Die

wichtigste Information, der Name der Herstellerrma wird durch die Schreibweise

ausgedrückt,die einem suggeriert, „wer an Schreibmaschinen denkt, sollte (muss)
an IBM denken!” (zit. nach Röper 1989: 44, vgl. Forgacs — Göndöcs 1997).

„BILD dir deine Meinung!
”

Diese Werbung beruht auf der Homonymie, die der Titel der Zeitschrift und

die Imperativform des Verbs „bilden” zulässt. Der treffende Slogan ist eine

Anspielung dair, dass man mithilfe dieser Zeitschrift viel besser informiert wird

und auch seine eigene Einstellung klarer formulieren kann.

„Holsten. Ha ÜJra szomjazik.

Hier dient die Hervorhebung der Betonung der homonymen Form im

Ungarischen: „ujra” bedeutet einerseits „von neuem”, „wieder”, andererseits „auf
etwas Neues”. Mit dieser Flexionsform drückt der Slogan beides aus: „Wenn Sie

wieder Durst haben.” bzw. „Wenn Sie auf etwas Neues Durst haben”. Die

Qualität des Produktes wird auf diese Weise angepriesen.

„ EzR1 reklämötlet
”



Die Texthervorhebung mit dem Wortspiel in dieser ungarischen Werbung ist

ein Aufruf zu einer Werbekampagne für die Zigarette Rl. Das spielt darauf an,

wie viele Ideen dem Einzelnen im Bezug auf die Marke einfallen könnten, die die

Werbekampagne erfolgreicher gestalten liessen.

- Beispiele ir die Plazierung der Anzeige:

Am Freiburger Bahnhof wurde ir ein Genussmittel mit der folgenden Aufschrift

geworben:

„Das Leben in vollen Zügengemessen.
”

Die intendierte Plazierung basiert hier wieder auf der Homonymie: Züge, die

vom Bahnhof abfahren oder dort ankommen, können voll von Reisenden sein,
aber das Leben kann auch im Besitz des beworbenen Produktes vollkommen, d.h.

„in vollen Zügen” genossen werden.

- Beispiele lr Angstappelle:

„Jobb (älni, min! megijedni?
A Generali eletbiztositäsai azoknak sz0'lnak‚ akik nem akarnak sem

megzjednz’,senzfelni. Csak nyugodtan, biztonsägbane’lnz'.
”

„Ma me'g szerencseje volt!

Autöjät ott talälta, ahoi hagyta. Hogy ez mindig
igy legyen, szereltessen autöjäba
sebessegvältökarzärat/

”

„Angst” und „Furcht” werden den gefahrenbezogenen Emotionen und den

Fluchtmotiven zugerechnet. Sie werden wegen ihrer aktivierenden Funktion und

den daraus resultierenden Verhaltensweisen eingesetzt. Sie kommen vorwiegend in

Anzeigen von Versicherungsanstalten oder von Herstellern von Sicherheitsanlagen
vor.

Das erste Beispiel basiert auf einem Wortspiel der gleichlautenden Wörter
„elni” und „felni” (auch graphisch unterstrichen!) Auf diese Weise drückt der

Slogan sehr expressiv aus, dass es empfohlen wird, Angst zu haben und eventuell

auftretenden Problemen vorzubeugen, um ruhig zu leben .

Das zweite Beispiel gilt viel mehr als eine Drohung. Es wird aber auch darin

betont, dass sich Probleme leicht ergeben können, wemi man ihnen nicht vorbeugt.
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Oben habe ich in meinem Schreiben versucht, durch deutsche und ungarische
Beispiele die linguistischen und semiotischen Elemente der Werbung darzustellen.
Ich hoffe, dass mein Artikel meinen Lesern und Kollegen in Zukun bei der

Interpretation der Reklame helfen wird.
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EVA B. VARGA‘

A NOTE ON WORDSWORTITS RELIGION

Wordsworth’s autobiographical poem‚ T he Prelude is unique in several aspects.
One of them is the concept of Nature. The abundance of the descriptions of the

landscape and the engagement in the appreciation of the environment surely goes
back to more deeply rooted drives than mere overindulgence in the pleasure of

sensory experience. Wordsworth himself does not feel reluctant to attribute a

determining role of Nature in his spiritual development when in the subtitle to

Book VIII of The Prelude he confesses that the „Love of Nature” leads to the

„love of Man”. Later he expounds it:

„From Nature doth emotion come, and woods

Of cahnness equally are Nature’s gi:
This is her glory; these two attributes

Are sister homs that constitute her strength.
Hence Genius, bom to thrive by interchange
Of peace and excitation, finds in her

His best and purest fnend; from her receives

That energy by which he seeks the truth,
From her that happy stillness of the mind

Which ts him to receive it when unsought.”
(The Prelude, Book XIII, 1-10)

Here nature is presented as the source and drive of the noblest of all human

activities and at the same tirne the source of utmost gratication. When reading
Wordsworth’s Preface to The Excursion we are likely to get a streng feeling that

in Wordsworth’s concept poetry, nature and religion are strongly interfused. This

suspicion arises from the poefs likening the tvvo poems (The Prelude and The

Recluse) to an Ante-chapel and a Gothic Church. Even without paying particular
attention to the poetic diction this feeling is reinforced by any passage of The

Prelude.

'
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„Oh, there is blessing in this gentle breeze,
A visitant that while it fans my cheek

Doth seem half-conscious of the joy it brings
From the green elds, and from you azure sky
Whatever its mission, the soft breeze can come...”

‘

(The Prelude, Book I. 1-5)
Or

„How shall I seek the origin? where nd

Faith in the marvellous things which then I felt?

Oft in thcse moments such a holy calm

Would overspread my soul

(The Prelude, Book II. 346-349)

In a number of passagelsWordsworth, himself categorically admits to his

peculiarly ambivalent relationship with Nature.

„...
I were long to tell

What spring and autumn, what the winter snows,

And what the summer shade, what day and night,
Evening and moming, sleep and waking thought,
From sources inexhaustible, poured forth

T0 feed the spirit of religious love

In which I walked with Nature.”

(The Prelude, Book II. 350-357)

What is this infusion of religious vocabulary due to? M. H. Abrams’ assumption
is: that „the fact is that many of the most distinctive and recurrent elements in

both the thought and literature of the age had their origin in theological concepts‚
images and plot pattems [...]”.’

He concludes his investigation into the Christian heritage of the Romantic

philosophy by pointing out that „characteristic concepts and pattems of Romantic

philosophy and literature are a displaced and reconstituted theology”?He feels it

necessary to stress that all the great minds of the agc, whether on the continent or

in England, considercd the Bible „the grand store-house of enthusiastic and

meditative Imagination” — as Wordsworth put it.3 The great inuence naturally
takes dibrent tums in the case of different authors: there is, for instance,
Coleridgäs case, who got involved in the new interpretations of the Bible (he

'
Abrams 1973 (Natural Supernaturalism) p. 65

1
11m1

3
W: Preface 1o Poems of18J5‚ in Abrams: 1973, p. 32
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311m5‘ accepted an appointment to be a Unitarian pastor). Even Shelley, who was

widely known as an agnostic and a radical opponent of the Church, constantly
studied the Bible — as Mary Shelley testies t0 it.

All this interest we could put down to their education taking it for granted that

the Curriculum in those days would necessarily contain lessons on religion. Was it

really so?

Finding justication for such a suspicion Emile Legouis’s biography entitled

777e Early Life of VWlliam Wordsworth4 and Christopher Wordsworth’s memoirss

help us. Legouis points out that in the Grammar School at Hawkshead

Wordsworth got his rst religious training. "Fhen when he showed no signs of

aptitude to any profession or employment aer leaving school his guardians (he
lost his parents at an early age; he was eight when his mother died, and thirteen

when his father passed away) decided that he must go to Cambridge to study until

heshows some signs of choosing a career.

In Cambridge, however, arts and literature were not held in high esteem. As

Legouis tells us the university was „the stronghold of Anglicanism and the

nursery of the clergy... The supreme object(ive)[...] was to train for the Anglican
priesthood men capable of meeting the enemies of the Church with concise and

closely-marshalled arguments”.°
Life at Cambridge, however, was not at every sphere as devout as one would

think. The town people witnessed the hypocnsy of the theologians every night.
Those who professed that their aim is „t0 protect the rising generation of clergy
from dangerous inuences, which in an age of threat of freedom and audacity of

thought might reach them from every comer of Europe”7called for hostile

reception and critical comments not only about their own conduct but also the

‘ideas that they were to represent. This was due to their way of submerging in the

worldly pleasures of drinking, loud entertainment and orgies.
The ambivalent feelings of college students towards Orthodox religion may

have been given further support by their natural reluctance to the stnctly regular
attendance enforced at moming and evening prayers in the college chapcls. This

discipline which could be felt at no other sphere of university life shed a light of

hypocrisy over Christian ceremonies.

Thus the signs of radical criticism towards the religious doctrines did not

come unexpectedly. One of these radical ideas were the spread of Unitariamsm. In

1787 one of the Fellows, William Frend became a Unitarian and published ‚An
address t0 the Inhabitants ofCambridge and its neighborhood t0 turn from the

'
Emile Legouis: 771eEarlyLif2aofWilliam Wordswarlh, London 1896

5

Chrisgopher Wordsworth: Memoirs ofPVilliam Wordsworth (2 vols.), London 1851, Chapler IV.
6

Legouis: op. ciL, p. 72-74
7

Ibid
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False Worship of Three Persons t0 the Worshzp of the One True God.
”8

We

clearly know of Coleridge’s involvement in this new trend and we can assume that

Wordsworth also got acquainted with these ideas even though he le Cambridge
before the publication of this pamphlet. This assumption nds reassurance in the

episode that Abrams cites. A somewhat strange conversation happened between

Wordsworth and his friend Henry Crabb Robinson. Wordsworth made a remark

that he could not identify himself with the Unitarian thought. „Their religion
allows no room for imagination, a.nd satises none of the cravings of the soul. ‘I

can feel more sympathy with the orthodox believer who needs a Redeemer — said

Wordsworth. But then he added „I have no need of a Redeemer”?— Why would

he say that? Surely he was oonvinced that he had his own Rcdeemer, his own

Mind. This is what he will declare in Book XIII., 188-90, of The Prelude:

„l-Iere must thou be, O Man !

Strength to thyself; no Helper hast thou here;
Here keepest thou thy individual state:

No other can divide with thee this work,
No secondary hand can interven

To fashion this ability...”

Before coming to such a conclusion, however, Wordswoxth passes through
various stages of spiritual development. Moreover, clear as it may be, this

glorication of the unaided intellect may not be his all eradicating tenet.

Diminislng or eliminating the role of God‚ as it is seen at its extreme in the above

passage quoted from The Prelude is echoed in the „Resolution and

Independence”.

„By our own spirits are we dened”.

The very same inclination is manifest in his recognition of his radical approach to

Christian orthodoxy, which is given vent to the following admission:

„...But let this

Be not forgotten, that I still retained

My rst creative sensibility;
That by the regular action of the world

8
Legouis: op.ciL‚ p. 73

’
The cpisode is reported and commented upon by Abrams: in Abramsl973‚ P- 2°
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M)’ soul was unsubdued. A plastic power
Abode with me; a forming hand, at times

Rebellions, acting in a devious mood.

(The Prelude, Book II. 358-365)

The claim of the human to the throne with regard to his creative sensibility is

manifest in the following lines, too:

„A local spirit of his own, at war

With general tendency, but, for the most,
Subservient strictly to extemal things
With which it communed.”

(Tl7e Prelude, Book II. 365-368)

Note the rst allusion to the self-begotten character of the creative power of the

human intellect which will reappear in its ill bloom and total power aer the

heart rendering experience of crossing the Alps described in Book XIII..

Wordsworth, however, is not the sole representative who shows signs of

aversion to Christian orthodoxy. It is — I have to quote Abrams again —

„a

conspicuous Romantic tendency, aer the rationalism and decorum of the

enlightenment (to develop) a reversion to the stark drama and suprarational
mysteries of the Christian story and doctrines.... Romantic writers revived these

ancient matters with a difference: they undertook to save the overview of human

history and destiny, the experiential paradigms and the cardinal values of their

religious heritage, by reconstituting them in a way that would make them

intellectually acceptable, as well as emotionally pertinent [...]”'°
Harold Bloom’s view on Wordsworth’s relationship to God seems to be

confronting this idea. He says that „Wordsworth is himself a poet in the Hebraic

prophetic line. The visible body of Nature is more than an outer Testimony of the

Spirit of God... Ordinary perception is.. a mode of salvation for’ Wordsworth,
provided that we are awake fully to what we see.

”

Bloom is clearly thinking in terms of the Orthodox Christian paradigm, of the

Holy Trinity whereas we from his iends testimony know that Wordsworth did

not trouble himself about the issues of orthodoxy until he was incited to do so by
Coleridge and others (Crabb e.g.). We must emphasize here that Wordsworth

does not arrive overtly to such radical thoughts conceming the Holy Trinity as

William Frend does (whether he had direct contact with Frend we do not know)
but his ideas and religious views are certainly driing away from the invincible

‘°
Abramszl973 p. 66

u
Bloom: The Ixionary Company, 1951. P- 128
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belief in the orthodox Christian God and towards what is often perceived
pantheism, i.e. the doctrine, which identies God with the universe and leads to a

‘pagan’, ritualistic adoration of Nature. Wordsworth, however, does not replace
The Holy Trinity with Nature. His relationship with, radical as it may be, is more

complicated than that. What he shares with his contemporaries is his freedom to

break with the Christian doctrines.
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IUDIT HELL‘

ÖSTERREICHISCHE GEISTIGE WIRKUNGEN 1N DER

PHILOSOPHIE VON FRIGYES MEDVECZKY

(FRIEDRICH VON BÄRENBACH) UND IHRE

ERSCHEINUNGEN IN DER UNGARISCHEN

PHILOSOPHISCHEN KULTUR"

Wenn wir die Geschichte der philosophischen Denkart Ungams bzw. den einen

oder anderen herausragenden Abschnitt zum Gegenstand einer Untersuchung
machen, sehen wir uns praktisch unvermeidlich ebenso mit einem regelmässig
wiederkehrenden metatheoretischen Problem konfrontiert. Im grossen und ganzen

geht es dabei um folgende Fragen: existiert überhaupt eine ungarische
Philosophie, und wenn ja, was haben wir dann darunter zu verstehen? lnwiefem

sind deren Leisttmgen messbar und vergleichbar mit den Produkten der

traditionell durch sie selbst als Vergleichszentrum gewählteneuropäischen(d.h.

westlichen) Philosophie? Kann oder soll nun die seit dem 16.-17. Jahrhundert

gewahrte dichotome Denkweise bezüglichhochentwickelter bürgerlicherWelt und

dem sich nach Kultur sehnenden rückständigenLand überwunden werden? Wie

sollten unsere, der ungarischen Philosophie gegenüber gestellten künftigen
Erwartungen aussehen — sollten wir uns einfach mit den fortgeschrittenen Westen

adaptierenden Bestrebungen zufriedengeben oder doch (sofem es sie überhaupt
gibt) die rein ungarischen Erscheinungen und deren Untersuchung als Aufgabe der

Analyse der heimischen Philosophie ansehen? Die Beurteilung von Status und

Errungenschaften der ungarischen Philosophie, die Suche nach deren

Selbstidentität, die Analyse von national-gesellschalicheridentitätsfördemder
und kulturschöpferischer Rolle ist tief verwurzelt in unserer Kultur-

Historiographie.
Die Abhandlung erwälmten Themenbereiches zieht sich wie ein roter Faden

vom Reformzeitalter mit der von Pal Almasi-Balogh aufgeworfenen Fragestellung
über den rnit der Absicht einer Neufundamentierung der ungarischen Kultur Mitte

des vergangenen Jahrhunderts auftretenden Janos Erdelyi bis hin ins letzte Drittel

des l9. Jahrhunderts, da sich wiederholt eine junge Generation (Alexander,
Banöczi,Medveczky, Pauer usw.) der Gründung einer neueren Kultur widmete.

Diese auf geistiger Ebene erfolgende Suche nach Antworten weist klar ersichtliche

Parallelen zu den mehrmals in Angriff genommenen, sämtliche Bereiche

’
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erfassenden ungarischen Modemisierungsbestrebungen des 19. Jahrhunderts auf.

Hinsichtlich zuvor artikulierter metaphilosophischer Fragen hatten sich

unterschiedliche Antworten herauskristallisiert. Einige sind geneigt, unsere

omals unter ungünstigenUmständen geschaffenen Werte zu unterschätzen oder

gar als nichtig anzusehen. Die das andere Extrem verkörpemdeStrömungwird

vom Geiste des Provinzialismus beseelt: ihre Verfechter weisen nach, dass das

philosophische Denken in Ungarn von ebensolcher Bedeutung und

Ursprünglichkeit war, wie in anderen europäischen Kulturen. Ich persönlich
vertrete den dritten, einen gemässigtenStandpunkt, denn ohne historisch erzielte

Ergebnisse zu unter- bzw. überschätzen,wird doch die Existenz der ungarischen
Philosophie und der philosophischen Kultur anerkarmt. Wir müssen aber zur

Kenntnis nehmen, dass es sich bei der Philosophie Ungams (unter der bereits

Alexander Bemat nicht eine Art Trikolore-Philosophie verstand) in erster Linie

um eine von Befolgungscharakterhandelt —

ausgenommen selbstverständlich

einige herausragende Persönlichkeiten. Über Jahrhunderte hinweg hat sie mit

ausserordentlichen Assimilationsfähigkeitenimmer wieder neue, aus dem Westen

einströmende Lehren integriert.
Frigyes Medveczky, der selbst auch im Zusammenhang mit der Jänos-Erdelyi-

Monographie einen Überblick zur Geschichte der philosophischen Bestrebungen
Ungams bis ins 18. Jahrhundert zu geben wünscht, wir zu Recht die Frage auf:

„[...]ob in den langen, sozusagen ununterbrochenen Kämpfen um Existenz und

Freiheit, in welchen die ganze Geschichte der Nation aufgeht, viele Factoren

wirksam waren, die eine auch die abstracteste Denkarbeit fördernde geistige
Atmosphäre erzeugen?” Unsere Antwort lautet offensichtlich: Nein. Es geht
nämlich nicht darum, dass ungarische Denkweise und ungarische Mentalität

sozusagen des Philosophierens unfähig wären.

Bedeutung und Wesen der historisch zustandegekommenen ungarischen
Errungenschaften fasst Medveczky in den 80er Jahren des 19. Jahrhunderts wie

folgt zusammen: „Weist doch die Verschiedenheit der Lebensbedingugen schon

ir sich darauf hin, dass auch Staaten und Völker nicht Alles in Allem leisten

können. Genug, wenn sie sich der Culturarbeit auf verschiedenen Gebieten

anzuschliessen, den Bewegungen derselben zu folgen und den Errungenschaften
derselben ihr eigenes Geistesleben offen zu erhalten verstehen. Denn damit ist die

Möglicheit geboten, die besten Früchte der Culturarbeit eine Zeitalters zu

Bestandteilen der nationalen Cultur zu machen?“
Sowohl bei uns als auch ausserhalb der Landesgrenzen ist die Zahl jener

gering, deren Forschungstätigkeitauf die Geschichte der ungarischen Philosophie
ausgerichtet wäre. In deren Kreisen aber ist die von Peter Hanak formulierte

These über die Renaissance der ungarischen Philosophie zum Beginn des

'

Medveczky: „Zur Geschichte der Philosophischen Bestrebungen in Ungarn “I”, 11'784"i-‘Che Revue 1886
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Jahrhunderts ein schon allgemein anerkanntes Werturteil. Dabei richtete sich die

Aunerksamkeit überwiegendauf die „fortschrittlichen”, d.h. grob ausgedrückt
auf die in irgendeinem Sinne „linksgerichteten”oder jenen nahestehenden Denker,
weniger hingegen widmen sich der philosophischen Tätigkeit vor der

Jahrhundertwende.

Frigyes Medveczky verdient aus mehreren Gründen unsere Aufmerksamkeit,
denn mittels seiner familiären und freundschaftlichen Bande, der österreichisch-

deutschen Elemente seiner Bildung sowie aufgrund seiner jahrzehntelangen
kulturschaffenden und vermittelnden Rolle zur Zeit des österreichisch-ungarischen
Dualismus hat er persönlich die geistige Brücke zwischen den Regionen Trans-

und Zisleithanien der Monarchie verkörpert. Seine Tätigkeit als Philosoph,
Universitätsprofessor, sein kulturpolitisches und anderweitiges Wirken im

öffentlichen Leben haben ihn von 1880 bis zu seinem Tode im Jahre 1914 an

Ungarn gebunden. Mit seinem Schaffen hat er sich massgeblich an der geistigen
Vorbereitung der Jahrhundertwende beteiligt mehr noch: wenn auch mit

entgegengesetztem Vorzeichen so ist er doch aktiver Beteiligter der

weltanschaulich-ideologischen Erneuerungskämpfegewesen.

Frigyes Medveczky wurde im Jahre 1855 in Buda (Ofen) geboren. Sein Vater

war der__— einer oberungarischen lutheranischen Familie adligen Mittelstandes

evangelischen Glaubens——entstammende ArpädMedveczky, welcher sein Diplom
an der Universität Wien erwarb und später in der kaiserlich-königlichenArmee

als Auditor-Oberleutnant diente. Gemeinsam mit seinem Bruder steht er im

Freiheitskampf 1848/49 auf der Seite der ungarischen Honved-Armee, ist aber

nach dessen Niederschlagimg erneut Soldat in der kaiserlich-königlichenArmee.

Sein Haus in Buda gestaltet sich zum beliebten Trepunkt hochrangiger
diplomatischer Persönlichkeiten. Medveczkys Mutter, Rosa von Pindtershofen,
war die Tochter einer österreichischen Baronsfamilie. Die Mentalität der

Medveczkys also ist eng verknüp:mit Wien und vor allem in der Periode des

nationalen Erwachens, im Refomrzeitalter, mit den königlichen Freistädten

Oberungams, so z.B. in erster Linie Eperies. Die Mittelschule besucht der junge
deutschsprachige Medveczky am Wiener Theresianum. Seine Rechtsstudien

nimmt er ebenfalls in Wien, die postgraduale Ausbildung hingegen in Strassburg
vor. Unter den in Österreich durch die bürgerliche Entwicklung geschaenen
neuen historischen Bedingungen studiert er in der Zeit der Modernisierung des

Hochschulwesens neben Juristik und Staatswissenschaften auch Philosophie,
Rechtsphilosophie bzw. Politikwissenschaften sowie Nationalökonomie,

Staatsbuchhaltungund Statistik. In Deutschland macht er sich mit den Lehren der

sogenannten Kathedersozialisten und der neuesten deutschen historischen Schule

(G. Schmoller, A, Wagner, E. Knapp, L. Brentano usw.) vertraut, ebenso wie mit

den zeitgenössischenLehren der vulgären Volkswirtscha und der biologischen
Soziologie. Über mehrere Semester hinweg ergänzt er in Leipzig, der Hochburg
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des deutschen Positivismus (Fechner, Lotze, Wundt) sovde in Jena, der Stadt

Haeckels, bzw. in Berlin seine Studien der Philosophie bzw. der damit in

Verbindung stehenden Naturwissenschaften (Biologie, Anthropologie,
Psychologie, Paläontologie). Ein Grossteil seiner Schrien wird in Deutschland

veröffentlicht, und zwar unter dem Namen Friedrich von Bärenbach. Als er an der

Universität Budapest zu seinem Rigorosum erscheint, ist sein Name hier bereits

wohlbekannt. Die ersten Schritte auf dem steilen Wege der fachlichen

Anerkennung liegen schon hinter ihm, als er — dem Rufe des Ministers Trefort

folgend — nach langjährigem Auslandsaufenthalt heimkehrt. Dank der

vielschichtigen christlich-liberalen Kulturpolitik seitens Eötvös und Trefort

können die 70er und 80er Jahre des vergangenen Jahrhunderts als jene der Geburt

eines modernen ungarischen Hochschulwesens angesehen werden. In Klausenburg
öffnet die zweite Universität des Landes ihre Pforten, die Budapester Universität

verigt über neue Lehrstühle, die Gebäude der naturwissenschaftlichen und

medizinischen Fakultät werden errichtet, dank des Wirkens schulemachender

Professoren hebt sich das Bildungsniveau. Zu Beginn und Mitte der 80er Jahre

erlebt die erste Hälfte des Dualismus ihre Blütezeit.

Medveczkys Sprachkenntnisse, sein gründliches, breitgefächertes und

gleichzeitig zeitgemässesFachwissen haben ihn ir die heimische Verbreitung der

modernen philosophischen Strömungen prädestiniert. Er habilitiert an der

Budapester Universität in Anthropologie und Erkenntnislehre und führt als erster

das philosophische Seminar ein. Seine Karriere macht schnelle Fortschritte, unter

mehreren Berufskollegen ernennt man ihn zum Leiter des neu geschaffenen II.

Lehrstuhles der Philosophie. Bereits als Dreissigjähriger ist er Professor. In den

Vorlesungen des jungen und begeisterten Dreigestims — Bemät Alexander, Jözsef

Banöczi, Medveczky - werden die Ideen der modernen Philosophie abgehandelt.
Im Geiste der deutschen akademischen Philosophie verkünden sie auch bei uns

das Programm „Zurück zu Kant”. In der Thematik der Vorlesungen Medveczkys
treten ab der zweiten Häle der 80er Jahre immer stärker die ethische und

gesellschasphilosophischeProblembereiche der in den Vordergrund. Im

Auftrage Treforts tritt er derzeit eine Westeuropareise an, um das Wirken

italienischer, französischer und deutscher Universitäten zu studieren und die

Erfahrungen im Bereich der Bildungsorganisation in der Heimat zu verwerten. Er

unterstützt unter anderem mit Ratschlägen die Gründung der Universitäten

Pressburg und Debrecen. zurückgekehrt vom anlässlich der Pariser

Weltausstellung veranstalteten Kongress ir Unterrichtswesen (1889), dem „Fest
der Arbeit, des Friedens und der Zivilisation”, legt er Zeugnis ab von der

Repräsentationder höchsten Werte des ungarischen liberalen Bürgertums, er

drängt auf eine Zusammenarbeit der Völker auf den Gebieten von Handel,
Wirtschaft und vor allem der Kultur, er erhebt sein Wort gegenüber den

Verfechtem nationalistischer Isolation und eines ebensolchen Partikularismus,im
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Interesse der Öffnungder ungarischen Kultur gen Westen und der Rezeption der

Errungenschaen der zivilisierten Welt. Den in Ungarn eine „nationale
Wissenscha” Fordemden gegenüber deklariert er: „Der Gelehrte hat eine

Heimat, nicht aber die Wissenscha”.

In diesen Jahrzehnten leistet er als akademischer Gelehrter,
Wissenschaftsorganisator und Universitätsprofessor gleichermassen
Hervorragendes ir Einbürgerung, Pege und Popularisierung der

philosophischen Kultur, ir die Eingliederung der Nation in den europäischen
Kulturkreis. Sein weitgefachertes theoretisches Schaen umfasste nicht

ausschliesslich sämtliche philosophischen Disziplinen.So sprechen seine um die

Jahrhundertwende ausgebildeten Schüler — Akos Pauler, Gyula Kornis, Sarnu

Szemere, Bela Zalai - voller Anerkennung von allen seinen fundierten

wissenschaftlichen Kenntnissen.

Gewiss hat hinsichtlich seiner Zurückgezogenheitir zwei Jahrzehnte und

seines Schweigens Ende des Jahrhunderts die inhaltliche Leere des Ideenkreises

des ungarischen Liberalismus eine bedeutende Rolle gespielt, ebenso, wie die

christlich-nationale-konservative ideell-politische Wende der 90er. Er ist 53 Jahre

alt, als erneut seine Schritten erscheinen. In den ersten Jahrzehnten des neuen

Jahrhunderts ist Medveczky einer der bedeutendsten Ideologen des Istvan Tisza-

Establishments, ab 1907 dann Präsident der Ungarischen Philosophischen
Gesellscha. Bezüglich der Entwicklung seiner philosophischen Ansichten gelangt
er vom einstigen Ideal des Faustschen Menschen zur Identizierung mit dem

christlichen Moralisten Pascal. Die Kollegen Medveczkys erachten ihn als eine

der gebildetsten Persönlichkeiten Ungams‚ gleichzeitig aber auch als einen Denker

tragischen Schicksals. Geschichte und Ideenlehre des Dualismus und damit

ebenso das Wirken Medveczkys werden im wesentlichen um die 90er Jahre durch

eine starke Zäsur wie durch eine scharfe Trennlinie zweigeteilt. Im letzten Drittel

des vergangenen Jahrhunderts hat der trotz jeden öffentlichen Erfolges und der

grossartigen Karriere „Frühgeborene” und unverstandene Gelehrte in seiner

Heimat das Schicksal eines eine allzu fortschrittliche Denkweise verweisenden,
nach der Jahrhundertwende jedoch mit dem Epochen- und Generationswandel
nicht Schritthalten könnenden Philosophen erlitten.

Wie bereits erwähnt, beginnt seine wissenschaftliche Laufbahn im letzten

Drittel des vergangenen Jahrhunderts im Ausland. Bei der Schöpfungseiner Ideen

spielen die herausragenden Gestalten der deutschen klassischen Literatur (wie
Herder und Goethe) eine bedeutende Rolle, ebenso wie die neuesten, das Weltbild

radikal formenden Emmgenschaen der Naturwissenschaen des 19.

Jahrhunderts, die Produkte der neu ins Leben gerufenen Socialwissenschaen, die

modernen Ideenströmungen des Jahrhunderts, d.h. Positivismus, Darwinismus,

Spencerismus. Auch der Schauplatz der ideellen Auiahme ist nicht

nebensächlich, denn Wien mit dem derzeit praktisch beispiellos liberalen,
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gesellschalichen,politischen Flair, mit der auch der Modemisienmg des Reiches

dienenden fortschrittlichen Richtlinie der Wissenschaftspolitik, das barock-

josephinische herbartiansche Traditionen auf interessante Weise miteinander

verschmelzende Wien bot die Gegenwärtigkeit einer das Alltagsdenken und

Lebensgefühl gleichermassen durchdringenden harmonischen Weltauffassung.
Endre Kiss bezeichnet als wesentlichste Komponenten dieser „zweiten

Audärung” das Prinzip des freien Denkens ohne Autorität, die Vorstellung vom

Fortschritt, eine Art offiziellen Humanismus und ebensolche Menschenliebe, die

Begünstigung zum Wohl der Allgemeinheit, die Geltendmachung der

Vorherrschaft der Vemunft in der Lenkung gesellschaftlicher Prozesse, die

Evidenzihrung sozialer Probleme und die Bereitschaft zu deren Lösung, das in-

den-Vordergrund-Treten des Erziehungsgedanken als Bestandteil des

unmittelbaren Interesses am Menschen, den unerschütterlichen Glauben an einer

historischen Effizienz der Ideen, das Bestreben nach der Ausihrung von oben zu

realisierender Reformen?
Die Tätigkeit des jungen Medveczky wies darüber hinaus einen markanten

Kant-Einuss auf. Dies ist kein Zufall, denn nach 1850 wurde die Geschichte der

deutschen akademischen Philosophie im Zeichen einer empirisch-sensualistisch-
agnostizistischen Kant-Rezeption geschrieben. Laut Windelband hatte

Deutschland derzeit noch keine Metaphysik nötig und der frühe Neukantianismus

war jene Erscheinungsform, in welcher der Positivismus in einem über

idealistische Traditionen verigenden Land eine bestimmende Rolle zu spielen
vermochte. Im Deutschland der 70er Jahre aber war nur ir kurze Zeit jene
geistige Atmosphäre charakteristisch, in welcher die jungen Denker der

Monarchie aufwuchsen. Schon schnell verog die Modernisierungseuphorie des

nun einheitlichen Bismarckschen Reiches, die Epoche des dortigen gestärkten
Liberalismus nahm ein Ende, im Kampf um Säkulatisation unterblieben jene
Anstrengtmgen, die auf eine philosophische Fundamentierung der

wissenschaftlichen Souveränität und des freien Denkens ausgerichtet waren. Der

Charakter der neukantianischen Philosophie machte einen grundlegenden Wandel

durch: auf Kosten der emanzipativen und kritizistischen Tendenzen des

Positivismus erfolgte im späten Abschnitt der Schule der Ausgleich mit der

wilhelminischen Entwicklung}
Obwohl eine der bedeutendsten Schriften Medveczkys, Herder als Vorgänger

Darwins und der modernen Naturphilosophie noch das Produkt des

österreichischen geistigen Reifeprozesses ist, reiht sich der Autor mit diesem

Werk in die in Deutschland um den Darwinismus entbrannten ideologischen

2
Endre Kiss: A k.u.lc vilägrend haläla — Becsben (Das Ende der k.u.k. “Elterdnutig

" wie"). Budapest 1978
3

K.C. Köhnke: Die Entstehung und Aufstieg des Neukantianismus. Die Umversttätsphilasophiezwischen

Idealismus und Positivismus, Frankfurt 1986
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Kämpfe ein. Im gegenwärtigen Zusammenhang ist das Werk deshalb von

Bedeutung, weil es unter anderem entscheidende Elemente der später von

Medveczky umrissenen Konzeption über den Menschen der anthropologischen
Philosophie beinhaltet. Auf den Spuren Herders, Haeckels und Darwins erachtet
er — im Gegensatz zur traditionellen biblischen Schöpfungsgeschichteund dem

anthropozentrischen Weltbild - den Menschen als eine sich historisch ergebende
spontane Schöpfungder Natur. Daher stammt auch die Ansicht, laut welcher die

Voraussetzungen menschlicher Erkenntnis und Taten, ihre Gesetzmässigkeiten
und Grenzen, letztendlich in ihrem natürlichen Ursprung verborgen liegen.
Sowohl Philosophie als auch Ethik Medveczkys weisen also anthropologische
Voraussetzungen auf.

Er ist noch nicht einmal 24 Jahre alt, als er den Systementwurf seiner

Philosophie publiziert, die Grundlegung der kritischen Philosophie.
Prolegomena zu einer anthropologischen Philosophie (Leipzig 1879). Im

grossen und ganzen ist dies der Zeitpunkt der langwierigen Platz- und

Aufgabensuche der Philosophie nach der Niederschlagung der 48er Revolutionen

und des Zerfalls Hegelscher Traditionen. Wie uns bekannt ist, hat die Philosophie
gemäss seines Prograrnrnes der Rückkehr zu Kant der Spekulativitätzu entsagen
und auch der Absicht der Errichtung eines metaphysischen „Luftschlosses”. Im

Zeichen der Kantschen Wissenschaftlichkeit und unter ihrer Obhut können sich

die Wissenschaften (befreit vom kirchlichen Einuss) frei entwickeln, während
durch die Festlegxmg der Grenzen der Erkenntnis die unterschiedlichen

materialistischen Strömungen„zur Metaphysik degradiert”werden.

Hinsichtlich der skizzierten Situation ist das philosophische Programm
Medveczkys ein paradigmatisches. Wir können ihn sozusagen als kritischen

Positivisten bezeichnen. Das bedeutet in seinem Falle den Versuch der

Abstimmung der metaphysischen Kritik und des Kantschen Kritizismus mit den

wissenschaftlichen Ergebnissen des l9. Jahrhunderts — die fachwissenschaftliche

ErgänzungKants. Der Denker versucht, eine „wissenschaftliche Philosophie”,
eine anthropologisch-kritische Philosophie zu schaffen. Sein System erachtet er

insofern als eines von wissenschaftlichem Anspruch, dass er ihm ein immanentes,

anthropologisches Fundament zu geben wünscht: die kritische Anthropologie
gestaltet sich damit als philosophische Grundwissenscha zu einer, die auf

Subjekte von Erkenntnis und Handeln, auf die kritische Untersuchung der

menschlichen Natur - d.h. Voraussetzungen, Gesetzrnässigkeitenund Grenzen der

theoretischen und praktischen Tätigkeit des Menschen eingeht. Denn allein

aufgrund der Gesetze der menschlichen Natur sind Kenntnis und Handeln

(moralisches Handeln) erklärbar. Auf diese Weise gestaltet sich Medveczkys
(Kant ergänzende)Philosophie in erster Linie zur „Kenntnis des Wissens”, mit

anderen Worten zu einer Wissens- und Wissenschaftstheorie. Er wünscht, der

Kantschen Erkenntnistheorie mittels der Wahmehmungs-Psychologieeine
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fachwissenschaliche Basis zu verschaffen. Er ist überzeugt davon, dass wir

keine absolute Philosophie schöpfenkönnen, sondern nur eine menschliche. Mit

anderen Worten: die psychologischen Gesetzmässigkeitenmenschlicher Natur und

Konstitution determinieren Qualität und Grenzen unserer Kenntnisse. „Es gäbe
ir unser Wissen — so schreibt er — keine andere reale Welt, als die empirisch
wahrhaftige.”

Nach einigen Jahrzehnten hingegen exempliziert Medveczky mit dem

wiederum aktualisierten Pascal seine eigenen, sich nicht mit den praktischen
Kenntnissen zufriedengebenden spekulativen Grübeleien über metaphysisches
Allwissen, den aus der Skepsis zur Gewissheit des konfessionellen Glaubens

ihrenden Weg. Die in extensivem und intensivem Sinne verstandene Ausweitung
der modernen fachwissenschalichen Forschungen hat in der Geschichte der

Philosophie des 19. Jahrhunderts zahlreiche Wenden mit sich gebracht. In den

Mittelpunkt des Interesses traten derzeit in erster Linie die erkenntnistheoretisch-

wissenschastheoretisch-logischenProbleme, weniger Aufmerksamkeit widmete

man dem traditionelleren Problemkreis, den Fragen der Moralphilosophie.
Gegenüber dieser als einseitig und Ordnungswidrig angesehenen Entwicklung
formulierte Medveczky die Notwendigkeit der Erarbeitung einer neuen,

wissenschaftlichen Ethik. Dies ist seiner Meinung schon deshalb nötig, weil das

wissenschaftliche Weltbild der modernen Epoche den Beweis ir die

Unhaltbarkeit zuvor konstruierter ethischer Systeme erbrachte. Die praktische
Seite seines philosophischen Systems ist die sogenarmte anthropologische Ethik,
„deren Gegenstand die Prinzipien der Naturlehre vom menschlichen Willen und

Handeln sind”. Die anthropologische Philosophie also stellt in Medveczkys
Programm eine Synthese der theoretischen und praktischen Seite dar, bei der es

sich um eine den ganzen Menschen betreffende Wissenschaft handelt. Er schreibt:

„Die Ethik sollte den ganzen Menchen berücksichtigen, ilm mit allen seinen

tatsäschlichen Eigenschaften überprüfen,mit seinen realen Interessen und Zielen;
so, wie wir ihn in der Gesellschaft, in kleineren oder grösseren Gemeinschaften

mit anderen zusammenarbeiten sehen. Die natürlichen Bedingungen der

organishcen und der socialen Entwicklung dürfen nicht ignoriert werden.

Metaphysische Voraussetzungen und Postulate, welche den sicheren

Tahtbeständen und Ergebniss der Biologie, wie insbesondere der Psychologie und

der Sociologie widerstreiten, sind entschieden zurückzuweisen?“
In den Schriften Medveczkys handelt es sich bei der anthropologischen Ethik,

der wissenschaftlichen und sozialen Ethik um Synonyme. Er hat zwar keine

eigenständigeEthik ausgearbeitet, doch kann aufgrund seiner umfangreichen (als
Manuskript vorliegenden) Metaethik eine ethische Konzeption auf immanenter,
positivistisch empirischer Basis rekonstruiert werden, welche teilweise

‘

Medveczky-Bärenbach:„Einige Gedanken über Ziele und was: der Ethik’? Unsere 22i! 1886
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angelsächsischangeregt, sozial empndsam ist, welche sich auf die in der

Entstehung begriffenen Gesellschaswissenschaen stützt und die Anzeichen

einer kritischen Attitüde in sich birgt. Darüber hinaus wünscht er auch weiterhin

in zahlreichen Punkten auf Kantsche Lösungen zurückzugreifen (siehe
Normativität, Deontologismus, Allgemeingültigkeit).Er ist überzeugtdavon, dass

es erforderlich und möglich ist, das sich herausbildende ethische Vakuum

auszuillen. Erforderlich, weil die Gesellschaft neben theoretischen Kenntnissen

eiillbare Normen von dieser Welt nötig hat, auch deshalb, weil seiner

Auassung nach die geistigen Wissenschaften tatsächlich eine praktische,
kritische Funktion haben. Hier wird auf ethische Prinzipien verwiesen: neben dem

Sein nämlich muss auch das Sollen aufgezeigt werden.

Auf das moralphilosophische Denken Medveczkys haben sowohl der

Ideenkreis der zweiten Audärung der Monarchie, Kant, Comte, Spencer als auch

die gesellschalich-etlmischenBestrebungen der Kathedersozialisten bzw. die

Kämpfe der deutschen Sozialdemokratie eine starke Wirkung ausgeübt.
Gesellschaftliche Gerechtigkeit, Suche nach dem sowie Dienst am Allgemeinwohl,
die gleichzeitige Gewährung von Ordnung und Fortschritt — das sind jene
Schlüsselworte, mit denen wir die Wertordnung unseres Philosophen am ehesten

charakterisieren könnten. Ebenso wie seine mutige geistige Parteinahme ir den

Darwinismus, weist auch die theoretische Konfrontation mit den die modernen

Gesellschaften durch Erschütterungenbedrohenden sozialen Problemen auf ein

korrektes Denkverhalten hin (vgl. in diesem Zusammenhang seine Rezension zum

Buch ‘Geschichte und Lehre der deutschen Sozialdemokratie’ von Franz Mehring,
mit welcher er der geistigen Etikette der deutschen Wissenschaselite praktisch
den Handschuh ins Gesicht wars. Die gesellschaliche Entwicklung der

modemen Staaten vermag er ausschliesslich als evolutive inhaltliche Prozesse

ohne revolutionäre Transformation anzuerkennen. Getreu seiner positivistischen
Überzeugungkann die Auösung gesellschaftlicher Widersprüche mittels

Anwendungeines sachlichen Leitfadens, d.h. wissenschaftlicher Errungenschaften
erzielt werden. Zwecks Vollstreckung der von oben angeregten Reform

wirtschalicher, gesellschaftlicher und politischer Verhältnisse drängt er auf eine

wissenschaftliche Analyse erwälmter Sphären - und seiner Auffassung gemäss
gab es erfolgende Kritiken sowie deren Überwindungaufgrund ethischer Ideale

und Prinzipien.Ethische Forschungen erfolgen seinerseits immer im Einklang mit

Nationalökonomie,Sozialökonornie, Politikwissenschaft, Sozialpolitik usw. Diese

Disziplinen sieht er als normative Wissenschaften, als Bestandteil der

Wissenschaft von der Moral an, deren Ideale sowie prognostischen Ziele

letztendlich ethische sind. Die vom modernen Staat anzuregenden
sozialpolitischen und wirtschaftlichen Reformrnassnahmen erachtet er als

’
Bircnbach: „Die Sozialwissenschaften in der Gesenwm", Unsere Z2" 1869
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Fürsorge hinsichtlich allgemeiner menschlicher Interssscn, als eine dem

allgemeinen Fortschritt, dem Frieden und der kulturellen Entwicklung dienende

moralische Pichterillurlg, als Massnahrne, welche Wohlstand und progressiven
Fortschritt sowie die Freiheit der ganzen Gesellschaft, der Gesamtheit, zur Folge
hat. Voller Überzeugungbekermt er: an die Stelle einer gewaltsamen Lösung

gesellschalicherProbleme hat der moderne Staat mit friedlichen Mitteln zu

greifen: mittels einer gerechteren Güterverteilung und sozialpolitischer
Rechtssprechung muss gesellschalichen Revolutionen vorgebeugt werden

(Hinweis auf das revolutionäre Programm von Marx und seiner Anhänger).
Im Schaffen Medveczkys mangelt es am Nachweis der auf modernen,

wissenschaftlichen Fundamenten ruhenden These der normativen

gesellschalichenEthik vom „nicht nur Notwendigen sondem auch Möglichen”.
Er gelangte nur bis

'

zur umfassenden Erörtenmg des methodisch-

methodologischen Problems des „wie ist es möglich?”.Ein Grund dair ist, dass

er erkennt: in seiner Epoche mangelt es noch an den die Exaktheit der

Naturwissenschaen erreichenden Gesellschaswissenschaen. Wie wir jedoch
sahen, wünscht er sich bei der wissenschalichen Fundienmg seiner Ethik auf

eben jene zu stützen. Im gegenwärtigen Rahmen ist es unmöglich, die

metaethischen Anschauungen Medveczkys in vollem Umfange aufzuzeigen. Für
uns ist allein wesentlich, dass es sich bei der Ethik Medveczkys um eine „von der

Absicht her” pichtgemässe,kollektivistisch-altruistische Ethik handelt. Seine

sozialethische Konzeption blieb ein Manuskript. Das von ihm gebotene
progressive, wissenschaftlich anspruchsvolle und begründete,gesellschaftlich auf

den Positivismus ausgerichtete sowie auch kritische Momente beinhaltende

theoretische Modell (das mit seiner gesellschaftszentrischen Fragestellung der

derzeitigenoffiziellen ungarischen Philosophie vorauseilt) vermag bei uns nicht

wirklich Fuss zu fassen. Die Epoche von Kalmän Tisza nämlich betrachten wir

nicht allein als die der Festigung des Dualismus in Ungarn, sondern infolge der

bestehenden politischen Realitäten auch als jene der Erstarrung des Systems. Die

bedeutende Generation der Schöpfervon 1867 scheidet allmählich aus dem Leben

oder zieht sich aus dem politischen Leben zurück. Zu dieser Zeit registrieren wir

den Abschnitt des bedeutendsten Aufschwunges in der Geschichte der ungarischen
Kapitalwirtschaft. Infolge der historischen Phasenverzögerungjedoch vertritt die

offzielle ‘Ideologie in Ungarn noch immer die „laissez faire”-Taktik des

klassischen ökonomischen Liberalismus. Unter diesen Umständen ist die

politische Impossibilitat der Ethik Medveczkys offensichtlich. Ähnlich konnte in

Ungarn die Verkündungder Notwendigkeit einer von Theologie und Metaphysik
emanzipierten Moralphilosophie nicht populär sein. Eötvös, der

programmgebende Politiker, verkündete die christliche Verbürgerlichung,darüber
hinaus hat wohl die ethische Konzeption Medveczkys ganz gewiss die
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konfessionell-moralische ÜberzeugimggemässigterKreise der zeitgenössischen
ungarischen Gesellscha verletzt.

Das bei unserem Philosophen zu beobachtende positivistische Pathos, welches

sich in dem in den Dienst des Fortschritts gestellten kritischen Verhalten, in der

Hoffnung auf den vorwärtstreibenden sozialen Effekt der

Gesellschaftswissenschaen und in einer säkularisierten Moralphilosophie
manifestiert, macht sich erst Jahrzehnte später wieder im Lager der bürgerlichen
radikalen Jugend bemerkbar. Bis dahin jedoch vergeht nahezu ein

Vierteljahrhundert, und als dann zu Beginn des Jahrhunderts die junge Generation

in Erscheinung tritt, nden ihre Bestrebungen wegen der grundlegend veränderten

Anschauungen Medvedczkys schon keine Berührungspunktemehr mit den seinen.

Das Schicksal des Gesellschaftswissenschaftlichen Vereins Anfang des

Jahrhunderts liefert ein eklatantes Beispiel dair, dass jene die Zuktmft Ungams
betreenden theoretischen Konzeptionen und die im Interesse ihrer Realisierung
unternommenen konkreten politischen Schritte zur endgültigen Spaltung des

ungarischen geistigen Lebens führen.

Diese ungarischen Krisenerscheinungen aus der Zeit um Jahrhundertwende-

Beginn des Jahrhunderts, Fragen und Antvvorttypus der geistigen Sphärejener
Epoche ergaben sich nach und nach sowie unauialtsam teilweise aufgrund der

Krise des westeuropäischenLiberalismus, entscheidend jedoch aus der 1867

hervorgerufenen historischen Situation. Auch ohne eine tiefgreifende Analyse des

Problemkreises Ausgleich können wir konstatieren,’ dass die ungarische Seite

damit eine ir lange Zeit nicht wiederkehrende Gelegenheit geboten bekam, im

Interesse des Anschlusses an Europa umfassende Modemisierungsmassnahmen zu

treffen. Neben den positiven Fakten der Entwicklung muss aber auch erwähnt

werden, dass der ungarische liberale Adel mittels eines konservativen

Kompromisses in den Besitz der Staatsmacht gelangte, und zwar hat man mit dem

Absolutismus und der konservativen Aristokratie zu Lasten der emporstrebenden
bürgerlichen demokratischen Kräfte und der Nationalitäten sein Abkommen

getroffen. Der Ausgleich und damit der Fortbestand der Monarchie sowie später
deren Beibehalt um jeden Preis waren ir ihn praktisch in doppeltem Sinne von

Lebenswichtigkeit. Einen grundlegenden Widerspruch barg jener Fakt in sich,
dass in Ungarn solch intensive wirtschaftliche, demographische und

gesellschaliche Prozesse einsetzten, ir welche ein äusserst eingeschränkter
politischer Spielraum gewährleistetwar. Istvän Bibö konstatiert:”Ungamerhielt

zwar eine verantwortliche parlamentarische Regierung, jedoch mit der Bedingung,
dass das Parlament jederzeit über eine solche Mehrheit verige, die den Ausgleich
als ir sich verbindlich anerkennt. In diesem Sinne also durften im Rahmen der

Monarchie weder die eine umfangreichere oder absolute nationale
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Unabhängigkeit, weder die eine gesellschaftliche Revolution noch die das

Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Nationalitäten Fordemden die Mehrheit erlangen?”
Dieses unsichtbare Statut des Ausgleichs (eigentlich das Oktoberdiplom) blieb

ir die nachfolgenden jungen Generationen eine rätselhafte Relation, deren

Verfechter, wie z.B. den Kreis um Istvan Tisza, man als verständnislos, störrisch
und anachronistisch eingestu hatte und denen man politisch nicht folgen konnte.

Mit den liberalen Prinzipien der auf 1867 beruhenden Adelsihrung also gingen
friedlich Antidemokratismus‚ Nationalismus und sozialer Konservatismus einher.

Die eigengesetzliche Entwicklung der beschleunigten Modernisierungsprozesse
zur Zeit des Dualismus hat zum Begirm des Jahrhunderts die ir eine

konsequentere bürgerliche Entwicklung, die Schaffung eines Übergangszur

bürgerlichenDemokratie westeuropäischenTyps kämpfendejunge Generation zu

einer Konfrontation mit ungelöstenProblemen gezwungen. Vollkommen zu Recht

bezeichnet man sie als die zweite Reformgeneration. Bis 1910 erfolgt eine sich im

wesentlichen als Kampf der Weltanschauungen präsentierende radikale

Polarisation der gesellschalich-politischenKräfte, weshalb nun endgültig die

Gesamtheit der herrschenden Klassen des feudal-kapitalistischen „alten Ungaxns”
der demokratischen, sozialen Opposition der ir ein „neues Ungarn” Kämpfenden
gegenübersteht. Mit den Worten Oszkar Jaszis gestaltet sich das Land zur

Jahrhundertwende erstmals seit dem Ausgleich erneut zum Schauplatz
tiefgreifender Kämpfe geistigen, weltanschaulichen und moralischen Charakters.

Istvan Tisza ist einer der bedeutendsten programmatischen Politiker und.

Ideologen des „alten Ungarn”. Die markante Abweichung seines politischen
Weltbildes und des allgemeinen geistigen Universums in Richtung
Konservatismus verkörpert praktisch idealtypisch die geistige Strömungder sich

um ihn scharenden‚ auf der 67er Basis beruhenden alten Liberalen Partei und der

mit ihr sympathisierenden Angehörigender Lateiner-Mittelklasse. Tisza wünscht

in den sich zu Beginn des Jahrhunderts zuspitzenden weltanschaulichen Kämpfen
auf die Mittel der geistigen Verteidigung zurückzugreifen. Er tritt sozusagen

gegen jegliche Erscheinungsformen des modernen Geistes auf. Er steht den

fortschrittlichen Kräen so gegenüber, wie der Traditionalismus dem

Modemismus, so wie nationaler liberaler Kollektivismus versus Individualismus,
Nationalisten und Kosmopoliten (sozusagen Antinationalisten), Glaubensmoral

und Utilitarismus, Christentum und Atheismus, Wertabsolutismus und

Relativismus, Weltanschauungsphilosophie und Positivismus, eine Art

Westeuropäertumund Balkanismus.

Für die Reproduktion des ideologischen Programrnes vom Grafen Istvan

Tisza mit Hilfe philosophischer Mittel sehen wir Beispiele in den späten Werken

von Medveczky. Hier denke ich in erster Linie an die sogenarmten Pascal-

‘
Istvän Bibö: Välogatort tanulmdnyok (AusgewählteAufsätze), Budapest 1986
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Abhandlungen (1910) sowie die alljährlich von ihm als Präsidenten der

Ungarischen Philosophischen Gesellschaft gehaltenen Eröfiungsreden. Letztere

können praktisch als selbständigeStudien aufgefasst werden.

Als Ziel und Zweck seiner Tätigkeit als Präsident und des Wirkens der

Gesellschaft bezeichnet er das unverändert noch immer aktuelle Anliegen des

Erweckens philosophischen Interesses, der Bildung des philosophischen Geistes

sowie Hilfeleistung bei der Verbreitung der philosophischen Kultur. Ein ständig
wiederkehrender Gedanke ist bei ihm das Ideal die Wissenschalichkeit der

Philosophie, der Anspruch auf die sich gegenseitig befruchtende Zusammenarbeit

von Philosophie und Fachwissenschaen. Als Beispiel erwähnt er Helmholtz,
Fechner, Weber, Wundt, Mach und Ostwald. Seine nach 1910 fonnulierte

Positivismuskritik entspricht vollkommen Rickerts Forderung nach der

Befriedigung des Bedürfnisses einer philosophischen Weltanschauung. Seitens der

auf „menschliche Probleme” eine Antwort suchenden, bei der Bestimmung von

Zielen und Werten als Kompass dienenden Weltanschauungsphilosophie gerät er

mit dem Standard der positivistischen Wissenschalichkeit in Konikt. Laut

Medveczky sind die philosophischen Fachwissenschaften dazu berufen, unsere

theoretischen Ansprüche zu befriedigen, während die Philosophie als

Weltanschauung metaphysischen Bedürfnissen dient. Jene neue Metaphysik, die

er wie Kant als ein unaustilgbares Bedüriis des menschlichen Verstandes

bezeichnet, verweist er schon nicht "mehr in den Zuständigkeitsbereich der

Wissenschaft sondern des im allgemeinsten Sinne des Wortes aufgefassten
Glaubens. Die Philosophie der Weltanschauung, sagt er, wird über den Kultus der

hypothetischen Ideale hinaus auch weiteren ästhetischen, ethischen und

konfessionellen Bedürfnissen gerecht: sie erfasst nicht nur die Welt der Fakten,
sondern auch jene der Werte. In zahlreichen PräsidialansprachenMedveczkys
karm die neukantianische Wertephilosophie und deren Wirkung nachgewiesen
werden, ir welche die Legitimation derzeit die Notwendigkeit der Versöhnung
von Philosophie und Glauben bot. Ebenso zeugt seine Fakten und Werte

voneinander trennende rechtsphilosophische Auffassung von derselben Wirkung
(vgl. seinen Vortrag Rechtswissenschaft und Rechtsphilosophie). Seine

Argumentation weist eindeutig nach, dass im ungarischen gesellschaftlich-
politisch-geistigen Kontext nach 1910 die späten neukantianischen Bestrebungen
objektiv antiprogressive Elemente in sich bargen.

Eines der hervorragendsten Beispiele seiner Modemitätskritik ist seine

Eröffnungsredeals Präsident der Philosophischen Gesellscha mit dem Titel

„Unsere philosophischen Bedürfnisse und die ethische Renaissance”, eben im

Jahre 1910. Neben der Anerkennung der Bedeutung der Güter der Zivilisation

diagnostiziert er darin die sogenarmten „Gärungs- und Zerfallsprozesse”des

geistigen Lebens der modernen Epoche: es ist die Rede vom an der Seelenkraft

zehrenden beliebten Pessimismus, von der moralischen Dekadenz der modernen
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Epoche, von einer modernen sophistischen Gedankenwelt, von der sich mit der

Kenntnis der Fakten zufriedengebenden und moralischen Fragen gegenübersich

auf kenntnistheoretisch-logische Probleme konzentrierenden Bacon-Ära, vom die

moderne Sophistik vorbereitenden Materialismus des 18.-19. Jahrhunderts, von

der unwissenschalichen irrationalen Lebensphilosophie, vor allem jedoch vom

zerstörerischen Genie Nietzsche. Es lohnt sich, an dieser Stelle daran zu erinnem,
dass im grossen und ganzen zwischen 1910 und 1912 die Nietzsche-Rezeption in

Ungarn zum Abschluss kam und das Verhältnis zu ihm, zum Individualismus,

gleichzeitig einer der bedeutenden polarisierenden Faktoren der Konfrontation auf

weltanschaulicher Ebene zum Beginn des Jahrhunderts ist. Mit seiner

unbarrnherzigen Attacke wünscht Medveczky vor allem, die das Absolutum

relativisierenden Wirkimgen der deutschen Denker auszugleichen. Damit wird er

zum aktiven Beteiligten antiradikaler Gegenschläge der ungarischen
Konservativen (Tisza—Herczeg—Prohäszka—Homyänszky).Er schreibt: „Haben
wir den mittels des ethischen Subjektivisumus und Relativismus über den

moralischen Skeptizismus in den Pfuhl des absoluten ethischen Nihilismus

ihrenden, den mit dem Ideal des Überrnenschen in Verbindung stehenden

hemmungslosen Individualismus nötig oder eine Neuorientation zu

Lebenstüchtigkeitund Anpassungsfähigkeitgegenüberden wohlproportionierten
Akzeptanzauassungen? Im Gegensatz zur die Welt des Altertums

heraufbeschwörenden Renaissance verspüren wir die Notwendigkeit einer neuen

ethischen Renaissance?”Diese neue ethische Renaissance wiederum vermag sich

laut Medveczky aus der erhabenen Welt christlicher moralischer Ideale zu nähren,
und zwar aufgrund des zur Bekämpfung egoistischer Veranlagnmgen Impulse
gebenden Ideals, des Charitas-Ideals wegen. Er wünscht, den sich aus der

Umwertung traditioneller Werte ergebenden ethischen Relativismus unter

Berufung auf ein ursprünglich metaphysisches, universell gültiges, allgemein
verbindliches moralisches Nonnensystem zu eliminieren.

Der bereits über Fünfzigjährige sucht erneut Antworten auf die ihn schon seit

jüngstenJahren beschäftigendenantropologischen Fragen: Was ist überhauptder

Mensch? Welcher Art und von welcher Reichweite sind seine Fähigkeiten?Wo ist

sein Platz und welches sind seine Möglichkeiten in dieser Welt? Ist er fähig, seine

ideellen Ziele aus eigener Kraft zu verwirklichen? Vennag er den ständigen
Begleiterdes menschlichen Seins, den Zweifel zu besiegen? Pascal zeigt mit

seinen Gedanken die tragische Situation eines verlässliche Kenntnis und

unerschütterlichen Glauben gleichermassen rnissenden Menschen auf, dessen sich

daraus ergebende Skepsis und die Phasen des geistigen Kampfes zwecks

Niederringimg des Zweifels. Mit der aus vier Abschnitten bestehenden

7

Medveczky: „Filozöai szüksegleleink es az etikai reneszänsz" (PhiIOSOQhiSCIIB und die ethische

Renaissance, Eröiungsrede 1910), Magyar Hlozöai Tärsasäg Közlemenyer (Mitteilungen der Ungarischen
Philosophischen Gesellschaft)
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Studienreihe hat er ein Epochenbedüriisbefriedigt. Ein Zeichen dair ist unter

anderem, dass sein Buch zu Beginn des Jahrhunderts in Ungarn die Pascal-

Renaissance einläutete.‘

8
Zur Pascal-Renaissance zum Beginn des Jahrhunderts in Ungarn siehe Arbeiten von Jözsef Trikäl, Gyula Kozäry,
Jözsef Halasy-Nagy
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TAMÄS DEMETER‘

PRELIIWIINARIES OF A RESPONSE-DEPENDENT APPROACH

FOR PHILOSOPHICAL IN VES TIGA T IONS 242

(Abstract: In this paper I intend to provide the preliminaries of an

interpretation for one of Wittgenstein’s most controversial paragraphs,
namely section 242 in his Philosophical Investigaons. The tas'k will be

accomplished by its responsedependent reading. I argue that the possession
conditions of response-dependent concepts picks out the intertemporal and

intersubjective basis on which our agreement rcquired for communication can

be built upon. Furthennore, I argue that response-dependence provides a

suitable way for the demarcation of the judgements in which our agreement
has to be granted and those in which we may differ. Thus I show how the

response-dependent reading makes this vague paragraph available‚ and

bridges the gap between collectivist and individualistic interpretations of

Wittgenstein.)

This paper has a very restricted purpose. My airn is to achieve an understanding
of section 242 in Philosophical Investigations. This attempt does not try to

reconstruct its meaning in Wittgenstein’sown terms, rather it tries to provide a

conceptually clear and rigorous background to it‚ and argues that previous
interpretations characteristically failed to provide substantial charcterization of

the ideas involved in this paragraph. Although this attempt does not approach the

paragraph in question with explicit contextual connections‚ regarding the whole

work, in mind, the view it tries to advocate originates in certain Wittgensteiman
ideas on the one hand, and (as I belive) certairxly not foreign to Wittgenstein’s
spirit on the other.‘ The proposed view is not entirely new to the interpyetations of

Wittgenstein. Its components gures, to a greater or lesser degree‚ in various

interpretations, but never in a all-blooded forrn.

Section 242 is clearly one of the most discussed paragraphs of the

Philosophical Investigations. For my present purposes its relevant part goes like

this: „If language is to be means of communication there must be agreement not

only in denitions but also (queer as this may sound) in judgements. This seems

to abolish logic‚ but does not do so.” But, I ask to begin with, which judgements

‘

TAMÄS DEMETER
Miskolc
MA

n .

’

l
111e Version of response-dependence I am to admit 1s very close to Phnlip Pettifs view; its development was

inspired by the rule-following considerations and also has some other ailiations with Wittgenstein Cf. Penit

(1990, 1991).
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precisely? The thesis to be put forward in my paper is that there is a relatively

simple reading of this and the related passages that presumably provides an

opportunity for reaching a relaxed commonsense conceming the problems
surrounding the paragraph’s role, meaning and interpretation. My airn‚ in short, is

to show how natura] it is to read this passage with a response-dependent
perspective in mind. Now, in order to render this thesis plausible, I shall develop
my argument in three stages. First, I will construe the Version of response-

dependence which I myself subscribe to, but without going deeply into the details

of the on-going debates conceming response-dependence; secondly, as for my

main intention, I will give a response-dependent account of this passage; and

thirdly, I will focus on how this picture presented here ts with one or another

alternative pictures developed in the literature. Strictly speaking, my present aim

is not primarily exegetical, thus my argument does not bear on extensive textual

evidences, but, of course, I will illustrate, especially in the second section, my

position with some quotesand references to Wittgenstein’stexts. In this paper I

intend to show that the problems addressed in this and some related paragraphs
can be avoided‚ responded or solved by reference to response-dependence, or

more precisely, there is absolutely nothing problematic in this paragraph, unless

its notorious vagueness, because it merely points out a natural feature of our

linguistic practice.

I. Response-dependence

However novel a certain technical notion might be‚ it is a general experience that

it usually has its own philosophical predecessor. This is the case with the notion

of response-dependence too. Although the tenn itself was ooined by Mark

Johnston in 1989, the problem which it relates to was already manifested in

Plato’s dialogues. In Euthypro (l0a) Socrates ask the question: Is something holy
because the gods love it, or the other way round, the gods love it because it is

holy? In some sense, as a consequence of the debate around response-dependence,
our answer can be both, depending on our epistemic commitments - in spite of the

fact that Socrates’ voted for the latter one. In my understanding, the tenn

‘response-dependent’characterizes those concepts which are biconditionally
connected with how things appear to us, and this connection, as the theory holds,
obtains there in an a priori and necessary mannenz How are we then to determine

whether a concept‚ for example ‘blue’, is response-dependent?It must meet the

following equation that

2
Thc Status of the equation, namely its aprioricity and necessity (a question I sliallnot addrss here), is highly

controversial. For example, cf. Johnston (1989, 1998), Menzies & 9cm: (1993). MISCCVIC (1998).
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(Vx)(C —>(x is blue <-> (x looks blue to 0))
where denotes the cognitively normal conditions, and „O” stands for a

cognitively normal observer. Notice, that this equation requires mere normal

conditions, and does not bear on ideal conditions; that is, it presupposes the lack

of certain obstacles, but does not presuppose the existence of promoting
circumstances. Its signicance is obvious from the fact that it is very likely that

we are practically never under ideal conditions, but at the same time it is also very

likely that, given the reality of misrepresentation, we certainly must, at least

sometimes, be under normal circumstances — although we may never be able to

know when our conditions are normal anyway.3
According to the view I am advertising, response-dependent terms and the

possession of the corresponding eoncepts are subject to certain psychological
responses: the referents of those terms, say the properties picked out by them,
evokes a disposition to belive that they are instances of a given property — at least

under favourable cognitive conditions. Obviously, there is a possibility to

formulate response-dependence in a strongly anthropocentric, or even subjectivist
fashion: some qualities essentially involve reference to subjective responses

without which they could not be intelligible; nothing can, for example, be

nauseating or comfortable without connection to appropriate human responses. In

this sense, in Johnston’s sense, these qualities are ‚‚response-dispositional”,and

according to the orthodoxy they approximately correspond to what Locke called

„secondary qualities,” according to his dispositionalist interpretations (Johnston
l998).4 Philip Pettit, agreeing with Johnston conceming the Status of these

secondary qualities, extends the range of reponse-dependence, and introduces the

term „response-privileging” for picking out those eoncepts which represent a

privileged mode of access, one which, under cognitively normal conditions, does

not leave room for ignorance or error. This perspective excludes, by and large, the

anthropocentric components, thus (in spite of the wider application of response-

dependence) realism remains intact; as Pettit puts it: „people’s responses do not

shape certain things so that they fall under the concept of redness, they shape the

concept of redness so that it falls upon those things” (Pettit 1991: pp. 6225.5

3
Fodor’s explanation of misrepresentation (Fodor, 1990), i.e. his theory of asymmetric dependency exploits

exactly this fact. My misrepreseming something is asymmetrically dependem upon previous correcl representation:
were there no correct representation under „normal eonditions”, misrepresemation would be impossible.
l

Nevertheless, I beleive that there is a way of showing that some traditional secondary qualities are not response-

dispositional. Color, for example, can be construed as a primary quality (cf. Jackson 1998), thus its response-

dispositionalism can be challanged.
5

There is a third view a: issue in this respect CSPiW58)“ 373"“ f" 3 sPe-Cic„Order of determination”, i.e. he

Puts forward an ami-realist thesis according 1o which the bioondhiorml should be read -om right 1o le, thus:

(VxXVw) (C —> ((x looks blue to O) —> x is blue), thus our judgemems play an „exlension delermining”role. But I

would not intend to compromise realism in this way, our judgemems_does_notx anything, not even detemxine

their own extensims: if cognitively ideal observers under normal oondiuonsJudge Ihm somelhing is blue, man um:

is because iLs blue, and not the other wny arouncL In Pettifs WOrd I 00mm“ myself 10 „epistemic servility". Wrign
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Response-dependcnce, accordingly, can be formulated both in metaphysical
and in epistemological marmers. According to the rst one, response-depcndence
would be a property of certain properties, while in the later case it would be

associated primarily with concepts. Since response-dependence conceming
properties has some uneasy corollaries (in case we are to apply it outside a very

narrow category), I will develop my position with reponse-dependence as a

property of concepts in mind. For example, if we took response-dependence as an

inherent property of certain properties, realism’s fading away would be inevitable.

Propenies taken to be response-dependent would manifest unseparable
anthropocentric characteristics, thus our concepts would be lled in with

anthropocentric content. For in this case the Status of propenies in the world

could not be determined independently of us, we would have to accept that we are

unable, in an epistemically relevant manner, to make any contact with how things
really are. Nevertheless, if we construe response-dcpendence not for properties
but for concepts it can have the merit of bypassing these difculties. Concepts
can be response-dependent insofar as they are response-dependently possessed
and mastered, without any appeal to their content: what is crucial for response-

dependent concepts is their possession conditions and not their conditions of

application. Thus the process of getting acqumted with a property, the

„geneology”of the corresponding concept should be kept in mind.° To put it in

other words‚ and to surmnarize: response-dependence, as I appeal t0 it in this

paper, is a thesis in epistemology and not in metaphysics.
As I mentioned above response-dependence of certain propenies has a

distinguished prehistory in philosophy, which doubtlessly deserves a short detour.

Traditionally, Lockean secondary qualities, „which in truth are nothing in the

Objects themselves, but Powers to produce various Sensations in us by their

primary Qualities” (Locke 1975: 2.8.10), are usually said to be response-

dependent in this sense.7 Nevertheless, Locke has his own predecessors, namely
Descartes and Galileo; they advocated a view of secondary qualities very similar

to Locke’s one. This tradjtion was taken up by Hume who developed a

projectivist view for certain qualities whose category was somewhat broader than

(1986) developed an Interpretation of section 242 similar 1o mine‚ but his intemions are, of couxse, closer 1o his

judgement-dependentstandpoint than to the response-dependent one of mine.
6

111e two main represematives of this dichotomy between response-dependence construed for propenies with

anthropocentrism and for conoepts without anthropooemrism are Mark Johnsion (1989, 1998) and Philip Pettit

(1991, 1998). In this reconstruction I followed their argumcnt as well as l will mostly do in the same way in the

remalning pan of this paper. The distinction between applicaxion and possesion conditions is introduced in

Peacocke (1992).
7

Although Lockean secondary qualities are usually taken to involve subjects in 8 W3)’ Primär)! qualities do not,

perhaps it is possible to poim out that even in Locke secondary qualiüeshave a more complicated eonstimtion than

it is usually thoughL (This is indicated by m: phrase „by their primary qualiüesf’) In this sense secondary qualities
would be second-order, role propenies; in a somehow close sense l0 180350"(1993)Th‘ Pf°blem i5 f0!’ 1'381,
because e.g Mark Johnston (1998: 6E.) calls Locke’s spirit Withom wsldeflng the relation and the possible
streng connection between primary and secondary qualities. Anywaya ‘his “w” b‘ ’ Pm-lec‘f“ 3119m“ P3P"-
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secondary qualities: „Vice and virtue [...] may be compared to sound, taste and

color Which, according to the modem philosophy, are not qualities in the object,
but perceptions in the mind”; or, to give a more general fonnulation: „the distinct

boundaries and oices of reason and of taste are easily ascertained. The forrner

eonveys the knowledge of truth and falsehood: The latter gives the Sentiment of

beauty and deformity, vice and virtue. The one discovers objects, as they really
stand in nature, without addition or dirninution: The other has a productive
faculty, and gilding or staining all natural objects with the colours, borrowed from

intemal Sentiment, raises, in a maxmer, a new creation?“ However distinguished
this history may be‚ my primary concems are of concepts because response-

dependence conceming properties cannot work outside a very restricted areaf
and, in virtue of this peculiaxity, response-dependence formulated for properties
cannot serve my present purpose.

Now, how are we to get to master and possess a concept? The rst step in

leaming is the reaction that, being exposed to instances of a given property, is

evoked as a ceztain response in us which make the object’s bearing that property

saliently similar in my eyes, and this makes the property directly ostensible. Thus

I get into the habit of responding, e.g. psychologically, in a certain way to the

instances of the given property: „The examples make the property [...] salient and

the concept is ostensively dened by reference to the examples” (Pettit 1991: p.

600). Then some restrictions are needed for the concept in order to be applieable
in a variety of situations and to gain a relative stability: some corrections over the

informations that sensations give have to take place in order to maintain the

interpersonality and intertemporality of the concept. This process results in

response-dependence as a global feature of semantically basic terms, that is those

with which we get acquinted not in denitional but ostensive manner. Being all

semantically basic terms response-dependent in the above characterized manner, it

follows that all of our terms are either response-dependent, or, in the nal

denition, can be traced back to response-dependent terms — this thesis is called

global response-dependence.

II. Agreement as a Result of Response-dependence

Now my main intention is to make available section 242 by providing a

background in a conceptually clear manner. The problem with our present

paragraph can be condensed into the following three questions: How could we

s
Hume’s quoted passages are of Hume 1978: p. 469; and 1962: Appendix 2: „Of Self-Lovc", p. 294. Johnston

(1998) analyscs Hume’s projectivismand ns preceedins Iradiüon-
'

9
Johnston in his reoent article (1998) argues that manifest qualities cannot be response-dependent, thus he reduces

its validity even within secondary qualities-
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characterize these ‘judgements’?What is the extension of this ‘agreement’?HOW

can logic remain untouched in this scenario? This last question can be understood
as a subcase of the second one, nevertheless Wittgenstein considered it worthy for

an independent remark, therefore I will also devote independent discussion to it.

II.l. These judgements are basic judgements in the sense that they are based on

semantically basic tenns, i.e. these judgements involves basic concepts which are,

as we have seen, response-dependent: these judgements involves, in a sense, „the
set of rcsponses in which we agree” (Knpke 1982: p. 96). I belive response-

dependence can provide a substantial characterization of these judgements: we

agree in these judgements in virtue of the process of learning sketched above. The

process consists of two components: of habits of responses and of practices of

self-correction which certify that the (ostensively identied property and its

corresponding) concept has characteristics common within the commurxity. And,
within this community, all that we can say about this property is pointing at its

relevant examples (cf. also Z: 418 ff).
Of course, this seems to be a very minimalist program. As Duncan

McFarland and Alexander Miller (1998) pointed out‚ this response-dependent
account is not substantive in any relevant sense because it does not say anything
about the differences between, e.g.‚ colors. As the theory says:

(1) x is red if it causes normal perceivers in standard conditions to have

experiences of redness.

(2) x is blue if it causes normal percievers in standard conditions to have

experiences of blueness.

(3) x is yellow if it causes normal perceivers in Standard conditions to have

experiences of yellowness.
And so on. This is, of course, true. But from the present perspective it is a less

defective feature of the picture. Ifwe are to grasp a common component of those

judgernents by which our agreement is and has to be granted, then probably we

would not be able to say anything deeper: for instance‚ the difference between two

colors consists, on the one hand, in the dispositions evoked from which we nd

natura] to extrapolate in dierent directions and, on the other, in the different

corrections of the cues our sensations give. This account reveals the component
which is crucial for the required agreement.

An objection could be raised whether these „basic judgements” are real

judgements in the sense Wittgenstein intended. To support this objection, there

should be a specied sense in which Wittgensteirx used this notion. However, the

task to identify the sense could hardly be accomplished, since he certaixxlydid not

used it as a tenn. In the Philosophical Investigations the word occurs only oncc

again at the end of part XI, but in a very dierent COIRCXT;he uses it more

frequently in his Remarks an the Foundations ofMathematics (especiallyin part
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VI), but the context is predominantly logical and mathematical there.

Furthermore, whether or not „basic judgements”correspond to the everyday use

of „judgement” does not matter, because if one believed that it does not

correspond to it, it is possible to reformulate my position in a manner in which

basic judgements would be proto-judgements constituting higher-order
judgements. These proto-judgements would thus not be judgements in the ordinaxy
sense: they would not necessarily be in the form of a Statement. This provides a

possibility to avoid this terminological problem. To borrow David Chahners’s

(1996: 174) denition, but not necessarily his corresponding theory: „We can

think of a judgement as what is left of a belief after any associated phenomenal

quality is subtracted.” Of course, not just any belief, because we are talking about

basic judgements. These beliefs must have a propostion as content which can be

expressed by a recogniton Statement involving basic concepts. In this sense

judgements have propositional or quasi propositional fonn and relate to conscious

experience: they are phenomenal judgements. A paradigmatic case is of colors;
when I see something red, I am inclined to form the judgement: „This is r .”

Thus judgements can be seen as the primary vechiles of interpersonality and

intertemporality: concepts with essential qualitative content are obviously private.
The process ofjudgement fonnation as a collective act can be identied with the

process of learning sketched at the end of the rst part. This makes possible, to

quote Wittgenstein, that e.g. „There is in general complete agreement in the

judgements of colours made by those who have been diagnosed normal. This

characterizes the concept of judgement of colour.” (PI: II.xi‚ p. 227) Basic

judgements are objective because they do not involve anthropocentric contents,
thus the agreement in question can easily be attainible.

11.2. Our second‚ extension problem is derived from the fact that Wittgenstein in

his famous remark did not qualify over the clairn: „there must be agreement not

only in denitions but also in judgements”.If we take this sentence as a universal

commitment, then we must conclude that there is no room for private opinion.”
This altemative, however, is promptly excluded by the direet surroundings of

section 242. Thus we have to look for a different reading, according to which we

are able to specify the judgements in question. And since on the one hand there

are judgements in which we have to agree in order to communicate‚ and on the

other hand, there are other judgements in which we might not agree necessarily
thus we need to provide criteria for the demarcation.

In a substantially similar paragraph, Wittgenstein himself makes it clear that

he does not intend taking section 242 as a universal commitment: „[T]he

'°
1.c. Nyiri (1992) advocates {his szranse opinim Gummis m“ °n wroush textual exegesis are provided in

Ncumer (i997).
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phenomenon of language is based on regularity, on agreement in action, Here it is

of the greatest importance that all the enormous majority of us agree in certain

things. I can, for example, be quite sure that the colour of this object will be

called ‘green’ by far the most of the human beings who see it. [...] We say that‚ in

order to communicate, people must agree with one another about the meanings of

words. But the criterion for this agreement is not just agreement with reference to

denitions, e.g.‚ ostensive denitions — but also an agreement in judgements. It is

essential for communication that we agree in a large number of judgements.”
(RFM: VI 39) Besides requiring agreement in a restxicted, however extended, set

of judgements this passage shows the agreemenfs nature in oonnection with

certain empirical facts, and the relevance of the empirical background is

supported by the later part of section 242, where he points to the Central role of

the methods of measuretnent.

Obviously, agreement cannot be required in every particular empirical
Situation, from particle physics to brain research. According to our common

experience, disagreement is usual in every discourse where there is some kind of

Substantive questions at issue. This provides the conclusion: the agreement is

necessarily and also granted in questions which are non-substantive; „there are

truths in every area of discourse whose acceptanoe or rejection is criterial for

counting as a proper paxticipant there: you must accept them — they are so

obviously tme — or you must reject them — they are so obviously false — if you are

going to be held as someone who genuinely asserts and believes things in the

discourse” (Pettit 1991: p. 593i). Basic judgements involving basic concepts are

non-substantive; their response-priviledging character ensures that there is no

room for ignorance or error about them. Basic judgements are, ceteris paribus,
obviously true. They belong to the frame, consisting of ostensively dened and

thus semantically basic terms to which our denitions are nally traced back.

The previous account makes available the fact that in this context the

response-dependence of certain properties is useless. As we have seen, response-

dependence is paxticular t0 all semantically basic terms. No Version of response-

dependence developed with regard to properties can be extended in the required
sense: response-dependent properties cannot constitute the consensual basis for

agreement bacause of their anthropocentric character. Only the process of

leaming, ‘die fact that the corresponding concepts are possessed response-

dependently, can ensure it. Directly about propexties we are able to talk only in

metaphysical manner; in order to specify the common background presupposed by
communication we need a theory in epistemology. The theory of concepts which

suggests that they supposed to be individuated by their possession conditions

picks out response-depcndent concepts, and explaisW11)’the)’ am Sllicient for a

common interpersonal background of communication.
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II.3. So, we have already characterized the extension of the required agreement,
thus the answer to the third question is almost self-evident. Logic comes before

judgements; as it is traditionally put: logic deals with form and has nothing to do

with content‚ linguistic or mental. There is nothing in modus ponens which is

based on anything semantical. Logical judgements are not basic in the sense that

they do not involve semantically basic tenns, and thus has nothing to do with their

corresponding concepts. The agreement in judgements involving response-

dependent terms arises from the character of such concepts, the fact that in their

case there is no room for ignorance and error. It is senseless to require such

prompt agreement conceming logical judgements because e.g. there certainly are

people who do not, at the rst sight, recognize that modus ponens is a valid form

of reasoning.
A nal question should be addressed to the response-dependent account of

paragraph 242. Why can response-dependence be ‘Laken for granted as genuine
consensual basis in the required sense for these judgements? A short answer

would be that because response-dependence is a necessary fact about our

semantically basic terms. But the fact that they are necesary for the theorist, one

could object, does not guarantee that they are the same for the layman. Of course

it does not. In fact, the biconditional describes and not prescribes the state of

affairs and the theorist, xing on the common habits and practices, concludes: the

biconditional is a priori and nccessary for us. Of course, there is a deeper
explanation, which refers to the substantive/non-substantive distinction mentioned

above. There should be a way, other than intuitive, in which it is possible to

discriminate non-substantive and Substantive judgements. Recognizing the

reponse-dependence of some of our concepts provides a sufcient basis for this

distinction. And at this tirne this is the only game in town.

To sum up: agreement is a corollary of response-dependence. Thus

Wittgenstein’s claim is not normative, but descriptive: given the reality of

communication, vve must agree in a large number of empirical judgements called

basic judgements because they involve concepts formed via ostensive

exemplication in virtue of natural psychological responses and collective habits

of self-corrections, i.e. they are fonned response-dependently. The process of

learning guarantees the objectivity‚ i.e. interpersonality and intertemporality, of

our judgements, and this serves as a stable basis for communication. Logic, on

this account, remains untouched because logical judgements do not belong to the

realm of reponse-dependence.
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III. Fitting with Other Interpretations

As I mentioned above, the response-dependent approach I developed on the

previous pages is not exclusively new in the sense that its various components
have already gured in previous interpretations. The following section is devoted

to a short survey.

A celebrated interpretator of the section and its surroundings is Saul Kripke.
As I see him, his interpretation of Wittgenstein’s rule-following considerations

focuses almost exclusively on one side of the process of leaming, namely on the

role of community. As I tried to show, the process of getting to possess and

master a concept is a twofold one; it consists of our individual responses and

some self-corrections for the sake of objectivity. This second step can be seen as

community-bound, but the rst one is stxictly individual. Kripke sees correctly
that the substantive/non-substantive distinction is to be drawn with regard to the

language game (or discourse as I called above). In every particular language game
there are neu-Substantive judgements in which everyone who inteends to

participate in the discourse has to agree: „One who is an incorrigible deviant in

enough respects simply cannot participate in the life of the community and in

commurncation.” (Kripke, 1982: p. 92) However, he seems to disolve the rst

individual component in the second, possibly comunitarian one by connecting our

responses to our for-m of life: „The set of responses in which we agree, and the

way they interweave with our activities, is ourform oflij’e.” (Kripke, 1982: p. 96)
But the responses originate not in a sociological but in a more fundamental level.

When I am presented somemingred and later again I do not need any criterion for

deciding if it is the same, I just react the same way. (Cf. RFM: VII 40, and PI:

28) On this level there is no role for the community. Kripke’s picture is

predominantly commmxity-centered: he sees community where there is no place
for it. This is the point where Boghossian and McGinn attacked Kripke’s
interpretation: „ifI can be taken in by a deceptively horsey looking cow on a dark

night, what is to prevent 17.000 people just like me from being taken in”

(Boghossian, 1989: p. 536).” Our immediate responses do not fall under the

inuence of community.
Patricia Werhane is trapped in a similar scenario, but her picture is strictly

individualistic — a counterpart of Kripkcfs account. In her account, our agreement
lies in „the pn'or similarity of response to certain stimuli. What is iznplied is that

because there is a basic similarity in our reactions, one understands the

expressions and movements of others, and hence means of communication in the

fonn of language can develop.” (Werhane, 1992: p. 182) This picture

"
As McGinn argues, community can serve such explanmory purposes m11)’i“ C35‘ m‘ mmbs Of Community

react in the suicient way. (McGinn 1984: p. l84f.)
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presupposes that there is a basic similarity, almost identity in our responses, thus

our concepts are substantially interchangeable. Accordjng to the picture I was to

drawn above, interpersonalityis a result of our general practice of self-correction,
and at this level community can play a signicant role. But it seems to be

unjustied to presuppose that our responses are basically (eg. biologically)
similar. An obvious counter evidence is the case of red-blindness or color-

blindness. A red-blind person certainly has very different responses to the

property of redness, but in virtue of certain self-corrections she can develop some

access to the general concept of redness. As Wittgenstein put it: „What
determines our judgement, our concepts and reactions, is not what ONE man is

doing NOW, an individual action, but the whole hurly-burly of human actions, the

background against which we see any action. [...] Seeing life as a weave, this

pattern [...] is not always complete and is varied in a multiplicity of ways. But we,

in our conceptual world, keep on seeing the same‚ recurring with variations. That

is how our concepts take it. For coneepts are not for use on a single occasion.” (Z:

567i) These paragraphs, on the one hand, summarizes my position; and, on the

other, points out the common mistake of individualistic and collectivist

interpretations. Individualists do not care about the fact that the possession
conditions of a given concept involves social factors; collectivists leave another

fact unnoticed, namely that there are a „multiplicity of ways” in whjch we

respond to the weave of life. The response-dependent background provides a

plausible comprornise.” "

[Abbreviations of Wittgenstein ‘s Works:

PI — Philosophical Inestigations, Oxford: Blackwell 1967

RFM — Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics, Oxford: Blackwell 1978.

Z — Zettel, Oxford: Blackwell 1967]

f:David Bloor in his recent book (1997: p. 152 n2) divides the participants of the on-going rule-following debate

m two groups according 1o their methodological commitments. Thus there are a group for individualists and

colleclivisis, and he is inclixxed 1o put Philip Pettit in the m group. Penit (1990) argues for a response-dependent
account of rule following, and does not intend to interpret Wingenstein. But as I uied 1o show in this paper it is

false 1o interpret response-dependenceas an individualistic approach. Thus Bloos categorization seems 1o be

unjust.
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GÄBOR FORRAI’

NEW FOUNDATIONS FOR CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES"

(Abstract: The notion of a conceptual scheme is oen used when trying to

explain why certain ways of thought Strike us as odd. However, it has been

repeatedly criticized, for it is alleged to rest on various philosophical errors.

The purpose of thiS paper is to defend it. Section I reviews the recent hjstory
of the notion, focusing on the developments which have led to its demise. In

Section H a new way of understanding the notion is suggested. The core idea

is that conceptual schemes are not inherent properties of Systems of language
use, but presuppose the juxtaposition of different Systems. Section III puts
some constraints on what iS worth Calling a conceptual scheme. In Section IV

it is Shown that the revised notion is free of the shortcomings of its

predecessor and that it gives no Support to the sort of cultural relativism

which is oen associated with the notion of a conceptual scheme.)

The notion of a conceptual scheme can be used in many different contexts and for

many dierent purposes. The sort of use which will be examined here can perhaps
be called the „henneneutic use”. In thiS use the context is the interpretation of an

alien way of thinking, and the purpose i_sthe explanation of radical congnitive
differences. The typical examples could be Malinowski trying to understand the

Trobriand islanders, Whorf grappling with the intricacies of the Hopi tense System,
or Kuhn Studying some long forgotten Scientic text. Suppose that the Student of

an alien culture nds that the people he studies seem to hold beliefs which are not

just false, but also extremely odd, or even crazy. He may then either conclude that

his Subjects are Somehow liable to gross mistakes or decide that the oddity is

perhaps more apparent than real. In the latter case the appearance of oddity calls

for an explanation. If the subjects are quite Sensible, how come their ways seem so

weird? It is at thiS point that the notion of a conceptual scheme can be invoked: the

subjects’ conceptual scheme is different from that of the interpreter. The concepts

expressed by the aliens’ words dier from those of the interpreter, and the

apparent oddity is due to the fact that thiS was not realized initially. Once the

aliens’ conceptual scheme is explored in depth and the rst tentative interpretation
is revised in accordance with the ndings, the weirdness evaporates. Of course,

‘GABORFORRAI

UnivexsityofMiskolc
ChairoftlwI-Iistayoflosophy
associaleptofesor _ _ _
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weirdness evaporates. Of course, this does not mean that the interpreter is bound

to end up in full agreement with the people he interprets. Weirdness is one thing,
falsehood is another. The interpreter may come to attribute his subjects beliefs

which are falsc but not weird.‘
What is it about the notion of a conceptual scheme that makes it look

suitable for this explanatory role? To answer this question we have to see what

the noton involves. First of all, the notion implies a distinction between the

conceptual scheme and its content. The content is something neutral, something
which is not affected by the human cognitive process. It is usually identied either

with the physical environment human beings have to cope with or with the

sensory input to the cognitive processes, the ‘stimuli’. The task of the conceptual
scheme is to structure the content by provididng a System of individuation and

classication. It supplies criteria for answering questions like „Is this the same as

that?” or „Are these ‚of the same kind?”. The scheme is not a fully-fledged
description. It is more like a vocabulary, in ‘remis which various descriptions can

be couched. People sharing a conceptual scheme may disagree about matters of

fact. Therefore, the conceptual scheme should also be distinguished from the

fully-edged descriptions, which I shall call „theories”.
Given this rough characterization of the idea of a conceptual scheme, it is

easy to understand why the idea can be employed to account for the apparent

oddity of certain ways of thinking. The set of concepts which are readily available

to the mterpreter does not match the concepts used by his subjects. In the

beginning the interpreter may not realize this. As a result‚ he identies the alien

concepts with those concepts of his own which are the most similar t0 thern.

Consequently, some of the aliens’ claims come out as weird. Suppose, for

example, that the people under interpretation have a concept A, the interpreter has

no exact oounteipart of this, and the most similar concept he has is B, which is

narrower than A. If the interpreter is not aware of this difference, he will nd that

the people he studies are somehow liable to false generalizations. Once the

conceptual dibrence is identied, we get an explanation of why the people under

study seemed initially hasty in their generalizations, and it also becomes clear that

they are, in fact, not that hasty.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether the notion of a

conceptual is clcar and coherent enough to be put to this sort of hermeneutic use.

Section I reviews the process which led to the demise of the logical positivists’
notion. Section II, the core of the paper, suggests a revised notion. Section III

adds some minor details. Section IV shows that the revised notion is free of the

lUsshousmnhanmenanicuseofzenotimofoonoepuxalsdiaxßasilwasdßmhäisbynonleaxiseoxmnmedm
culunalrelaxivism
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diiculties that plagued the logical positivists’notion and that it is not committed

t0 the sort of cultural relativism which is oen associated with the notion.

I

The most sophisticated account of conceptual schemes in our centuray are due to

the logical positivists‚ especially to Camap (1950). They did not wish to put the

notion to hermeneutic use. Their purpose was epistemological, the rational

reconstruction of knowledge, especially of scientic theories. 'I'heir

reconstructions were intended to lay bare the structure of lmowledge and its

evidential basis. They noticed that the same body of knowledge can be

reconstmcted in different ways. One may choose which terms to treat as primitive
and which ones as dened terms, which system of logic to use, one may also

choose between a phenomenalistic and a physicalistic language, etc. The idea of

multiple reconstructibility lead to the idea of a plurality of conceptual schemes or

„linguistic frameworks” (Camap 1950). The conceptual scheme is the basic

conceptual apparatus of the reconstruction. It is distinct both from content and

theories. The same content, i. e. the same body of observations can be captured by
different conceptual resources, and the same conceptual resources can be used for

the reconstruction of conicting theories.

They considered scientic knowledge as a two-level structure. The lower

level is that of observation, the upper level is that of theory. Observations — or

rather possible observations — are what theories are about: they constitute the

content of scientic descriptions. They are completely independent of theories

and, therefore, neutral between them. Consequently, they can serve as arbiters

between rival knowledge-claims. The language of science has certain expressions
which stand for observations: the observational terms. However, it is impossible
to express our knowledge solely in these terms. Purely observational descriptions
would be immensely complicated and would have little explanatory and predictive
power. So we need theoretical terms as well. These are to be introduced by
„coordinative denitions” or „correspondencerules”, which link them to the

observational vocabulary. These rules are linguistic conventions. They tell us how

the theoretical tenns are to be used. Consequently, they are analytic. If two

theories employ the same theoretical terrns‚ they belong to the same conceptual
scheme. So a conceptual is a set of theoretical terms. Since theoretical terms are

introduced by correspondence rules, this point may also be expressed by as

follows: a conceptual scheme is a set of linguistic conventions, i. e. a set of

analytic sentences. What distinguishes between the theories employing the same

scheme is that they contain different synthetic sentences — i. e. they use the

theoretical vocabulary for making different, or even incompatible c1aims_ The
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content of the scheme is the set of observations in terms of which the theoretical
terms are introduced.

So the logical positivists’ epistemological ideas provided solid

foundations for the threefold distinction bwtween scheme, theory and content. The

observational — theoretical distinction served to set apart pure content. The

analytic — synthetic or conventional — factual distinction distinguished between

scheme and theory.
However, this notion did not reign long. It began to disintegrate even

before it was explicitly formulated. By the time Camap coined the term „linguistic
framework” he was already aware that certain correspondence rules, namely the

conditional denitions called „reduction sentences” cannot all be analytic (1936-
37). But the rst major blow was delivered by Quine’s critique of the analytic —

synthetic distinction (1951). Quine agrees with the logical positivists in holding
that knowledge includes both factual and conventional elements, but maintains

that the two cannot be neatly separated. There are no sentences which are

exclusively conventional, i. e. whose only mction is to assign meaning to certain

terms. A11 sentences are both conventional and factual, so there is no distinction

between analytic and synthetic. With the fall of the distinction it has become

impossible to distinguish between scheme and theory. There cannot be different or

rival theories utilizing the same conceptual scheme. Rather, each ieory has its

own scheme. Let me illustrate this with the case of change in lmowledge. The

logical positivists had no trouble to decide whether a change-"is conceptual or

merely theoretical. If one replaces some analytic sentences, i. e. some linguistic
conventions, this results in a new eoneeptual scheme. If the replaced sentences are

synthetic, that amounts to change in theory. Once the analytic — synthetic
distinction is renounced, the distinction between conceptual and theoretical change
collapses. Bach sentence both contributes to the meaning of terms and expresses

something factual. So the replacement of sentences changes both the conceptual
apparatus and the theory.

The second major blow came from Kuhn (1962), Hanson (1958),
Feyerabend (1962) et al.‚ who challenged the observational — theoretical

distinction. They claimed that mental representation does not have a basic level

which contains nothing more than information from the senses. In experiencing we

are both active and passive. Passive in the sense that we receive something from

outside, and active because we mold and shape this input through concepts. What

the critics of pure observation and raw experience claimed is that these two

aspects cannot be separated in an epistemologically interesting way. The most

basic level we can have access to is already conceptualized. There may be deeper
layers, way bellow the reach of consciousness‚ but these are epistemologically
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inert, i. e. they cannot be cited as evidencez If there is no raw experience, there is

no pure content. Hence, the distinction between content and scheme collapses too.

Instead of being neatly separated, content, scheme and theory have now come

together into an amorphous whole. Different schemes cannot share one and the

same content: each of them has its own.

These developments leave us with two options. One is Rorty’s program of

„loosing the world” (1972), which goes as follows. Both everyday thinking and

the philosophical tradition is permeated with the idea that there is a distinction

between the world and our representations of it. The representations are true if

they are faithful to the world. Once we abandon naive realism, the view that we

have some sort of direct access to the world, the scheme — content distinction

becomes a promising way of elaborating on this idea: even though we cannot have

knowledge except through representations, there is a level of representation —— the

observational level — which is directly controlled by the world. Rorty suggests that

whole idea of representing the world should be discarded. The truth value of

representations is not decided by confronting them with the world. Rather, we

should statt from the fact that we have theories and methods for adjudicating
between them. The world is sirnply what our best theories say. In Rorty’s view

what we should conclude from the history of the notion of conceptual scheme is

‘(hat the notion is just as bankrupt as the representational picture of which it is a

part. It does not have to be revised. It must be forgotten.
The other option is to retain the representational picture and put up with

the recent developments. Scheme and content cannot be sorted out, the

representation cannot be distinguished from the represented. A change in our

picture of the world is, therefore, a change in the world. People committed to

different schemes are dealing with different worlds. So when Kuhn says that

„after the revolution scientists are reacting to a dierent world” (1970, 11l) or

that „the scientist aerward works in a different world” (ibid. 121), he is not just
using bad metaphors. Rather, as an adherent of the idea of conceptual schemes

who has rejected the distinctions upon which the idea was based, he is compelled
to say this — even though in the nal analysis, he does not want these sentences to

be taken literally. Goodman, however, does not shy away from this conclusion: „I
am afraid that my remarks about conicting truths and multiple actual worlds

may be passed over as purely rhetorical. They are not.” (1978, 110)

zThex-eweztmhaaiticisrxxsaswellseam(l963)aoceptssasedmmyas1emaimloaxceptsmdksistsmxey
cannot play the epistemologml m1: ofpnMding foundaotxs for Imorwledg:Quine (1960) also has something which may
be regnrded as the physicalisticoountetparl Of serxse-daia, ‚xetinal irradiaxiorxs” or ‚surface inimims”, but h: denia that

thesecanserveasfoxmdatiom Hemaimairxsxallarlggehsmpnlivelayertodesaibetkme.
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II

I suggest that the notion can be preserved without paying this intolerable

ontological price. In order to do that we rnust give up an idea which was taken for

granted throughout the history of the notion, the idea that the Conceptual scheme

is an inherent feature of a system of language use. According to this idea the

distinctions which support the threefold distmction between scheme, content and

theory are sirnply there in the system and do not presuppose anything outside that.

The sentences of the system just belong to the categories observational vs.

theoretical and conventional vs. factual, and their membership in these categories
does not depend on anything else apart from the speakersf linguistic behavior. In

eontrast with this, I shall argue that a Conceptual scheme is a relational property
of a System of language use. Conceptual schemes presuppose the juxtaposition of

different systems. A system of language use does not simply „embody” a

Conceptual scheme. It does so only in relation to another system of language use.

The notion of Conceptual scheme makes sense only if we look at the system of

language use from an extemal perspective, the perspective of an interpreter,
whose linguistic habits are different from those of the people he tries to

understand.

I shall use a toy example by Putnam (1987, 17-21) to explain the idea.

Let us assume that the universe is a small and boring place‚ but Bill and Sue have

dierent stories to tell about it.
"

Bill’s story: There are three objects, one is red, the other is blue, the third

is green.

Sue’s story: There are seven objects, which are respectively red, blue,

green, red

and blue, red and green, blue and green, and red and blue and green.

Suppose they meet each other. Initially they will be puzzled, but very soon they
will be able to explain the apparent disagreement with the help of the notion of

Conceptual scheme. Bill realizes that Sue’s rst three objects correspond to his,
and her other four objects are just the various eomposites forrned out of these

three objects.He surmnarizes this as follows:

(SB) By „object” Sue means objects and their composites.

Thus he discovers that Sue’s use of the word ‘object’ follows a convention that

diers from his own. However, he would deny that there is factual disagreement
between them. "fhen along comes Mary, who tells yet another story:
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Mary’s story: There are three objects: a red one, a blue one‚ and a red and blue

one.

Suspecting that Mary might not have seen the green object yet, Bill can make

sense of Mary’s story in the same way as he did in Sue’s case. However, he adds

that Mary’s story is not absolutely correct, since she is ignorant of an object
(„four objects”

— in her own idiom). So he construes her story as differing from

his own both conceptually and factually, and agreeing with Sue’s story
conceptually, but not factually.

In this Situation the threefold distinction between content, scheme and

theory makes perfect sense. Sue and Mary have the same conceptual scheme but

have dibrent theories, i. e. they disagree about the facts. Bill does not share their

conceptual scheme, but the content he is trying to capture is the same. But what

we have here is a contrast between different ways of thought. Sue’s conceptual
scheme emerges only as a result of Bill’s attempt to interpret what she says. This

becomes clear if we have a closer look at (SB), in tenns of which Bill describes

Sue’s conceptual scheine. (SB) is not a sentence in Sue’s language: it is

fonnulated in Bill’s language, which serves as the metalanguage for the

description of Sue’s language. What makes it possible for Bill to sort out the

conventional elernents of Sue’s story is that his language is different from hers.

This is quite natural. Conventions are usually identied only when they are

contrasted with other conventions. Of course, Sue "knows very well that her

language is conventional in the sense that her words are not „natural signs” in the

sense in which smoke is a natural sign of re. But knowing that there are

conventions is much less than knowing what the conventions are. It is this latter

kind of knowledge which Sue lacks. When asked what conventions her use of the

word ‘object’ follows, she can only reply „By ‘object’ I mean objects”. This is not

informative at all, since when asked about his own language use, Bill would utter

the very same words. Perhaps Sue could improve her reply by pointing at some of

the things she calls ‘objects’. In this way she could convey more about her use of

the word. Yet, this would rather be an "illustration of the convention, not an

explicit Statement of it. The point is that to be able to single out the conventions,
one has to notice differences. But there are no differences within a single system
of languageuse. So one has to look from outsides

3
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It follows from the relational conception of conceptual schemes that the

same conceptual scheme can be described dierently by dierent interpreters. To

see this, let us consider J 0e, who would describe the world in this way.

Joe’s story: There are three eternal, indestructible objects: Red, Blue, and Green,
each of which has destructible spatio-temporal parts. As it happens, we only
know of one part of each of the objects.

So Joe’s ‘objects’ are qualities, and what he calls ‘spatio-temporalparts’ are

instances of these qualities, i. e. objects. Now if Joe were to interpret Sue’s story,
he would attribute her the following conceptual scheme:

(SJ) By ‘object’ Sue means spatio-temporal parts and their combinations.

Of course‚ (SJ) is verbally different from (SB). But what else can we say? We

cannot say that Sue has two different conceptual schemes. First, because (SB)
and (SJ) are forrnulated in different languages - in Bill’s and Joe’s ——‚ so their

verbal difference does not necessarily Signal disagreement. Second, because there

is indeed no disagreement here. To understand this, imagine that Bill meets Joe

prior to meeting Sue. After leaming how to communicate with each other, Joe

tells Bill about a woman whose language is dierent form theirs, and describes

her language use by (SJ). Given the translation rules from Joe’s language to

Bill’s‚ Bill is able to describe the mysterious woman’s language in his ovm idiom,
and what he comes up with is exactly (SB). So when he meets Sue, he will nd

that she talks the same way as the woman Joe told him about. Since Bill’s direct

interpretation of Sue agrees with his indirect interpretation through Joe's

interpretation, we carmot say that Joe and Bill attribute Sue different conceptual
schemes.

In light of this it may be tempting to say that what the two descriptions
describe is one and the same conceptual scheme. So someone’s conceptual scheme

would be analogous to a person’s(exact) height.‘Height is an inherent property,
which, however, can only be expressed in relational terms. When we say of

someone that he is 6 feet tall, we relate his height to a Standard unit. When we say

that he i's 183 cm tall, we use another Standard unit. But one cannot conclude

from this that height is a relational property. Similarly, one might be tempted to

say that conceptual schemes are inherent, even though they can only be described
in relational tenns, i. e. by expressing their relations to other linguistic Systems. I

suggest, however, that we should resist the temptation to view things in this way.
I believe conceptual schemes are tmly relational just as ‘taller man’ is. Cf coursc,

‘
I say ‘exact’ to rule out descriptiomlike ‘tall’ or ‘short’, which would SP0“‘h9 exmTlPle-
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relational descriptions like „Joe is taller than Bill” are true or false in virtue of the

inherent properties the two people have, namely their height, but this does not

make ‘taller than’ into an inherent propeny. In a sirnilar way, a description of

someone’s conceptual scheme in the language of another person is a relational

description. This relational property too is grounded in inherent properties: the

two people’slinguistic behavior. By ‘linguistic behavior’ I mean the utterances

and the conditions under which they are produced.5Descriptions of linguistic
behavior are relational, because they presuppose a metalanguage. Consider

„When she saw the rabbit‚ she said ‘Gavagaim or „Wenn er den Hase sah, sagte
er ‘Gavagaim. The descriptions are relational, because they link a partieular
linguisticbehavior to different Systems of language use, English and Gennan. But

the fact they capture, the fact about linguistic behavior, is not relational. But just
as being grounded in inherent properties does not make ‘taller than’ non-

relational, being grounded in linguistic behavior does not make conceptual
schemes non-relational.

This was just the exposition of the relational view, not an argument for it.

I have not explained yet why ‘taller than’ is the correct analogy for conceptual
schernes rather than ‘height’. To see this we have to consider rst the following
question. How can we detennine the nature of the difference between two

theories? How can we decide whether the difference is conventional‚ faotual or

both? The answer is implicit in the earlier discussion, and it has also been

discussed thoroughly by Davidson. The crucial idea is charity: we should

presuppose that we are in fundamental agreement with the person whose linguistic
behavior we are interpreting. We should presuppose that most of her beliefs are

true, most of the things she desires are indeed desirable, most of her inferences are

valid, she acts mostly in accordance with her beliefs and desires, etc. Davidson’s

argument for charity is that without it there would be no constraint on

interpretation, since the attribution of propositional attitudes and the assignment
of meanings could be adjusted to each other in indenitely many ways. For

example, if a Quinean jungle-dweller says „Gavagai” when a rabbit appears,
there would be nothing to prevent us from attributing her the belief that there is a

tiger and construing her sentenee as meaning that there is a tiger.
However, charity is not a strict enough constraint to eliminate all but one

interpretations:it leaves us with several possible interpretations. There are two

föasons for this. First, charity is not a single principle but a set of different

principles.Sometirnes the different principles conict. Suppose that the

Interpretation is already well under way, i. e. we already know much about the

alien’s propositional attitudes and we have deciphered much of her language.
Then the alien draws a conclusion which is unacceptable. Suppose further that we

5

Roughlyuns; 11mg; which a Davidsonian mdical imerprete: would have aooess 1o.
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are fairly condent that we did not misunderstand the conclusion. In this case we

may do two things. We either assign such meanings to the premises that they
come out false and regard the argument as valid‚ or construe the prernises as true

and accuse the alien of logical error. Either way, we have to suspend a principle
of charity, the principle of believing the truth or the principle of obeying the laws

of logic. Or, to consider another case, suppose the alien does something odd. We

may explain this in at least three ways. One, the alien has been led by desires we

nd unacceptable. Two, the alien’s action was based on false beliefs about the

circumstances. Three‚ she failed to act in accordance with her beliefs and desires,
because she was carried away by momentary passions. Again, one principle of

charity must be suspended. Of course, it may tum out later that one option is

much better than the others. However, there is no guarantee that all dilemmas of

this sort will be eventually resolved by empirical evidence.

The secondireason why the principles of charity cannot select a single
acceptable interpretation is that we have some choice as to how charitable we

want to be. Although without charity interpretation cannot get o‘ the ground, the

better we understand the alien, the less mandatory charity becomes. Minimizing
ie disagreement may clash with keeping the interpretation as simple as possible.
We will have to strike a balance‚ but we have choices in doing that.

Now, why do these considerations about charity lend support to the

relational notion of conceptual schemes? Why do they count against the view {hat

although conceptual schemes admit only relational descriptions, they are inherent?

The reason is this. Some of the issues in interpretation which the principles of

charity cannot resolve concem exactly the nature of the differences between

theories. When the interpreter has to decide whether a particular difference

between his theory and that of the alien is conceptual or factual, he is guided by
the principles of charity. In so far as the pxinciples of charity underdetermine the

interpretation, this sort of decisions are also underdetennined. So in cenain cases

one may either construe a difference as conceptual or as factual, and our

construal of the alien’s conceptual scheme depends exactly on these decisions.

If this is right, the following Situation is possible. C is interpreted by B,

who, in tum, is interpreted by A, which leads — as in the Bill, Joe‚ Sue case — to

an indirect interpretation of C. If then A interprets C directly, it may tum out that

his direct and indirect intcrpretations do not coincide. Moreover, this may happen
even when neither interpreter makes mistakes. This possibility is a natural

consequence of the fact that charity does not determine a single good
interpretation. In a case like this A ends up with two different construals of C’s

conceptual scheme. If conceptual schemes were inherent, A would have to choose,

since, presumably, C cannot have two different conceptual schemes. But given
that each interpretation satises all the constraints, there is no way to choose.

Perhaps one may object that only one of the interpretations is adequate, but we
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cannot decide which one. This, however, leads to skepticism about conceptual
schemes, for why should we say that either the direct or the indirect interpretation
is right? They may both be wrong! The only possibility to escape this is to regard
conceptual schemes as relational. The conceptual scheme resulting from the direct

interpretation is dierent from the one resulting from the indirect interpretation
simply because they exist in different relationsf’

III

It should be clear from what has been said so far that talk of conceptual schemes

is talk of meanings. A conceptual scheme is a system of meanings assigned to

someone’s words on the basis of his linguistic behavior. However, not all systems
of meanings deserve to be called conceptual schemes. Consider, for example, the

ctitious language called Engrave. Engrave is what we get from English if we

systematically reassign the meanings of English words to the words following
them in the dictionary. The language is called so because ‘engrave’ is the word

following ‘English’ in the dictionary. Although Engrave words differ in meaning
from the like sounding English words, it is clear that we would not credit it with a

conceptual scheme dierent from that of English. The Systems of meanings in the

two languages are completely isomorphic. The two languages differ only verbally,
not conceptually.

This raises the following question. What are the exact criteria which

distinguish conceptual difference from purely verbal difference? The precise and

pedantic answer would be that anything less than complete isomorphism marks

conceptual dierence7 But the question then becomes this. What conceptual
dierences license the attribution of a conceptual scheme? Surely, a few unrelated

conceptual differences are not enough. English, for example, distinguishes
between hares and rabbits, whereas Gennan has a single word for these animals.

This is certaixxlya conceptual difference, but a few conceptual differences like

these are not sufcient for the attribution of a conceptual scheme. If they were

Sufcient,the notion of a conceptual scheme would become rather uninteresting,

6
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since it should be invoked practically anywhere. Most probably, no two people
have exactly the same set of concepts, and not even a single person has the same

set of concepts at different times. So the criteria of what counts as a conceptual
scheme must be strengthened. We should demand that there be many conceptual
differences.

Of eourse, ‘many’ is a vague tenn, so it makes the notion of a conceptual
scheme vague. However, vagueness is a virtue here, not a problem. lt oen

depends on the interests of the interpreter whether the notion of a conceptual
scheme is worth introducing. Imagine that people in a rural area classify plants in

a way that diers from the Standard scientic taxonomy. Suppose that the

govemment wants to help the local population by distributing special sorts of

seeds which promise greater yield‚ and commission a specialist to explain the

people the benets of the new seeds. The specialist needs some understanding of

the local taxononiy in order to communicate with the people. But her

understandjng does not have to be very deep. She needs to register some of the

conceptual differences, but she might not have to invoke the notion of a

conceptual scheme. Compare her attitude with that of an anthropologist studying
folk taxonomy. The antropologist needs more than basic understanding. He wants

to explore the local taxonomy in depth, and he will be more likely to talk of a

conceptual scheme. If we leave the notion vague and, therefore, exible, both the

specialisfs and the anthropologisfs procedure can be justied.
There is a second way in which the criteria of what counts as a

conceptual scheme may be strenghtened. Most advocates of the notion maintain

that conceptual schemes are essentially holistic. lt is important to be clear what

holism means here. The process of interpretation is always holistic in the sense

that each tentative translation is always subject to revision in light of further

evidence, and there is no way of specifying the range of relevant evidence

beforehand: in principle, each bit of linguistic behavior may prove relevant for the

translation of a particular utteranee. This is not what holism means here: the

process of interpretation is holistic even if in the end we decide that there is no

point in attributing the other a conceptual scheme. Holism should be understood

here as a characteristic of the result of interpretation, the set of translation rules.

The interpretation is holistic if certain expressions are translated together in the

sense ‘(hat the translation of an expression involves reference to the translations of

the other expressions. To put it differently, holism means that the translations of

the expressions form a structure so tightly integrated that changes in the

translations of a few expressions are bound to affect the translations of other

expressions as well. In such cases the translation rules look rather like

commentaries. Holism, of course, is a matter of degree. But, as I have already
argued, it is better to keep the notion of conceptual scheme V381"? and exible. 50,
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to sum up, I suggest that we should talk of a conceptual scheme if the
interpretation reveals many interrelated conceptual differences.
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IV

There aretwo more things to be done. First, to show that the notion developed
here is not committed t0 the dichotomies whose collapse led to the demise of the

notion reconstructed in Part I. Second, to inquire whether the notion involves

commitment to cultural relativism.

The logical positivist notion used the observational — theoretical

distinction to distinguish the content and the scheme which organizes it. The

content is the set of possible observations, which can be described in a purely
observational language; the scheme is the set of theoretical concepts which

organize them. The present account makes no use of the distinction. The notion of

a conceptual scheme is introduced on the basis of certain sorts of dierences

between our linguistic behavior and that of an alien. We assume that there is

common content, since thc facts the alien seeks to describe are more or less the

same facts we try to describe. But I did not assume that the content consists

purely of observational facts. Nor did I assume that it can be described in a purely
observational language. Rather, we specify the content in our own language — the

metalanguage in which the translation rules are formulated -‚ and our language
may be fairly theoretical.

Nevertheless, it must be admjtted that the logical positivists’ conception
contains a grain of truth. As we have seen, in order to mterpret the alien’s

linguistic behavior, we have t0 presume that-Awe agree on many things. (That’s
Davidson’s point about charity.) Now the area in which we can most easily nd
the desired agreement is that of observation, even if not in the logical positivisfs
contrived sense of ‘observation’. Thjs is so because our perceptual skills are fairly‘
similar, due to the fact that they result rather from nature than nurture or

individual creativity. Unfortunately, this pedestrian fact, which is part of the

normal practioe of intexpretation, was transformed by the logical positivists into

an articial and untenable dichotomy.
The analytic — synthetic distinction was used by the logical positivists to

distinguish between the conceptual scheme and the theories belonging to it. The

observational language and the theoretical language were supposed to be

connected by correspondence rules, analytic sentences whosc function is to

introduce": the theoretical terms on the basis of the observational vocabulary.
Differences in correspondence rules were regarded as conceptual dierences,
whereas differences in the synthetic sentences were regarded as merely theoretical

differences. Instead of correspondence rules, my account relies on translation

rules, which link two languages, rather than theory and observation. The

translation rules are certamly not analytici i116)’ are discovered during
interpretation, which is an empirical inquiTY-The“ i5 a W331‘ Similaritythough
between the logical positivists’ correspondence rules and my translation rules.
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The correspondence rules were supposed to be the conventions which govern the

use of theoretical terms. The translation rules describe the conventions which the

alien’s language use follows. However, the mere fact that the alien’s language
follows conventions different from those of our language is not sufcient to

establish conceptual differences, let alone the presence of a different conceptual
scheme.

Finally, a brief remark about cultural relativism. Cultural relativism has

many forms, most of which has nothing to do with the notion of a conceptual
scheme. What is relevant here is the version of cultural relativism which holds

that different communities may have different conceptual schemes, which cannot

be translated into each other. Since there is no common framework within which

the ideas of such different communities could be compared and evaluated, truth is

inescapably relative to conceptual schemes. The fact that I relied so heavily on

Davidson’s ideas about charity should make it clear that the notion developed here

cannot be invoked in making this sort of relativistic claim. Conceptual schemes,
as explained, emerge in the process of interpretation. So the relativist, who denies

the possibility of interpretation, cannot make use of this notion. So this sort of

cultural relativism and the present account of conceptual schemes are

inconsistent. To put the same point dierently, what I propose is the converse of

Davison’s procedure (1974). Davidson has shown that the notion of a conceptual
scheme which is committed to the version of cultural relativism just described is

incoherent. I made Davidson’s ideas part of the notion of a conceptual scheme

and have shown that the revised notion is incompatible with cultural relativism.

The notion of conceptual scheme has been used under different names by
generations of anthropologists and historians for the exposition of alien ways of

thought. If the present account is tenable, the notion is free of philosophical errors

and can be used without fear.
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FERENC L. LENDVAf

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF TRANSCENDENTAL MATERIALISM

The purpose of this address is to argue for the following theses:

(1) the concept of transcendentahty can be associated not only with idealism but

also with materialism;

(2) such a connection was made possible by Karl Marx’s theory;
(3) in the development of Marxism up to now, theory was tied to a political
movement‚ which is an error of principle, for what survives of it is a kjnd of

social ethics which should more appropriately be called Marxianism.

(1) The concept of transcendentality, as we know, was introduced by Immanuel

Kant in Section VII of his Introduction to his Chef dbeuvre: Kritik der reinen

Vernunft, where he said that cognition is transcendental when it is occupied not so

much with objects as with the mode of our knowledge of objects. He subsequently
examined the possibility of surpassing mere immanence without arriving in the

sphere of an abstract transcendence. Kant’s idealism is therefore neither

immanent (subjective) nor transcendent (objective) — it is a transeendental

idealism that seeks the potential and the limitations of cognition. This concept of

transcendentaliw,although with certain modications, remains unchanged in the

subsequent development of German idealism, having in general preserved the

formula ‘transcendental idealism’. That this combirlation is not necessary is

exempliedby Arthur C. Danto’s words in his work Analytical Philosophy of
History, saying that the primary task of philosophy is to draw the borderlincs of

our knowledge. This he performs with respect to the philosophies of history which

he calls Substantive or analytical — and thjs is xlly analogous to drawing the

borderline between transcendent and immanent philosophicalknowledge.
It is a commonplace that Marx’s theory is a continuation of the German

classical philosophy — Hegel’s in the rst place. He, however, wanted to tum the

‘upsidedown’ idealist dialectics the right way up, as he said, and put it on a

materialist basis. In doing so he followed not so much Feuerbach’s example as the

materialism of the English and French Enlightemnent with which he had already
been well acquainted, as is clear from his work Die heilige Familie. Feuerbach

instead inspired Marx to preserve the humanistic pathos‚which was present in the

Prometheus cult in his doctoral dissertation, also on materialistic grounds‚ instead

'
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of the ‘sunshine idealism’ he praised in the recommendation. Only an

‘anthropologic’ materialism could naturally serve such purposes
— the mature

Marx, too, always categorically distanced himself from the metaphysical and

natural scientic materialism. He also distanced himself from Feuerbach’s

unhistorically anthropological materialism. I-Iis materialism can only be termed

anthropological if anthropology is understood as a historical anthropology (as
Marx himself said in his work Das Elend der Philosophie, history is none other

than the constant transformation of human nature), thus ‘historical’ materialism

at the same time. We may call it ‘dialectic’ materialism in the usual way, insofar

as Marx too employed the dialectic apparatus Hegel had mobilised; and he

described its essence in the Introduction to Das Kaptial as a critical view,

consequently this materialism can be also described as ‘critical’ materialism

The basis of this critical materialism was, for Marx, science — and it really
meant the base, rather than the superstructure itself. This is evident in that Marx

expounded his theory as a critique ofpolirical economics on one hand, and as a

critique of political economics on the other. (In the title versions of his main

work, Das Kapital, and of its antecedents, the word ‘cntique’ occurs more than

once.) In the course of that critical treatment Marx distinguished the general
features of production —— in fact, man’s material life — from its specic forms, in

the rst place from the developed system of the production of goods, the capitalist
mode of production. Production in general is characterised by the fact that the

productive subject, man, as the creator of his own world, enters into contact with

the world of objects; more precisely, he creates them as objects (not in the

metaphysical sense, that is) - a machine is a machine because it is used; a house

is a house because it is inhabited, and things of nature are things of nature

because they are leamt to be as such (see primarily the Introduction to

Grundrisse). For Marx, the Kantian unlcnowable ‘things in themselves’ did not

exist. He averred that a difference existed only between the ‘already known’

(already leamt) and the ‘as yet unknown’ (yet unleamt) things. In that he is a

follower of Fichte and Hegel: being in its entire abstract sense is in fact identical

to not-being (see Hegel: Enzyklopädie,Vol. I, Par. 67), and things come into

becoming (are created) only in the process of becoming something (Werden) —

from the aspect of production, ‘use values’. There is no metaphysical
transcendence — the transcendental becomes continually immanent. At the same

time, values do exist; man himself, his activity, can bestow things with values in

this or that sense. There is value not only in economics but also in logic,
aesthetics, ethics, even in religion. Marx’s atheism is atheism not because he

denies religious values but because he does not even predicate them to begin with.

Transcendence and immanence are, therefore, notions of relationship.
Common exchange value too is transcendental when regarded from the physical
aspect of things; as Marx ironjcally puts it in the chapter on fetishism of
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commodities in Das Kapital, no chemist has as yet discovercd the exchange value

in diamonds. Values therefore exist ‘sensually above the senses’ (sinnlich
übersinnlich), he says. Similarly, the aesthetic value of a painting is not identical

with the material of the canvas and the oils on it, although it cannot exist without

them, just as the exchange value of diamond cannot exist without the physical and

chemical reality of the diamond. A piece of cloth with stars and stripes on it is not

nonnally used for dusting; on the contrary, such a use could well be described as

sacrilegious. In a similar way, two pieces of wood xed in the shape of a cross

may have sacramental value. This is no fetishism in the Marxian sense, at least

not necessarily so. Marx spoke about fetishism only in case we forget that in the

last analysis we ourselves are the creators of our world and in it the world of

values. Not as individuals, certainly, nor as members of a community, but as

representatives of mankind, in the Kantian sense of necessary and general
transcendentality (see Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Introduction II and VII), i.e as

human beings to whose existence some anthropological and ontological specics
a priori belong. Man, Marx says in his Introduction to a critique of Hegel’s
philosophy of law, tears off the imaginary owers that adorn (and thus conceal)
the chains because he wants to wear the chains themselves but because he wants

to pick living owers without chains. Persons who do not recognize values that

are transcendent compared to the merely natural immanence or, to put it in

another way, for whom nothing is sacred, are in fact not human. It is not only the

transcendäntthat tums immanent, but also the immanent turns transcendent — in

the above sense, therefore, Marx’s phjlosophy may even be described as

„transcendentaf materialsm.

(2) How could Marx have spoken about the immorality of capitalism without

presupposing all this, and how could he have moralised at length in Das Kapital
about small children, for instance, from whose blood silk was woven or about

working mothers who were unnaturally alienated from their own children? How

could he have brought value judgment on capitalism, how could he have described

it as an empire of total alienation — the world of ‘sinfulness at the fullest’

(vollendete Sündhaftigkeit)?Marx distinguished three mdamental forms of

human existence. First was the immanent form of natural human existence, in

which man in general is distinguished from the animal by his general
anthropomorphic features (namely that man continuously produces his ovm

world, while the animal does not) — but these qualities have not as yet developed
according to man’s own Standards. The second is the genuine development of

these most important human anthropological qualities, namely liberty and

conscious being, in the course of which he rids himself of the primitive ties and

unenlightened ignorance and becomes a free and conscious creator of his world —

at the cost, however, that over and above nature which he seeks to dominate, he
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creates a second nature, the world of alienated social laws (in which these laws

eventually lead to catastrophe much in the way of a house collapsing in an

earthquake), and in which the subject and repository of the entire development is a

ruling elite which uses the great masses as unwitting means or objects of this

development, whether in good or bad circumstances. And Marx posits the

existence of a third form, which is transcendent as compared to the second, and in

which the genuine qualities of human life gradually retum at the cost of going
through the second form and without the naivete’ of the rst fonn, and this time in

a way that they directly belong to man (and are not embodied in an alienated

economy, the state or ideology). This is a matenalised Version of the Hegelian
triple formula of ‘being in itself’, ‘being other’ and ‘being for itself” or, as Marx

himself referred to it‚ the famous formula of the negation of negation.
All this can only be found sporadically and coverty, „thorugh a glass, darkly”

(I. Cor. 13: 12): in his scientific analysis and directly Marx actually examined the

capitalist mode of production, even though he described its antecedents and

development as he saw thern. In this he naturally employed hypotheses of a

philosophical nature. After all we know full well that all sciences have paradigms,
presuppositions and axioms that are assumed without proof and that can no

longer be redueed to something else. (In case of rivalling scientic systems that

confront or exist side by side, these exist separately in each System.) Such a

presupposition is‚ for Marx, that capitalism is indeed technically the culmination

and morally the nadir of human history‚ and that these two Statements are closely
interconnected. And if this period fomts the centre of history, then it is possible
that, to put it in terms of Teilhard de Chardin’s famous evolution theory, logically
there can be, and empirically there are gradations between this centre, the alpha
point and the omega point, which the last grade attained does regard as steps

leading to itself — this then could make for ‘evolution’, as the Introduction to

Grundrisse puts it somewhat ironically. This is how Marx’s periods of pre-

capitalism and a post-capitalist perspective were bom — and it is not difcult to

point out that all this happened under the direct inuence of Hegefs periods. In

case it appears as a series of preconceived logical forms, this is in general a

necessary consequence of taking up an arbitrary point, which no evolution theory
could do without. And without an evolution concept we can only attain various

versionsof cyclical and etemal recurrence theories which the facts of history
refute aer all.

At the beginning of the so-called economic social formation (or of its various

forms), therefore, we nd the lzfe world, to use a modern phrase, of the

patriarchal industry of a family economy. The disintegration of this constitutes the

rst great period — with the societies of patriarchalism and the Antiquity,with a

growing production and a system of private ownership‚ yet the dominance of

natural economy and vestiges of communal ownership. Then, in Vico’s words’ the
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Christian-Germanic period of ‘barbarism returned’ did give the necessary
momentum to this society to shed its nal rigidjty and to evolve the modern

bourgeois society with the dominance of the production of goods, industrialism
and free private ovmership. Both great periods are based on coercive, i.e. slave
labour, which in the rst period is formal slavery and in the second a salaried
slavery. There is nothing special about the production and appropriation of added

value, for labour always creates more value than is necessary for its own

reproduction, even in the case of an independent private labourer. The basis of all
kinds of accumulation carried out by man is the fact, as Hegel revealed, that
labour is an indirect desire and goal (see Die Wissenschader Logik, V01. 3,
Section 2, Chapter 3: Teleology): if we want to accumulate something, we

obviously consume less than we are able to produce. However, since industrial

production, as Marx expounded in Das Kapital, necessarily consumes its own

basis, destroying the natura] environment and reproduction of human life, it

immediately is contanied, once it is unable to extend these processes — the

processes of extemal and intemal colonisation, to refer to theories by Rosa

Luxemburg and JürgenHabermas — without obstacles. That is why Marx posits a

third great period, predominantly post-industrial in character‚ in the develoment of
economic social formations, in which economisation with time, social planning
and collective control of ownership necessarily increase. To postulate such a post-
historical transcendent period is‚ at least in itself, scientic in nature. In fact, it

tums to utopia theroetically, and in practice it has led to the emergence of

eschatological movements.

(3) This unfavourable turn has had to do with the essential features and the

peculiar historical circumstances ofthe birth of Marx’s theory. It was, as we said,
a continuation of the heritage of classical German philosophy‚which in mm was

the inheritor of the Christian, more precisely Protestant, religious tradition. Hegel
emphasised in his Historj» of Philosophy (Vol. 1, Introduction, B, 2.b.) that

philosophy and religion only differ in form, not in content. Thus Marxism as

theory necessarily took over and continued this heritage as well — certainly in a

reversed form, as it were, and if Kant, Fichte and Hegel accomplished the

secularisation of the Christian religion, Feuerbach and Marx certainly concluded

its materialisation. The main point in this respect was to take over the

eschatological views of Christianity, as a consequence of which an early salvation

theory of some sorts, a secularisation of Christian parousia was to be felt in a

cautious or less cautious way in the thought of Kant, Fichte and Hegel, as well as

of Feuerbach and Marx. The proclamation of God’s country on Earth was, for

Kant, the universal society of the citizens of the world and the world state of

etemal peace; for Fichte, the community of saints and the justication of

mankind; for Hegel, genuine monarchy of the estates and the bourgeoisie and the
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statc of reconciliation; for Feuerbach, the general rule of love; and for Marx, the

realisation of communism. With some cautious rescrvations, primarily with Kant

and Marx, who emphasized it was a process and declared that the nal perfect
status would never come true, this idea has nevertheless been present everywhere,
and was to turn to an adulatory type, as with Fichte in the wakc of Kant, or with

several of Marx’s followers, among them Bloch and Lukacs, in the wake of

Marx. All this is Central conclusion of all such antecedents, namely that

philosophers up till then merely explained the world, but the real task is to change
it — obviously confonning to the demands of philosophy (classical philosophy).

The realisation of such demands would have entailed that, as the young Marx

put it‚ all those circumstances which philosophy deemed as unworthy of man

ought to have been eradicated and such social circumstances to be created instead

as stimulate men to adopt an aesthetic and ethical way of life, rather than the

attitude of ‘spiritual animal world’ (geistige Tierwelt). Consequently, the

alienated economic relations of society are to be abolished‚ the alienated state

machinery and the equally alienated ideological forms, philosophy itself should be

abolished, insofar as they should be realised in reality itself — in general, the rift

between the bourgeois and citoyen side of human existence, or even more

generally, between civilisation and culture‚ should be abolished. This idea was the

continuation of old Utopian dreams of the Golden Age, the Coming and Return of

the Messiah; in earlier tirnes‚ in the Antiquity, it went back to the Jewish prophets
and the Esseneans, and in later ages with Joachim of Fiore and Thomas More as

mediators. This idea resurfaced again in the Reformation and the English and

French Revolutions in religious or quasi-religious fonn with the Anabaptists,
Levellers and Jacobins. In the wake of the English industrial revolution and the

French social revolution, in the course of a major transformation of Europa when

the relationships of modern bourgeois society emerged, these ideas were organised
and reached a peak in theory and in practice in the systems of Utopian socialism

and the socialist workers’ movements. However, due precisely to its Utopian
character, Utopian socialism was indaequate to become the ideology of the

socialist workers’ movements which were mainly concemed with the sphereiof
nancial interests. Therefore it was possible for the Marxist ‘scientic’ socialism

to take this place. Thus‚ as the young Marx again put it, one indeed found the

weapons‘in the other — to what avail is another question.
The outcome, as soon as it appeared, was a series of catastrophes. Can the

catastrophic consequences of this development be eliminated at least

theoretically? We must realise that such consequences followed not from the idea

itself, nor from the attempt at realising it, but from the fonn of the attempt at

realising it — namely, from the movement character of this attempt. Though Marx

himself is also responsible for this launching of the fOITH 3S a movement, yet this

feature does not necessarily follow from the theofy. That ideas strain to be
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realised is natural — for what kind of a philosophy would it be if it were restricted

to mere useless speculation. However, political movements and revolutions belong
in the historical empire of necessities, rather than in free ethical action. The

socialist movement obviously has a future for itself, but that is not necessarily
contingent on Marxism and vice versa. Marxism as such has failed, for it forgot
about Hegel’s admonition that revolution was not possible without reformation

and that renewal of the external was impossible without the renewal of the

internal. To change the world — according to its inner standards — is out task

indeed; realising this, however, can be a categorical imperative only from the

aspect of our individual activity. The ethical (social ethical) thought that departs
from Marx’s theory and rids itself from the character of a political movement

could be called in the following Marxianism, after the example of Kantianism and

Hegelianism, rather than Marxism.

The eminent historian and philosopher of religion, Mircea Eliade, shows in his

work The Saint and the Profane how the lifestyle of modern, formally non-

religious man is full of magical, mythological and religious elements, without

positing transcendence in the classical sense of the word. Modern man himself

creates the ‘spiritual’ values that lift him above the mere immanent material

existence, and which in fact make him a man. Thus the world of values emerges
from and is tied to the world of immanence, although it also supersedes it - much

in the way of the Kantian idea of knowledge which always begins with

apperception but then surpasses it theoretically. The assumption of at least a

prevailing, if not existing, transcendence — in neo-Kantian terms: gelten-existieren
— which emerges from the sphere of irnmanence and supersedes it, using that

sphere as a basis, should be the essence of a transcendental materialism. And if

Marx’s thought is cleansed from the debris which the political movement has

deposited on it, that is, if it takes shape as Marxianism, then from this approach
Marxianism, owing to and undertaking the philosophical and cultural heritage it

takes as its point of departure, may consider itself as a radical Protestant view,
even a version of ‘God is dead’ theologies. Because, as the Czech Marxian

philosopherVite'zslav Gardavsky said, God is not entirely dead.
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PETER SZEGEDI’

COLD WAR AND INTERPRETATIONS IN QUANTUM MECHANICS

(Summarfy: Aer 1927 the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics

was dominant for more than two decades. However in this period some

changes were developing which nally have created a whole series of

different interpretations. If we want to look for the reason of ‘diese trials, then

we have to take into account the follovsing conditions: 1) circumstances

arising from actual theoretical researches of physics, 2) the evidently more

critical attitude of new physicist generations to the orthodox interpretations,
3) that some of the great authorities of physics (rst of all Einstein) were

holding on their earlier disloyal views and this inuenced the young

physicists, 4) there were ideological reasons, as well. A pait of young

physicists was politically Ie sided and the Marxism (dialeetical materialism)
inuenced them. In this paper we present the development of statistical

interpretation in Soviet Union and its effect to the non-Soviet interpretations
in the age ofthe Cold War.)

The possibility of an interpretation of quantum mechanics based on statistical

ensembles early appeared in the mind of physicists (see de Broglie’,Bomz, and

Einsteins).Behind this interpretation there are totally contradictory philosophical
standpoints. Our aim is to present the rst sophisticated statistical interpretation
which was bom in the Soviet Union.

The Soviet scientists worked since the earliest times professionally and

successillyin quantum mechanics originally arosen mainly in Gerrnan speaking
territories. Conceming the problems of interpretation the well-lmown discussions

in the Soviet Union were eolored by the fact that in the twenties they were tting
into a general philosophical debate4. It was demonstrated for example by

Nikolskifs appearance in 1936, who in his paperssentenced complementarity as

‘
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idealist misunderstanding of physical data and suggested a new objective
interpretation namely the statistical reformulating of quantum mechanics in which

Heisenberg’suncertainty relations became statistical correlations of dispersions.
Although he remained almost alone with his viewpoint, perhaps the appearance of

Einstein’s papers made it possible for him, to publish his interpretation in a book

entitled Quantum Processes (Moscow, 1940).
I-Iis follourer Dimitrij Blokhintzevö was studying physics in the period of

emergence of quantum mechanics and with the help from his teachers — for

instance Tamm7 — he made himself master of this new science. His researches in

theoretical solid state physics show the high level of his knowledge in quantum

theorys.He taught this branch at the University, he wrote its textbook, and gave it

a new interpretation — the latter is our main subject.
Blokhintzev besides quantum mechanics discussed general methodological

and philosophical problems of physics, as welle’.He also took part in political life

and was admitted to the Soviet Communist (Bolshevik) Party in 1943; later he

repeatedly was a member of the city party eommittee in Moscow.

Coming back to his works on quantum mechanics we continue there that

Blokhintzev just began to investigate the quantum and classical ensembleslo,the

quantum and classical behavior of physical Systems and the corresponding
mathematical apparatus", when Nikolskij’s book was published. This time

Blokhintzev rejeeted the statistical conception, because by his opinion the

quantum mechanics eoneemed the individual properties of atomic Systems (plus

6
1-1ewas bom in Moscow, in 1908. In his cliildhood he read Tzi0l.kovskij’sworks, they changed some leners, and

Blokhintzev made experiments with rocket engines. This connection with the pioneer oflhe space research played a
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wanted t0 go 1o a military college, but Ru1herford’s experiments on the Iransformations of nucleus impressed him

so much that he began 1o study physics on the Moscow’ University. In that time the Faculty of Physics wen! through
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measuring devices), as well”. Essentially preferred the interpretation of

Copenhagen School, but he declared its materialistic and dialectical nature. In

1944 his Introdzzction to Quantum Mächanics (the rst comprehensive university
textbook in Russian) was written in the spirit of Heisenberg’sinterpretation. Its

second edition was published in 1949 with the title Fundamentals of Quantum
Mechanics”. For the book Blokhintzev in 1951 was honored with the rst class

Stalin-prize.
The second edition from our point of view is rather different then the rst one.

Beyond the usual corrections and completition the main point of the change was

that Blokhintzev rejected Behr-Heisenberg interpretation and adopted the

statistical one. Accounting the circumstances of this change we must recall not

only his earlier works, Einsteins authority and Nikolskij’s book which evidently
inuenced the Soviet physicist, but the surrounding social and scientic life, too.

After the World War Stalin made up his mind to pass the results of foreign
science in the nearest future. In 1947 the secretary of the Central Committee of

the party‚ Zhdanov — in his lecture on a book in history of philosophy — actualized

it to the requirement of elimination of bourgeois (ideological) inuence from the

Soviet science. On this base occurred a year later the so called Lisenko affair with

the contribution of the Central Committee. In 1948 Molotov (Zhdanov has been

died already) demanded similar course for all the sciences. The philosopher
Maksimov” who had criticized the Copenhagen School already in the previous
decade, tried to meet these claims. In 1947-48 his controversy with particle
physicist Markov” was pregnant with aennath’s. The attack of Maksimov and

his followerslö personally concemed the main part of leading physicists. This

didn’t prevent for instance F renkel or Ivanenko to be honored with Stalin-prize for

their works in physics, but hard critics on books" and debates with ideological

edges“were often published in this period. Such debates were stopped only after

n
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Sta1in’s dead in 1953-54. In this Situation Blokhintzev not only had written a good
textbook and founded an important interpretation, but practically also preserved
for posteriority quantum mechanics and its teaching in Soviet Union. He did it

such a marmer that criticizing the vulnerable points of Orthodox interpretation he

onllygpositively referred to Soviet physicists and this was rather exceptional in that

era .

.

Blokhintzev’s works had other important consequences. Following his

footsteps some physicists began to think about the possible interpretations. This

process lead into the great but politically less dangerous discussions at the end of

the ies, when three main orientations were developed in Soviet Union: Fock’s

special Copenhagen interpretation (where the wave function represents the

„potential possibilities”), Blokhintzev’s quantum ensemble theory, and

Terletskij ’s hidden parameter model.

Blokhintzev’s inuence wasn’t limited to his country. Among the main

unorthodox interpretations in the international literature developing from the

fties the most sophisticated variant of the statistical interpretation namely the

theory of quantum ensembles was his workzo,and partly due to him raised the

wide class of hidden parameter theories. It was initiated by the American

theoretician David Bohm“. To understand quantum mechanics at the end of the

forties Bohm wrote and introductory book to quantum mechanics which was rst

published in February 195122.Its general philosophical basis followed Bohr’s and

Oppenheimefs conceptions but in spite of this Einstein also liked it perhaps
because the book was radically unusual as Bohm started with a non-

mathematical, conceptual, really physical introduction on the rst 170 pages. He

wrote about the hidden variables „...
the general conceptual framework of the

quantum theory cannot be made consistent with the assumption of hidden
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variables that actually determine all physically signicant events. In other words,
no completely deterministic mechanism that could explain the observed wave—

particle duality of tue properties of matter is ever: conceivable. At present,
however, it seems extremely unlikely that we shall ever be able to obtain a totally
deterministie description in terms of hidden variables?” The last part of the book
was again a principal one on the process of measurement involving a dozen of

pages about the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. Bohm concluded that „no

theory of mechanically determined hidden variables can lead to all of the results

of the quantum theory”.
In that time, aer the attack of the House Committee on Un-American

Activity, Bohm was suspended from his job, and this fact gave him the occasion

to meditate on fundamental questions of quantum mechanics. Knowing
Blokhintzev’s criticism and partly due to the discussions with Einstein, he

changed his mind. Conceming this change it is important to mention that Bohm

belonged to the circle of Oppenheimefs students in Berkeley at a time, when the

leism and the sympathy for Soviet Union were fairly popular there. So either the

Committee investigations or Bohm’s familiarity with the Soviet scientic

literature are no mere chances. Bohm’s leftism played and important role in the

Oppenheimer aair. The only Charge against Oppenheimer which worsened

during the hearings was just the Bohm-connection. The scientic leader of the

Manhattan-project had a contact with Bohm. Oppenheimer helped him to get a

job, wanted to invite him to Los Alamos (security service ruled it out), and he

didn’t break 01T the relations with Bohm aer the War, even aer the Bohm

hearing. The Bohm hearing was in the spring of 1949, when invoking the Fih

Amendment of the Constitution, he refused the answer to the question on his

connections with a communist party member (Steve Nelson was accused with

spying). Earlier Bohm told Oppenheimer that he hadn’t been the member of the

party‚ and this membership wasn’t proved during the Oppenheimerhearing".By

Iuly of 1951 Bohm worked out a deterministic hidden parameter interpretation of

quantum mechanics. In 1952 he published a long article” (The Physical Review

let the paper through only aer a special vetting) making an oer of concrete‚

deterministic hidden variable theory for conventional quantum mechanics. The

essence of his theory that the quantum mechanical state function - as it was

2’
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supposed by Einstein and others — is not a complete description of the reality, but

it refers only to the average of the precise positions and velocities of individual

particles which quantities are „hidden” for the usual measuring devices. As we

have seen‚ Bohm had an inner propensity for the conceptual problems, Einstein

encouraged him as well, and at last Bohm was in sympathy with Blokhintzev’s

and Terletskifs less concrete critical ideas based on materialist philosophy.
Perhaps these were the reasons why the American physicist seriously attacked the

orthodox interpretation. The reception of his theory was so characteristic for the

functioning of the physicists’ society that the sociology of science has made it

subject of investigation. The physicists generally rejected the hidden parameter

interpretation; they criticized it from technical and ideological point of views. For

instance Pauli considered it outdated, metaphysical and causelessly asymmetrical.
Rosenfeld attacked its deterministic fundamentals. It has positive reception only
from certain French and English Marxist circles (and for instance from Mario

Bungezö),but the Soviet Vladimir Fock attacked it several times. However the

criticisms refused to consider logical coherence and empirical adequacy of the

interpretation that is none of them refuted the theory in the usual (or rather

required) manner. Against Bohm it was used von Neumanrfs no hidden parameter

theorem, although Bohm’s hidden parameters lie beyond reach of von Neumann’s

considerations. The attack of the elite of quantum mechanics on Bohm constituted

the defense of positivism, arithmetic ideal of physics and the defense of the

established authority structures".
In the meantime already before the coming out of his fundamental paper, in

the fall of 1951 Bohm le the United States, because after the House hearing he

had been dismissed from his job and didn’t get another one. In Princeton his

farewell party was organized by Eugene Wigner. By the help of Oppenheimer and

with Einstein’s recommendatory letter in his pocket he went to Brazil, where he

worked at the University of Sao Paulo.” Aer a few weeks he was called in the

American Consulate and his passport was taken away to prevent his joumeys to

other countries, albeit Brazil in that tirne was a rather isolated place from

professional point of view. So he was forced to apply Brazil citizenship. During
his stay in Brazil Bohm worked on the problem of spin in his theory together with

2°
See e.g. Bange, M., „Strife about Complementarity”I-II.‚ British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 6

(1955): 1-12.; 141-154. or any of his papets from the fifties on this subjecl. A collection of these: Bunge, M..

MetascientzcQueries, (Springeld:Thomas, 1959).
27

Whitley, „Changes in the Social and Ixitellectual Organization of the Scienoes; Professionalism and the

Arithmetic Ideal“. In Sociology ofthe Sciencex. Yearbook 1977. The Social Production ofScientlc Knowledge,
(Dordrecht: Reidel, 1978), p. 157.
2°

Thai 1in1: the leader ofthe schon)! oftheorelical physics at Sao Pauio Universiry was Mario SchönbergHe was a

communist and a guest a! Prinoeton for several month a number of years earlier. He has been imprisoned at Sao

Paulo for a short time without any formal accusation or legal process in 1948- I“ his P3P“ in the volumes of

Nuovo Cimento 11 (1954): 674-682; 12 (1954); 103-133; 300.303; 649667 Schönbergused the same model for

the non-linear generalization ofthe Schrödingerand Dirac equations as Bohm
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Tiomno and Schiller”. From 1955 he worked at the University of Haifa, Israel. In

1959 he moved to England where rst he worked at the H. H. Wills Laboratory of

Bristol University, then from 1961 until his death he was professor of theoretical

physics at Birbeck College, London. In that year he got a favorable offer from the

Brandeis University (Massachusetts), but nally this plan wasn't realized because

of political reasons. In his emigration he continuously worked on interpretational
problems of quantum mechanicsso.

Summarizing this two interrelating stories we can say that the ideological
debates of the Cold War (and possibly other ideological collisions) positively
inuenced the development of unorthodox interpretations in quantum mechanics.

If we accept Paul Feyerabend’sopinion on proliferation in sciences, we should

have to like these interpretations, but of course we have other good reasons (no

physical ones) do not like Cold War.

29
D. Rahm, R. Schiller and J. Tiomno‚_ „A Causal Interpretation of the Pauli Equatinn" A-R, Sulnlnlemenmde}

Nuovo Cimenlo l (1955): 48-66; 67-91.
3°

On lhe further developmenl ofhis philosophical ideas see e.g. I-Iiley, B. J. and Peat, F. D.‚ „General inlroduction.

The development of David Bohm’s ideas from plasma t0 the implicate Order". In Hiley, B. J. and Peat, F. D.‚

Quantum Implications. Essays in honaur of David Bohm, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1987), pp. l-32.
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CSABA FAZEKAS‘

DATA T0 THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF HUNGARIAN

CATHOLIC POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE HORTHY ERA

We know a lot about the social structure and voters of the in interwar Hungarian
Christian political movements, mainly the most important Christian Econornic and

Social Party [Kereszteny Gazdasagi es Szocialis Part — KGSzP‚ 1925-1937] in

general. But in the Hungarian historiography there are no detailed studies of the

social structures of the different Christian party members in the interwar period.
In this article we should like to sumrnarise the main points of the social structure

of the Christian political leadership and MPs. But rst we have elaborated the

membership-applications of Christian National Party [Kereszteny Nemzeti Part,
KNP], the rst Christian party forrnation in the post World War I Hungary.‘

Based on a number of contemporary reports, we have been able to analyse the

remained declarations made by those who joined the Christian National Party.
(See Tab. 1.)’ This party was forrned on 8 August 1919 alter the Hungarian
Soviet Republic and the very beginning of the formation of the Horthy regirne.
The party was founded by Päl Teleki and Istvan Friedrich, who declared: „We
can only save our homeland of one thousand years from its nal destruction if

every Hungarian Christian joins together__intoone political party.” The need for a

unified and universal party proved to be a ction even at that moment.

Nevertheless, this party above all emphasised the that „the Christian world view

and the national goals” must be prevail at all costs.

'
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UniversityofMiskolc

Department of Modem Hungarian History
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l

First I would like to thank Peter and Gabriella Schimen for their help in the translation ofthis study into English.
This article was made in connection with my other work: Fazekas, Csaba: „With or without the power: Political

catholicism and Christian Political organisations in Hungary, 1918-1945”, in Kaiser, Wolfram (ed.): Political

Cazholicism in 20"’ c. Europa, Vienna 1999, (under press). In the footnotes 1 disregarded the detailed quotation of

the literature. The best works on this subject used by me very much: Adrianyi, Gabriel: Fünfzig Jahre

ungarischer Kirchengeschichte, 1895-1945. Mainz 1974 (Studia Hungarica 6.); Gergely, Jenö: A katolikus

egyhäz törtenele Magyarorszägon, 1919-1945, [The History of the Catholic Church in Hungary, 191949415],
Budapest 1997,; Gergely, Jenö: A politikai katolicizmus Magyarorszägon (18904 950): [The P°lm°a|
Catltolicism in Hungary, 1890-1950], Budapest 1977; Gergely, Jenö: A keresztenyszoeializmzfs
Magyarorszägon,1903-1923, [The Christian Socialism in Hungary, 1903-1923.], Budapest 1977; 661'831)’,33903

„Kexeszvgnypärtok, 19194944, hatalom e's egyhäl között”, [The Christian Panies, 19I9-l944‚ between the

Church and the Power] in Tärsadalmi Szemle (1991) No. 8-9. pp. 132-141 etc.

2
Tne source was found: National Archives of Hungary. R 316. Records of the Christian National Party. (Magyar

OrszägosLeveltäi: R 316. Komai Janos-hagyatek. 2. cs. 13. t. A Kereszteny Nemzeti Pan iratai.)
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Tab. 1.

Composition of Christian National Party’s Membership
(August — September 1919)

According to religion According to age According to job (%)
(°/o) (°/o)

Roman 76,2 Under 28,5 Oicial, staff 37,9
Catholic 30

Greek Catholic 1,2 30-39 35,7 Teacher, 15,5
schoolmistress

Orthodox 1,2 40-49 14,2 Physician, 13,7

pharmacist
Calvinist 7,6 Over 50 21,4 Lawyer, iurist 5,1
Lutheran 13,8 Total 100,0 Student 5,1

Total 100, N 28 Engineer 3,4
0

N 80 Actress 1,7

Member of 1,7
Parliament

According to sex Ofcer 1,7

(°/o)
Man 68,8 Peasant 3,4
Woman 31,2 Family member 10,3

(sy’swife)
Total 100,0 Total 100,0

N 80 N 58

This table were made only on the remained applications of membership,
nevertheless it seems to be a very good illustration. The rst dozens of party
members of Christian National Party represented the social groups of later

Christian political parties. The most active members of the party were most often

oicials, ‘teachers,members of the petit bourgeoisie, and the so-called „Christian
intellectuals”. More than half of them was oicial or school teacher, we could not

nd any workers or tradesmen etc. Most were bctween thirty and forty years of

age, but this composition seems to be very balanced. A relatively large number

were women, it is characteristic feature on the traditional sympathisers of the

Christian policy. Most of the party members were Catholics, although the party’s
oicially declared goal remained „the unication of all Christians into one party”.
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The later Christian parties openly were organised for the defence of Catholicism,
and thus were rejected by the Protestants. The anti-Semitism of the Christian

parties excluded not only the petite bourgeois Jews but also the wealthier Jewish

citizens, who enjoyed certain social connections to various groups of aristocrats.
In a typical example, when the Budapest lawyer Ferenc Rosa asked to be adrnitted
into the Christian Nationalist Party, he was reject with the simple comment:

„Formerly Jewish!” The rejection came despite Rösa’s fervent Catholicism; and

only aer a long debate would the party accept his baptism of twenty years
earlier.

In somewhat simplied form voting in interwar Hungary reected three

separate pattems: Budapest, the other larger cities, and the villages. Generally the

biggest difference between the cities and the villages was that in the urban areas

the presence of the organised industrial workers and Jews increased opposition
against the Horthy System. At the same time the urban intellectuals and ofcials

generally supported it. The rural peasants strongly backed the govemment and the

Christian parties. This support was only reduced during the 1930s with the rise of

the reorganised Independent Smallholders Party [FüggetlenKisgazdapart, FKGP]
and the rural Organisation of the social democrats.

The consolidation of Hungarian political life aer the World War I was made

by Prime Minister, Istvan Bethlen (1921-1931). He made a very powerful
govemment party from the rst Smallholders Party [Kisgazdapart]. The biggest
Christian party (KGSzP) was made froin the unication of Christian National

Unity Party [Kereszteny Nemzeti EgyesülesPartja, it was a reorganisation of the

mentioned KNP]‚ a smaller group of Christian socialists and others. In the 1920s

the KGSzP was a part of the goveming coalition, which severely limited the

party’s ability to manoeuvre.

Due to the enthusiastic backing of the prelates and the network of parishes the

KGSzP enjoyed a nation-wide Organisation. Only in Budapest did it fail to

establish any signicant local Organisation [Christian Community Party —

Kereszteny Közsegi Part, KKP]. This was due to the fact that the Christian

politicians in the capital who supported Bethlen without reservation had their own

political party. The leaders of the KKP observed, aer World War I roughly one

fourth of Hungary’s population came to be concentrated in Budapest; and the

cosmopolitan capital that had suddenly swelled so enormously embodied entirely
different political and social problems than the countryside. The KKP belonged to

the KGSzP’s right wing. In parliament its representatives formed an alliance with

the KGSZP, but not in local Budapest politics they did not. Instead, the KKP in

local matters pursued a considerably more radical Christian national policy. It

independently organised Budapesfs local govemment; and the KKP could

mobilise the capital’s non-Jewish population including Protestants. Between 1920
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and 1939 the KKP proved to be an effective rival of the social democrats and the

liberals; and with the help of the national govemment it steadily maintaied
control of Budapest’s municipal govemment. Largely due to the activities of the

KKP, Budapest, where the largest number of workers were concentrated, was not

only the citadel of social democracy but also became „Christian Budapest”.(See
Tab. 2.)3

Tab. 2.

Distribution of Votes (°/o) on Parliament and Municipal Elections in

Budapest, 1935.

Parliament elections Municipal elections

Christian Community Party 25,8 Christian 27,1
t Community Party

Party of National Unity 26,0 Party of National 25,5

Unity
Social Democratic Party 22,5 Social Democratic 22,3

Party
Liberal and Democratic 18,9 Unied Bourgeois 19,6

Opposition Party Party
Christian Opposition — 1,7 Christian 2,7

Legitimist People’sParty Opposition
Free Bourgeois Party 1,0 others 2,8

Hungarian Nationalist 0,6 Total 100,0
Socialist Party
others 3,5 Number of valid 218262

Votes

Total 100,0 Participation on 76,9
elections (%)

Number of valid Votes 249155

Participation on elections 79,8
(%)

Remark:

a) In a municipal general assembly only the one-third part of seats was lled by
direct elections.

’
Illyefalvi, 1. Lajos (szerlc): Budapest Szäkesföväros Statisztikai 6s KozigazgatäsiEvkönyve[Statistic and

Administration Yearbook ofCapitol Budapest] (XXN, Budapest 1936)
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From the countryside pattems we have chosen Miskolc in north-eastern

Hungary, a typical example of a larger provincial town. Unlike Budapest,
Miskolc lacked a liberal civic Opposition, and in practice the inhabitants of the

town divided into two camps. The worker colonies of the large govemment owned

companies and industrial plants and the Jewish petite bourgeoisie tumed Miskolc
into a citadel of social democracy. These fought constant battles with the

adherents of the goveming pany, who included „Christian intellectvgals” such as

teachers, ofcials and employees, as well as refugees from the north-eastern

territories lost under the terms of the Treaty of Trianon, the non-Jewish petite
bourgeoisie, and the anti-Serniticly inclined „Lumpenproletariate.” The Christian

nationalist forces attracted attention through constant demonstrations and

increased activism. The sharp political and social cleavages were revealed in 1925

when some desired to separate the professional organisations into „national” and

„non-nationa ‚” or Jewish parts. In the local policy the voters actually voted

according to local and not national parties’ interests. (See Tab. 3.)‘

‘
Political life of imerwavar Miskolc and Szabolcs county, see: Bozsikne-Mengyel,Katalin: „Miskolc polgärsägänak
gazdasägies politikai viszonyai 1920-1930 közön”, in [Economic and social relations cf Miskolc Citizens

between 1920 and 1930], A Miskolci Egyetem Közlemänyei, Miskolc, 1994. pp. 17-32.; Vinnai, Gyözö:
„Välasztäsok es önkormänyzatok Szabolcsban 1919-1939 közön", in Tanulnzdnyok välasztdsokröl e’:

önkormänyzatokrölSzabolcxban (1848-1948), [Elections and Self-Govemmems in Szabolcs County between

1919 and 1939.] Nyiregyhäza 1994, pp. 61-98. For the Tab. 3. we have used: Välasztäsi eredmenyek, in: ReggeIi

Hirlap (Miskolc), Dezember 14. 1934. p. 8. [Electoral Resulu]; Töth, Gäbor, A parasztsägpolitikai hangulata

Hajdü megyäbcn a.z l93l-es orszäggyülesivälasztäsok tükreberx, in: Acta Universitatis Debreceniensis. Tom. XI1.

Debrecen 1966. pp 73-84. {The Political Atmosphere o1” Peasantry in Hajdü County in the Mirror of 1931

Parliament Elections]; Vonyö, Jözsef: „Meskö pärtja Zaläban. Adatok a nyilasok Zala megyei szereperöles

tärsadalmi bäzisäröl”, in Zalai törtäneti tanulmänyok, [Zoltän MeskcYs Party in Zala. Data to 111e Role and social

Basis of Radical Right-wings in Zala.] Zalaegerszeg 1994, pp. 27-304.
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T ab. 3.

Examples for Elections in Countryside in the 1930s

1.) In a big town with majority of workers and middle-class citizens (Miskolc,
municipal elections, 1934)

Distribution Number of

of votes elected seats in

municipal
assembly

Alliance of Opposition Citizens and 50,2 14

Workers (Coalition of Liberals and

Social Democrats)
National Front (Coalition of the 49,8 10

govemment party, the „Christian
Democrats” and Christian

Socialists)
Number of valid votes 72020

2.) In rural counties with majority of peasants and smallholders

In place with Catholic majority In place with Protestant majority
Zala County, municipal
elections

distribution of elected seats

(1934)

Hajdü
elections

County,

distribution of votes (1931)

parliament

Unity Party 58,0 Unity Party 64,6
Christian Economic 25,0 Independent Smallholders 22,4
and Social Party Party
Hungarian National 13,6 Social Democratic Party 13,0
Socialist Party

Independent 3,4 Total 100,0
Smallholders Party
Total — 100,0 Number of valid votes 30546

N 88 Participation on elections 70,1

(%)

Among the villagers the goveming party and the Christian party held

overwheiming sway. In Szaboics county in the north-east many did not go to vote

because in a number of districts only the govemment party ran candidates. In the
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rural areas the limited suffrage was further curtailed by the practioe of public
voting and the forceful backing of the goveming pany by the police. The basic

workings of the Horthy system made any thought of organising an Opposition
based on the support of the peasantry entirely illusory. Protestants actually voted

for government party and disliked the Christian parties. For Protestants in the

1930s only the Independent Smallholders Party meant an opposition but

conservative alternative. In counties with a Protestant majority the FKGP

received a lot of votes, but was quite unsuccessil in Catholic territories.

Within the ideology of Christian nationalism the Christian political parties
usually revealed a clearly dened social composition. It is indicative that

beginning in the second half of the 1920s most of the divisions within the party
resulted from disagreements between the Christian socialists and the so-called

Christian democrats. The latter were organised around agrarian interests, which

included not only wealthy aristocrats but also peasants. During the era the

Christian socialists on the other hand remained an urban based group, albeit their

intellectual worker bases declined.

Even if we know little about the membership of the parties, we do have some

sources on the leadership of the Christian political movement. The confessional

composition of interwar Hungarian parliament properly was parallel with the

whole population. But it is remarkable that the Protestants were more represented
and the almost lack ofthe Jews. (See Tab. 4.)5

Tab. 4.

Examples for the Religious and Social Composition of the

Interwar Hungarian Parliament

1.) According to religion
members of parliament Hungary’s total

number °/o population (1930)

Roman Catholic 174 59,0 64,9
Greek Catholic 10 3,4 2,3
Orthodox 1 0,3 0,5
Calvinist 81 27,4 20,9
Lutheran 27 9,1 6,1

5
Rudai, Rezsö: A politikai ideolögia. pärlszerkezet, hivatäs e’: äletkor szerepe a magyar ke'pviselo"häz81S.a

pärtok äletäben, 1861-1935. [The Role ofthe Political Ideology, Party Stmcture, Employment and Age in the Life

of the Hangman Parliament and the Parties, 1861-1935] Budapest 1936; Haeler, lstvän: Orszäggvüläsi
almanach az 1939-44. ävi orszäggyüläsröl, [Parliament Almanac from the 1939-44 Parliament] Budapest 1940,

The population is from the 1930 national census: Balogh, Margit — Gergely, Jcnö: Egyhzizak a: üjkori

Magyarorszdgon, 1790-1992. [Churchs in Modem Hungary, 1790-1992. Statistics] I1. Adanär, Budapest 1996
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Unitarian 1 0,3 0,1
Israelite 1 0,3 5, 1

Total 295 100,00 100,00

Remarks: The number of seats aer the territorial changes and by-elections of

1938-1941.

2.) According to job
KNEP All A11 government All

Christian Christian party MPs

parties parties
. (1920) (1922) (1931) (1939)

Landowner 34,1 22,9 17,6 23,7 20,0

Lawyer, jurist 9,3 5,7 2,9 19,8 13,8

Engineer - - - - 4,0

Writer, joumalist, 14,7 17,1 17,6 7,2 9,8
teacher

State ofcial 6,7 14,3 14,7 15,1 12,8

Municipal ofcial 6,0 2,9 2,9 15,8 5,7
Private oicial 3,3 5,8 2,9 0,7 3,3

Clergyman 13,3 20,0 17,6 1,3 6,4

Artisan, 7,3 5,7 11,8 9,2 3,7
manufacturer,
tradesman

Physician‚ofcer 5,3 5,7 11,8 5,9 11,1

Smallholder, peasant - - - - 7,4
Worker — - - - 1,0
Total 100, 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0

0

N 74 35 34 158 295

Remarkz"

a) We quoted data from diiferent periods, but the social composition of the

parliament (including Christian parties) did not change during the interwar period.

"fhe leading bodies, those that included the representatives in parliament

developed along the lines of „Christian democrats” and „Christian socialists.” The

latter included a number of landowners, while the fOImCT TYPiCaIIY03m6 from the
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ranks of the traditional Catholic intellectuals such as teachers and lower ranking
ofcials. In every Christian Organisation we can nd among the leaders a number

of clergy. This would appear to indicate that these groups were not social

organisations that arose spontaneously but came about as a result of church

sponsored political activity. Other interesting and illustrative example the
National Christian Socialist Party’s leadership. The 68 % of them belonged to

intellectuals (clergymen, lavsyer, teacher, party functionary etc.)‚ the role of other
social groups is negligible. (See Tab. 5.)‘

Tab. 5.

Employment Composition of the National Christian Socialist Party’s
Leadership (1926)

Ofcial

Teacher

La
'

harmacist

Writer editor
'

Smallholder
'

manufacturer

Party or trade

Total

N

%

°

Gergely, Jenö: „A politikai katolicizmus ätrendezödäse a bethleni konszolidziciö elsö feleben”, (1920-1926), in

Szäzadok (1990) No. 5-6. pp. 670-707. [Transfomiing cf the Political Catholicism in the First Half ofthe Bethlen

Consolidation]
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KATALIN BOZSKNE-MENGYEL’

EXPROPRIATION AND ANNIHILATION

OF THE JEWISH CITIZENS IN MISKOLC

Preliminaries

In the interwar period the. number of the Jewish population living in Miskolc was

extremely great in comparison with those in other provincial towns. After

Budapest and Nagyvarad it was in Miskolc that their number was the greatest (in
1920 11.300 people). In the 1930s the proportion ofthe Jewish popularion was

as follows: in Budapest 23,2%, in A/Iiskolc 19,8%, in Debrecen 9.8%, ir/Päcs

9. 0%, in Szeged 5,8%, in Kecskemät 2,3% and in Hodmezöväsärhely2,0%.’
Their mass immigration goes back to the 18th century when the Jews dealt with

trade, worked in industry and dibrent professions, but 80% of the landowrmers

and lease-holders having more than 57 hectares of land was also Jevxdsh. Besides

industial and commercial activities they played a determining role in the formation

of the intellectual life of the town. 60% of the landowners and 71,2% of the

medical doctors in Miskolc were of Jewish origin? Another, more independent
layer of the intellectuals emerging from among the Jews also left an essential

mark on the aspect of the tovm. The busiest parts of the town were occupied by
lawyers, doctors and merchants and it were they who gave the town what we can

call mission, excitement, life and activity. „The cityscape was mainly formed by
them too, the illuminated shops and some of the more than one storey buildings

being more shovsy than necessary also emphasized the property of an independent
group represented by the bourgeoisie.” This is what Zoltän Szabo said about

Miskolc in his book entitled „Cifra nyomorüsag”(Poverty disguised under a

supercial show of wealth)? The great majority of the Jews in Il/Iiskolc were

progressive mindea’, strongly assimilared and neologian‚ they declared

themselves to be nave speakers ofHungarian and in the interwar period hardly

any ofthem stuck t0 strict Orthodox, religious rules.

They had denominational educational institutions but lacked the so-called

Zionistic political organizations based on nationalistic ideas. They joined the

Hungarian political trends. Although in 1927 a Zionistic organization began to be

'
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established under the influence of the attacks by the strengthening political right-
wing, the majority of the Miskolc Jews did not agree with it, so the organization
could not have a resounding effect.“

The Jewish population in Miskolc was strarzed. The richest and topmost

layer was constituted by bankers and nanciers, wheat and wine traders. The

greatest tax-payers of the town also emerged from among them. The well-to-do

middle-class bourgeoisie dealt with industrial, commercial or intellectual activity.
The poorer middle class was represented by market-men, the owners of grocery

shops and the crasmen employing one or two helpers.
In the 1920s there were three basic political trends in Miskolc. One of them

was the Christian Socialist and the Christian National trend. Thanks to its trade

unions the Christian Socialist trend rst of all attracted railwaymen, labourers

and representatives of the religiuos middle class. The Christian-National trend

was strenger, more important and rst of all more militant than the Christian

Socialist one. Due to its agressive anti-Semitic attitude this organization kept the

Christian Socialists at a distance. "Iheir supporters came from the so-called

„Christian middle classes”: the civil servants of the town and county, lawyers,
teachers, leading personatities of administrative ofces, who escaped from the

disannexed territories, but this trend found followers among the lower middle

classes and labourers inuenced by the religious, mainly irredentist ideology.
Greatly exposed to the govemmental policy and shocked by the war, revolutions,
the loss of the country’ and disillusioned with its cxistence the layer of office

workers saw the source of every trouble in the anarchy and Trianon. When

making a new start and re-distributing new posts, authority and material

potentials this layer looked upon the political rightists as the defender of their

interests and rejected not only the socialistic leftist ideas but also the civil liberal

thoughts. Amid the heavy economic conditions of the 1920s one of the

characteristic features of this trend was t0 nd a political scapegoat. The country
was divided according to the following categories: „national” and „anti-national”,
„Christian national and civil liberal, cosmopolitan”,that is „Jew” and „non-Jew”.
This division meant that it was an-Semism that becarne the determining feature

of this political trend.

T he other strong political trend in Miskolc was that of social democracy.
However,betvveen 1922 and 1939, in spite of the revolutions and the defeat of the

le-wing one of the town’s MPs in Parliament was Ferenc Reisinger, a social

democrat. The basis for this movement was provided by the several thousand

labourers working in the Diösgyör and Miskolc factories. While seeking
protection in the anti-Semitic campaigns renewing gain it was the Miskolc lower

'
Borsod -Abai'ij - Zemplen megyei levältär /BAZ County Archivesl; Miskolc VÄTOSilevöltär /The Archives ofthe

city of Miskolc/: Miskolc föispän elnöki jel. lpresidential repon by the Lord Lleutmant/ 1927/106. (hier: BAZ

mlt, Mvlt)
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middle-class, especially its members of Jewish origin that sympathized with this

party.
The thirdpolicalforce manoeuvring between these two main political trends

was the Civil-liberal Opposition, which represented the views of the leaders of

fomter ofce-holders, the rich upper middle-class, the wealthy Jews and part of

members of the liberal professions. This trend had a decisive impact on the town

policy for a long time and played a role in electing the mayor.

In the 1920s the so-called „Christian line” divided the citizens of Miskolc in

various (in the majority of cases successfnl) ways. The local rightist press
conducted a series of anti-communist, anti-socialist and anti-Semitic campaigns
for fun. After the elections of 1922 it was the achievement of the right-wing that

the middle-class dealing with crafts and business had no representatives in the

municipal board. As part of the comprehensive attack the crasmen’s association

in Miskolc became divided. It was their intention to set up one separate

Organisation for „the national crasmen” and another one for the „non-national”,
that is, Jewish crasmen. These disruptive tendencies were only partly crowned

with success. In the summer of 1925, following the national crasmen’s

association that existed only for a short time, the middle-class in Miskolc

established a unied association of craftsmen consisting of 500 persons. It

demonstrated the citizens’ disagreement with their discrimination, their wish not

to deal with politics and their action against hatred and disruptions
The anti-Sertlitic attitude of the 1920s and 1930s did not undermine the

position.? of the Miskolc Jews t0 a [arge extent in the economic life of the town,

but at the same time it caused a lot ofpsychological damage and misleading
masses of people, it paved the way for further tragic events.

Following the Anschluss, on the Eve of World War II, the shadow of the

I-Iitlerist Gennany bacame more and more threatening for Hungary. The existence

of the Jewish population in Miskolc was deeply affected by passing the rst and

second anJewish law. The laws in 1938 and 1939 essentially displaced the

Jews from intellectual and ofce jobs and limited their political rights. The

necessary proportion of Jewish tradesmen and merchants was detennined by
administrative organizations. Several J ews with a low Standard of living got into a

dangerous position. In July 1940 the Miskolc association of the small retailers

and craftsmen asked the mayor to permit trading at least to families of Jewish

confectioners as well as traders in fancy goods shops, the head of which did

labour Service. The mayor refused to permit it.“ Jews working in intellectual jobs,
for the press and at the theatre also remained without a job.

’

MixkolciNaplö lJoumal ofMiskolc/ 14. o7. 1925.
‘
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The third anri-Jewish law in 1941 was passed in the spirit of the German

Nürnberg „racial laws”. It was followed by the introduction of compulsory
medical examination before marriage, the prohibition of marriages between J ews

and non-Jews, if they had a sexual intercourse it was qualied as a racial slur.

Local authorities had to make arrangements against the Jewish population
which linuted their basic conditions of life. The competent authorities were

ordered by the sub-prefect to make Statements about whether there were still any

Jews working in the public sevices, how many enterprises ceased to exist as a

result of earlier anti-Jewish laws, how many of the Jews did still have the right to

vote, and if there were any Jewish members in the municipal board7 The Jews

had to hand in their radio sets and they were only allowed to listen to the

Budapest I. broadcast. The organisations safeguarding their interests were

limited, the authorities found every pretext to do so. In 1942 the headquarters of

the Miskolc retailers and smallholders were closed due to unlawful management
of property and having radio sets for listening to foreign broadeastsg

Labour Service meant a serious ordeal for Jewish men in the years of the war.

It was military Service at the front-line without ghting. In the beginning of the

war inmates of the labour camps were made to work on constructions at the

airport, then, together with the Miskolc VII army corps they were taken to the

Don where as a result of mistreatment, cold, hardship and the defeats on the battle

elds most of them lost their lives.

The opinion of the ‘society on the anti-Jewish laws and the reason for

dimimshing their feelings of danger were summarized by Istvän Bibö as follows:

„By this kind of ‘solution’ to the J ewish question most of the people meant the

following simplistic and childish idea: it has to be „ordered” by some laws and

regulations‚without changing the whole economic and social structure, that Jews

should eam less money than non-Jeuvs. The anti-Jewish mass feeling set free and

stirred up as a result of equalizing certain unequalities in income distribution as

well as the distinction on the basis of origin paving the way for this distinction

could easily change into persecution and the killing of the Jews. This historic

experience was deeply pxinted only into the nerves of the Jews in the 30s, but for

other people it had no convincing force, which is not surprising at all?”

Annihilation of the Jewish Population in Miskolc

The German occupation in 1944 meant that the fate of the Hungarian Jews was

decided. It was obvious that the fascist repressive organisations would gather and

7
BAZ mlt, IV. B. 810/b, 19010/1944.

8
BAZ mlt, repon by the Miskolc Lord Lieutenant 1942-44

_
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deport the Jewish population in the same way as it was done in other countries

under Gennan occupation. On 31 March 1944 the Hungarian authorities passed a

decree stating that Jews had to wear a yellow patch as a distinctive sign and

abolishing the Jews’ public Services and duties, and their membershzp in

lawyers’ oices, media, rheatrical and cinemaric chambers and other

limitations.”
The „affairs of J ews” were dealt with by the XXI. Department cf the Ministry

of the lnterior under the quidance of Läszlö Endre under-secretary of state. This

department was directed and advised „from above”, by the German Erickman and

his team members charged with special tasks, but it was the Hungarian police
and gendarmerie, some corps of the home-defence and the Iocal administrative

organisations that gathered and deported the Jews.

On 7th April 1944 a secret decree was issued by the Ministry of the Interior

about setting up ghettos and the methods of Separation. The document was signed
by under-secretary of state Läszlö Baky. In the order of the appointed territories,
lord lieutenants, deputy-lieutenants and commanding oicers of the competent

police and gendarmerie were called together to be informed about the tasks to be

done.“

The necessary steps were taken in Miskolc too‚ in accordance with the

govemmental regulation. Ordered by the deputy-lieutenant, the mayor signed the

decree stating that it was i compulsory for the Jews to report to the police their

"permanent place of residence.”

On 9th May 1944 the mayor ordered the J ews to wear a yellow patch with the

diarneter of l0 cm so that it could be visible." As a result of the mayor’s
command it was prohibited in schools and institutions of education to teach and

read any written work by Jewish authors.”

The Mayor’s Oiee started to survey the lands ofthe Jews and, as stated in

contemporary documents, started to nd new owners for the lands „offer ”. Out

of 181 applicants 179 were given land. (61 ofee-holders in town, 34 state

employees, 28 agricultural workers, 31 crasmen and tradesmen‚l8 factory

workers and l0 persons representing other categories)”The distribution of the

land „offered” rst of all improved the property Status of the Christian middle-

class in town. As the next step, the registration of the Jews was followed by their

Separation is ghettos. It was the task of the towrfs administration to mark out the

suitable and separated territory, which could be locked and guarded perfectly, to

'°
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make the necessary technical changes, to ensure the basic living conditions and

catering. Before transporting the Jews and sending them to concentration camps

the Germans insisted on the Jews being segregated so that they might not get in

touch with the population and thus might not escape. However, due to war

transports, for the transportation of the thousands of people the Gennans did not

have the necessary number of trains at their disposal either. On the other hand, the

purpose of gradation was to hinder the the potential resistance of the huge crowd.

The self-respect and will-power of the Jewish population was destroyed step by
step on the way to the death factories.

It was the MÄV estate that the Mayor’s Office rst suggested being
converted into a ghetto. Their intention was to make use of the temporary

lodgings. This plan was rejected on the grounds that this territory was not closed

enough and it was exposed t0 the danger of air-raids and the authorities

considered that railwaymen would also have been endangered by the J ews living
in the vicinity.” In the end the territory of the ghetto was marked out as being in

the area bordered by Szemere, Margit, Zrinyi, Petö and Gilänyi streets as well

as in Arany and Vörösmartystreets. There had been 120 Jewish families living in

this tenitory earlier, it was mainly their ats where about 10.000 people were

crammed.

In Budapest as well as in some provincial towns, among them in Miskolc the

German and Hungarian authorities founded the Jewish Council to represent the

Jewish population gathered and at the same time inform the Jews about the

decisions of the authorities. Mör Feldman, president of the Municipal Jewish

Council, the former initiator of the Zionist movement became leader of the

Miskolc religious community. On 1st May 1944 Szlavy, the mayor saw the

representatives of the Jewish communjty. The president asked for fair treatment

and pleaded for mercy for the Jews of Miskolc. „Your excellency! The fates of

10.000 J ews, among them so many helpless, old and sick‚ so many innocent souls,
are in your hands. We hope that your decisions will be guided with humanity”,
said the president of the Jewish Council.” On 28th June 1944, when the Jews

were transported from Miskolc, in the Mayor’s Ofce it was written on the

document: „The present request cannot be fullled. "lhere is no need for further

measures.”

On 11th May 1944 at 8 o’clock a.m. directing the Jews to transit camps

began with police interference. It was the last stage before deponation. Besides

the clothes they were wearing, the Jews were allowed to take l pair of shoes, 1

change of clothing, 2 changes of underwear, some bedclothes and food for three

days. On the way to the ghettos the march was led by carts carrying the

“’
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belongingspermitted, they were followed by the people marching two by two with

police and gendarmerie escort on the sides and at the end. Aer reaching their

destination nobody was allowed to leave the territory of the ghetto. Lodgings were

distributed by the members of the J ewish Council as well as the representatives of
the authorities.

A lot of Miskolc Jews tried to nd excuses and save themselves and members

of their families. Those who had been given honours in the Great World War and

the citizens having lived in Miskolc for several generations applied to the Mayor’s
Oice for exempon. However, as determined by laws and regulations relating to

the subject these persons also had to go to the ghetto until clarifymg their

legitimacy. It was hardly possible for people deprived of their homes‚ personal
belongings, nancial means, values and documents to prove their identities in a

convincing way and arrange their aairs.

As ordered by the govemment, a strict and detailed inventoiy of the personal
property „le” by the Jews had to be made. Orders were given on the basis of

enacting clauses to survey and lock the properties. These orders determined the

way the sub-prefect of Borsod County gave to make inventories of shops,
Workshops, ats, etc. which had been of Jewish property. Inspections by experts
and „sealing” of various properties were also determined by the spirit mentioned

above. Only the treasurer was entitled to sell securities, precious metals,

paintings, fur coats, etc.” On 7th July 1944 shops being previously the property

of those deported were closed.” The people crammed in the ghettos waited for

their fates to be changed with fear and defencelessness. Permanent raids by police
and gendarmerie, infamous brutality caused by the Jews’ hiding some valuables

also increased the suering of the hopeless.
It was at that time that the population of Miskolc faced with the deprivation

Qfcivil rights ofmasses, the blackening of their fellow—citizens they had lived and

worked together with for decades. As a result of mixed marriages many of the

non-Jews were also deeply concemed with these ordeals.

In spite of the serious punishments promised and the political demagogy

proclaimed day by day there were people who tried to help and rejected mutual

cooperation with the executive Organs. Many of them hid refugees from the ghetto
or labour Service, took food or false documents to the ghettos. (We have to

mention the 18 year old Erzsebet Jorkö, resident of Miskolc, who was intemed

because of helping a woman to escape from the ghetto.)2°There was a striking

“
BAZ m11,1x202. 14036/1944.
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number of oice holders in the Mayor’s Office who reported illness and medical

treatment so that they should not have to work during these critical weeks. The

oice holders who were entrusted to become administrators of Jevvish property
resigned one after the other, because there were serious problems and scandals in

connection with managing the properties and many of them were unable to

reconcile it with their conscience.” However, the Mayor’s Ofce was strict with

the negligents and found various regulations for those who disagreed and the

ofce could prove it.” At the same time we must not forget that intimidation and

military drill made the illlment of individual duties extremely difcult. Those

who wanted to help the „blackened” risked not only their own lives‚ but also those

of their families’. The oicial propaganda also had its effects. It suggested that

the results of the Christian-national policy had ripened and aer pressing the J ews

out of economic and political life the Christian-national middle class would get its

deserved position at last. It was followed by the moral decline ofthe whole society
which took place according to the terrible logic of making scapegoats who

conderrm the Jews. It was a false situation for the middle class suggesting the

possibility to create advantageous positions without any individual effort and with

the help of the state. Instead of real social „refom1s”the whole political leadership
counted on the people’smost wicked emotions and by means of this wanted a

redistribution of material goods and social positions.
One of the means of intimidation was included in the Statement of the Miskolc

Police in June 1944. It was the revival of the change of ritual murder against the

Jews. It said: „We wam the Hungarian Christian community that certain persons
have put poisoned lumps of sugar near the gates of the houses and thus they
intend to endanger the life and health of Hungarian Christian children?”

The local rightist press intended to supress people’s elementary feelings of

solidaxity by Starting a big teasing campaign about the hidden properties and the

kilos of gold piled up. The population was made to nurse hopes that the allocation

of the 2200 vacant ats would put an end to the housing shortage in Miskolc. The

Hungarian daily Magyar Eier regularly published articles offering anyone

interested abandoned surgeries, lawyer’s ofces and shops.“Announcements of

this kind always had their effects: several people applied for pharmacies,
surgeries, irniture for newly weds, etc.” Christian tradesmen and craftsmen,

especially’the ones whose shops and Workshops were attacked by bombs were in

the position of applying to the Mayor’s Ofce and asking for a shop or a

warehouse, a one-time Jewish property to be opened for them. The bureaucratic

"
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language of the resolutions passed mentioned „abandoned” Jewish property and

owners „being away”, whose properties were given to new owners according to

inventories, „the Charge for use being xed later?”
The possibility of acquiring property quickly made the deviant layers of the

town wild and unmanagable. The atmosphere of this period was described by a

contemporary like this: „Horthy and his men, and later the Hungarian Nazis were

clever enough to blacken part of the population as a result of the anti-Semitism

they incited. I remember J une 1944, when the J ews were deported and robbed, the

authorities siezed and took the greater part of the properties, and the ats

belonging to the J ews earlier were thrown open to those who were inclined to take

part in a robbery like this. I myself wimessed events like this in Miskolc. It was

terrible. Possibly as a result of some organizing activity a crowd consisting of

several hundred people gathered in the I-Iigh street (Fö utca). The people went into

the shops‚ats and shameful events followed. On the balcony of a at, formerly a

Jewish property, marauders started fighting for getting eider-downs. Then they
tore one and the contents, that 1s, feathers poured out. Then I saw a tramp run

away with a box of gloves and witnessed when he discovered that all the gloves
were for le handsfm

According to the Cabinet decision the transportation of the Jews from Miskolc

and Szekesfehervar had to be started on 6th June 1944. It was the denite wish of

the Germans that the Jews were transported from the operational areas and the

nearby territories to the concentration camps so that they might not fomi a „fth”
colunm and collaborate with the enemy. As conrmed later by Endre Baky,
under-secretary of state responsible for the deportations in an evidence at the

people’stribunal, the Hungarian Jews living in the provinces were transported in

the following order: rst from the Transcarpathian territory, then from

Transylvania, the southem regions and the ghettos in Miskolc and

Szekesfehervar, then from the district of Debrecen and Szeged, and in the end

from the surroundings of Pecs, Szombathely and Pest.” In the beginning of June

1944 there were no military operations in the area surrounding Miskolc, but

according to the evidence given by Jaross, Minister of the Interior later, the

Gennans demanded the earliest possible transportation of t11e Jews gathered.”
The Germans even praised the competent under-secretaries of state Laszlö Endre

and Läszlö Baky for „arranging matters” in Hungary quicker than in Poland,

which was due to the better work of the gendarmerie.”

’f BAZ m11,1x. 201. 12701/1944, 12699/1944.
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On 5th June 1944 the eommanding ofcer of the gendarmerie responsible for

the dcportations from Miskolc ordered the inhabitants of the ghetto to line up.

Then they were driven to the premises of the brick-works in Tatär street.“ It was

a well-known practice all over the country to take the Jews to brick factories

before the deportations because of a practical reason: it was the easiest way of

making the deported build temporary lodgings and lavatories for themselves from

the building material piled up in the open drying rooms. There were railway lines

in the brick factories where it was possible to shi in railway carriages and solve

the problem of „loading” the trains with several thousands of people
comparatively separately.

The Miskolc Jews were deported some days later, on 12th, 14th and 15th of
June.” There were 80-100 persons crammed into one carriage and their

destination was Auswitz-Birkenau. The trains went to Auswitz through Kassa

(Koäice). It was impossible to travel through Lemberg (Lvov) because of the

military transports, since it was a military area then.

According to the data available in the County Archjves the number of those

deported was as follows: an 12th June 1944 8.667 persons, an 14th and 15th

June 6. 797 persons. lt totals 15.464 persons.”We have no unambiguous data

about the exact number. As stated by Andor Jaross, Minister of the Interior, there

were 13.000 Jews in the Miskolc ghetto.“ On the monument of 1947 14.000

victims are remembered.

The members of the death march were allowed to take the following quantity
of food: l kg our, 3,5 kg bread, 40 dkg dehydrated vegetables, 15 dkg oil or

margarine. Aer spending some weeks in the ghetto hardly any people had this

supply, so it was obvious that their sufferings were increased by hunger, too. It

was the duty of the Mayor’s Ofce to ensure the supply of drinking water and

bread as well as a suitable lock for the carriages.”The carriages were covered by
lead, so the people inside could have hardly any air through the small vent-holes.

So the miserable creatures travelled, deprived of their belongings and their money
for days. They received some bread and two buckets „for the journey”, one bucket

full of water and the other for their sanitary needs. This is how they set out for

their unknown destiny: women, men, babies, seriously ill and old people, said the

president of the Jewish Council in a letter to J aross, the Minister of the Interior on

22nd June 1944.3‘ The train was accompanied as far as the borders by the

gendannerie, but when they reached their destinations, it was the Germans who

3'
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,,unloaded” them, confessed Laszlo Ferenczy, colonel of the gendarmerie in the

trial of the Endre—Baky—.larosscase.”
Out of the 13-14. 000 people, who had been displaced from Miskolc and the

ones who returned om labour service only 3.000 survived.
33

On 28th June 1944

the sub-prefect in Borsod Couny dissolved all the Jewish associations and civil

organisations, since at that time there were practically no Jewish inhabitants in

Miskolc at all. This was the rst destruction of the middle class in the modernized

and industrialized Miskolc in the course of the dictatorships of the 20th century
and we have to emphasize, that it took place with the active participation of the

Hungarian authorities and with the silent assistance of the deceived, intimidated

population.

3’
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SÄNDOR KoVAcs‘

THEORETICAL APPROACH T0 THE INTEGRATIVE MODEL
OF THE TRADITIONAL SOCIETY

Traditional society is one of the forrns of society unfolding in a discrete way and

obtaining specicproperties in the historic process of genus humanum, that is to

say, it is the product of history developing at a denite degree of civilization (as a

result of objective necessity), has a specic (exceeding its function) trajectory of

evolution and in time gives way to a newer form of society. Thus traditional

soeiety represents a category of history.
Approached from the theory of systems as a product of species the traditional

society can be classied as a functional system formulated as a negation of

segmental Systems. That is, all the mctional systems form a unit intervened

extensively and having a hierarchical structure‚ an uneven distribution of potential
and topological dynamics. This unit is based on the interaction of its parts

relatively separated from but mutually conditioned upon and built on each other

and working in accordance with one another. The structural elements of this

specific system are functors, components with functional ties, they constitute an

integral whole which can be interpreted as an organic system. In qualitative
respect the system exceeds the mechanistic süm of its parts.

At the same time it is advisable to distinguish the traditional society as such

from the modern functional systems free from singularity. That is, traditional

society for the most part is characterised by singularity, the potential absorbing
conic point of which originally is hypostasized by the unique concentrated form

of the suprasegmental components developing and forming a specicCluster in

the process when the segmental systems reach complexity. The oentre or the cone

of the system qualied as traditional gets constituted and personiedas a result of

the specic transformation of the suprasegmental components (‘specialized
‘

for

the most part in fullling the task of the substantial functions) and as the

representative of the system possesses qualities exceeding those of the parts. It is

how the functional system elementary from historic point of view, being
unbalanced as a result of its singularity, organised lineally, guided from above

and having a low degree of freedom comes into being in which the twin process of

centralization and concentration predominates. In this sense the cone producing

'
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hypertrophic development is nothing else but the concentrate of the potential
accumulated in the centre.

As is well known, in a traditional society it is the centre and its cone that

traditionally form the main, that is the principal organising, guiding and

integrating power in society. So within this social system a dual contradiction

comes into being in which the integration of the relatively discrete elements into a

whole is perfomied by the part in an extreme and unique way.

The roots of this dual contradiction go back to the geminated and superponed
structure of this type of society since the movement in the system transmitted by
its own counterpart leads to the fact that the system accomplishes its own

substantiality outside itself, in one auctor. That is why and how the greatest

paradox in the history of human society comes into being: a contradiction between

the accidental character of the substance (the whole system) and the Substantive

character of the accident (a part of the whole), which necessarily leads to newer

contradictions and provides a basis for a system of awkward and absurd relations.

The elimination of this contradiction from historic point-of-view means taking
back the redoubling of the system and at the same time it is the lawil process of

getting free from the mere arbitrariness and sheer accident.

Being a primitive functional system, the traditional society constitutes an

indeterministic cosmos of fragmentary structure, which personiesthe alienated

and different fonn of existence of the deterministic chaos having a fractal

structure. Since the most important property of the mctional systems
concentrates in a single element of the former but extends to all the elements of

the latter we can conclude that at the same time they are diametrical opposites of

each other. On the basis of all that has been said it is evident that the attractor of

the trajectory of the functional systems resembles a Cantor-set, that is, a regular
fractal.

The conclusion we intend to draw can be summarised in the following
corollary: the unique that has become general in the traditional society appears

traditionally as a single, and as a result of a movement while constituting and

manifesting itself it generates more and more serious contradictions and

necessarily proceeds towards the negation of itself.

Quod erat demonstrandum.
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LÄSZLÖ

CAMERAS AND OTHER GADGETS: REFLECTIONS ON

FIELDWORK EXPERIENCES IN SOCIALIST AND

POSTSOCIALIST HUNGARLAN COMMUNITIESI

My purpose in this paper is to provide a retrospective analysis of anthropological
eldwork in Hungarian communities in Hungaiy and Romania. In the retrospective
aspect I will deal with how eldwork possibilitieshave changedin these two countries;
my concluding discussion will suggest some of the important research and theoretical

questions facing former communist (East Bloc) cultures to which we, as

anthropologists and eldworkers, should pay closer attention as we embark upon

constructing them both in reality and into texts (Acinson 1990; Woloott 1995). By
establishing the similarities and differenees of conducting eldwork in socialist and

postsocialist Hungaxian oommunities I argue that socio-cultura] context of the

transition in Bast-Central Europe needs to be problemazeddiiferently than it has been

earlier; more open Systems call now for a renewed etlmogiaphic eoneems than

previouslypraeticed. I wish to suggest here that earlier theories and eldwork methods

under state socialism are no longer adequaxefor studying the postsocialistperiod ofthe

1990s (Buchowski 1996; 1996, and and Langman 1997; Sampson 1996;

Verdery 1996). One of the most serious quesüonsto answer is whether earlier

anthropologicalpractices can now be aceepted without serious eritical revision oftheir

foundations and backdrops. In order to specicallyclarify why, I will provide — from a

particular „native anthropologist”perspective — a eomparaüveretrospecveanalysis
of my own eldwork before and aer socialism in Csepel, a med working-class
disniet of Budapest, and in TransylvanianHungarian eommunities in Romania.

The title of my essay will surely ng a bell to students of anthropology:on the one

hand, I express my homage to Evans-Pritchard, who used „Cameras and Other

Gadgcts”as a subtitle in his essay (l973:24l)‚ and on the other, to Paul Rabinow
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Fulbright Visiting Professorship; subsequently, my late 1990s research in Romania and Hungary was sponsored‘by
the Research Support Scheme (Open Society Institute, Prague) and The Harry Frank Guggenhexm Foundation
(New York). The conclusions, opinions and other statemems herein are mine and do not represem these fundmg

agencies whose generous suppon I would like to acknowledge.
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whose Reections(1977) I have leamod from so much while I was in graduate 5011001-

Among other important tems, from those we anthropologists leam much about the

neoessity of eldwork, its nature and strucmre, and the way in which data gained from

rst-hand experiences must coexist with theoretical concems. As Evans-Pritchard

noted in his short essay on eldwork in the Sudan in the 1920s, it is still a paramount
tenet of our discipline we record what were the material, physical circumstances

in which the eldworker of the past conducted his research, because those

circumstances surely have to be taken into aocount in evaluating its results and

assessing their signicanoe”(1973, p. 235).
2

In fact, what Edmund Leach has

suggested concenring eldwork is even more true when it comes down to the realities

of anthropologicalcircumstances under communism. Leach writes: „the essential oore

of social anthropology is eldwork — the understanding of the way of life of a single
parücularpeople”(1971, p. 1). He then goes on to emphasize that „This eldwork is

an extremely personal traumatic kind of experience and the personal involvement of

the anthropologist in bis work is reected in what he produoes”(1971, p. 1). This

„traumatic experience is even more punctuaIed when we take into consideration what

Kirsten Hastrup has pointed out so correctly: „Fieldwork is situated between

autobiography and anthropology. It connects an important personal experience with a

general eld of knowledge”(1992, p. 117). One, however, looks in vain for the

disclosure of those experienoesin the anthropology of eastem Europe, a reason why I

wish to Stress them in this article.

I want to argue, then, thaI theory and eldwork practioe are oxymoronic temrs,

especially when we discuss them in relation to personal experiences in the former

Soviet bloc oountries. Very little has been publishedconceming eldwork experiences
of westem anthropologists in the east. Therefore, the personal experiences of

anthropologists who have oonducted eldwork in the Soviet bloc and its successor

states — the far-away eld ‘Out There’ as Raymond Williams has suggested it (1983,

pp. 87-93) — sadly demonstrate the truth in the premonitions. While research

conducted on eastem Europe has had the potenüalto oer exoellent glimpses into

societies both planned and unplanned, these studies are far from being widely known

to anthropologists. Such experienoes, when writren and elaboraxed upon adequately,
may provide anrropologicalacoounts which replicaxeneither those written about

Third or Fourth World backgrounds nor those describing westem states. For the

acoounts
'

of what went on in existing socialist countnes, how they have been

transforrned and how anthropologists have been able to record and analyze theme

belong to the Very oore of the discipline’sepistemologicalmake up. For one example,
anthropologists studying the socialist societies were placed, whether they wished it or

not, at the center of anthropology’sleist legacy. This mission, either to support or

2
In fast, there are Very few publications 1 know about eldwork experiences in the former east bloc. For the few

exoeptions see Sampson and Kideckel (1989) and Hann (1987, 1994)-
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critically re-think the role of marxism in anthropology, howaver, has not, we rnust

S351)’admit, bean fullled. Thus, the anthropology of eastem Europa — or to use Chris
Hann’s tarm, tha anthropology of socialism — has been unable to contribute to the
dabata which raged through anthropology batwean the marxist/matarialists (political
economy) and the symbolic/structuralists or the latar postmodarnist dabatas. Another
raason for this is the fact that the anthropology of Europa in ganaral‚ and the

anthropology of eastem Europa in spacific, daspita soma brave and raaant attampts
(Hann, 1993; Watsona1994),has ramainad marginal in mairxstraam anthropological
dabatas and discussion.’

One wonders why this has baan tha case but my oonviction is that both thaory of

eldwork and eldwork practiee in aastam Europa wera at odds with ruling -

oolonialist, wastam and capitalist — anthropological paradigms of the 1970s and

1980s. Anthropology of east Europa, which was quita parochial and specicat worst‚
and rathar accentric at best, wished to study the specicsof othemass of the Bast, yat
most monographs of the tima saemed to agree with stata ideology in ganeral and

carefully avoidad the problems of the communist axpariencas on tha local laval.‘ For

instance, anthropologistsconductingresearch in Third and Fourth World culturas have

baen the Champions of human and minority rights and eoological and local

davalopmantaldilammas and, by so doing, thay have provided thair axpertisa through
various possibilitias by acting as go-batweens for thair communities and tha stata or

international organizations. Such axtampts have baen simply unknown with regard to

the anthropology of „socialist” eastem Europa. I suggest that this odd Situation was

craatad in part because soma anthropologists who had (latent or manifast) laist

laanings wera intent upon studymg the socialist axperimants and simply wera not

critical anough of the statas, govemmants, and institutions of thair studies. Whila

human and minority rights wera all ovar the madia and in the samizdat (do wa still

ramembar this Word?) publications of the east, westam anthropologists wera either

aooeptingthe balament of the aast European bureaucrats conoaming such problerns
or, sinca thay took the marxist-leninist project for granted (Ramembar: „TheWorking-
man have no country”atc.)‚ thay could not indulge thamselvas in studying such a „non-

lagitimata”subjact matter.
5

The natura of eldwork practioa and an obvious idaologicaldivide are suraly what

3
I have dealt with soma ofthe speciiicproblems of east European amhropologgr,its nanxre and oontem, in 31101115‘P3P"

(Küni 1996).
l

The paroclüalor eoeamric natura ofeast Europeanamhropology is easily discemible ifwe realize {hat the viaw om the

villagewas, and it seems to connue to remain an obsesion for most amhropologists.As a natura] oonsequenoe, then:large
Segments ofsociety,as well as importmt aspecxs ofsociatal proecsses, wera le out ofamhropologicalinquiry.Fßoenüjclüä
while includinga good dosage of sensible research and interpnetntion,nevar und: more than a good aamoon for

lhose who wanted t0 take their minds o‘ daily problems. From Dxamxlzfs cascs m blood-feud, om ritual rrud-Wtnler
danoas to Gypsy tmders the list is lang; yat soma oftlme axalyses,their seriousness and impoxtaxmoenotwithstandmg helped

meanuopologyofmeeastmbeevmmmmrgimzedßaefmemnplgßodml987;Bringal995). . ‘

5

ChrisHammakesanaptpoimoonoaningthiswlmhediswssesAnxcricanamluopologislsstxrdyingRomaransocnetym

the 1980s (Halm 1994, p. 24l).
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is also a1 the hean of separating so sharply the „foreign anthropologist”om the

„native scholar,” concepts which have been interrogated recently by various scholars

1996, 1997; Hastrup 1993, 1996; Kristmundsdöttir 1996). In his early article

„Anthropologists and native erlmographers in Central European villages” (Hofer

1968), a Hungarian ethnographer proposes, perhaps too naively and simplistically,
sharp differenees in personality, interests, and specialization between Nonh Amexican

anthropologists and European „native” ethnographers. Opposing such traditional

etlmogtaphicpoint of view, and writing in another context while reectingback on his

own eldwork, Renate Rosaldo questions the anthropological category „native point
of view” when he writes: „Surprisingly,discussions of the „native point of view” tend

not to oonsider that so-called natives are more than reference points for cultural

conceptions. "fhey oen disagree, talk baclg assert themselves politically, and

generally say t11ings„we” might rather not hear” (1993, p. 245). This eonict, which

was missed by both „native” ethnogxapherskind and his westem countexparts, must be

address before progressing any funher (cf. also Pälsson 1995). I too had to leam that

the fact that I was bom as a Hungarian did not automatically provide me with a carte

blanche to know local communities. These distinctions — the kinds of questions asked,
tools and methods utilized, and areas of lcnowledgeemphasized —

presuppose genuine
interest in, and thorough identication and engagement with, the „others” who are

purported subjects of study, even if they are supposed to be one’s fellow citizens. This

I will elaborate below.

In a sense, this duality between the „native” ethnographer (although in Angle-
American anthropologicalpractiee „indigeneousanthropology”is preferred) and the

„foreign anthropologist”means ‘(hat since the anthropologist feels thax she/he has a

„real home” as opposed to the far-away eldwork site — the dialogic anaIhema of

Wi11iams’s ‘Here’ as opposed to ‘Out There’ (1983) — she/he may choose any set of

identities, various degrees of engagement with those studied, and might claim a degree
of detaclnnent om them in accordance with the current direction of theoretical

concems. Thus, the anthropologist acquires and even assumes the „liberty” (or power)
to decide just how „native” she/he wishes to be; moreover, she/he holds a powerxland

advantegeousposition to select infonnants and topics at will. Yet, such a positioning
of the anthropologist may be extremely problematical if not outright Eurocentric,
classist and egocentc.As Lövi-Strauss aptly pointed out awhile ago in T ristes

Tropiques," „Never can [the anthropologist] feel himself ‘at home’ anywhere: he will

always be, psychologicallyspeaking, an amputated man” (1961, p. 58). Such gender
bias notwitlßtanding,we can add ‘(hat amputated women too (Callaway, 1992; Kulick

and Willson 1995). Even if such an „amputated”anthropologist has the freedom to

„go native,” what measure of freedom has the native-bom ethnogxapher who, having
depared, retums to that native oommunity in the guise of a foreign anthropologist?

6

‘
Tne British anthropologist Ham analyzes some ofthese poinls in gareawr dem! 0987,11».1139.153).See also Balzer
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To answer this dilemma, and to provide the backdrop for the above reections,I
will utilize my multiple eldwork experiences in Hungarian communities in the past
decade.7 By so doing, I hope to share my ideas, neither as an amputated nor as a

„hale” (Abu-Lughod 1991, p. 139), but simply as a professional anthropologist(eve
though somewhat uneasy about self-identicaiion at this

postcoloniaVposteommurust/postmoderrxistmoment) traversing various boundanes (cf.
also Holy, 1996), the „third timespace”as Lavie and Swedenburgwould have it

(1996: 165). Lavie and Swedenburg,combine the notion of „third space”,as suggested
by Homi Bhaba (1990) as a possibility of anti-modemist theoretical exploration, and
Trin Minh-ha’s „third spaoe/time gride (1991) to suggest the third timespaoe for the

politics of location in the examination of the evexydayness (Lavie and Swedenburg
19962174).

Fieldwork in Socialist Csepel

„Social anthropology is packed with ustrations,” Edmund Leach notes (197123), and,
surely, no research can take place without fmstrations, uial-and-error procedures, and

grave mistakes. This is a proper motto for the anthropology of Hungary, a subeld

which is a minuscule part of the anthropology of eastern Europe, a region sandwiched

between the prestigious anthropology of the Mediterranean and westem Europe
(Goddard, Llobera, and Shore, 1994; Herzfeld 1997; Macdonald, 1993; Wilson and

Smith 1993). Sinoe it inception, anthropological eldwork in Hungary has been

centered on the study of villagers. In fact, all practicioners from the American David

Bell to Eva Huseby-Darvas, Susan Gal, Michael Sozan, and Martha Lampland to the

British Chris I-Iann, and Ildiko Vasaxy conducted eldwork in small-scale peasant-
worker communities in Hungary. Their 1970s and 1980s locale of research and the

foci of anthropological interests emphasized collectivization, the peasant-worker, and

other aspects of life that differenüated Hungarian Socialist peasants either from other

peasants or from their predecessors in Hungary. In this cndeavor many axtempted t0

replicate mm World peasant studies or, better, searched for the cultural specicities
of the Socialist experiments in eastem Europe (see also the contributions to this

volume). But nowhere do we nd a systematicexplanationwhether the state Socialist

socieües’ dilferences ‘Out Ihere’ came from just that (i.e. the fast of being under the

ideological strains Marxism-Lerxinism), or from the theoretical/ideologicaldisposition
of the anthropologist/eldworker.

When I arrived in Hungary in 1985, with the aid of an International Research and

(l995)forusex1insigh1sontlüsissuewithxeferenoemtlwformerSovietUruon
'

_ _7

‚Alxougt:„eldwmk” has long been a hallmark ofamlnropologicalendeavor, as postmodem crcm-disciplinaxyfenihzanon

took plaoe thmuglmoutthe 1980s, practitionexsom otha’ disciplinesappropxiatedthe term to sigxifyothel’ 00m5?“
and pradioes (Arkimox: 1990; Fox 1991). For the defense oftraditimal eldwotk pracüeessee Momn (1995).
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Exchanges Board (IREX) doctoral dissertaon grant, I felt modesy self-assured,

although slightly intimidated by most of the political sciencc-irluenced

anthropological litcramre on the „cold” realities of the Soviet bloc and what I, as a

child and a teenager, remembered. As I pondered a potential eldwork site outside the

mainstream village studies, I observed that no one could tell me what I wished to hear:

that is to say‚ that an ideal factory town bursting with the appropriate organizations,
heritage, and working-class life-styles awaitcd my research project. Still more

ustratingwere the complaintsof Hunganan sociologists and political scientists about

the current economic situation in Hungary, the impossibility of conducting surveys,

and the presumably valueless ebrt of canying out eldwork and participant
observaon among workers. The more I tded to comprehend this, the more I clung to

my „othemess”,my „difference” om them; aer all, I was educated to believe that I

was an Amencan, and an anthropologist.At such mes I wanted to be an outsider; I

wanted „them” to see me as somebody who took the leading role of The working-class
in society for grantod.As Paul Rabinow has written, being an outsider „is incessantly
apparent”and „the cloud of oicial approval alvsays hung over me” (1977, p. 79). I,
too, felt that native scholars and oicials should treat me with respect and distinction.

However, this disünction was accorded to me in a di°erent style; in many instances, I

was made to feel a „hale”‚ someone neitlaer from ‘Herr? nor from „Out There”.
One sure sign of being plaoed into the third timespaoe zone had to do oicial seals

of approvals. Many of us who conducted eldwork in the former Soviet Bloc lmow all

too well that oicial permissions, ministerial and collegial approvals were of pnmary
importance. One could not do much without them even if they were absurd and

ridiculous. Once I had to obtain permission to enter The „Closed Section” at the

National Library in Budapest. The stamped letter simply stated that I am an

anthropologist who needs to look at historical records. With that paper all doors

opened up for me. Only if things would have been always so simple!
For a number of reasons, the native ethnogtaphers of the Hofefs kind did little to

irnprove my outlook, or so I felt at that time. Ensconced in museum ofces, among

dusty nineteenth-cenmryobjects, or seated a1 desks in the etlmographic institute atop
Buda Hill, surrounded by westem tourists and relentless trafc, most remained

insulated from my concems. "These chairing departments of traditional ethnography
and folklonsticsdid not fare any better. For many, working-class culture, translated

through the „dread
”

words of „workers’ culture” and „workers’ folklore”

(munkäslatltüra or munkäsalklör)inherited from the Stalinist 1950s, seemed

meaningful only if grounded in nineteenth-century traditions and related to the

hallmark oftheir science, the chimeric Hungarian „proper peasants.”When I discussed

my plan t0 conduct eldwork and participant observation in Csepel, with specic
reference t0 workers a1 the Csepel Works, a few were non-committal, some supported
my idea, and others found ways to discourage m6. The)’ afgued, fOT 67431111313,‘hat ‘Ehe

site was too large, ill-suitcd for an in-depth Studya 3nd 9° 1038GTa lnconing
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community, and the subject matter out of favor. Despite this discouragement, I
adhered to my Original idea and was able to secure permission to enter the Csepel
Works, which I was told was of military signicance. -

As I leamed, Csepel has attracted the fascination of writers and travelers beyond
the borders of Hungary. To evoke its impact, I quote here two sources‚ both Western,
that bear testimony to Csepel’senduring power, at once both real and symbolic. The
German writer Hans Magnus Enzensbergerdescribes it as follows in Europe‚Europe:

Today the ironworks of Csepel is one of the dinosaurs of the socialist planned
economy. Red Csepel is also a symbolic place for the economie reformers. For them
this state-owned concem is not the engine of the economy but a brake block, an

unprotable,immovable relic of Stalinism. The machinerystill dates‚in pait, from
the forties; the ttingsand infrastructure are obsolete. In truth, Hungary’scrisis can

be read quite literally om the dust in the passageways, om the resignaonin the
faces, from the rust in the factory halls (1989, pp. 104-105).

And another observer/traveler in the early 1990s, when the staxe enterprise was

slowlybeing dismantled as the result ofthe 1989-1990 transformation, saw it thus:

According to a 1990 map‚ the short little „Grass-street”in Csepel ends at a square
where the statue of V. I. Lenin stands. However‚ one looks in vain for Vladimir Ilich
Lenin: instead we nd a few, beaten up containers, dog droppings, and patehes of

grass here and there. The bronze Statue of the leader of the revolution was removed in

March 1990. Where? No one knows. One thing is sure: it is gone now. To rework the

past is not what people think of these days. The market economy is at the doorstep of
the country requinng the full energy of all; clearly new mes are coming to Csepel
(Zanetti, 1992, p. 14).

Seeingthe CsepelWorks for the rst time in the mid-1980s, I, too‚ was struck by
its behemoth size, eaI-splitting din, and lively atmosphere, and the contradictory
images it p-rojected.People moved in and out of the factory, and at the gates, through
which only those with identicaxion badges could pass, barmers, signs and packed
stores signaled a streng life force. Outside the main gate single-family workers’

houses, with their small vegetable gardens, reminded the visitor of the remnants of the

inter-war working-class culture; the main square, with its eentral location for a

catholic church, police Station, city hall, the MSzMP (The Hungarian Socialist

Workers’ Party), KISz (Communist Youth Association), trade union, stores, and bus

stations, exuded a sense of importance and centralized power. Farther away, huge ten-

story apartment complexes dominated the city’s landscape, results of the „glonous
victory” of Stalinism and state socialism over bourgeois capitalistic individualism,
terms so freelymentioned even during the mid-1980s.

Like other academics, anthropologists select eldwork sites according to’criteria

ranging, among others, om availability of funding and pressures from advisors to

olfers of help from those-to-be-studied and personal, intiapsychic motivations. The

above impressions contributed to my selection of Csepel in the rst place. After the
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tFIpS, I read what I could about its history, working class movements, and

workers’ life stories and was forttmate to nd excellent, well-documented studies on

Csepel, its past, and later developments. As a source of data, these texts provided
intriguing insights into the town’s struggle to maintain its identity and preserve its

population. I was able to obtain much of this infonnatiorg especially conceming the

struggle of the communist underground in the inter-war Horthy era, from the parents
of my informants, some of whom found their wa_v into my siudiess

No sooner had I begtm my regular daily visits to Csepel and its young workers

than I realizcd that I could not conduct interviews with them alone. I had to bccome, in

the words of Rosaldo, the „position
”

and constantly „repositionedsubject”(1993, p.

7). Instead of sticldng to my youthful infoxmants, I had to proceed hierarchically, om
the top down. In fact, my rst informants were company managers, party and

communist youth organizaonsecretaries, and trade union stcwards who were

gcnujnely eager to leam what „this American” wantod to do in Csepel. By satisfying
their curiosity, I also leamed that many of my initial hypotheses concemmg
reproduction, socialism, and factory work were outdated if not simply wrong.

Fieldwork does, and should for that matter, challengeprevailingnotions of theoreties.

When I reached middle-level management and, nally, the workers themselves, I was

quitc familiar vsith the hierarchical set-up, organization, power dIStTIbUÜOIl,and the

most important company statistics. Feelirxglike a heretic, I became more and more

convinced that state socialism and Marxist-Leninist ur-texts presented a world that

were t0 be found nowhere; neither in Csepel’sreality nor in Hungary. It was to be

found, literally, in the world of ‘Out There’, a space of neither here nor there but

simply somewhere out there.

As I listened to Csepelers’complaints of rigid industrial hierarchy, excruciatingly
slow advanccment processes, and hectic work-tempo, I could not help remembering
how, as an eighteen-yeaI-oldsemi-sldlled mechanic, I, too, had felt the same things. As

we serviced railroad cars dripping with oil, we were aware that our work was lthy;
when we picked up our monthly checks, we knew we were grossly underpaid; and

when we requested concessions, we were dismissed out of hand. What was to be done?

To whom could we tum? There was, to be sure, a txade uniom but we were not

included among its higher ranks. 'I'here were, to be sure‚ social organizaons— the

Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party (MSzMP) and the Communist Youth League
(KISz) —'politicalOrgans of which we knew very little and whose power we only
vaguely sensed, whose leaders descended unannounced on the shops like demigods
from timc to time. In the course of such revenes, though, I was brought squarely back

to my anthropologicaleldwork reality by explanationsof how diifereny shopoors
were organized and how decisions were made in Csepel. These were ustrations „in

"Infact,upmmyreuxmsevaa] ofthem reqtmted oopiesofmypublimonsKnowingEqglishsormMmtheyixmnedialely
beganarguixxg Mmmgpoünümgomsmmofwimxswäwmfmwmmmmwildl
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the eld” occasioned by the txansference of frustrations from „out of the eld,” in a

different time and place.
F rom the approximately one hundred individuals with whom I came into contact

throughout the yeaxs between 1985-1986, I selected a manageable group for in-depth
inquiry based on availability, on willingness to oontribute t0 this study‚ and on the

personal chemistqxrrequired between eldworkers and their informants. I followed
these workers through their factory life; I leamed of their involvements in various

political and culttlral organizations, of their relationships to other workers and to

management, and discovered how — and on what — they worked. Their world of labor
was equally fascinating ancL in a sense, complex, almost chaotic. In fact, the absurd

images of Ridley Scott’s Bladerunner seemed to be superimposed to the world of

GeorgeOrwell’s 1984.

Added to this hodgepodge of ideological superstructure and the base of the

everyday life, was the conict between my interests in them and their Iife and their

immediate concerns for privacy and intimacy. Although the camera was not a novelty
to them —

many were in fast avid amateur photographers — they shied away when I

raised my camera ready to shoot. It was not as if they did not want to be preserved; on

the oontrary, many enjoyed enormously when I showed up a few months later with

oolor pictures and gave them copies of our times togeaer.What I found out was thax

most simply complied with the written/unwrritten n1le about the „westem

anthropologist”and being photogxaphed. Such a rule was clearly elaboraxed for me

when I was told by factory management that I could not take any picmres inside the

factorygates. N0 people, no machines, not even seemingly innooent bystanders in an

alley-way were oonsidered proper subjects by my guides. The sign „No cam
”

simply signalled „N0 natives here!” Machjne industxy was considered, aer all, a

minor military installation (in fact most industries in state socialist societies were

eonsidered as such); the workers themselves were simply cogs in the wheel. What I

had to distill for myself from this experience was that the foreign anthropologisfs

technologicalviolation ofthe workplace added a considerable distance between natives

(them) and outsiders (me).
As more and more time went by, and I was able to collect more materials, I came

to the conclusion that accomplishmg a single, descriptivefactory ethnography would

be impossible, for the industzial complex was oomposedof many factories, vast and

oomplex organisms requing many different vital connections in order to majntain

themselves. From socialist brigades to äctory rituals, from vocational training to club

events, I came to see the oonnections among the various „body pans” forcing me to

oonnect workers’ factory existence to their non-factory life. This took me on a

separate, but not wholly independent,mission, opening yet another new world before

me. The blue Overalls, noisy shop-oors,and strict institutional ameworks had

disappeared, to be replaced by many individuals‚ different clotlaing, new ameworks,
and new ideas. It was as ifthe world of labor was neu-existent for these young people.
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They expressed dierent ideas and values, they behaved otherwise from what I had

seen in the work plaee, and what I had expected of them. Most frequenteddiSOOS (n01

punk ooncerts), and smoked and drank ineessantly (not Frenoh Cognac, but beer and

pälinka, home-brewed plum-brandy); some visited churches (not museums); many

read science eüon (not Gogol), attended soceer games (not classical concerts), and

watched crime movies as well as the evening bed-time folktales on television.

However, as I spent more time with them, in their favored kocsma (pub), bang-
out, or weekend hide-out, I came to a realimtion that the two worlds - the world of

labor and thaI of private life — were neither distinct nor wholly isolated in their minds.

When they spoke of their ideas and aspirations to better working eonditions and higher
salaries, or when they analyzed the latest socoer game, these aspects fonned parts of

the same process in their discourse. They were startled when I pointedout that in many

interviews they criticized political, bureaucratic structures and complained of factory
oonditions while continuing to talk about „bosses,” „work to be performed,”or „the
nem political gatherixmg”during their leisure activities. „Oh, you don’t understand

anything,”argued one youth. „Complainingis not only a favored Hungarlan past-tilne,
but also part of being young.”Flippant as this may sound, the disinterested nature of

young workers toward the state ideologywas one of the main causes of the collapse of

the state socialist System during the time ofthe Velvet Revolution.

Postsocialist Experiences I: The Workers of Csepel

In 1992-1995 I was able to contlnue my comparative anthropologicalanalysis of the

changes ‘(hat had taken plaee since 1989 and, in particular, what happened to the

workers I knew in Csepel. Because of 1989 and 1990 — the Springtimeofthe Peoples
as many westem observers referred to it — much had changed in Hungaxy,just like

elsewhere in the fonner Soviet bloc eountries. Most eountrles became free from Soviet

dominaiion as the Soviet Union itself oollapsed, and single-party rule was abandoned

in favor of mttipaxtyrepresentation. Hungaxyhad its rst free eleotions in more than

forty years; it elected a president and, with the aid of a new constitution, it legitimized
a parliamentary representative system. In 1990, a new law went into elfeet which

made illegal the presenee of politicalparties in workplaces and allowed the dismantling
of former’ starte enterprises. This effected all state factories, including the Csepel
Works.

Csepel suddenly became a non-eommunist city: in 1990, the MSzMP was voted

out of ofce, and mostly non-communist leaders lled the seats of the distdcfs council

and mayoral oice. I was, naturally, interested to return and to nd out what had

klappenedt0 rny youthful informants. More than that, I Wanted t0 ieam what ‘nad taken

plaee inside the factories and the fate of all the bureaucrats who served the communist

party and its youthful alter ego, the KISz.
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Trying t0 catch up with my former informants was no easy feat. Many worked

outside the district, as the result of large-scale dismissal of workers from privatized
companies. I had to realize that, although I was supposed to conduct eldwork and

participant observation, Paul Rabinow was oorrect when he suggested that „one

cannot engage in questioning and redeningtwenty-four hours a day”(l977‚ p. 38).
Many people were also working in two or three jobs; their time, which had been

regulated by the paity, trade union, or the communist youth league earlier, was now

under the constraints of the market and money. Monitored by the Stock exchange,
multinational corporations, and transnational trade agreements, the Hungarian
economy was slowly txansformed. For the anthropologistthis make-over meant several

heretofore unexperienced realities. There was no possibility of eonducnginterviews

on factorypremises, as I had been able to do in 1985. Outside, ifthey went to the local

bar or restaurants, time seemed very short and our conversations abrupt. To be fair to

their Situation, I must admit that factory ofcials, now called managers, did not

dismiss my reseaxch; they simply did not nd ample justication to validate my

presence inside the factory.
Many signs of the old system had been demolished and removed both inside and

outside the factory gates. The large Lenin Statue, at the entrance to the factory, was

removed from its pedestal and shippedto a warehouse. As a iend admitted, it was not

the anti-communists who took it down but, contrarily to popular opinion, members of

the communist party and its youth brigade who had decided that‚ rather than wait for a

large-scale riot, which would have been embarrassing to them, it was better to take it

down by themselves. Similarly, street names had also been changed, a practice which

was widespread in Hungaxy in 1989 and 1990. All the old communist names were

exchanged either for their pre-war names or for new ones. As I found out from my

iends, this time, too, the communist party and the KISz were the „culprits.” These

statues, plaques, and signs may be seen now in the local histoiical society’s little

museum.

Despite these „revolutionarychanges,”however, as one of my foimer infonnants

told me‚ a lot had not been transformed by the dismantling of the paxty-state. For

example, I still had to apply for a special entranoe document permittingme to visit the

various shops and ofces. The changing times notwithstanding, there were still some

company documents which I was not able to see or, better, photocopy. Cameras were

still 0E limits, and taking eldnotes on factory premises was almost impossible. I was

happy to nd that most of the old guard and former KISz leaders were still working in

the factory and, not surprisingly, in fairly good positions. One of the KISz secretanes

had been „promoted” to a management position involved with hiring new workers;

another made it to shop-oorforeman; and a woman secretary, who had managed to

get an engineering diploma, made it into the white-collar ranks, a position she had not

been interested in even during the mid-l980s when I interviewed her the rst time.

The most mdamental change, however, was the nature of the newly hired
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workforce. This time they were younger, better educated, more aggressiveworkers,

and, interestingly, since no party oicial told them who I was and what I wanted to do

and, especially,why they should help me, many simply rexsed to be interviewed. This

is the real amputation of the anthropologist. Although I recognize the validity in the

Statement of Margery Wolf, who writes thaI „The construction of a paxtial and

inoompleteVersion of a reality observed by the anthropologist begins with the vmting
of eldnotes” (1992, p. 87), I had to realize ‘(hat for me to get there rst I had to leave

my ovm anthropological reality (i.e.‚ thax I am a a professional eldworker)and, while

trying to still maintam my professional identity,to make a new oneg In essence, I had

t0 oonstruct a reality scenaxio for all my potentialyouthxlinformants. This involved a

greaI deal of explax1ationon my part, oonvincingthem that what I had to do was not in

vain and, moreover, that I was genuinelyinterested in their life-styles.With the KISz

youth in 1985-86 it was much easier: the KISz secretary’sapproval gave me a green

light to the membership. Now that there was no more youth organizatjon, getting to

people meant a one-to-one reality constxuction as well as „selling”myselfto them.

Also adding to the usuations was that some of the hard-core party and KISz

members whom I interviewed aI length in the mid-l980s were suspicious. This had

two components: rst, they were suspicious because they wanted to know what I had

done with my previously collected matenals; and, second, because I knew their past, a

past which had been ridiculed and delegitimizedin the early 1990s, they were wary as

to what they should and should not tell me. 'I'his knowledge, that I had known their

fonner lives in the „movementf made them feel uneasy and closed. Thus, to my

surpse, I had to realize that previous eldwork experiences, and an extensive

knowledge of locals, would not guarantee an immediate entry into the lives of my

„new,” or even my former infonnants. Even more, that previous immersion in the local

culture might even hamper anthropological inquiry. Clearly, for many I lmew the

„truth”, i.e. their involvement in the communist movemcnt. Knowing little of and in the

eld is ridiculous knowing too much may be frustratirmg,if not outright suicidal. Some

people who were openly anti-communist did not feel sympathetic to my questioning;
others, on the contrary, felt thax they did not know any details worthy of my attention

and tumed away. This new attitudes on the part of my informants forced me to

reanange my interviewingtechniques as well as my networks. This I did not have to

do in my research among Hungarians in Romania.

’mnaxureofwiungselmaes,wmmeymeanmdhowmeywwdemwnstodlmsraplcawomnswkletdnson
meir ovm lives, has been a fashionable topic rooany(Sanjek 1990; 51119150" F??? 8nd Shaw 1995; and Pzdsson 1995).
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Postsocialist Experiences II: Hungariaxxs in Transylvania

Transylvaman Hungarians had been on my mind since I had read the anthropological
debate in Current Anthropology about the faxe of Hungarian minorities under

Ceausescu’s rule.’° Although I was able to visit Romania several times while I resided
in Budapest in 1985-1986, none ofthese tnps was I able to consider as „oicial.” I felt
thaI since I did enter Romania on a tourist Visa, paying all the exorbitant fees and

charges as every other westem tourist were forced to do, I was not accorded the

specialanthropologists’treatment.” Entering the eld, one immediately realizes that
the ever-watch eyes of the state. Requlationsforbiddingforeigrxersto stay ovelnight
with families at villages notwilstanding,I traveled extensively in Transylvania,
residingwith Hungarian families who never tumed me away. Playing that kind of hjde-

and-seek game with the authonties — sleeping in barns and hay-stacks, nmmng ahead
ofthe Romanian police, and lying to the border guards when leaving the country about

where I stayed and what I carried with me — had its own sense of romanticism."

Although not able to stay in Romania as an „oicial anthropologist,”I decided to

conduct miniature research projects in Hungarian villages anyway. Eventually these

experiences made their way into publications (Kürti 1987, 199021),even though I felt

uneasy thaI until I had conducted funded i.e., legitimateeldwork, I would not be able

to express these experiences in an open forum. Yet, these clandestine semi-eldwork

trips assited me in developing an ethnically-based and nationally reliable network.

Hungarian pnests, teachers, students and writers, as well as ordinaxy villagers, "an

cameto my aid — just like all „good” infonnants are supposed to do — to provide daIa

and connections to faI-away settlements. These connecüons proved invaluable for me

in the coming yeaxs.

In the wake of the changing times in Romania, I applied for a graut, and, thus,
received „oicial reoogmtion.In my working hypothesis I argued that by analyzing the

renewed compaxable etlmopoliticalmovements in both Hungaxy and Romania — their

similanties as well as differences — we may witness how the now ofcial language and

political actions, however inadvertently, nonetheless continue to perpetuate and even

exacerbate former resentments and stereotypes of the „other” while clainaing to

‘°
Ihis refexs m m: anicle by the Hungaxianemigre’amhropologistMichael sozan which was rebuned by the Romanian

Researdx Group’sesay also publisluedin Current Anthropology. I have analyzed this debate more fülly in Kam’ (l990b)
and Kürli (1995).
"

Amexiranshadto pay S30 for a visa ofthiny-days md S10 for each day stayingin Romania In addition, gasoline tjckeis

had 1o be purchased with dollars and, as the law requined,foreigxlexshad 1o be housed at a hohe] vmiclm charged separate
prices for {ereignenand naüve guests I-Iowever, times are changng in a strange way: in the Summer of 1995 when I le

Romanig I was foroed 1o pay a gasolinetax, a spurious amoum ofmoney the validity ofwhich I was not able 1o check in

m)’ oEL-ia! domnaents. My H-mganax:ends, however, assured me(o:ver.1n_< recenyas Lhe end of 1997) 111a!i1 isa regulx
custonfs prowdure a the Rmnanian border. Others, however, räorted w an old adage: borders have no laws
n

Film and notebooks were takm away om me on numemus occassiozms,just as I had to pay nes for embroideties and

poueris oonsida-ed by Romanian boxder guards to be invaluable „an objects
"

ofthe national treasuxy which had to stay in

Rormnia.
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oontradict them. In an earlier paper, for example, I had argued that the exacerbation of

the conjct between Hungaxy and Romania was historical and, in paxt, because of the

failure of state socialism, specicallythat of Kädärism and Ceausescmsm, to cope
with the problems of ethnicity and majotity-mmority’relations (Kürli, l990b).
However, as I began to research the current situation of antagonism between the two

states conceming their ethnic minorities, I increasingly came to the conclusion that

These conicts are not simply survivals of 01d, histonc debates although history is

contantly manipulated and contested by all the sides. During my many meetings with

scholars and cultural workers in both Hungary and Romania, I had to realize that the

1990s have provided a dierent setting om the 1970s and 1980s for rekindling
nationalist arguments (Verdery, 1994). Most of these earlier decades were almost free

from nationalistic hatred and tension, or so it seemed om the major publications
available.

With these troubling thoughts, I arrived in the Tmnsylvanian city of Cluj in

Januaxy 1993. My ofcial contact was the local Romanian Academy of Sciences

ofoe, an outpost of the Buchaxest headquarters. Being a „foreignscholar” (they did

not gxasp what anthropology rea11ywas), I had a constant struggle to make my points
and to get along with them. I had a much more iendly and collegialrelationshipvvith

the head of the Sociology department at the Babes-Bolyai University, the late

Professor Ion Aluas. He was a key person in obtaining for me a letter which gave me

all kinds of freedom.” This ailiaxion proved extremely valuable for meeting both

Hunganans and Romanians, while it also allowed me to show this letter whenever I

had to deal with local bureaucracy.”Interestingly, the passage of eight years

notwitlastanding,what was strikingly similar between my Csepel research and my

Transylvanian research was the necessity of obtajning an ofcial permit — even if it is

in the guise of a collegial endorsement — for a foreign anthropologist to conduct

research.

Mobility and exchange of infonnation with Romanian and Hungarian colleagues
in Cluj was not without its diiculties and funny moments. For example, bureaucrats

at the Romanian Academy of Sciences oice wanted to know my movements and

contacts. I nevertheless pleaded with them and tried to cite what I believe to be the

n
Professor Aluas — a younga’ colleagueofHem-i H. Stahl (1901-1991) — was a kind and ememely knowledgeableman

He was ofthe 01d mm1 sociologyschool, followingin the footstepsof D. Gusli (1880-1955), who wanted to understand the

I-Iungaxian-Roxnazaneonict Aluas was instrumental in bringingI-Iungaxiaxxs1o the depanmem ofsociology a1 Cluj, one of

the most imponam being perhaps Jömefvenczel (1913-1972), a Hungarian scholar om the D. Gusu" schocl who spem
yeaxs in jail on uumped up dmges (Venczel 1993). Ioan Aluas was an imponanxgure who was key in refonning
sociologya: the univasity ofCluj‚ includingbringingmlmml anthropology imo the cunimlum and developinga oenter for

smdying ima-ethnic oonict in Transylvania(Aluas and Rotariu 1992).
l4

Itreastxremislmerverymudt Itiswxittexx,ofoourse, inRotnaniamithasneeoicialsignamresmdstarxxpson it. Italso

„al1owed” me to mover eely in pans of Romania Aluas asked me one moming „And where would you like 1o travel? „

‚Mmly Trazisjylvania”x answered bamemm ‚Noä he saiCL‚J mean where in Rmnania?" So he mded up wting
Transylvaxxiaas well as Moldavia es the main research site of m)’ eldwmk! M“ 311La Hungarian-Ametican
anthropologistoould not just oonduct eldwoxk in Transylvaxxiaabout Roznanian-I-Iungananinterenc relaliorß; n01 in

1993, not yet.
1
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profession’sFih Amendment right: thinldng that I have the right to remain silent

about oertain informants, their names, and subjects discussed. In return, my oicial
hosts cited their own rights and responsibilies:if I wanted to be paid for my travels, I

had to tell them exactly where I went; if I wanted t0 be paid for the rent I paid to my

village host, I had to tell them where I stayed, with whom and for how many days. So

things started to be more and more unoomfoitable and I did not feel that I had the

upper-hand. Yet, anthropologists must be willing to compromise and nd other ways
to handle such sensitive and embarassing issues. So I vrillingly oomplied with the

wishes of my oicial hosts and revealed all the names and addresses of locals who

gave me permission to do so (there were not many). Other names were never

mentioned (this was the majority). However, my village hosts smiled when I told them

about this verbal hide-and-seek game, rebutting that the Romanian secret police know

everything anyway. One thing is sure: fears die hard in the eld and „secreey”‚
whether ofthe anthropologist’or the informants’,is one of the most neglected issues in

the debates ooncerning the eldwork and the whole of the anthropological enterprise
(Mitchell 1993).

In the oounty seat Cluj, I experienced the renewed and curious conflicts between

members of the Hungarian minority and the Romanian majority. By focusing on

various cultural and political institutions as well as on elements of everyday culture —

such as the poliücs and the question of native language education — I came to the

realization thax the conict between Hungarians and Romanians had become open and

vicious, a result of the mismanaged policies of the lliescu govemment. In daily life,
oooperation between the two groups were not easy to djscem. What came as a surprise
to me was that while aggression and hatred were minimal and mostly avoided in the

open, that was not because of democratic thinldng on the part of the population at

large, but largely because of the insistence on separate spheres of existence by the two

groups. In cultural and religious life, for instance, Hungarians and Romanians

oontinue to live in two separate „realities” supported by the churches’ religious world

views. In eveyday culture, Hunganans visit their own cultural institutions (theaters,
clubs)‚ but less so cinemas, which play only Romanian and Western lms either

synohronized or subtitled. Hungariaxis, to give another example, frequent the

Hunganan theater, but rarely the Romanian National theater. Also at the market-

square in Cluj, Hungariaxis oen select those sellers who commute from nearby
villages and are themselves of Hungarian ethnic baickground.Yet this too, seemed to

be the case with Romanian city-dwellers. After a little chat, a closeness is established

between sellers and buyers, and tmst develops allowing the transaction to take place.
Needless to say, some of the native produoers were bilingual — for I was able to

ascertain they spoke both languages uently — and, thus, some of the city residents
may be fooled by them.

These markets were extremely lively locations for observing the interaction of the

various nationalities: for example, Gypsies utilized their language skills to
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communicate uently with I-Iungarians and Romanians alike; and, furthemiore, some

of them were extremely skillful how to beg for money from foreign tourists. The Cluj
market was also a place for testing the level of liberalizaon and democracy in

Romania. Street-signs and Hungarian name plate had almost disappeared, some

smeared with paint others knocked down. Cameras and Videos were still looked at with

distrust and trepidation. I was told to stop lming as well as to put away my camera.

At one point a man even decided to make his point in a forceful way by shoving the

camera away om my face. Clearly, the past decades of totalitarian terror and state

indoctrination were so successil that Transylvaniarxsstill felt uneasy about being
lmed.” While in Csepelmy laptop computer elicited awe in my youtliful informants,
on the Romanian border it caused a minor havoc in 1994; the camera, however,
continued to remain in the eyes of the state bureaucrats a wcapon for authenticating
reality. .

The logisticsof such actions have for a long time been that recording anything that

the state and the police deemed sensitive, including the nationality Situation in

Romania, was out ofthe question. By the mid-l990s, however, it seemed to me rather

odd that there would be such misgivings about using a recording device. Yet, as it was,

even in 1996 — aer the signing of the bilateral treaty between the Hungarian and the

Romanian govemments in September 1996 —— issues relating to the Situation of the

Hungarian minoiity were still too sensitive to be recorded, especiallyby a „foreigner?
In Romania, a foreigner is even more dangerous if he/she comes from Hungary, or

drives a car with Hungarian lincence plates. Such people are doubly burdened by
identitities both of their own and those foisted upon them. Clearly, crossing such state

and national borders and having to deal with several asciibed and assurned identities

places ie anthropologist in a special category being in the shiing congtuationsof

the timespacedimension, the actual third timespace mentioned earlier.

Such minor incidences aside‚it became clear to me that language has been used as

the most important cultural marker to identify and, especially, divide the Romanian

majority and the Hungarian minority.Book and newspaper reading and church visiting
(all languagebased) are also institutions which separate the two groups. At the main

square of Cluj there are separate newspaper stands which cater strictly to Romanians

and do not cany any Hungarian language newspapers; vica versa, the few Hungarian
sellers only sell their „own” publications. This is not only because of the recent

politicizationof national identities which follows in the wake of the resurgence of

transnational and diaspora identities discernible all over Europe.”There is a

‘5

Havingalap-topoormmtawlmaossingixoRotmniawasnoeasyadvexmneeher.Twioelwasaskedtollompapers
decladngmmgetlnerwhhieüdeocamemmidbmhsealmnnbersmdehmmyvisapapaslguesmuchofmisis
simply followingthelawaxiduyingtoeoumerthe illey vansponirxgofthese high-ptictd Pfüducts.Yet, l<.. Mingthe area

andieooumxyktzxalampastsamwlmgmwcaxmmbmwmdahowfarmstalecangoixikeepixigbqhcimgand

traveleisalikeinastaaeofeoxstmnfearaswellasimdasurveillanoebymllgwirmesswtedmology.
"

See, for examplgthe recentwoxicsby McDonald (1993. 1996). Wüsm and Smhh (1993), Kideckel (1995), and Kürti

andLangrxan0997).
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continuingtradition of separateness and distance between these nationality groups. My
friends oen told me the stories they could only hear from their elders (for reading
about them was not possible). These focused on the period which they conveniently
terrned the „Hungarian world/time.” Since in Hungarian these ideas two are expressed
by one world (viläg), to them it was natural to reminisoence that during the time of the

Hungarian occupation of Transylvania, between 194l and 1944, their whole world

was transformed. Equally ttrue was the follow-up period, when the Romanian

communist party did everything in its power to djminish ethnic and national identities
other than the majority Romanian. Listening to their memories I had to realize that

their everyday actions or inactions, when it came to the lack of oorrespondence
between the two groups, were rationalized through the real or peroeived facts of what

it was to be a member of a minority group living under extreme conditions and

suiferingfrom the side-eects of state supported nationalism.

In addition to my eldwork in Cluj, I worked and lived in a Hungarian village
(pop. circa 500) about 35 kilometers from the city, where I leamed about loca1—level

dierenees as well as similarities in Hungarian nationalistic perceptions. Also I felt,
under the pressure of previous monographs on eastem Europe, that „rea1”

anthropologicaleldwork must be conducted in a village setting, with a small number

of families, fairly isolated from the hub of city trac and in a plaoe where I could

perfoim traditional „parcipantobservation,” a phase which has been referred to by
Crapanzano as „meaningless”(1992, p. 139), but a phrase which may hold different

meanings for dierent anthropologists. What was important, however, was" the

personal experience of being there and being able to leam through my own trial-and-

error livingwith them. Very soon I had to realize that while I was able to talk to many

people‚only a few families were able (or willing) to sit for hours and answer my

questions. For this reason, I decided to monitor questionnaires - administered to one-

third of the village’s population — to establish the relevanoe and reproduction of

nationalistic stereotypes conceming the majorityRomanians.

The results, which added to my understanding of familiar behavior that I could

only observe momentarily and with a few families, had revealed how implications of

ethnic stereotyping and nationalistic, ethnooentric rhetoxic were embedded in popular
oonsciousness. In questions about stereotyping Romanians, Hungarian villagers
expressed disdain and their wish to remain separate from them. Most Hungarians
expressed their overt desires that they did not want to live together with Romanians. In

specic,I asked for aoceptance of Romanians’ proximity to Hungarians: „Would you
mind if Romanians buy land in your village?” About y-pereent of Hungariairs
answered a resounding „No” (more men asnwered in the afmiative though) However,
when asked whether they had misgivixigsabout Romanians moving in and buying a

house next to them, most of the Hungarians (95 peroent) answered that they did not

wish this to happen. My survey’s inial nding shows a comparable intolerance on the

part of Hungarians toward Gypsies as well.
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Aer living in Transylvania, it became clear to me that in present-day Romania

there are very few institutions which are designed to bring the majotity and minofity
groups closer to each other. A few individual and artistic (elite) circles, however, do

exist; yet, as I was able to observe, even a1 the Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj,
Hungarian students foxm their separate cultural, political, and artistic clubs and

circles. This was even more acute as a problem since from the beginning of 1997 the

Separationof the university into a Romanian and a Hungarian halves was voiced by
many. The Hungarian party in Romania, with the able leadership of B. Markö and L.

Tökes, has been intent upon pressuring the Romanian govemment to make

concessions: specically, some ethnic Hungarians want acceptance of the full

autonomous Status ofthe Hungarians in Romania (Birö 1995, Kürti 1995).
These ideas, which to the Romanian leadership are tantamount to full scale

separatism even aer the thaw resulting from the new govemment in oice since the

beginning of 1997, have been expressed to me by my infonnants on a daily basis.

Aside from the elite, they do not use jargon; „separatism”or „autonomy”are not to be

found in their vocabulary. Yet, for many, these have been tmnslated to simple acts of

cultura] preservation, heritage and ictionless oo-existence with the majority
Romanians. My landlady in the village where I lived for six months, recounted a story
to me which she asked me not to tell anyone. But by telling me, and lmowing full well

whax I was doing in her village, I know she meant the opposite: that I could to tell it.

While this story oonoems her solely, it is extremely important, for it reveals the

oonünuaon of some of the hidden tensions between the two nationality groups. In late

Fall 1996, she needed medical care and was sent to the local county hospital for a

check-up. At the hospital a young doctor inquired about her condition, and the elderly
lady ted to explain to the best of her lmowledgewhat she felt. Not nding adequate
words in Romanian to describe her condition, she resorted to Hungarian words. The

doctor replied sarcastically that she should leam Romanian well enough to

oommunicaxe with doctors, for after all it is the state language, and otherwise she

might not be treated by (Romanian) doctors.

This little story also made me aware why Hungarian villagersprefer to travel forty
or y miles to another town (or in special cases, even to neighbongHungaxy) where

they can rely on the care of doctors who are Hungarians and never go back to the

county hospital ever agajn. With such stories behind me, I had to realize that these new

times foree Hungarians and Romanians to cope with their everyday realities and shape
their oonceponsaccordingly. Naturally, this has also meant a rederxition and

repoliticizationof identities and inter-ethnic relations. The tension and the distance

between the two populations in Romania has been, unfortunately, continuing ever

sinoe, and, despite reoent govemmental changes, both my village and city infonnants’
Statements about the dierent spheres of existence are sadly but truly a continuous

reality in present day Romania (Kürti 1995, 1997). T0 leam all this has given
me a feeling of success which I was not able to receive from anthropologicalworks
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written in the west, save for some notable non-anthropological exceptions (Gallagher
1995). My committed involvement with my iends and colleagues as well as my own

national identity, allowed me t0 gain sensitive information which would bave been

unthinkable a decade earlier or not necessarily available to a westem scholar.

Conclusions: A New Anthropology of the New East?

Writing about these past experiences natuxally brings up the qumtion: what does all

this entail both to anthropology and the communities in question? For one, with the fall

ofthe wall way behind us and the former communist countries begging for NATO and

EU membership,we now may begin to create a new etlmographicpractice which will

be tting for the new cultural tapestry of Europa in general (McDonald 1996; Kokot

and Dracklö 1996; and O’Dowd and Wilson 1996) and eastem and Central Europe in

specic (Danforth 1995; Bmmen and Smitek 1995; Giordano 1997 ; Kirin and

Povrzanovic 1996; Kürti and Langman 1997; Schwanz 1996; Tishkov 1997). At this

postsocialistmoment, and in the changingpolitical,economic, and cultural landscapes,
we can never just simply retum to our earlier eldwork sites‚ areas of existence which

were not only transormed but oen erased in the tumultuous years aer 1989 and

1990: While retuming always enables us to reect back on the changing times, how

things were and how much they have changed, the earlier visits cannot and for that

matter should not be reproduced.”But as anthropologists we should also be aware of

using earlier material uncritically to suit our fancy. We nwd to develop a new

vocabulaxy and a timely theoretical apparatus to deal with the societies which have

undergone such tremendous uansfomuations.

Yet for anthropologistsworking in eastem Europe there are even more burning
questions. What are we to make of those communities and institutions we once termed

„state socialist” or „communist party” institutions which are no more although our

informants once connected to them are still around us? How are we supposed to justify
the lack of Maxxist-Ißninist ur-texts, making these societies work and reproduce
according to a master plan; or how, moreover, are we supposed to feel about our past
work pigeonholingmillions into peripheraland technologicallybackward existing state

socialist societies? Or, can we make a ippant Statement that, yes, once these

communities were state socialist, but now, with the availability of recent technological
gadgetxy,they are truly European, Intemet-user democracies ready for NATO and EU

memberships. Retuming to my earlier point in the beginning, about whether

anthropologicaleldwork really is concemed with gaining rst-hand and personal
expexiencesof the peoples’lives we study‚one serious question remains: if it was not

"
For an insightxlaocount ofrctum visits and changingpeqaectives on eldwork among the same populatiorxs,see Kenm

(1992) and Pzilsson (1995)
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state socialism, as many scholars and laymen alike now claim in eastem Europe and

the West, whaI did we as anthropologists understand and paxticipate in for all those

years? If staxe socialism can oollapse in a few months, how oould it have lasted for so

long? With whose Support? The people’s?The anthropologists’?And, nally, how

could anthropologists not notice that it would not last very long if they truly
understood the intimaxe and everyday lives of the people they studied?

Aside from these rather (unkind) questions, we might begin also to rethink several

of our earlier notions concernjngboth European anthropologyand eastem Europa per
se. Conductingeldwork under the watchful eyes of staxe and locaJ bureaucrats, with

specialpermits needed to panicipate and observe, and writing under the constmints of

what statc socialism really was or (to some) ought t0 be, cannot be dismissed lightly.
For these cut at the very heart of the anthropological enterpxise:what we do and why,
and how much we care about the societies we study.

Thinking about our eldwork locale in the 1980s and telling those (almost
folkloristic) stories may elicit a few intellectual whimpers, but back then most of us

took the power of the pany, the police, and the infonners a bit too seriously. Even the

anti-govemment and the policemen jokes seemed mny and dangerous at the same

time. Yet, in retrospcct, I hesitaIc to add, that we were a little too nad’ve,ocn making
fools of ourselves, and several of our monographs now aItest t0 thaI. Critical

reections are clearly the number one order of the day now. By not taking this

seriouslywe are endangengthe idea that we take anthropology seriously.
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ANNA URBAN‘

THE IDEA OF A UNITED EUROPE BEFORE 1949

It was Victor Hugo who introducecl the idea of the United States of Europe, this

way comparing it with that of the federal forrnation of the American contintent.

Ortega y Gasset, the philosopher also regarded the lack of pan-European
institutions as the barriers of development. The Austro-Hungarian count Richard

Coudenhove-Kalergi in his book entitled Europe Must Unire initiated the so called

Paneuropa Movement in the 1920s.

In October 1926 the rst Paneuropa Congresss was held in Vienna, attended

by more than two thousand Pan-Europeans from twenty-four European countries.
Von Lukacs was the head of the Hungarian delegation.

A few months aer the rst congress the Central Council of the Pan-

European Union met in Paris and offered the Honorary Presidency of the Union to

Aristide Briand, the Foreign Minister of France. So in 1929 it was the rst

occasion on which the idea of a federal Europe was suggested.
There are many parallels between the Briand Plan and the developments aer

1945. The Briand Plan was based on Franoo-German cooperation‚ securing
French hegemony with British assistance on the continent, excluding only the

Soviet Union. At the same time a European ‘federation’ would break down

barriers to trade in Europe and help the continent stand up to American economic

competition. However, the British showed little enthusiasm for the plan‚ for

several reasons. On the economic side as Robert Boyce argued, they were

opposed to regional trading blocs, preferring a liberal trade policy. They also

wished to preserve special commercial links to the Commonwealth, and they did

not wish to argue with the Americans, who seemed likely to oppose a European
trading bloc because it would restrict US exports.‘

On the second Paneuropa Congress in Berlin participants discussed the „great
difculties of bringing into harmony the various attitudes adopted regarding
European rapproachment.... The most striking feature was the reserve displayed
by Great Britain, which was at the time preparing its economic rapprochement
with the Dominions and was not willing to be hampered by continental ties during
this period of construction. Great Britaiifs attitude, supported by the bureucracy

'
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of Geneva, which saw in European union a dangerous rival to the Leauge of

Nations, contributed in no small degree to the failure of Briand’s initiative”?
Some in Britain did show interest in European cooperation, however. Eamest

Bevin, a trade union leader, after visiting the US in 1927 believed that a large,
single market in Europe would improve trade and employment levels. He showed

interest in European unity until the 193 Os. In 1940 he advocated a rather different

idea of an Angle-French imperial customs union.3
There were also a number of inuential British gures who believed in 193 8-

9 that, given the failure of the League of Nations to maintain peace, states should

Surrender some of their sovereignty to a federal world govemment. Among the

supporters of the ‘Federal Union’ movement there were Archbishop William

Temple and the Ambassador to Washington, Lord Lothian. They were inspired by
Union Now! a book by an American joumalist, C.K. Streit, published in 1938.

Streit however believed that a federation was only possible among the liberal

democracies, so his scheme could not have avoided war with the agressor states.

Still, the ideas developed by the British Federal Union movement had an

important impact on the wartirne development of federalist ideas in Europe among

Resistance movements determined that there would be no more destructive

European wars.‘
It is notable that just before the Fall of France to the Nazis in June 1940,

Britain offered her ally an ‘indissoluble union’, including common citizenship,
Imperial unity and a single cabinet. This proposal was drawn up by ocials from

both countries, most notably France’s Jean Monnet. The ‘indissoluble union’

appealed to Britain’s new Prime Minister, Churchill, and F rance’s Under-

Secretary of War, Charles de Gaulle, mainly as a way of keeping the French

Empire in the war. This proposal was turned down by the French Cabinet, who

feared a British attempt to take over the French Empire and were convinced of

Gennany’sultimate victory.5

The Idea of a Western Bloc

The inter-war years represent a period when Britain had already ceased to be

strong enough to justify it playing the role of the dominant world power, but,
because of the withdrawal of the United States from participation in the

international System, and because of the defeat of Germany, there was no barrier

to Britain continuing to play the role.

2
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During the Second World War the representatives of the govemments in exile
in London (Belgian, Holland, Norwegian) regarded Great Britain as the future

leading power after the war, and in the Foreign Ofce they had the belief that the
fomiation of a Western bloc would be ablc not only to control Germany but to

help Great Britain to maintain its position of dominance. Britain had always held
a special place in Ordering the aifairs of the world, and, despite its reduced

position its statesmen continued to play this role.

It is ironical enough, but the idea of a British-led ‘Western bloc’ was rst put
forward by Stalin himself, in talks with British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden
in December 1941. Stalin saw British military bases in Western Europe as a way
to hold down Gerrnany aer the war, and as a compensation for Britiain for

Soviet predominance in Eastem Europe‘;
As Churchill was aware of the fact that Britain lacked the resources to build

up Western Europe into a strong military alliance, any attempt to achieve a

Western bloc before the end of the war was rejected by hirn. At best he hoped for

a loose ‘Council of Europe’ as a part of a number of regional organisations under

the UN.’
The Foreign Oice was perfectly aware that Britain was incapable of

resisting the strength of the United States, or the Soviet Union once it had

recovered from the war. In order to counteract the inuence of the USSR the

Foreign Oice saw it essential to keep the United Statcs as a signicant actor in

the international System. Preventing a irther withdrawral of the United States into

isolation became a major preoccupation of British foreign policy aer the war.

It was probably for this reason that Winston Churchill made the special
relationship with the United States the rst of the three spheres of inuence for

Britain that he identied in a famous analysis of the country’s position in the

world. The other two spheres were the Commonwealth and, dcnitely in third

place, Europe. Churchill presented this analysis when he was the leader of the

opposition, but there is little doubt that it represented the concensus view of the

Conservativc and Labour leaderships, and of the Foreign Offices
The idea of a special relationship was based on the belief that the Americans,

as another English-speaking nation, would need guidance of Britain in how to

conduct themselves in international affairs. When successive US Adrninistrations

supported the movements for West European unity, the British saw it as a mistake

which sirnply proved that the Americans needed British guidance. Suggestions
from Washington that Britain might join the European Communities that were

being shaped were seen in the same light. Despite the support of the United States

for British participation in the European Connnunities, the belief in a special
5
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Atlantic relationship acted as a psychological barrier to Britain’s policy-makers
seeing the need for such participation?

The Commonwealth had eonsiderable eeonomic and political importance for

Britain‚ but it became a real barrier to cooperate with the six states that

eventually came: together to fomt the European Communities. The Commonwealth

as a perceived sphere of inuence deterred British policy-makers from seeing any

need to be a part of a ‘narrow’ European grouping. Popular Sentiment could

easily be mobilised in favour of ‘kith and kin’ in the Commonwealth and against
‘foreigners’ in Europe.")

The war had drained the country of nancial reserves, harmed its overseas

trade and its merchant navy. Peace added to problems: apart from the need to end

wartime controls, the British people opted for eostly social refomts and

nationalisation by voting Labour in the July election. Economic and nancial

problems, Imperial crises and Cold War tensions faced the new govemment with

challenges and looking for new directions in foreign policy. Foreign Ofce

Secretary Bevin’s meeting with the Foreign Ofce about Western Europe, on 13

August 1945, was clearly more than an isolated example of interest in continental

cooperation. By emphasizing the need for economic cooperation Bevin went

beyond the Foreign Ofce, which had put the accent on military and political
links." The negative view of the Treasury and the Board of Trade had been made

clear at an inter-departmental meeting in July when their representatives argued
that Britain must preserve its economic independence, its world trading role and

its ties to the Commonwealth, and believed that America would oppose a

European trade bloc.”
Another reason for the delays to the Western bloc was poor British relations

with Franee. The only real progress in Franco-British relations was made in

September 1946 by the forrnation of an Economic Committee, accompanied by a

settlement of nancial debts. Economic Committees were created with many other

West European countries to discuss mutual problems. Bevin’s interest in

economic cooperation went beyond bilateral agreements. In September he pressed
the British govemment to study a customs union with Western Europe.

13

The yearl947 began with SUCCCSSfIIltalks on a Franco-British treaty. This

change of French attitude came because of a short-lived Socialist govemment in

France, whose leader was a leading anglophile, Leon Blum. British Ambassador

Duff Cooper, who was seen as an early advocate of European unity,”encouraged
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him to sign a treaty, which was nally signed in March 1947, at Dunkirk. Bevin
began talks with the Belgians about a possible treaty, based on the Dunkirk
model. This was consistent with Bevin’s declared aims in August 1945. On 7

May Bevin told a Foreign Ofce meeting, that with the Americans predominant in
the westem hemisphere and with the Soviets dominant in Eastem Europe, Britain
must organise the Western bloc.” However, Bevin’s talks on Belgian treaty had
not progressed because on 5 June Ameiican Secretary of State George Marshall
oered to assist a European economic recovery programme. ‚

The Marshall Plan had few details when it was launched. It forced Western
European states to work together to draw up a joint recovery programme, but it
can be shown what resistance there was to US attempts to shape Europe in its
own image into a large, single marketplace. Each European country was keen to

protect its own interests, not least the British, who were determined to preserve
imperial trade preference and their special nancial position in the Sterling Area.
Bevin refused to be treated as ‘just another European country“, though it would
be wrong to conclude that Britain was opposed to European cooperation. The

Foreigh Ofce had always wanted Western European cooperation as a way to

improve Britain’s international Standing, a way to match the power of America

and Russia, but not as a way to the loss of independence.
An inclication of division betvveen France and England over the future of

Europe emerged in 1947 when the British and French took the initiative in

convening a conference of all European states interested in receiving aid from the

United States under the plan and a Council for European Economic Co-operation
was created.. The formation of a customs union had been proposed by the French,
but the British had declined to be involved in such a project."Jean Monnet‚ the

head of the Economic Planning Commission charged with organizing France’s
economic recovery recognized that France was too small an economy to be able to

compete effectively in international terms, and that a wider domestic market was

necessary if European companies were to be fostered which would match the

Americans in size and scale. But the British representatives argued that the

problems of Europe were global problems, and that an exclusive trading block

would be no solution.

The idea of a ‘third force’ appealed to some elements of the Labour Party
aer the war, but it was abandoned by them following the Hague Congress °f

April 1948, designed to further the cause of European unity at which ‘Lfabour
observers noted that the attendance was ovenvhelmingly representatlVe °f

"
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Conservative and capitalist groupsfwThe star speaker there was Winston

Churchill, which was a sure reason for Labour members to be suspicious of the

unity movement. But before the Hague Congress Foreign Oice put down its

views in a memorandum. A Cabinet paper, ‘The First Aim of British Policy,
circulated in January 1948, talked of ‘a Western Union among European states,

with the backing (and not the participation) of Americafw When Bevin on 22

J anuary made a speech to the House of Commons where he stated ‘Biitain cannot

stand outside Europe’, his armouncement was welcomed by the Conservatixre

Opposition,whose foreign affairs spokesman Anthony Eden was an advocate of a

Western bloc.”
There was a difference between the ‘third forcism’ of British Labour Party

members and that of the French politicians’. French conservative Foreign
Minister Georges Bidault in 1946 proposed and Angle-French treaty around

which Western Europe could unite independently of the United States and the

Soviet Union. Labour members had the ideological motivation to nd a rniddle

way between the capitalism of the United States and the communism of the

USSR, whereas for many French politicians the motivation was national pride.”
For Britain the security of Western Europe had to be based on the

unchallenged leadership of the United States owing to its historical and cultural

sympathy for the United States and its conviction that it could enjoy special
relationship with the new dominant power. For France the key to remain

independent of the US was to build up Western European unity under French

leadership. Britain suspicious of the ‘third forcism’ inherent in this French

proposal, rejected the project. It can be noted that the Western alliance had many

intemal differences, and for numerous reasons British policy began to differ

radically from its continental allies. Bevin saw the prime aim of a European
cooperation as being to strengthen Britain’s role in the world, and he was not

prepared to agree to the loss of British power to any centralised European
institutions.

Outside govemment circles even the idea of a European-Commonwealth union

persisted for some time. It was drawn up in a so-called ‘StrasbourgPlan’ in the

Council of Europe in late 1949, and was supported by Churchill’s Conservative

delegation.”In a pamphlet ‘What do you think about the Westem Union’

circulated by the British Conservative Party in 1949 Robert Boothby, MP for

East Aberdeenshire wrote that ‘the new phase should be the development of

regional groups of Colonial territories of Europe, in Africa and Asia. And the

m
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ultimate goal should be the weldjng of the whole into a new democratic United

Nations Organisation, which will have the advantage of being genuinely united for

the realisation of a common purposef”
Given the fact that Britain lacked material resources, Bevin saw it impossible

to realise a customs union, Euro-African links and a strong French alliance.

However, when the North Atlantic Treaty was signed in April 1949, the Foreign
Oice found it very attractive that an alternative to European Unity was formed.“

3’
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